FURTHER SUBMISSION INFORMATION FROM:
Davina Penny, 17 Iraklis Close, Templeton, Christchurch
IN RELATION TO: Application to quarry in Templeton by Fulton Hogan

Under advisement of the Hearings Officer, I am able to supply the below information in advance of the
hearing, so as to reduce the amount of time I need in order to read through my submission. Reference
documents are in the main body of the email, and will also be on a flash drive to be copied for
Commissioners when presenting at the hearing. submission. So as to avoid confusion, the main body of
each section incorporates concerns from the initial application and the March response to Councils. The
final part of each section references the concerns arising from the August response to Councils.

SETBACKS:
1) I would like to firstly discuss the issue of 'setbacks'. The best way to protect residents from any
quarrying activity, including the risk to health through the release of dust is to incorporate safe set back
distances.
The applicant has made it clear that they wish to have negligible setbacks consented - with an indication
of wishing to quarry within 100m of a dwelling. (Closer if they obtain written permission).

2) There is no clear cut explanation of proposed setbacks in the application. I perceive a lot of
misdirecting of attention towards the central plant, but we know mobile plants will be used - with no
indication of how close to quarry boundaries it will be used. This will be evidenced in this section.
Therefore I suggest nobody will know how close operations will be to their property. A simple and
straightforward set back applying to the entire site would provide certainty, with residents knowing
exactly what the set back would be in relation to them and their property. Can we please have
confusion removed and have a straightforward 500 metres applied - the start point measured from the
outer quarry boundary and measured to property boundaries. Both these points being considered a
constant variable. Where the applicant is asking for measurements to be taken to the actual dwelling
and not the property boundary? It maximises how much land they can quarry but severely impacts on
the right of that resident to enjoy all areas of their land - not just the 4 walls of their house.

3) Where silica is present, a setback distance of 500 metres is applied when following the Victoria EPA and is applied in conjunction with best practice. If the mitigation is not deemed to be adequate, it is
advised that consent is not granted. Fulton Hogan have acknowledged these standards, but have given
themselves a get out clause by claiming them to be confusing / not clear. And have also incorporated
their own heavily manipulated interpretation of this standard, in an attempt to dissuade you from giving
due consideration to its validity. (Page 27 of Dust Management report)
I can show you the criteria as it is shown in the Victoria EPA.

4) It is actually very clear. Incorporating the activities the applicant will be undertaking, along with the
presence of crystalline silica? The setback should be 500 metres with no mention of 'depending on...' I
would suggest that if they were confused, why have they not contacted the agency for clarification? This
has been done, by myself and two others. With confirmation - the presence of silica is independent of
any blasting activities.

5) The standards do cite measurements to 'sensitive use' areas which could include garages, carports,
bbq areas and swimming pools. Certainly not to dwellings. I would suggest anyone could have any area
of their property include any of these at any time - thus an area near the boundary could become a
sensitive area. Therefore my request is that a fixed variable is used - that being property boundary.
As stated, the standards confirm - perceived robust mitigation is not a replacement for any setback. So
regardless of what the applicant claims they will do to prevent dust? This set back must still be applied.
6) Victoria EPA states:
".... While it is an objective that such emissions should be eliminated, it is recognised that even 'state of
the art' facilities are not always guaranteed to achieve this goal 100 percent of the time. Equipment
failure, accidents and abnormal weather conditions are among the causes that can lead to emissions
affecting sensitive land uses beyond the boundary of the source premises.
Unlike routine emissions, unintended emissions, industrial residual air emissions (IRAEs) are often
intermittent or episodic and may originate at or near ground level. Separation distances seek to avoid

the consequence of IRAEs. An adequate separation distance should allow IRAEs to dissipate without
adverse impacts on sensitive land uses.
However, the recommended separation distances provided in this guideline are not an alternative to
source control."
7) This is indeed backed up in the NZ published "Good Practice Guide for Assessing and Managing Dust:
Separation distances are not intended as an alternative to source control. Instead they are implemented
in addition to pollution controls that are consistent with the best practicable option."
Key point:
Relevant separation distances should be considered when assessing discharges to air to address
unintended or accidental releases, and/or effects that cannot be internalised even with the adoption of
the best practicable option".
8) The fact there is no stipulated set back in this country, is routinely abused by quarry companies.
Whereby NZ does not offer protection to communities / residents by currently stipulating a setback in
the RMA, it gives you as commissioners the leeway to consider one. The applicant gives credibility to
the Victoria EPA. In that case they will not have grounds to object to having a setback applied of 500m,
thereby offering those in the vicinity of the quarry some assurance the negative impacts of activities will
be reduced. The applicant will be using a mobile plant. Therefore attention should not be focussed on
the fixed plant in the centre of the site.

9) There are many issues to consider when applying a setback, which the applicant has not adquately
accounted for. By way of example,, it should not be decided based on the fact the applicant believes
you may only have the wind blow in your direction on a few days of the year.
Further regarding setbacks will be presented at the hearing when discussing concerns I have regarding
dust. However, the issue of the mobile plant is key.
** The applicant has clearly misdirected everyone regarding the use of the mobile plant. They cite
location, but have twice indicated it will be used closer than 250m from sensitive locations. ‘Located’
and ‘used’ are different!**
This will be mentioned further, but this is one such clear reference.
Page 45 of the Dust Management Report:
"The use of any portable processing plant will only take place with the use of water dust suppression
(either sprays or high-pressure fogging system) fixed to the plant. Additionally, where they are located
within 250m of off-site sensitive locations, they should only be operated when the wind is blowing from
the direction of the sensitive location".
Another reference from page 46 of the report.
Page 46 of the dust Management report:
"In addition to the above, when operating within 250 m of either Receptors 3 or 11, an additional
monitor should be situated at the site boundary nearest to each receptor".

Therefore when taking into account recommendations of Louise Wickham, it cannot be viable to cite the
mobile plant as a measuring point. The applicant has been manipulative in the wording used. It is clear
we cannot ascertain how close to sensitive locations it will be used.
Concerns regarding expert report September 2019 - Mr. Cudmore
10) quote: point 93
"I note the application discusses set back buffer distances from Australian jurisdictions and I am mindful
of the Victorian EPA buffer guidelines. However,
their basis and relevance is often misunderstood in my view. It is simply a trigger for instigating a more
detailed level of assessment for quarry permit applications. It is clear there are a number of large
quarries with the dense urban area of Melbourne that are situated within the order 100 to 200 metres of
dense residential areas and which included blasting activities."

This is purel opinion, and not backed up in the email correspondence with Victoria EPA I have provided.
They made it clear - this 500m setback is alongside robust mitigation, and is not disregarded, regardless
as to how comprehensive the proposed mitigation is portrayed. There is no misunderstanding - at all.
And I ask that more weight is given to the correspondence from the staff at the Victoria EPA.
I wish to also add, Mr. Cudmore has not given specific examples of quarries within 100m of dense
residential areas. This is unsubstantiated and I ask that it be disregarded.
Concerns regarding expert report September 2019 - Mr. Dawson.
Mr. Dawson has not been employed with the Victoria EPA since 2010. The current guidelines were
adopted in 2013. The email correspondence confirming the setbacks are from 2018, and being recent
are more representative of current applications. I therefore believe they should be carry more weight
than the comments of Mr. Dawson.

To finish this section, can it be noted that the applicant initially cited the criteria as confusing, with NO
reference in the original application to the Victoria EPA standards being the basis for decision making
based on good practice, mitigation measures etc. This is purely a tactic change to counter the correct
and valid references made in submissions.

SITE SELECTION
11) The applicant has indicated they have investigated an opportunity to land swap with Templeton
Golf course once the Pound Road Quarry is exhausted. They have stated additional public and political
processes would be required to enable this to happen. This being elaborated on in their November
2018 newsletter, whereby because of the processes alluded to, it is not being progressed "at this time".
The inference being it is likely to be progressed - in the future.

12) I can now show that they have already undergone initial application processes to facilitate this land
swap. The below points are further indications that this is still being followed up by the applicant. This
news report from 2016 shows they have considerable time left in which to undergo further stages. It is
therefore clear - this site is NOT their only realistic or viable option. There is a very real risk they will
have 2 quarries operating in Templeton in due course. With an increase in trucks, dust and all other
issues associated with quarrying.

13) This is supported by comments from the 2018 Institute of Quarrying awards, shown in a media
release of August 2018 as below.
Fulton Hogan were awarded a silver award for their environmental work in preparing the land for a
viable land swap. The plans are cited in this release as being on hold - with no mention of plans being
cancelled or discontinued. On hold it can be assumed, pending the outcome of this hearing.

14) In addition, they are named as the owners of a proposed well (M36/11248) on the golf course site.
This site update occurred on 12th July 2018 - only 4 months prior to the application being made.
Another indication that this proposed land swap is still viable. I for one would find it hard to believe
they would go to these lengths, and have a well proposed in their name only 4 months prior to the
application for this site being made - if they had no intention of following through with the golf course
land swap.
Mr. Stewart has selectively cited environmental awards in his Sept 2019 report.

.

15) Fulton Hogan had exploration rights on an extremely large tract of land north of West Melton. They
chose to cede those rights, and thus put all their eggs in the one basket - the land subject to this
application.

https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/102510467/quarry-firm-puts-eggs-in-one-basket-with-templetonplan-after-dismissing-other-sites
16) The reason shown on page 25 of the Golder report for not being able to consider land at McLeans
Island is due to "planning constraints around the land at McLeans Island" and that this is unlikely to
proceed.
There has been no indication as to what these planning constraints are. The applicant has not provided
any supporting evidence. "Unlikely" is not definitive, and indicates there is still a possibility. In the face
of no evidence to support the reasons as to why it cannot go ahead, I ask that you please disregard the
claims that there are no other options. There are options available, and if the applicant decides to not
follow through with those options it is a choice they have opted to take. One that should not then be
pushed onto the residents of Templeton to endure.

Concern regarding expert report Sept 2019 - aggregrate demand and supply - Mr. Chilton

17) Mr. Chilton has made it clear there is enough aggregate available through current consents to last
until 2043 - a total of 24 years. Should this be consented it will only extend that supply for a further 5
years, with the unnecessary trade off being 40 years + of distress, potential harm and loss of amenity
values to the Templeton Community. With the likelihood of the golf course swap going ahead it is clear
- this quarry does not need to be consented. 23 years is ample time to plan for the long term future,
whereby suitable land can be sourced accordingly.
I would suggest in that time quarrying further away, whereby communities are not impacted will be
more than viable. For example, transport costs will not be the excuse that can be accepted, as it is likely
many vehicles will be fully electric, with reduced running costs. Mr. Stewart has already indicated Fulton
Hogan have started to electrify part of their vehicle fleet.

CONCERNS REGARDING SITE REHABILITATION
**THE HEARING DOCUMENTS REFERENCED IN THIS SECTION WILL BE IN AN EMAIL WITH THIS
SUBMISSION, AND WILL ALSO TO BE COPIED FROM THE FLASH DRIVE USED AT THE HEARING**

18) This is a two part section where I firstly outline proposals by the applicant, before referencing the
findings of the Environment Court regarding rehabilitation.

From page 15 of the draft rehabilitation plan:
"Excavated pit levels will guide the final land form of the rehabilitated site. The minimum finished floor
level for the site, following operational rehabilitation and cleanfilling activities, will be at least 1.3 metres
(m) (this includes a minimum topsoil of 300 mm) above highest recorded ground water levels in the
vicinity of the site, at the time of backfilling occurring. Where there is available clean fill material, parts
of the site may be backfilled to a higher landform"
19) From this clause we can see that the finalised and rehabilitated area is to comprise of 1m of
unexcavated land with 300mm of topsoil and grass. There may be some areas backfilled to a higher
platform, but there is no indication as to how much as it is dependent on the availability of clean fill.
The first question has to be: Is this adequate? Can 300mm of topsoil and grass be deemed as acceptable
as rehabilitation?
20) They have cited use of the Draft Rehabilitation Plan prepared by the CCC from August 2018, as SDC
does not have such a plan. In lieu of this application being made to SDC, the reliance of this plan would
usually be irrelevant. However, the applicant has referred to CCC plans, and these were referenced in
the case outlined below.
21) There is no end date given for the end of operations. One reason for this is because of the time it
may take to rehabilitate the site:
"An unlimited consent duration is sought from CRC and SDC for the land use consents, ........ The total life
of the quarry is directly tied to market demand for aggregate products from the site but is expected to be
in excess of 30 to 40 years. This is influenced by the availability of supply from other aggregate sources in
the vicinity, and by the time taken to backfill the site and undertake rehabilitation activities"
A clause from the applicant documentation states:
"It is not proposed that the entire site will be backfilled to original ground level, but it is anticipated that
the final finished site level will be higher than the base of pit excavations across most of the pit"
Absolutely nothing by way of detail, and certainly nothing that would instil confidence in us as residents,
that there will be something other than a huge gaping hole at the end of operations.
"Following completion of quarry works, in a staged approach, a 300 mm layer of topsoil s hould be
applied over the finished surface level and sown with a suitable grass species."

I note the word "should" is used instead of "will". Leaving the applicant the opportunity to not even do
the bare minimum of a bit of topsoil and grass.
22) Suggestions for use of the site, once rehabilitation has taken place are:
" ..range from farming, to animal boarding, recreation and other uses provided for within the Rural
zones".
23) A subsequent document mentions the potential for lifestyle block use. What r isk will there be with

regards to flooding, or even to liquefaction in the event of an earthquake if there are residences barely
1m above the aquifer below? The applicant has not supplied any information regarding those risks. How
much liability would they be in line for, should their excavations go beyond safe levels, which in time
compromise any structures subsequently erected on that land?
Another reference in the application documentation is as follows:
"On completion of rehabilitation, the site will be returned to its pastoral state................"
24) The Environment Court decision Harewood Gravels Ltd (applicant) v Yaldhurst Quarries Joint Action
group, (appellant) discussed the issue of rehabilitation in points 291 - 302. The findings of this hearing
were upheld by the High Court in a decision released in November 2018. (Please see points 232 - 240
for High Court references to rehabilitation). Both the Environment court and the High Court findings
were in favour of the YQJAG. Therefore it is relevant to raise concerns regarding rehabilitation, whereby
a comparison can be made between what is proposed in this application, and the findings of the
Environment court. Precedence has been accordingly set. Any shortfalls in what is proposed by the
applicant should therefore be cause for consideration to refuse consent. Subsequent reports also refer
to the pastoral stage post quarrying. Can these reports please be regarded with due caution, and the
ruling of the Environment Court applied.

From the Environment Court regarding rehabilitation:
25) The first important consideration is the level of infill above HRGWL. The quarry company were
proposing to use infill to a depth of 3m before then spreading topsoil and planting grass. In this case,
the applicant has readily stated that most likely there will be just 1m of unexcavated ground above
water level, with 300mm of topsoil and grass, with some areas being higher. A significant difference and
one I would suggest could have implications for future use.
Points 301 from the hearing decision:
"Clause (b) requires proposals for new quarrying activities demonstrate through a quarry site
rehabilitation plan the objectives, methodology and time scales for achieving site rehabilitation and
appropriate end of use. We interpret the policy as requiring the applicant for a new quarry to produce
the site rehabilitation plan at the time the application is lodged."

26) The applicant has not given a clear time scale - they have no end date for operations. In the
application we are led to believe it could be 40 years. When attending a Fulton Hogan information
session in May 2019, we were advised it could be 40 - 50 years. With regards possible use they have
cited, they are incredibly varied. Methodology is not detailed. And there is absolutely no mention of
how ponds are to be rehabilitated. This is a serious issue and has the potential to increase the risk of
bird strike to aircraft in the vicinity if not addressed.

Point 302 from the hearing decision:
27) "...... we received no expert evidence to demonstrate that the proposed rehabilitation will allow use
of the land for pastoral use. More particularly whether 300 - 350mm of topsoil over clean fill can be
returned to pastoral use...... To achieve objective 17.2.1.1(a)(i) - support and maintain the potential
contribution of rural productive activities - the policy contemplates something more than growing grass.
We give these findings significant weight".
28) The applicant intends to have a mere 300mm layer of topsoil with grass. Something the
Environment Court did not deem as adequate rehabilitation. Taking into account the concerns of the
Environment court, you need to be provided with evidence that the proposal of topsoil and grass can
adequately prepare the land for pastoral use.
This is from the Baca report supplied under s92:
Given the level of modification occurring to the site overtime it is likely that the underlying geology and
soil structure will fundamentally change to the point that it is difficult to consider the viability of future
land use (especially pastoral) with any real degree of certainty.

In lieu of the findings of the Environment court, it is clear that the applicant has not
fulfilled the required criteria for site rehabilitation.

Additional concerns rising from expert report Sept 2019 - Mr. MThamo

29) Mr. Mthamo believes there is no reason why residential properties cannot be erected post

quarrying, citing lifestyle residential type use. He has provided no evidence to support this. Nor has he
considered the risks / effects on structural reliability due to a) rises in water levels in the future b)
increased likelihood of flooding c) potential for liquefaction damage in the event of an earthquake.
This land will potentially be 9.5m below ground level at the end of operations, and 1m or less above
ground water levels. Are we really to believe the only activity that will not be suitable is intensive level
dairy farming, bases solely on nitrate concerns?

30) With regards to the vegetation and topsoil, he has made it clear this is to stabilise the land. I would
suggest stabilising is very different to what a reasonable person would class as rehabilitation. A concern
supported by the Environment Court.

INADEQUACIES OF PROPOSED MITIGATION
**THE HANDBOOK REFERENCED IN THIS SECTION IS FOUND HERE:
https://www.cdc.gov/niosh/mining/UserFiles/works/pdfs/2012-112.pdf
AND IS ALSO TO BE COPIED FROM THE FLASH DRIVE USED AT THE HEARING (the pdf was too large to
attach in the email containing this part of my submission)**

31) In opening this section, I feel it is important to discuss the issues of "good practise" and "best
practise". These are terms we have read throughout the application. What do they mean? And
importantly - what would constitute "best practise"
From page 49 of the Dust management report:
"In this instance, Fulton Hogan proposes to use current industry good practice techniques to control dust
impacts combined with additional measures to monitor and proactively manage the impacts of the
operation"
32) From page 26 of the Golder report: (actual wording)
"The large site size provides an excellent opportunity to support a level of investment that allows Fulton
Hogan to go ‘beyond compliance’ in terms of effects mitigation, while also showcasing b
 est practice for
quarry rehabilitation in Canterbury".
From page 49 of the Golder report: (actual wording)
"Overall, it is concluded that the proposed method of discharge (for contaminants to air) is the only
practicable method and with the quarry operational design and effects mitigation measures proposed is
considered to represent b
 est practice within the local aggregate industry"
33) The definition of best practice below is taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Best_practice
"A method or technique that has been generally accepted as superior to any alternatives because it
produces results that are superior to those achieved by other means or because it has become a
standard way of doing things, e.g., a standard way of complying with legal or ethical requirements".

Therefore there is an indication that there is a technique, method, process or activity that is more
effective at delivering a particular outcome than any other. We need to note the word superior has
been used twice here.

34) With what I am about to present I believe it will be clear - the mitigation proposed by the applicant
does not come close to meeting the criteria for best practise, or good practise. There is no evidence
provided to show that processes and techniques proposed are superior in any way. There has been a
huge focus on distances from sensitive areas, wind directions, positioning of the plant. We should all

expect mitigation to go beyond that. It should include the specific proposals for each and every
operating aspect of the site. The technology and means are available.

35) One aspect of concern comes across loud and clear. The applicant has not said what mitigation will
be ongoing / occurring out of hours. There is no mention of how on warm and windy nights, dust will be
prevented from being lifted off the floor, stockpiles etc, where it will then be taken beyond the quarry.
Or what mitigation measures will be ongoing during the days they are not operating where the same can
occur. Waiting for a phone call before doing something? This alone would suggest a process that is far
from 'best practise.'

36) Mitigation does not only encompass distances between operations and sensitive locations, or
operating close to boundaries only if wind speed and directions are supportive of these activities, etc.
This seems to be the main focus of the applicant.

37) Any area that can be covered, WOULD be covered. Dust extraction systems would be used
ALONGSIDE water mitigation. Water mitigation would include both dust prevention and dust
suppression - with both being used in tandem at key points of operation. It would certainly involve
more than what has been proposed - that being some spraying and reliance on a water cart.

38) In the main body of this section I will be:
a) Citing inadequacies of proposed mitigation.
b) Querying unsubstantiated claims regarding the effectiveness of the proposed mitigation.
c) Showing what MUST be used if the applicant intends to at least meet a standard that could be cited as
"good practise"
In addition to images of good and best practise techniques, I will be using photographs to illustrate why
the proposed mitigation is inadequate. I understand I am not to go into detail of operations at other
sites and will not be doing so. The photographs (from the applicant's Pound Road site) are shown purely
to illustrate the points of discussion in this submission - and to show that these are genuine and
evidenced concerns.

39) I acknowledge I am not an expert and will not be citing as if I were.
Therefore there will be direct quotes taken from a 2012 published hand book compiled by the
Department of Health and Human Services, USA. A link to this document is shown at the start of this
section.

40) This 314 page book comprehensively covers all aspects of mining and quarrying in the USA. All
component operating aspects of a quarry are covered in a huge amount of detail. You will see there are
recommendations that key areas are to be covered. As well as detailed explanations of the many
systems available to collect dust, so as to prevent it from accumulating within the site. There is a large
section dedicated to water mitigation and you will see some of the images from this section of the book
in this part of my submission.

41) I would offer up to these proceedings that the authors can be classed as having the relevant
expertise and knowledge. And would ask that you compare the proposed measures by the applicant, to
what is industry recommended as shown in the handbook. With particular reference to the use of water
mitigation for all individual component operating points of a quarry. It will become very clear there is
either inadequate mitigation, or there are aspects of the operation that have no mitigation measures at
all.

42) Firstly, an important issue to take into account with regards how far dust particles can stay
suspended. This table is from the book referenced, and shows - PM10 and smaller can potentially be
airborne for 7 hours - just from a height of 10 feet. (Which equates to the 3m height of the proposed
bunds). It will be obvious - it would not take much by way of wind to disperse it beyond the bounds of
the quarry.

43) As it can be seen, the fog use to mitigate is clearly defined - thick fog will not bring down airborne
PM10 or smaller. Therefore the onus would have to be on the applicant to define further the fogging
machinery they intend to use, as it may only be useful in mitigating particles larger than PM10. PM10
and smaller HAS to be the focus of mitigation. It is these particles that are the cause of ill health to
residents in the vicinity of the quarry - not just RCS which seems to have become the main focus. In my
opinion, wrongly so. Also, the fogging machine is used to suppress dust (already in the air). It does not
prevent it from becoming airborne. So, the applicant needs to be descriptive in how and where it is
used. This book makes it very clear - dust should firstly be prevented from becoming airborne.

44) If they are not using the correct size water particle? It will be ineffective. If is not used in key areas
where dust has become airborne, or is not used in tandem with spray to prevent dust from becoming
airborne to begin with? It will be less effective.

45) I have read through the dust management document, and there is scant information regarding the
fogging machine and water particle size. This table shows the applicant has to be precise in what it
proposes. PM10 and smaller is invisible to the naked eye. There should be no reliance on only using
water in areas where there is visible dust.
With regards to why it is important, this is taken from pages 63 & 64 of the handbook:
When using sprays, one of the primary considerations is the droplet size. If the droplet diameter is much
greater than the diameter of the dust particle, the dust particle simply follows the air stream lines
around the droplet. If the water droplet is of a size comparable to that of the dust particle, contact
occurs as the dust particle follows the stream lines and collides with the droplet.... For airborne dust
suppression, where the goal is to knock down existing dust in the air, the water droplets should be in
similar size range to the particles, causing them to fall from the air".
This is shown by this diagram:

46) In addition, from page 141 of the handbook referenced in this section:
"Suppression of respirable airborne dust using water, usually through sprays directed into the dust cloud
is not always highly efficient. It is difficult with hydraulically atomizing spray nozzles to produce water
droplets small enough to suppress respirable particles effectively."
Having seen these machines in operation, wind speed and direction could also limit their effectiveness.
I will be discussing the issue of trucks and water mitigation in this section, (videos to be shown at the
hearing) but these points from page 286 of the handbook are indicators of good practise to prevent
dispersal of dust or debris:

**Covering the haul load with tarps.
** Truck to not be overloaded, and should be centred. If mounded, mound to be no higher than the
height of the dump bed.
** A freeboard of 3 inches from top of dump truck bed to the material loaded.

47) With regards to the conveyor belt system, the handbook acknowledges this as being a significant
area of operation requiring mitigation. However, if the material is not sufficiently dampened prior to
being loaded to the conveyor belt, or becomes dry in this area, it has the potential to become a new
hazard. The applicant's proposed method of mitigation? A reduced drop height. There is no mention of
dampening any length of this system in any of the documentation, which would ensure material has not
dried before being dropped off at the tail end of the conveyor. Yet this operation is a key source of dust:
From page 163 of the handbook:
"There are three primary root causes for fugitive dust emissions associated with conveyor belts: spillage,
carry back, and airborne dust (Figure 5.2). Control of all three primary dust sources is necessary to
eliminate fugitive dust emissions"

Page 146 goes on to say:
48) The most common and effective practice for conveyor sprays is to wet the entire width of product on
the belt.......... Some studies indicate that wetting the return side of the conveyor belt also helps to
minimize dust liberation. This practice reduces dust generation from the idlers as well as at the belt
drives and pulleys. Water sprays located on the top (wetting the product) and the bottom (reducing dust
from the idlers) at the same application point can be a very effective strategy [Courtney 1983; Ford
1973]. ......... Using more spray nozzles at lower flow rates and positioning them at locations closer to the
ore is more advantageous than using fewer sprays at higher flow rates"

49) In addition to the main plant, the conveyor belt is an area that most definitely could be covered
with the reasons being discussed in the handbook, and can be used in conjunction with dust removal

systems. (Shown by this image). This reduces the level of dust on material that could become a hazard
later if it is left to dry in piles over a period of time.

50) This next image shows a water system at a conveyor being used to both prevent and suppress dust.
You can see the use of water is comprehensive across the entire length of this operation point.

51) With regards other aspects of operation, I have serious concerns that not enough is being done.
Fogging at the crushing/screening area will bring down some airborne dust IN THAT SPECIFIC AREA, but
that is reliant on the correct size of mist as already stated. Why isn't this area of operation covered?
There is no excuse for not doing so at the fixed plant. This slide shows such a covered area, using both
wet dust suppression and wet dust prevention.

52) The applicant has acknowledged that dust beyond the quarry boundary is often as a result of being
taken out by the trucks and trailers.
I have witnessed trucks at another of their quarries, filled up where the contents are perhaps under the
10 cm from the side - AT THE SIDE OF THE TRAILER, but the content is much higher in the centre, due to
being overfilled and excessively piled up. Where it is visible from within a standard car (i.e eye line
lower than the tops of the trucks) it is a clear indicator that the truck is obviously not loaded correctly.

53) The only mitigation they propose that does appear to be definitive is to have loads no higher than
the required height - this being a condition they fail to adhere to on a regular basis. Page 70 of the Dust
Management Report indicates that trucks "should be covered or sprayed with water". This clause will
be discussed further in this section.

54) The following photographs evidence what is likely to happen should consent be granted to quarry in
Templeton. Any claims that dust will not be bought out by trucks are in my opinion spurious. In May
2018 I took photographs of the over-laden truck. All photographs are from the Fulton Hogan Pound
Road site. You can see one leaving and one entering the quarry with the loads clearly visible. These are
small trucks, however it is something I have often witnessed with their larger trucks. If Fulton Hogan do
have consented 1,200 truck movements per day every single one, both leaving and entering the quarry
has the capacity to disperse dust in our area.

55) Further photographs were taken on the 6th June 2019 (closing date for submissions). You can
clearly see a truck that is not secured leaving the quarry. In no way can debris be prevented from
leaving this truck. If this is their level of compliance when the applicant knows they will be under
scrutiny by submitters looking to gather evidence, it is concerning to consider what may be the case
once they are not under such scrutiny.

56) So, what has the applicant proposed by way of mitigation, even though they acknowledge this
activity accounts for a significant amount of dust released?
From page 45 of the Dust Management Plan:
A variety of measures can be used to minimise the tracking of material onto public roads to avoid this
effect. These include wheel washes a
 nd rumble strips, generally in combination with a sealed access way.
In this case, a rumble strip is proposed with a minimum 100 m length of sealed accessway between it
and the site entrance..."

57) So, instead of using a multi-faceted approach to mitigation with regards to trucks they are using just
the one - even though this is a high risk activity. The question has to be asked of why.
Robust mitigation would surely comprise of:
a) covered truck and trailer, b) wheel wash prior to leaving site c) use of rumble strip prior to leaving
the site. Anything less is inadequate.
I note there has been NO indication of the use of a wheel wash on any of the documentation or
proposed conditions. Mr. Bligh in point 91 of his report (Sept 2019) has made the first reference to this:
"Provision is also intended to be made for tray and wheel washing."
This appears to be a non-defined 'throw away' type reference, and I ask that it be treated with due
caution. The applicant had previously dismissed its use. And I have not read anything subsequently to
convince me it WILL be used - at all times. This includes references within the expert report, where the
It is also necessary to question the applicant's plans for relying on a water cart as their main source of
mitigation. I have shown how there is inadequate mitigation proposed for the main operating points.
There are severe limitations with regards the effects of a water cart.
From page 252 of the handbook:
"The disadvantage of the use of water is that it must be reapplied on a consistent basis..... The control
efficiency for water can be highly variable as it is highly dependent upon road material type, traffic and
weather conditions".

58) There are so many variables that come into play when using a water cart. Conditions can change
several times in just one day. Weather, temperatures etc will all have a bearing. When reading through
this section of the book, a period of time of 30 minutes can drastically change the control efficiency of
dust. We have to remember the water cart is utilised to prevent dust from becoming airborne. If dust
has been allowed to dry and becomes airborne, it is evidence that it has not been used correctly.
Therefore there must not be an over reliance on this as a main source of mitigation. The applicant has
not advised how they will cover potential issues with regards the use of a water cart:
** How many do they propose to have at their disposal on any given day?

** Are they kept on site or do they have to be bought in from elsewhere?
** Using hot / dry conditions as an example, how long can they be used before running out of water?
**How long are they out of action for when refilling?

59) I now come onto general concerns regarding claims relating to mitigation.
Too often they have used the words 'Planned to' 'should be', and other such terms. Where such clauses
are applied, I would suggest that they are treated with caution on the basis either:
a) These may not be implemented, or
b) There is the possibility to incorporate alternative measures not cited in their application. They have
used the word "will" liberally which is a strong indicator and leaves no doubt as to their intent. When
alternative terms are used? Those words have been carefully chosen for a reason, and in my opinion
those aspects are less likely to be actioned once quarrying activities get under way. They have in effect
armed themselves with get out clauses. This is unacceptable.
How can you as Commissioners be expected to grant consent on such uncertainty?
By way of example:
Page 45 of the Dust Management Report:
"The use of any portable processing plant will only take place with the use of water dust suppression
(either sprays or high-pressure fogging system) fixed to the plant. Additionally, where they are located
within 250m of off-site sensitive locations, t hey should only be operated when the wind is blowing from
the direction of the sensitive location".

60) Page 46 of the dust Management report:
"In addition to the above, when operating within 250 m of either Receptors 3 or 11, an additional
monitor s hould be situated at the site boundary nearest to each receptor".
Whenever these words and other words of a similar ilk are used in the application, I ask that you regard
their validity with caution. The use of such terms indicates a lack of genuine intent with a possibility of
no real follow through. Can I also have noted - there is an indication with these two statements to use
the mobile plant within 250m of sensitive locations. "Within" could include significantly less than 250m
and is unacceptable. So please be aware of terms indicating it will be located at least 250m from the
boundary. Locating indicates where it will be put. That is different to where it will be used, and I see
that as a mis-direction by the applicant. My car is located in my garage. It is not where it is used.

61) This is further evidenced on page 70 of the Dust Management plan, relating to the actual load:
"Ensure loads leaving and entering the site comply with the truck loading code. Loads leaving the site
should be sprayed with water or covered"

With this careful use of wording, I suggest we can expect over laden and uncovered trucks, with no
water mitigation prior to leaving the site. To the extent it is not possible to even read the index plate of
the vehicle in question.
With regards the following two photographs. I believe they may be the same vehicle. However, the
photographs were taken approximately 1 year apart!

62) Further photographic evidence of dust leaving quarry boundaries will be referenced when
presenting my submission in person. Due to the fact the applicant will continue with the use of current
/ inadequate mitigation measures, (with some minor additions) witnessed at other quarries they
operate, I can only repeat the obvious - dust beyond the quarry boundaries will prove to be a huge
issue.
Therefore any claims by the applicant that no dust will leave the quarry, due to the use of such
technology have to be dismissed. It is a claim they cannot substantiate. Even those with relevant
expertise involved in the document from the US do not make such claims. Yet this claim is made on the
applicant's website as of January 2019:
“We recognise and understand that some of the residents are concerned about the impact the quarry
might have on the community. We have a lot of information including proposed site lay out, latest
technology looking at issues like wind direction and weather monitoring and new technology on display
like water f ogging and misting machines which stop any dust leaving the site.”
https://www.fultonhoganquarries.com/quarryupdates/quarry-update-2019

63) There are many mitigation measures open to the applicant. They would require investment, but
that investment is necessary. The applicant has made references to following industry good practice or
best practice. Yet the few examples I have shown, suggest they are doing no more than investing as
little as possible and actually giving lip service to the issue. For example, there is no mention of dust
collection systems. So if it is only suppressed? It remains in the quarry and builds up considerably over

time, eventually becoming a hazard when airborne or is taken out on their vehicles. If the applicant was
serious in its intent it would be using all measures available - regardless of the cost. I will be presenting
a short video showing what can be done at conveyors, and an example of a dust collection system.
Images here show what should be done as a minimum with using water only, where operations are not
covered. The applicant has said there will be no washing of aggregate. Therefore the aggregate being
loaded to and from conveyors HAS to have significant water mitigation. As well as a way of containing
the dust at the load end. It cannot be acceptable to rely on a reduced drop height.

There will also be two short videos show automatic wheel washes with rumble strips - these being
available from Australia. Their effectiveness will come across loud and clear.

64) I have shown, albeit briefly, what mitigation is needed. I could go into detail with regards the dust
collection systems, or covered operations, but these are in the book for you to read at a more
convenient time. Robust mitigation should be applied to all component operations, and would include
the use of all approaches - some in tandem with each other.
I have read the code of practise shown in the reports from September 2019. It should be noted, this
document is created by the industry itself, and is nothing more than an outline of current procedures,
with only a few additions. What is passed off as good practise should be a minimal standard. It is clear
when compared to the handbook referenced in this section, NZ quarrying is falling significantly short in
being able to truly mitigate against dust, and being a self regulated industry, will continue to fall behind
standards elsewhere in the world. This quarry will NOT come close to being a 'quarry of the future'.

Further concerns arising from the report submitted to Councils August 2019
65) There is no indication that robust dust prevention or suppression will occur with regards trucks
leaving the quarry. Therefore the photographs shown in this section are indicative of what will occur.
You will be shown video footage of wheel washes at the hearing, and it will be clear - the mitigation
proposed is inadequate.
66) This is confirmed in this response where the applicant has said there will be regular checks on Jones
Road for dust / debris, which will be dealt with. I suggest if it occurs and is not removed immediately, it
will be dispersed by passing vehicles and will become a hazard further from the quarry. And raises the
question - how much is to accumulate before they take action? Preventative action MUST be
comprehensive and take priority over reactive action. Particularly when the means are available. How
can this come under the description of "best practise"? This will again be evidenced with photographs
at the hearing.
67) The applicant was asked for confirmation regarding the use of the mobile plant, and again we see
references to its location. We have read previous indications from the applicant it will be used within
250m of sensitive locations. The term 'located' is therefore a potential misdirection.
The acoustic report has given decibel levels for sensitive locations at the point of 250m from the mobile
plant as being 53. With the understanding operations could be closer, (as indicated in this section) it will
be apparent sensitive locations within this 250m will be exposed to higher levels of noise. In the case of
Mr. HOLMES, who may experience quarrying up to 100m from his property - significantly higher levels. I
therefore request you regard the acoustic recommendations with due caution.
Further concerns arising from expert report September 2019 - Mr. Cudmore

68) Point 64.6 There is mention of solid set fine sprinkler for use to irrigate compacted clean fill. Yet
this is not confirmed in any of the conditions proposed. I would therefore suggest they are not likely to
be used.

Point 64.7 There is mention of the use of shaker bars and wheel wash systems. Again, there is no
mention of wheel washes in conditions, nor in the main body of the application, so it is unlikely to be
used. The only mitigation mentioned is the use of rumble strips. Mr. Cudmore does not even include
the use of wheel washes in his own conditions. Therefore this is to be read as a generic comment only.

Point 64.10 Mention of sprays at various points of conveyor systems. Yet again, this is not included in
any of the proposed conditions mentioned in conditions, so not likely to be used. (Reduced drop height
only is proposed). If it is not in conditions? It is not enforceable.

69) From point 160:
“Any extension of visible dust plumes beyond the boundary of Roydon Quarry (in extreme conditions) will
be infrequent and unlikely to extend more than 100m beyond the site boundary when this does occurr”.
Can I say this is a considerable distance, and surely shows that dust can and will be dispersed well
beyond the confines of the quarry. He has referred to visible plumes. I need to reiterate: PM10
particles will be invisible and will in all likelihood also be present.
I have already shown that they can stay suspended for many hours from a height of 10 feet. If PM10
and smaller has been taken above the height of the bunds, it is probable they will be taken beyond the
quarry in air drafts and may resettle some distance away. Nobody in any of the reports has covered the
physics of PM10 and how long it is suspended for, and how far it can be dispersed. This I find
concerning. Therefore all the claims of “less than minor’ have therefore not been adequately
evidenced.

70) To finish this section, the applicant has now stated in later reporting there will be no washing of
aggregate. This is hugely alarming, withhe reasons have not been explained, and it can be safely
assumed - unwashed aggregate will result in dust issues. If the applicant is justifying this by stating
aggregate at the plant will be mitigated with fogging machines, this is incorrect. I have already shown
that the foggers are utilised to bring down finer airborne particles. It will not act as a suppressant which
relies on larger sized water droplets. And will certainly not wash aggregate. In effect it acts like an
atomiser. I have one at home, and you can put your hand in the spray. It does not get wet. I ask that
the move to not washing aggregate be seen as a very serious issue. And one that shows “good practice”
is selectively applied in this proposal.
(Point 54 Evidence report K. Bligh)
From Point 61 of Mr Cudmore’s report: (relating to loader areas)
“...Allow for fixed sprinkler systems to regularly wet surfaces during dry periods if dust emissions start to
appear”
Yet another example that the applicant intends to be reactive and not proactive. Dust will only be
mitigated if it starts to appear. This may be the only time aggregate has any significant amounts of

water applied. The “good practice” approach would surely be to prevent it from occurring in the first
place.

General concern regarding use of bunds
71) With regards the bunds, the applicant has not given assurances to confirm they will be 3m at all
times. 3 metres is barely adequate as a buffer. There cannot be any cause to allow them to be at a
lower height once operations are under way. If they are measured as 3m at the time of installation,
after a period of settling they will be less than that once they have been planted. There are points that
have not been addressed by the applicant:
** Are they established at a higher height to allow for settling? If so, what height is used to allow for
settling?
** If they are established to a height of only 3 metres, how often are they re-measured and re-set to
ensure they are always at a minimum of 3 metres?

By way of final consideration. The applicant has indicated there could be more than one fixed plant. So
we could have twice the level of dust and noise. Please - do not allow this to happen.

TRAFFIC CONCERNS & DAMAGE TO ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE
**PHOTOGRAPHS ATTACHED WILL ALSO BE COPIED ON THE FLASH DRIVE USED AT THE
HEARING. VIDEO FOOTAGE REFERENCED HERE WILL BE SHOWN AT THE HEARING **
72) We are aware that Fulton Hogan were initially requesting consent to have 1500 truck movements a
day, later reduced to a maximum of 1, 200 movements per day. The area in question around the quarry
is a rural road, and is in my opinion, not in any way suitable for a) that volume of traffic or b) the weight
of traffic taking into account either full or empty truck and trailers that are the norm from quarrying
operations.

73) The applicant has indicated 90% of traffic will leave the quarry and enter SH1 from the junction near
the quarry. This leaves 10% of traffic using other routes. They have stated truck movements through
Templeton will be restricted to those visits and deliveries involving projects in Templeton only. With a
later reference including travel through Templeton if a delivery is in the immediate vicinity of
Templeton.
This 2nd reference seemed to disappear from subsequent documentation, only to reappear in point 90
of Mr Bligh's report (Sept 2019), indicating Fulton Hogan trucks will drive through Templeton for
deliveries “in the vicinity”.
In either scenario there is no need to have trucks through Templeton. The only exception being a
delivery to Jones Road or Railway Terrace. All other traffic should use SH1, even to access Kirk Road.
Otherwise this is open to misuse and interpretation of what could be classed as 'vicinity' and will lead to
regular traffic through the township of Templeton. There are plenty of routes to consider as an
alternative.

74) This proposal to not use Railway Terrace / Jones Road is one that has to be adhered to. Any
increase in quarry trucks being driven along Jones Road into Railway Terrace in Templeton would be of
concern for the following reason.
The road is too narrow to take this volume of heavy and large vehicle movement. I have footage of how
the trucks cannot easily negotiate the 'dog-leg' bend in Railway Terrace, and by default cross over the
central white line. This in itself is not safe, and other road users are compromised - particularly cyclists
who run the risk of being squeezed off the road in an unsafe manner. These videos will be part of my
presentation at the hearing.

75) The damage to the roads would be far in excess of what is currently endured. It is readily accepted
that large and heavy trucks do substantial damage to the roads - more so than the equivalent number in
cars. The edges also seem to crumble very easily, and with increases in vibrations from these heavy
trucks, it will happen more and more frequently.

I am able to show photographs of the state of the perimeter roads prior to adverse weather conditions,
and after heavy rain. They are not good.
MADISONS ROAD MAY 2018

MADISONS ROAD MAY 2018

JONES ROAD JUNCTION WITH CURRAGHS ROAD MAY 2018

JONES ROAD JUNCTION CURRAGHS ROAD JUNE 2018

JONES ROAD JUNCTION WITH CURRAGHS ROAD JUNE 2018

DAWSONS ROAD JUNE 2018

SITE PERIMETER JUNE 2018

76) The roads already require regular patching due to damage from heavy rainfall.
The damage that would occur when 4,800+ truck movements per week are added to the equation
would be excessive. (Based on the applicants change of proposal regarding vehicle movements). With
the question being, who subsequently foots the cost of regular and necessary repairs.
Further damage is of particular concerns for cyclists. I have myself had to veer off the safe route at the
verge due to it being crumbled away. Vehicles often have to veer out of the path of large pot holes.
With this happening more in the presence of so many double-trailered / heavy vehicles on the roads, it
is only a matter of time before an accident occurs where a cyclist is compromised due to the unsafe road
conditions. There will be a cycleway nearer the quarry, which will eventually extend through Templeton.
However, cyclists will still be extremely vulnerable to vehicles close to them should widening occur at
the sides of the road to cater for the quarry traffic.

77) There is an increased risk of damage to vehicles using these routes. This could be in the form of:
a) Damage to suspension due to the appearance of potholes,
b) Bodywork or windscreen damage due to objects coming off the trucks in front, or being left on the
road to be kicked up by passing traffic.
The risks to cyclists will be clear and has no need for elaboration.

78) The use of the word 'preferred' when applied to routes to be used is very telling, and shows the
claims are not to be given any weight. If traffic is queued at the roundabout, trucks will undoubtedly be
taken through Templeton.
It is clear from comments made in all documentation, including responses to Councils - the applicant can
only give assurances for trucks they control. Apparently, they cannot mandate the covering of trucks
using the site which are contracted by them / owned by another company, or are customers etc. In
addition, the only trucks they can 'promise' will use designated routes as outlined in their application are
again - their own Fulton Hogan owned trucks. Yes, non FH drivers will be expected to sign a code of
practice, and will see a board at the entrance reminding them of their obligations, but this is likely lip
service and a paper exercise. What will the applicant do if they fail to abide by those terms? I would
suggest that nothing will happen, other than a reminder of what they signed up to. If it is not possible
for ALL trucks operating to or from this quarry to be covered, and it cannot be guaranteed that there will
be no traffic through Templeton unless delivering TO Railway Terrace? This application should not be
consented. We are looking forward to a reduced level of heavy traffic through the township, once the
motorway is complete. It must not be replaced, and potentially increased by large, heavy and dust
producing quarry trucks.

79) The Integrated Transportation Assessment is 95 pages in length and is detailed. Yet there is no
acknowledgement of the damage that will be caused by that volume of heavy vehicles. This issue

cannot be overlooked or ignored by the applicant, and I would suggest this report should not be classed
as complete. SDC has provided information as to how many cars a truck and trailer equates to. It is
somewhat confusing, and based on the table here I believe if there was to be 800 vehicle movements
comprised of truck and trailers (revised figure from the August response to Councils) this would equate
to 1,411,200 extra car movements per year on rural roads that are not intended for such a volume. This
on the basis of 6 days a week of operating over a 49 week year. I acknowledge that not all vehicles are
truck and trailers, but a large percentage will be, so it is still likely equate to over 1,000,000 car
movements over and above already experienced. Another submitter will provide alternative
calculations, having had clarification from SDC, and will s how that figure is likely to be significantly

higher. We need to have more clarity as to the management and financing of repairs. Particularly with
wear on the road at the key junction of Jones Road with Madisons Road, where all traffic will be turning
right over the railway line, and left leaving SH1 on the return to the quarry.

Further concerns arising from report submitted to Councils August 2019
80) The applicant has now proposed that there will in effect be a shared entrance with large/heavy
trucks using the same entrance and stretch of Jones Road as the smaller quarry vehicles. This will put
extra pressure on that stretch of Jones Road from the quarry entrance.

81) I am extremely concerned that these changes proposed have been addressed in the expert
submissions September 2019 - after submissions had closed. Many submittors not opting to attend the
hearing, will not have had the opportunity to raise concerns accordingly. I ask that this be given
consideration in your deliberations. The only change the councils considered was that of the staging of
operations.
82) With a lack of certainty with regards any roundabout at Dawson's Road and Jones Road, there is a
real possibility trucks leaving the site and entering SH1 will end up just turning right across the railway
crossing from Jones Road. This would have significant implications. Yet this possibility has not been
addressed in any documentation. There is total reliance on there being a roundabout, yet there has
been no evidence provided of discussions with CCC to assure us that it is a valid consideration. It is clear

that CCC are not likely to offer any council owned land for a roundabout. The applicant has had 10
months to obtain more by way of certainty since the applications were lodged. The fact they have not
should be cause for concern.

83) With this in mind, and changes to the entrance for heavy vehicles, there are aspects to consider:
If plan 2 roundabout is agreed/consented, how big will it need to be to accommodate a truck and trailer,
in effect turning right? When previously it would have been catering for trucks leaving Dawson's Road,
not Jones Road? How certain can we be there will even be a roundabout?
What impact will the proposed changes now have with regards the infrastructure for Jones Road?
We have been advised of road widening being required. How much road widening is needed or
proposed for Jones Road? Who funds this proposal?
Has NZTA had an opportunity to resubmit on this profound change?
What will be impacts for road users should trucks be queued to turn right across the railway crossing to
SH1?
If there is no certainty by the time a decision is made, in the absence of a definitive proposed road
layout regarding any roundabout, should consent even be considered?

84) To conclude this section, I wish to point out another perceived misdirection by the applicant. They
have said they will reduce truck movements to 800 per day, averaged over a 60 day calendar period,
with no more than 1200 on any one day.
This would lead to by default there being up to 1200 movements per day as a norm, as they have been
careful not to stipulate working days, so in their calculations they would factor in Sunday's and non
working days.
85) 800 movements over 40 working days in any 60 day period would equate to 32,000 movements.
(Saturdays are not included as I am not sure what hours of operation will be agreed at this stage). If we
consider for 800 movements averaged over 60 days including non working days / Sundays, this adds up
to 48,000 movements. And when divided by the 40 working week days equates to the figure of 1,200.
Which appears to be the amount of movements preferred by the applicant. This is to be covered in my
conditions where I ask there be no more than 500 movements on any given day. With no averaging
over a period of time. 1,200 per day is unacceptable.
Therefore, any references to daily truck movements of 800, or calculations made based on this same
figure should be disregarded. It will not be inaccurate due to full context not being applied.

86) Mr. Metherell has omitted a key consideration from his report. The scenario whereby there is no
vehicular access to Jones Road or SH1 across the railway line when work is being undertaken around the
railway line. In recent Templeton has witnessed times where vehicular access over the railway line at
Kirk Road has been prohibited for such reason. That has led to other roads having to be used.
There is no indication as to what will happen if 800+ truck movements per day cannot get to the site /
leave the site across the railway at Dawsons Road. This will happen, and has not been factored in to any
plans. It will be unacceptable for Jones Road / Railway Terrace to be used as an alternative.

87) From this same report: "The ultimate choice of intersection form will be a matter for further
resolution once there is certainty around the quarry proposal from a consenting perspective".
Please can no consent be considered with this vital aspect being far from finalised. As stated, the
applicant has not provided even a provisional agreement with parties who would need to sell / give
permission for land to be used for a roundabout. There is therefore a very real risk of there being no
junction control - at all. It cannot be right to grant consent when such a vital aspect of the application is
far from even being viable.

ROLE OF ECAN IN MONITORING, INVESTIGATING OR SANCTIONING OF
CONDITION BREACHES UNDER THEIR REMIT
88) This section is a hugely serious concern to many of us. Consent conditions will only be of worth if
there is recourse when they are breached. I am aware that this should not be a main focus of this
submission, but I respectfully request that the points I wish to raise are given due consideration. A
quarry that is not monitored, does not have reported issues investigated, and is not served with any
sanction when consents are breached? It is in effect an unregulated activity - something I would assume
would not be permitted under the RMA. If consented, this quarry could potentially in effect be
unregulated. Due to the fact ECAN are not answerable to any authority, failings in any duty of care
cannot be reported accordingly. The risks posed to the environment and the community due to lack of
stringent follow up regarding consent breaches, should be cause to consider refusing consent.
I have had cause to make 2 complaints regarding dust from the Pound Road quarry to ECAN, and they
were not investigated. These will be elaborated on when I make my personal presentation.

89) ECAN have published a database of complaints regarding all quarries in this region from 2008 2018. It is alarming to see that no full investigation or follow up is the norm. Therefore, even if
comprehensive evidence is provided that could amount to consent breaches? There is no likelihood of
any prosecution or severe sanction being remotely possible. Is it right to grant consent knowing there is
no evidence to show that the residents of Templeton will be treated with more by way of respect, or
with complaints being followed through fully?

please see update 32 from September 2018:
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/2017/working-together-to-resolve-quarry-du
st-issues/

90) The first reference is to the monitoring of the quarries. At a community meeting last year Tania
Harris (Consent Planning Manager at ECAN), clearly stated that ECAN do not monitor the quarries, as
they do not have the staffing to do so. If the Templeton quarry is not monitored regularly, and Fulton
Hogan is allowed to self-regulate, it will naturally follow that lax practises, or flouts of the consent
conditions will likely occur - and if they occur will continue unsanctioned. None of us will have the
ability to walk into the quarry and observe what is happening. In May 2019, ECAN claimed to have
conducted over 7000 inspections across 5,754 consents - the majority of which were water consents. So
it is possible quarries have not been visited, or may have had one annual inspection.  An unacceptable
situation. To take this further, in May, the public were asked by ECAN to vote/prioritise which consents
should be monitored. The hot topic in Christchurch is that of water, so it is highly probable that will get
the most votes. The majority who live in the city or urban areas will not see quarrying as a priority, and I
am concerned with few votes it will not given the serious attention it needs with regards to monitoring
and inspections.

91) With regards the issue of site inspections, I am concerned that the proposed Templeton quarry will
not be subject to regular and robust inspections. This is of concern, particularly as there is a real risk to
water being exposed and compromised. If that were to occur, it is imperative that it will be taken
seriously and dealt with appropriately. I have cause to believe it would not be, based on how over
quarrying was dealt with by ECAN at a different site, not operated by the applicant. On that occasion
significant pockets of water were exposed. With aerial images taken as evidence. A cease and desist as
the maximum sanction applied? That is most definitely inadequate and in no way a deterrent.

92) I have read the Ministry for Environment Good Practice guide. There are numerous steps and
procedures that should be taken. A site visit being vital, as well as beyond-the boundary-observations,
yet this is not routinely conducted. As evidenced, samples and photographs are not taken as a matter of
course. ECAN will be aware that they have to account for any potential future prosecution, and ensure
that their investigation is robust. I would suggest they are not conducting investigations with this
possibility in mind, and are therefore failing in their duty, and also obligations to the community or
environment. They are in effect ensuring no successful prosecution is going to be likely or possible.
(The guidelines are on the final two pages of this section)
One sentence is particularly important - "in all instances consistent procedures for dust complaint
investigation and reporting are critical".

93 It can be seen - any Enforcement Officer has a huge duty of care. By not undertaking a site visit, and
by taking the word of the quarry operator in the face of strong evidence otherwise? They are condoning
potential consent breaches, and are in effect, allowing an activity to continue which they know has the
potential to be harmful to health.

94) I want to finish this particular section by citing statements they have made, and are presented on
their own website:
....Environment Canterbury will consider any dust beyond the boundary as offensive and objectionable
given the new information about the potential health risk of the dust.
“We will be taking a no tolerance approach. We will take action if we see any dust outside the quarry
boundaries....The quarry operators agreed this was fair.”
To ensure that no visible dust leaves the quarry boundaries, a staff member will be assigned to monitor
these boundaries regularly – this is separate to the monitoring that occurs for the resource consent
conditions.
https://www.ecan.govt.nz/get-involved/news-and-events/2017/quarries-under-close-scrutiny/

This was reiterated in an interview involving Mr. Aldridge and Dr. Alistair Humphrey on NewsTalkZB.
(September 2017). It was made clear if dust left the quarries, they would be required to cease
operations by ECAN.
The audio of this interview will be copied from a flash drive, and is another indication there is to be a no
tolerance approach. Suffice to say, this has not materialised. He also gave assurances that the quarries
would be monitored for dust. Something we know does not happen, as confirmed by their own staff. Is
there anything from ECAN that can be believed and trusted? Because it is clear - dust leaves the
quarries, and no action is taken, let alone any form of abatement or closing down of operations.
95)  I am yet to see evidence that they stand by their own claims. The saying "actions speak louder
than words" is very appropriate. Their lack of action and total disregard for their responsibilities comes
across loud and clear. The fact this concern has been raised through numerous submissions is an
indication that how seriously this issue is being regarded by the Templeton Community.

REQUESTED CONDITIONS SHOULD THE CONSENT BE GRANTED
I ask that the application be refused on the grounds I have raised. However, should consent be granted,
I respectfully request these conditions be considered. They are highly relevant, based on the very real
and evidenced concerns raised in this submission, with the reasons given for requesting each condition.
They are stringent, but due to the concerns I have regarding the reliability of the application and
supplied data, they need to be.
Importantly I ask that there be a minimum set back distance of 500 metres measured from any part of
the outer quarry boundary to any residential property boundary. Where the applicant is looking to use
a mobile processing plant, it is obvious any set back they propose will be changeable and therefore
inappropriate. To ensure certainty, only fixed points should be considered when stipulating a setback,
as they will be measurable / defined at all times. Guidelines, regulations and legislation referred to
along with the views of our health board do not have a proviso whereby this setback relies on the size of
the operation or how many quarries are operating in the given area.

1. A bond of $900,000 to be paid, refundable when rehabilitation is complete and is signed off by the
Council as complete. Monies from the bond can also be used to prosecute or sanction the applicant, in
the case of serious consent breaches, or repeated breaches.
REASON: Two key sources have advised me that quarries are not sanctioned, due to the fact Councils do
not have the financial means to fight any court challenge, should a penalty be applied. This gives all the
power to the applicant, and should not be acceptable. It is inconceivable for there to be no penalties,
due to the fear of being taken to court by an organisation that has no financial constraints.

2.
The site / quarry manager's report / record of complaints to be inspected on a quarterly basis
by an independently appointed inspectorate. The funding for aspects involved in the inspection to be
provided by Fulton Hogan. To be classed as independent, it must be proved they have no prior links to
the quarry industry, nor have been used previously by ECAN. The appointed body to be agreed by SDC,
Fulton Hogan and the Body representing the Templeton Community. This is to be separate to any
inspection conducted by SDC.
Reason: An independent, quarterly audit is something Fulton Hogan has agreed to at another of their
quarry sites, with a provision of a compliance report, and is therefore not above and beyond what would
be deemed acceptable. Such inspections will encourage compliance at all times. It is important that
breaches are recorded, investigated and dealt with robustly. ECAN do not conduct regular inspections,
and have prioritised water consents accordingly.

3. No removal of aggregate lower than 3 metres from the highest recorded water level or excavating
below this line. The plant is to be a minimum 3 years above the HRGWL at all times.
Reason: To protect the aquifer from any effects of quarrying, and issues post quarrying. There is likely
to be changes to aquifer levels within the lifetime of the quarry should it be consented.

4. A member from the Body representing the Templeton Community, or nominee on their behalf be
allowed as one of the attending party to the site inspection as outlined in No.2 above.
Reason: To demonstrate full transparency in the process, and to prove that the inspection is robust and
consistent across visits.

5. A copy of the inspection report in full along with recommendations and findings to be made
available for anyone to view from the Templeton, Selwyn and Weedons area.
Reason: So that all residents are aware of any issues arising and the outcome of the inspections. To
maintain the issue of full transparency by Fulton Hogan.

6. An aerial photograph to be taken of the site at each inspection phase. This too is to be made
available along with the report mentioned in (5) above. Images taken to clearly indicate depth data.
Reason: To show that the water table has not been exposed at any part of the site being quarried, and
that excavation depths are compliant at all times.

7. 3 of the quarterly inspections, in any calendar year to be 'spot visit' inspections, with no
notification given to Fulton Hogan in advance.
Reason: F ood establishments do not have pre-warning when they are going to be subject to a health
inspection - for obvious reasons. Spot check visits will show any issues of non-compliance during day to
day operations within the quarry.

8. Well/bore readings to be taken every month between December - July (inclusive), and every two
weeks between August and November (inclusive) with recordings recorded in a way they can be
viewable by anyone from the affected locality at any time, thus demonstrating full transparency. FOR
THE DURATION OF THE CONSENT. These are to include both water levels and other relevant data.
Readings to be taken from a
 ll bores on the site including the site bore supplying consented water.
Manual readings to be taken by an independent source, funded by Fulton Hogan and NOT be taken by
anyone from ECAN.
Reason: To ensure the integrity and reliability of readings. In addition, water levels can rise
substantially in short periods of time, and those rises may be significant taking into account the CPWS.
Less frequent recording could lead to quarrying occurring below the stated levels permitted. Self
monitoring is open to abuse or negligent practise. Wells on site need to be read by an independent
source accordingly.

9. Should the current consent for water use from M36/0257 be transferred, it is to adhere to the
following criteria:
Scope of use to clearly indicate associated quarrying activities, and to also other use of the land not
quarry related should there be other users of the land.
No allocation of water over and above what is currently permitted.
No more than 752 cubic metres per day permitted when no restrictions apply.
When restrictions do apply due to the trigger threshold being triggered by M36/0217, the applicant is
to not access more than 501 cubic metres per day, whilst those restrictions apply. (Wording of consent
under this scenario to be worded exactly as it is shown in the current consent, and is to apply for all
bands of use where restricted access is to be applied).
Reason: T his should in effect be a straightforward transfer, with the only modifications being those that
refer to reasons for use. The applicant should not be allowed an exemption to restricted draw rates.
These should be applied as shown in the current consent.

10. No quarrying to occur until such time the land has undertaken independent assessment and
analysis of issues arising from the use of the land by dairy cattle. This to include the effects of nitrates
and any other associated contaminants.
No dairy cattle to be permitted on the land once quarrying is initiated, including the removal of topsoil
and land preparation.
They are not to be permitted on any rehabilitated land.
Reason: T here cannot be any opportunity for effluent run off from the cattle to have any impact on the
water from the aquifer. With the aquifer being close to the surface at the site, this is of huge concern.
Nitrate levels in the region are already high posing a risk of cancer to users of the water. These levels
should not be raised further.
Their presence has not been adequately covered in any report, and as they are a recent addition to the
site - the original PSI / DSI report will not have taken into account associated issues.

11. Should water levels at the site rise to be higher than the current HRGWL, this is to become the
new HRGWL level and will supersede previous levels. It is to be reported to ECAN within 48 hours of
being recorded, with the well database being updated accordingly - and within 5 working days.
All quarrying activities and extraction are then to be measured to this new level, with the consented
buffer level being maintained according to this new level.
Should there be land already rehabilitated to the previous level, additional material is to be applied so
as to ensure rises are accounted for, and the stipulated buffer is maintained at all times.

Reason:  Any rises should set a new benchmark for all future use of the site, and should offer clarity to
all interested parties. If previously rehabilitated ground is not revisited, there is a risk of an insufficient
buffer zone resulting, leading to the land being compromised for future use, or of water being exposed.
Any failure to not have a change to the HRGWL notified and published should be treated as a serious
breach of the said consent condition.

12. Should there be a change to the HRGWL, all activities other than dust mitigation are to cease until
such time a compliance officer has visited the site, and can evidence the fact a) currently excavated
land has been back filled with virgin aggregate from the site b) all plant has been moved and that the
land at these locations has also been back filled with virgin aggregate from the site and c) previously
rehabilitated land has had the required coverage added so as to maintain the buffer stipulated in the
consent. So as to show transparency in the process, a member from the Body representing the
Templeton Community, or a nominee on their behalf is to be invited as part of this verification process.
Reason: T he integrity of the land, and protection of the water should take priority over aggregate
extraction. By requiring the applicant to cease operations until remedial work has been undertaken is
likely to encourage this to be done in a timely manner. Due to concerns I have regarding the integrity of
inspections and monitoring, it is important this can be verified by someone attending the inspection on
behalf of the community.

13. No quarry truck traffic to be allowed to use Jones Road / Railway Terrace AT ANY TIME - IN
EITHER DIRECTION. Queued traffic is not a reason to allow this condition to be waivered. If there is a
requirement to deliver aggregate to Railway Terrace, or Jones Road, this is to be notified to the Body
representing the Templeton Community, with full details of duration, route and number of trucks
anticipated. Addresses "within the vicinity" of Templeton, or other areas of Templeton still require
trucks to use alternative routes.
Reason: This road from the quarry into Templeton is not suited to such heavy and regular traffic as
outlined in my submission.
Any dust bought out of the quarry on trucks will eventually accumulate along this residential road and
will pose a health hazard accordingly.
Immediate vicinity does not necessitate this route being used and will be open to interpretation /
misuse.

14. All trucks / trailers carrying any load to be covered AT ALL TIMES. No truck is to carry any load
leaving or entering the quarry until such time a cover is fitted.
Reason: The get out clause of 'where possible', applied at other hearings has been abused. In
addition trucks are often loaded where covers clearly available are not used. There will be initial costs
incurred, but the covers would be useable for the lifetime of the trailer. The applicant cannot prioritise
the threat to profit margins above the risks to communities and commuters.

Photographic evidence provided has shown the applicant does not wash vehicles, and does not dampen
down loads prior to leaving the site.
Covers would: a) prevent any discharge to air of dust particles (of any size) whilst in transit. b) ensure
trucks are loaded correctly and legally at all times c) significantly reduce discharge of stone matter from
the truck bed which creates a hazard for other road users - that hazard being significant on SH1 where
vehicles are travelling at speed. With 800 trucks a day operating, risks increase accordingly.

15. The consent holder shall install and make operational a wheel wash once the access road is
operational. All quarry trucks and vehicles exiting the operational quarry areas shall pass through the
wheel wash prior to entering any perimeter public road. If the wheel wash is out of action for any
reason, no truck is to leave the site until it is again operational.
Reason: T o minimise the amount of dust being taken outside of the quarry by dirty or dust-laden trucks.
This has been agreed as a condition at one of their other consented quarries. If there is insufficient
water consented, this application should be denied. By stipulating no trucks to leave the site if it is not
in use, will encourage compliance at all times.

16. There shall be no deposition of earth, mud, dirt or other debris on any public road or footpath
resulting from earthworks activity on the subject site. In the event that such deposition does occur, it
shall immediately be removed. In no instance shall roads or footpaths be washed down with water
without appropriate erosion and sediment control measures in place to prevent contamination of the
stormwater drainage system, watercourses or receiving waters.
Reason: To protect all waterways from contaminants eventuating from lax practices / dust being
brought from the quarry by vehicles that have not undergone adequate dust mitigation measures.
Therefore a sweeper has to be available on site at all times.

17. Dust to be dampened down by a spray/mist fog system around the operating areas of the
quarry, and any perimeter close to current operations. This to be in operation 24/7 whenever wind is
detected - at a
 ny speed. Water cart use is not to be primary form of mitigation.
Reason: Water carts are totally ineffective for a large scale quarry operation, particularly in hot and dry
conditions through summer. Dust can still be swirled up at any time in windy conditions and the wind is
not going to be confined to quarry operating hours. Therefore the dust is to be kept damp at all times,
so as to prevent, if not reduce - dust from leaving the quarry both during the hours of operation and also
when it is not in operation.
NOTE: If the amount of water consented for use at the site is not enough to facilitate this mitigation, AT
ALL TIMES consent should not be granted. If suitable water mitigation cannot be used for any reason,
quarry operations to cease until such time they can be operational.

18. Strict hours of operation to be applied, whereby there is no quarry activity of any kind (including
truck movements) on any weekend (Saturday/Sunday) or public holiday. If the quarry is consented to
operate on a Saturday, can this be restricted to between the times of 10am and 3pm.
Reason: The residents of Templeton should be entitled to some periods of peace and quiet, where they
can enjoy the weekends without the stress of noise, traffic and dust. Early hours operating on a
Saturday is unacceptable. There should not be any provisions whereby Fulton Hogan can operate at
these 'quiet' times other than in the case of an emergency. If there is very little by way of regular traffic
noise during the night, noise from quarry operations will be acutely perceived.

19. Weekday times of operating to be between 7am and 6pm only. No truck movement to be
undertaken before 7.00am. No night time operations or deliveries unless specific evidence of
requirement to do so. (Maximum 30 nights per year, with no more than 3 night time periods of
operation in any 7 day period, and no more than 2 consecutive nights).
Reason: R
 esidents have the right to quality and quiet at night time. Children should not have sleep
patterns disrupted which could be of detriment to health or schooling. No movements before 7am is
agreed as a condition at another of their quarries, so could apply here. The applicant has not provided
evidence of the need to undertake evening / night time deliveries. They have been given the contract
for the Riccarton Road upgrade, with work due to be complete by December 2020. They do not
anticipate beginning operations at the site until 2020, so there is no requirement for them to be granted
night time operating. If at any time in the future it becomes a necessity, they are to provide evidence
and apply for a variation - for that time period only. A blanket consent should not be considered for
"what might be...."
30 trucks per hour at night still equates to one every two minutes, and even when empty will still be a
noise impact for those in the vicinity.

20. Any infill material used or stored at the quarry must only contain component material stipulated
/ itemised in the consent. The proviso made by the applicant of "Any material not specified in either
acceptable or unacceptable materials must demonstrate that it is not leachable, degradable,
putrescible, combustible, hazardous, liquid or unsafe if excavated to be accepted for deposit." should
not be applied as it is open to interpretation. A definitive checklist is to be applied accordingly.
Reason: T o prevent potential contamination when used as infill. By following clearly stipulated criteria,
there will be a drastically reduced risk of inappropriate material being classed as 'clean fill'. In addition it
assists any site inspection, as it will be clear to all involved what should be present, and what should not
be present. There should be no ambiguity. Any contaminant illegally used may not come into play for
several years, pending changes to the land or water level, as shown recently in Christchurch.
https://www.stuff.co.nz/environment/107630704/christchurch-properties-contaminated-with-lead-topenvironment-ministrys-priority-list

21. Samples to be taken from any level of the infill material at each inspection requested in No. 2
above, and analysed accordingly. Anything found that is NOT included in the acceptable material list
on the consent to be treated as a breach of the said consent condition. There should not be a reliance
on just a visual surface inspection.
Reason: To ensure compliance is adhered to 100% of the time.

22. Each lorry load of infill has to have a clear and robust paper trail. That paper trail to be recorded
in a way whereby it can be accessed by anyone involved in the site inspections - including the attendee
on behalf of the Body representing the Templeton Community. To include a photograph of the load as
it is brought in, and after it has been unloaded.
Reason: To show full transparency in this process. To ensure nothing other than the stipulated material
is accepted and stored/used. The recorded and documented information should therefore match
anything that has been sampled and tested.

23. All quarry activities (other than forms of water mitigation) to cease immediately when wind gusts
exceed 7 metres per second during two consecutive ten minute periods during dry weather conditions
such that dust is being lifted from the site.
To recommence when wind gusts are less than 7 metres per second during the previous two
consecutive ten minute periods. If the quarry continues to operate, this is to be deemed as a breach of
the said consent condition, and is reportable accordingly. In this circumstance, gates are to be closed
with no truck movement leaving the quarry. Should wind gusts be between 4 metres per second and 7
metres per second, the applicant is to to evidence additional mitigation has been implemented.
Reason: T o reduce the amount of dust being dispersed due to the high winds, and in turn reduce the
level of dust being dispersed beyond the quarry boundaries. The proposed measurements of average
hourly by the applicant are inadequate, as they will not be taking into account significantly high speeds
when wind is gusting. It could also result in significant levels of dust being dispersed in an hour before
action is taken. The proposed criteria by me has been applied at other hearings, and can therefore be
considered valid for this hearing.
24. Any application by Fulton Hogan for variations or changes to any consent granted to be fully
notified.
Reason: T o ensure that residents and other affected entities are not ambushed with changes being
made without their knowledge or input. This is something they have agreed to at another of their
quarry sites and is therefore an acceptable request.
25. Daily truck movements to not exceed the 500 on any weekday in any circumstances other than
where emergency is declared, whereby trucks from the quarry are utilised in the management of the
said emergency. This is less than the 1,500 requested in the original application, and less than 800 /
1200 in subsequent documentation.
There is to be no averaging over 60 days which allows for there to be up to 1,200 movements on any
day.

Reason: T he roads in this area are unsuited to such heavy/regular/sized traffic. These is an
acknowledgement from the applicant that earthquake repairs have come to an end, reducing the
requirement for the 1500 originally requested. Having a straightforward daily maximum offers clarity to
all parties at all times and allows for straightforward monitoring.
The applicants proposal could also be open to abuse. E.g: The applicant has not stipulated WORKING
DAYS. so if averaged over 60 days they would include Sunday's and non working days. This would be
manipulative and lead to there being regularly more than 800 truck movements per day. ( 800
movements per day over 40 working days in a 60 day period = 3200 movements. 800 movements
averaged over 60 days = 48,000 movements. A significant difference. Which also would equate to 1200
per day if divided by the amount of working days. Therefore, by default the applicant is likely to have
1200 truck movements per say, with the 800 being cited as a misdirection.

26. No truck movements on the roads after 6pm during the operating hours of the quarry between
Monday and Friday.
Reason: T o allow residents unhindered / quality use of the roads in the evenings.
27. Noise levels relating to mineral extraction activities are to be measured from the quarry boundary
to the nearest property boundary on each side of the quarry. The noise is not to exceed 55dB at any
time during the agreed hours of operation at this measurement point.
Reason: T o allow those living in the vicinity the opportunity to have some semblance of enjoyment of
any part of their property, not just their dwelling - at all times.

28. Fulton Hogan to prepare and present a detailed plan of rehabilitation for the site in question,
before consent is granted. This to be agreed as part of any consent granted. If there are changes to
this plan after quarrying has been initiated, this has to be requested as a variation to the condition,
with full notification being made accordingly. (Please see 19)
Reason: E veryone should be aware of what is to happen to the site once quarrying has ceased. If the
applicant needs to make genuine changes, for genuine reasons, it should be possible for the community
to be made aware of the proposals, and have an input.

29. Any sensors around the quarry mandated by ECAN, to be measured to 500m from the nearest
property boundary on each edge - NOT nearest dwelling. Regardless of most common wind direction
or compass direction.
Reason: Every resident in the immediate vicinity of the quarry should have the right to enjoy all areas of
their property, including all areas of their land, not just dwelling.

30. Sensors MUST be installed around the quarry boundary, as initially mandated by ECAN. Funding
for all aspects of the monitoring to be undertaken by Fulton Hogan. The monitors to be supplied,
calibrated and maintained by a fully independent source with no links to either quarry operators,
bodies representing quarries nor ECAN. The monitors to be included in the issue of site inspections

requested in No.2 from this section. All monitors are to meet all applicable standards set out in any
overseeing document / plan to ensure any recorded supplied data will be deemed as valid in any legal
proceedings or investigation. NO solar powered monitors to be used unless there is back up power
should they not be powered owing to adverse weather conditions, lack of sun etc.
Reason: To ensure the process is transparent with a reduced chance of the policy being compromised.
(ECAN TO CONFIRM THEY ARE STANDING BY THIS POLICY AND WILL BE ADOPTING IT FULLY). Self
monitoring cannot be considered as acceptable, due to the possibility of it being open to misuse or
manipulation. If monitors do not meet stipulated NZ set standards, they are likely to have have any
readings disregarded, discredited or deemed inadmissible in legal proceedings. Solar powered monitors
were used in the Yaldhurst monitoring program, and there were occasions where they were ‘down’ and
not recording. The monitors at this site have to be registering levels at ALL times.

31. Fulton Hogan be prohibited from applying for changes, amendments or additions to any consent
granted, for a period of 5 years. After that period of time, should Fulton Hogan apply for any changes
they are to be fully notified each time they are applied for. (Only exception being No.14, where proof
is also to be provided to the Body representing the Templeton Community).
Reason: It prevents the applicant from holding back on key issues, or applying for less than what they
actually want, which they then try to have consented outside of the main consent hearing, a year or two
later. These have historically been signed off as limited or non-notified and are in effect, adopted by
stealth. Residents and communities have no recourse and are not aware of the application until such
time it has been consented. This tactic is unethical and should not be accepted practice. An example
would be where they apply to have extended hours of operation or an increase in truck numbers to
what they actually want.

32. Any stockpile is to be stored whereby its highest point is no higher than that of ground level.
Reason:  To reduce the risk of becoming a dust hazard, whereby smaller particles in particular could
become airborne and dispersed beyond the confines of the quarry on air currents.
NOTE: There appears to be a lack of clarity on this height between documentation. In one instance the
applicant stated it would be lower than the height of the lowest bund. 1cm would be lower, but wholly
inadequate. Other references are made in relation to ground level, which is more appropriate.

33. Any plant, conveyor or quarry equipment used or located on site, must at its highest point be no
higher than that of natural ground level.
Reason:  This will help reduce the discharge of dust, which in the case of smaller particles, can be taken
beyond the confines of the quarry through being suspended.
34. An end date for land use to be stipulated, which is not to be beyond the time frame requested for
discharge.
Reason: It is unreasonable to leave the community in doubt as to when the lifespan of the quarry is to
end.

35. If asbestos is detected in the properties on site, full disclosure of any disposal is to be made.
Methods and location of disposal of this material to be reported to the B
 ody representing the
Templeton Community (NOTE: Fulton Hogan have consent to infill land in Templeton with material
containing no more than 5% of asbestos).
Reason: Full transparency of procedures will be required as this is a high risk material. Assurances
need to be made it will not be covertly dumped in the site mentioned.

36. Water quality testing to be conducted a MINIMUM of every 3 months to establish presence of
contaminants. This to be done at the applicant's expense, and by an accredited and fully independent
laboratory that is not one regularly used by quarries. If any resident has genuine concerns regarding
contamination of their well water after the only introduced variable being the quarry, the quarry is to
also pay for their water to be tested in accordance with the above.
Reason: To ensure that there is no contamination of water at any level. It ensures the applicant takes
ownership and responsibility for their activities, and does not put the onus of proof on well owners. It
should be up to the applicant to prove any contamination of nearby wells is NOT due to their activities.
Not for the well owner to prove that it is.

37. Monitors to be sited on any boundary where a
 ny quarry operations (not just extraction or
crushing) are within 500m of residential properties.
The placement of the monitors to be made clear on their website, where the locations can be seen and
verified by anyone. PM10 readings to be shown live at all times via a website accessible by the public.
Once any monitor records a level of 60 micrograms, additional dust mitigation to occur at all
operating points leading to dust liberation.
Once any monitor records a level of 70 micrograms or higher, additional dust mitigation to occur. In
addition all activities to cease until such time the monitors record a lower reading. Should a reading
of 100 micrograms be recorded, there is to be a closure of the quarry gates, where no trucks are
permitted to leave or enter.
Should any monitor show a reading of 150 micrograms per cubic metre (regardless of duration) this is
to be classed as an exceedance, and is therefore reportable.
Anytime the level of 150 micrograms is triggered, it is to be reported to ECAN as per their policy, and
also to the body representing the Templeton Community, along with evidence of activities undertaken
to reduce the said levels.
Operations permitted only if monitors are operational. NO COVERED OR NETTED MONITOR TO BE
PERMITTED.
Reason: This distance is set out by ECAN, and it should be followed fully.

By stipulating operations can occur only if the monitors are operational will encourage the applicant to
ensure they are maintained at all times. If viewable from outside the quarry, it will discourage any
possibility of visible tampering.
In documentation submitted, the applicant at one stage stated if readings were 70 micrograms per cubic
metre, they would cease operations and undertake mitigation. Therefore, this level is to apply in
determining the threshold for deciding when all operations, other than dust suppression should cease. It
is not for the site personnel to make a judgement call as to whether any visible dust is causing an
impact, nuisance etc, as this policy is open to misuse.
Overall, this condition will ensure proactive and preventative action is taken BEFORE any exceedance
occurs, as opposed to reactive action when levels are high and likely to cause a dust impact or hazard
beyond the quarry.
In no way should any rolling period be applied, whereby high levels are permitted.

38. With regards the water usage consent granted to the applicant, the readings taken along with
calibration of the meter are to adhere to the following criteria:
a) Measure the volume of water taken with an accuracy of +2/-2% of the actual volume taken.
Electronic readings to be taken.
b) Provide data in a form suitable for electronic storage that is shared with the Templeton and
Weedons Community for viewing at any time.
c) To be inspected annually and re-calibrated accordingly by an independent verifier.
d) Water readings to be taken at the start of each day and to represent the usage by all users of the
site bore for the previous 24 hours. Once it registers a reading within 700 cubic metres for that
allocated period of time (currently shown as a period of 9 days on the consent) all activities (other
than dust suppression) to c ease until such time full access can again apply. That 700 cubic metres or
less to be safeguarded for living beings on the site.
e) Readings to be supplied each week for the first 6 months, then after that to be supplied fortnightly.
Reason: To ensure that the applicant is not withdrawing more than it has been allocated to use as per
the consent granted for water use.

39. Cameras to be operational around the site, showing live view operations, 24/7 of the entire area.
To be funded by Fulton Hogan, with footage viewable at any time via a live feed by any interested
party.
Reason: 1) It should encourage compliance by the applicant at all times. 2) It provides an opportunity
to obtain evidence supporting concerns or evidencing consent breaches that would otherwise be
difficult to obtain. We do not have eyes inside the quarry, and there is a very heavy reliance on the
applicant being honest and transparent at all times, with particular reference to record keeping. 3) It
would encourage more robust investigations once complaints or concerns are raised with the relevant
council authority. It has been apparent that issues are not followed up adequately and site visits are
few and far between.
Therefore sanctions are never considered or even possible, in lieu of the absence of corroboration by
the body that should be investigating. The presence of onsite evidence should negate the practise of

asking the applicant for an explanation and accompanying paperwork - and giving credence only to that
which they provide.

40. No ponds of any type, regardless of purpose - to be permitted at any time whilst the quarry is in
operation.
Reason: To mitigate against the risk of bird strike.

41. If a 500m setback is not applied, no extraction or stockpiling within 500m of any boundary
(including the Dawsons Road boundary) until such time the shelterbelt is a minimum of 5 metres in
height / 2 metres in depth. The benchmark for this already exists on the Curraghs Road side of the site
and has been shown in the application documentation.
Reason: A substantial shelter belt will offer some protection from dust dispersal and noise. It cannot be
permitted that operations be allowed when the only barrier is in the form of a 3m bund and some plants that
are still in early stages of growth.

42. No later than 1 month prior to operating, any sensitive location with a boundary within 250m of
the outer boundary of the stage due to be utilised, to have baseline dust monitor testing conducted.
This to include property (external and internal) as well as personal monitoring. This to be conducted
by ECAN and with funding by FH, utilising an independent company that is not used by quarry
companies. Further testing using the same systems to be undertaken at 6 monthly intervals whilst
that location is within 250m of current operations (to include land clearance, bund forming,
stockpiling, extraction or rehabilitation). Should the levels of PM10, PM2.5 or RCS be more than 20%
higher than the initial base reading, the property to be deep cleaned at the applicants expense.
Reason: In order to get a full understanding of any issues arising from dust originating from the quarry,
it is necessary to get the baseline reading prior to quarrying commencing. Then, if there is a clear
correlation with increases in levels, it should result in a) enhanced mitigation by the applicant and b)
gives the person or persons affected a better chance of recourse, should there be correlation to
quarrying activities. For example, ill health resulting whereby the symptoms are identified as being
associated with exposure to dust, which had not previously been present. Any monitoring undertaken
by an individual is unlikely to be accepted by the applicant or ECAN as being reliable or credible.

43. If any well owner within 3km of the quarry is unable to access water from their well 24/7, whereby
the only changed or introduced variable is the Templeton quarry, the applicant is to fund any changes in
depth the well owner has to undertake in order to access a lower aquifer.
If the owner is able to access their water but changes have occurred as outlined in Dr. Scott's report that
are unacceptable to the well owner, the applicant is to fund any remediation required (installation of
filter, ongoing maintenance / replacement of filter etc)
Reason: In no way should any well user have the use of their well compromised due to the fact the
applicant is using their full allocation of water on a daily basis, thus compromising water available for other
users. It should not be permitted that the well owner has to prove causation in these circumstances.

In addition, the changes of coloration, taste, hardness or alkaline level should not be dismissed as just
aesthetic. User experience should not be altered in a way that is not acceptable - for any reason.

44. Under section 128 of the RMA the conditions of this consent may be reviewed by the appointed
Council Department at consent holder's cost at annual intervals.
Should the consent conditions prove inadequate, they are to be amended in agreement with the body
representing the Templeton Community. If it is evidenced there is non compliance by the consent holder,
the Council is to consider terminating the consent under the provisions of the RMA.
Reason: A
 nnual (not 5 yearly) reviews have been agreed at another of their quarries. Yearly reviews will pick
up issues that need addressing in a more timely manner. It would also encourage consistent compliance.

I have referenced consent conditions that have been agreed at other operations involving Fulton Hogan,
which would be applicable for this site. The document referenced is attached in the email with this
submission. However, the link is also provided here:
https://www.environmentcourt.govt.nz/assets/Documents/Publications/2018-NZEnvC-096-Clevedon-Pr
otection-Society-2017-Incorporated-v-Auckland-Council.pdf
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REASONS

Introduction

[1]

This is an appeal against the Christchurch City Council's decision to grant

resource consent to establish a gravel quarry and to undertake associated earthworks
at 21 Conservators Rd, McLeans Island.

[2]

Over the last three years the Christchurch City and Canterbury Regional

Councils have granted several applications for quarry activity which, if all developed,
would encompass 300 hectares of land within a 2.5 km west-east arc of the proposed
quarry site.

[3]

The appellant, Yaldhurst Quarries Joint Action Group,l comprises ten persons

all of whom own and occupy properties within the immediate locality. The appellant,
who we shall refer to as "the residents", are concerned with the cumulative adverse
effect of the quarrying on their health and their existing amenity.

3
[4]

The applicant, Harewood Gravels Ltd, while proffering changes to the

conditions, opposes the appeal. The Christchurch City Council takes a neutral position.

Description of the proposal

[5]

The key features of the proposal are set out in Attachment A to this decision.

Status of the activity

[6J

. The site is located within the Rural Waimakariri Zone.

Within this zone

quarrying is a discretionary activity 250m or more from a residential zone. 2 The status
of the application overall is non-complying because the proposal exceeds the relevant
noise standard at the site's southern boundary by more than 10 dB, where the
predicted noise level is 76 dB

LAeq.3

The law

[7]

The proposal is a non-complying activity under the Christchurch District Plan. 4

Section 1040 of the Resource Management Act 1991 (the Act or the RMA) applies,
which provides a consent authority may grant a resource consent for a non-complying
activity only if it is satisfied that either-

(a)

the adverse effects of the activity on the environment (other than any
effect to which s 104(3)(a)(ii) applies) will be minor; or

(b)

the application is for an activity that will not be contrary to the objectives
and policies of the relevant plan.

[8]

If the proposal passes one of the above thresholds it falls to be considered on

the same basis as a discretionary activity under s 104 of the Act. When considering an
application for a resource consent and any submissions received, the consent authority
'{I.'C. SEAL 0
'\
'I:'~

pursuant to s 104 must, subject to Part 2, have regard (relevantly) to-

~

2 Christchurch District Plan Chapter 17, rule 17.5.1.4. Unless otherwise stated, all plan references are to
the Christchurch District Plan.
3 Chapter 6, rule 6.1.5.1.
4 At the time of notification; the application was a non-complying activity under the then operative City Plan.
Since then the decisions on the Christchurch District Plan have been released. The rules of the District
Plan are now operative and the status of the application remains non-complying.
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(a)

any actual and potential effects on the environment of allowing the activity;
and

(b)

(c)

any relevant provisions of•

the Canterbury Regional Policy Statement;

•

the Christchurch District Plan; and

any other matter the consent authority considers relevant and reasonably
necessary to determine the application.

Permitted baseline

[9]

We may apply the permitted baseline and disregard an adverse effect of an

activitY,5 however there being no evidence in support of this we decline to do so.

The City Council's decision

[10]

As required under s 290A of the Act we have carefully considered the decision

which is the subject of the appeal, and will come b_ack to the relevant parts.

Key definitions

[11]

This appeal is primarily concerned with the cumulative effects of a proposed

quarry on the rural character of the area and the amenity values that derive from this
character.

[12]

"Amenity values" is defined in the Act and means:

those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area that contribute to people's
appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and cultural and recreational
attributes.

[13]

The effects of the proposal when considered in isolation may well appear of no

great moment. The primary issue for determination is whether the cumulative effects of
the proposal achieve the objectives of the District Plan and thereby promote the
sustainable management of natural and physical resources.

5

See s 104(2) RMA.

5
[14]

"Effect" is also defined in the Act and means:

3

lVIeaning of effect
In this Act, unless the context othelWise requires, the term effect includes(a)

any positive or adverse effect; and

(b)

any temporary or permanent effect; and

(c)

any past, present, or future effect; and

(d)

any cumulative effect which arises over lime or in combination with other
effects-

regardless of the scale, intensity, duration, or frequency of the effect, and also
includes-

[15]

(e)

any potential effect of high probability; and

(f)

any potential effect of low probability which has a high potential impact.

Counsel seemed to be in broad agreement on the law as it applies to cumulative

effects and we set out our approach below.

[16]

As noted above, "cumulative effect" means "any cumulative effect which arises

over time or in combination with other effects regardless of the scale, intensity,
duration, or frequency of the effect ; .• ",

[17]

In Dye v Auckland Regional Council6 the Court of Appeal differentiating a

cumulative effect from a potential effect, appeared to confine the former to the effect of
the activity itself on the environment. The following passage is often quoted but it is
worth setting out again in the context of this discussion: 7
The definition of effect includes "any cumulative effect which arises over time or in
combination with other effects". The first thing which should be noted is that a cumulative
effect is not the same as a potential effect. This is self evident from the inclusion of
potential effects separately within the definition. A cumulative effect is concerned with
things that will occur rather than with something which may occur, that being the
connotation of a potential effect. This meaning is reinforced by the use of the qualifying
words "which arises over time or in combination with other effects". The concept of
cumulative effect arising over time is one of a gradual build up of consequences. The
concept of combination with other effects is one of effect A combining with effects Band C
to create an overall composite effect D. All of these are effects which are going to happen
as a result of the activity which is under consideration ...
... That concept [cumulative effect] is confined to the effect of the activity itself on the
environment.

6

7

Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2002] 1 NZLR 337 (CA).
Dye v Auckland Regional Council (CA) at [38]-[39].
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[18]

There has been considerable discussion on the general principles to be distilled

from Dye.

The discussion is summarised by Judge Thompson for the court in

Outstanding Landscape Protection Society Incorporated v Hastings District Council: 8

[51]

There is a passage in the Court of Appeal's judgment in Dye v Auckland Regional

Council [2001] NZRMA 513 which, taken literally, appears to hold that cumulative effect

can only be one that arises from the proposed activity: ... All of these are effects which are
going to happen as a result of the activity which is under consideration. [para [38]]. The

consequence of that would be that only ~dlf~rse effects emanating from the proposal itself
could be brought to account. There could be no cumulative effects [properly so called]
created by combining existing or permitted effects with effects arising from the proposal. In
turn, that would mean that so long as the adverse effects of the proposed activity are not
of themselves more than minor a consent authority could never say ... This site has
reached saturation point; it can take no more.

[52]

That interpretation would, we think, be contrary to the plain meaning of effects in s

3 and contrary to the purpose of the Act, as set out in s 5 -

the sustainable management

of natural and physical resources. If a consent authority could never refuse consent on the
basis that the current proposal is ... the straw that will break the camel's back, sustainable
management is immediately imperiled. It is to be remembered that all else in the Act is
subservient to, and a means to, that overarching purpose.

[53]

Logically, it is an unavoidable conclusion that what must be considered is the

impact of any adverse effects of the proposal on ... the environment. That environment is
to be taken as it exists or, following Hawthorn, as it can be expected to be, with whatever
strengths or frailties it may already have, which make it more, or less, able to absorb the
effects of the proposal without a breach of the environmental bottom line -

the principle of

sustainable management.

[19]

We respectfully agree with the court's observation on the literal application of

Dye and adopt the same approach to cumUlative effects as laid out in Outstanding
Landscape Protection Society Incorporated v Hastings District Council above.

Outstanding Landscape Protection Society Incorporated v Hastings District Council [2008] NZRMA 8 at
[51]-[53]. See also discussion of the approach taken in Outstanding Landscape Protection Society Ltd in
R J Davidson v Marlborough District Council [2016] NZEnvC 81 at [177]; Harris v Central Otago District
Council [2016] NZEnvC 52 at [50]; Clearwater Mussels v Marlborough District Council [2016] NZEnvC 21
at [172]; Meridian Energy & Drs v Wellington City Council [2011] NZEnvC 232 at [26].

8
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Structure of the decision

[20]

We have structured the decision so that the evidence is grouped and evaluated

under broad topics. The key issues for determination for each topic are noted at the
commencement of the relevant section. The topics are:

(a)

preliminary legal issues;

(b)

receiving environment;

(c)

overview of the planning context;

(d)

the proposal's benefits;

(e)

visual effects and the effect on amenity;

(f)

effect on aural amenity;

(g)

effects of dust (excluding silica dust);

(h)

effects of traffic;

(i)

effects of vibration; and

0)

determination.
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Preliminary legal issues

[21]

In January 2017 the High Court, in R J Davidson Family Trust v Marlborough

District Council,9 affirmed the partial extension of King Salmon to the consideration of

resource consent applications. Justice Cull, rejecting the appellant's submission that
the plain language of s 104 requires the decision-maker to have regard to the matters in
Part 2, held the reasoning in King Salmon applied also to s 104(1). Cull J makes three
key findings: 10

(a)

section 5 should not be treated as the primary operative

decision~making

provision;
(b)

the application of the "overall judgment approach" to decision-making on
resource consent applications is rejected; and

(c)

the relevant provisions of the planning documents give substance to the
principles in Part 2. There may be resort to Part 2, however, where there
is invalidity, incomplete coverage or uncertainty of meaning within the
planning documents.

[22]

Leave has been granted to appeal R J Davidson Family Trust to the Court of

Appeal.

Prior to the commencement of the hearing we set out the court's

understanding of the application of R J Davidson and invited the parties to respond. All
parties responded and we are grateful for the City Council's detailed consideration of
this matter.

[23]

We propose to adopt the same approach taken by the Environment Court in

Blueskin Energy Limited v Dunedin City Council. 11 Blueskin Energy Limited concerned

an application for resource consent for a non-complying activity.

[24]

The key decision-making steps under ss 104, 1048 and 104D were outlined in

Blueskin Energy Limited as follows:

Key decision-making steps under ss 104, 1048 and 1040

[26]

The High Court decision of R J Davidson is binding on us and in response our

approach to decision making on this appeal follows:

R J Davidson Family Trust v Marlborough District Council [2017] NZHC 52.
R J Davidson Family Trust v Marlborough District Council (HC) at [74]-[76].
11 Bluesi<in Energy Limited v Dunedin City Council [2017] NZEnvC 150.

9

10

9
(a)

decide whether the proposal passes one or both of the threshold tests in s

ib)

if it passes, consider tbe application qnd llubmissiol')s, subject to Part 2,

1040;

having regard to s 104(1):

(c)

o

the actual and potential effects of the activity on the environment;

•

any relevant plan; and

•

any other relevant consideration

decide the weight that should be given to the matters in sUbsections
104(1)(a), (b) and (c); and

(d)

having regard to effects in the context of properly weighted objectives and
policies under s 104(1) and any other relevant consideration, arrive at a
judgment whether the proposal promotes the sustainable management of
natural and physical resources and decide to grant or decline consent
accordingly (s 1048).

[27]

We have kept separate the decision-making process under ss 104 and 1040.

While the content of the sections are similar, quite different considerations apply.12

[28]

We do not suggest this apprQacb shQuld be applied as a forrnula to decision

making; the facts of the case may lend itself to a different structure. Other provisions of
the Act may apply and will also need to be taken into account.

"Subject to Part 2"
[29]

It appears, following the High Court decision of R J Davidson, that s 104(1)

provides for the consideration of Part 2 in a particular way. The consent authority may
have recourse to Part 2 when considering the application and submissions under s 104(1);
but not afterwards as a separate exercise as per the "overall judgment approach". We
suggest [an] inherent risk under the overall judgment approach is that the decision-maker
may take into account an irrelevant matter - or more likely fail to take into account a
relevant matter - including in particular the weighted findings under s 104(1)(a), (b) and

(c).

[30]

The circumstances where there may be recourse to Part 2 is where there is

invalidity,

incomplete coverage

instruments. 13

or uncertainty

of meaning

within

the

planning

There is no need for recourse under Part 2 directly where that policy

direction is provided in the higher order instruments; following Southland Fish & Game

New Zealand v Southland District Council & Ors 14 and Infinity Investment Group Holdings
Ltd v Canterbury Regional Council. IS

For example, the positive effects of the proposal are not considered under s 1040 RMA.
R J Davidson Family Trust v Marlborough District Council (HC) at [76].
14 Southland Fish & Game New Zealand v Southland District Council & Ors at [2016] NZEnvC 220 at [24][25].
15 Infinity Investment Group Holdings Ltd v Canterbury Regional Council [2017] NZEnvC 36 at [35].
12

13
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[31]

The exercise of any decision-making discretion is to be undertaken in a principled

manner and for the purpose the discretion was conferred.

Unless the context clearly

indicates otherwise, under the RMA this will be for the purpose of promoting the
sustainable management of natural and physical resources; per Southland Fish & Game
New Zealand v Southland District Council & Ors. 16

[32]

Assuming the application for a non-complying activity passes one of the threshold

tests under s 1040, the decision whether or not to grant consent Is made under s 1048,
taking into consideration the matters In s 104(1)(a), (b) and (c). Like s 104(1), s 1048
does not draw any distinction between an application for a discretionary activity and an
application for a non-complying activity,17 The decision whether to exercise discretion and
grant (or refuse) consent necessarily entails a judgment that is informed having regard to
the matters under s 104. 18

The weighting exercise
[33]

The weighting of findings is critical to the determination of this appeal. The High

Court in Stirfing v Christchurch City Council made the following observation regarding
weighting of findings under s 104(1):
... s 104(1) adopts an open-ended approach to the weight that Is to be attached to the relevant
matters. All that Is required Is that the decision-maker "shall have regard" to each of them. There is no
statutory threshold or requirement for the provisions of a plan that are relevant to be approached in a
particular way.'·

[34]

Stirling v Christchurch City Council precedes the High Court decision of R J

Davldson20 and the interpretation of "have regard to" In s 104 Is now more nuanced. The

direction "must, subject to Part 2, have regard to" includes having regard to any indication
of the weight given to the relevant consideration in the planning instrument. Where there
is no coverage of the relevant effect21 under any plan or policy statement then Part 2 may
provide guidance on the weight. We consider this approach is consistent with Stirling
where the High Court held an effect may be proven but receives little weight if that is
justified by policy considerations.22

Weight given to facts and effects and any other considerations

[35]

We will determine the facts, including making predictions about the future effects of

the proposal. How much weight is given to this evidence depends on a variety of factors
Including any policy direction on the fact or effect in issue and the materiality of them to the
determination of the case .

.~ i'

16'$outhland Fish & Game New Zealand v Southland District Council & Drs at [20].
17 ,Stirling v Christchurch City Council (2011) 16 ELRNZ 798 (HC) at [53].
18 Stirling v Christchurch City Council (HC) at [53].
19 Stirling v Christchurch City Council (HC) at [60] .
. 20 R J Davidson Family Trust v Marlborough District Council (HC).
f1 Alternatively, the instrument or its provisions are uncertain or invalid.
22 Stirling v Christchurch City Council (HC) at [52]-[58].
.
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[37]

Occasionally there may be conflict between different provisions within a plan or as

between different policy statements or plans - but before the court will come to this
conclusion there must be a "thoroughgoing attempt to find a way to reconcile them"; per

King Salmon23 at [131].

Higher order planning instruments
[25]

We are satisfied that the District Plan has given effect to the relevant provisions

of the higher order instruments and that being the case we have not referred to them in
our decision. If follows from this that we have not had need to have resort directly to
Part 2 When considering this proposal.

Christchurch District Plan
Introduction

[26]

We commence by making some observations concerning what we regard as

best practice when interpreting and applying planning instruments. It is not uncommon
for a District Plan to present different but overlapping ways to achieve the objectives.
When read as an integrated whole the objectives and policies inform and build upon
and sometimes constrain each other. In Blueskin Energy Ltd the court observed;24

... The application of plan provisions discretely, and Olit of context, carries the real risk that
integrated management of natural and physical resources will not be achieved.

[27]

We consider it best practice to start with an understanding of the whole of the

planning context.

The purpose of an overview is to understand the relationship

between the different provisions within the District Plan and whether these provisions
align with and support each other in order to achieve the. integrated management of
natural and physical resources. 25

[28]

We next turn to the District Plan's strategic direction.

2i, Environmental Defence Society Incorporated v New Zealand King
NZSC38.
J24 [2017] NZEnvC 150 at [94].
'·26

Section 31 RMA,

Salmon Company Limited [2014]
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Strategic Directions of the District Plan

[29]

Chapter 3 of the District Plan sets out the strategic direction for Christchurch.

The directions set the context for all other chapters in the District Plan in order that
they, amongst other matters, clearly articulate how decisions about resource use and
values are to be made26 and the outcomes that are intended for the Christchurch
DistrictY This chapter has primacy over the other objectives and policies in the Plan
which must be expressed and achieved in a manner that is consistent with the direction
given in the Chapter 3. 28

[30]

The wording of the strategic directions is very general and their discrete

application on a case-by-case basis is not intended. Rather, the strategic directions are
given effect to by the objectives and policies in the balance of the District Plan and are
to be interpreted and applied accordingly; per Pickering v Christchurch City Council. 29

[31]

The strategic directions are contained in 17 objectives.

Two of those have

overarching application,30 including objective 3.3.1 which provides for the expedited
recovery and future enhancement of Christchurch as a dynamic, prosperous and
internationally competitive city, in a manner that:

a.
i.

Meets the community's Immediate and longer term needs for housing,
economic development, community facilities, infrastructure, transport, and
social and cultural wellbeing; and

[32]

ii.

Fosters investment certainty; and

iiI.

Sustains the important qualities and values of the natural environment.

The balance of the objectives which give strategic direction to Christchurch

follow:

Objective 3.3.5(a) - The critical importance of business and economic prosperity to
Christchurch's recovery and to community wellbeing and resilience is recognised
and a range of opportunities for business activities to establish and prosper.

26, Chapter

3, 3.1 and 3.2.
Chapter 3, 3.1 (b).
Chapter 3, 3.3 Interpretation.
29 [20161 NZEnvC 237 at [102].
30 Chapter 3, 3.3. The second overarching objective is not relevant to this appeal (objective 3.3.2).

27
28
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Objective 3.3.14
(a)

the location of activities is controlled, primarily by zoning, to minimise

(b)

conflicts between incompatible activities are avoided where there may be

conflicts between Incompatible activities; and

significant adverse effects on the health·, safety and amenity of people and
communities.

Objective 3.3.16
(a)

a range of opportunities is enabled in the r\.lral environment, primarily for
rural productive activities, and also for other activities which use the rural
resource efficiently and contribute positively to the economy.

(b)

the contribution of rural land to maintaining the values of the natural and
cultural environment, including Ngai Tahu values, is recognised.

[33]

We proceed on the basis that objective 3.3.15 is also relevant, albeit only in a

peripheral way. This objective is to enable construction and related activities, including
infrastructure recovery as a consequence of the Canterbury earthquakes by (relevantly)
recognising the importanoe of aggregate extraction, associated processing (including
concrete manufacturing) and transportation of extracted and processed product to
support recovery. We note that this is a project quarry; the destination of the extracted
aggregate is not solely for works related to recovery damaged infrastructure and a
consent duration of 30 years is sought.

Objectives and pOlicies

[34]

In this section we discuss the material provisions in the District Plan including

the objectives and policies for the rural environment and also noise and traffic.

Rural Environment
[35]

There are seven rural zones in the District Plan. All rural zones have a common

single objective and, with two exceptions, all rural zones have a common set of
policies. 31 Thus the objective and related policies for the seven different zones are
capable of being achieved by complying with multiple sets of rules. It appears to us
that the outcomes for the District's rural zones are not clearly stated as Chapter 3
directs. It is the rules, and not the objective and policies, that have been used to drive

management of quarrying activity and aggregates-processing activity.
continuation of quarrying in the Rural Quarry Zone and separately provides for new quarrying in rural zones
other than the Rural Quarry Zone and Rural Quarry Templeton Zone.
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the outcomes for the different rural zones. 32 This begs the question as to what are the
sustainable management outcomes for any given zone when a proposal is not
permitted under the relevant zone?

[36]

The single objective for all rural zones follows (relevantly):
Objective 17.2.1.1 - The rural environment

Subdivision, use and development of rural land that:

I.

supports, maintains and, where appropriate, enhances the function, character and

amenity of the rural environment, and In particular, the potential contribution of rural
productive activities to the economy and wellbeing of the district;

[37]

This objective is to be achieved through 13 policies, and also through related

policies dealing with noise and traffic. We found it helpful to consider the structure of
the policy suite, as follows:

(a)

overall outcomes for activities on rural land (policies 17.2.2.1 and
17.2.2.2);

(b)

fact finding (policy 17.2.2.3); and

(c)

attainment of specific outcomes identified (policies 17.2.2.4. 17.2.2.10,
17.2.2.12 and 17.2.2.13).

[38]

The District Plan enables a range of activities on rural land that have a direct

relationship with rural productive activity,33 including quarrying (policy 17.2.2.1). This is
not, however, an open-ended arrangement to establish these activities in the rural
zones. Decision-makers are to ensure that the adverse effects of those activities on
rural character and amenity values are avoided, remedied or mitigated (policy
17.2.2.2).34 Policy 17.2.2.2 is to be interpreted in light of the overarching objective for
the rural environment (objective 17.2.1) and the strategic directions for the District. If
the adverse effects are not avoided or remedied (we suggest preferably in the first
instance), the policy is tolerant of activities with adverse effects where the activity,
circumscribed by any conditions mitigating effects, supports and maintains the function,
3f,'$ection 75(1) RMA.
~~":See definitions: "quarrying" is a "rural productive activity".

~j The policy also addresses "significant adverse effects", which for reasons that we shall give do not arise
,:,in this case.
\

I,

#

... .".,..."

:*'~'f"

."

/:
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character and amenity values of the rural environment.

[39]

Regarding the issue of "whose" amenity values are to be supported and

maintained, we have interpreted "amenity" consistently with strategic objective 3.3.14.
It is the "amenity of people and communities". We come back to this objective shortly,
when considering the City Council's submission on the threshold of effects. For now
we record that the objective and supporting policies are concerned with both the
localised effect on neighbouring land-owners and the wider effect on the community.

[40]

The District Plan makes the obvious but important point that rural character and

amenity values vary across the district. This is the result of the different combination of
natural and physical resources that are present. This variation is to be recognised by
decision-makers (policy 17.2.2.3(a».

[41]

Whether the proposal does support and maintain the function, character and

amenity of the rural environment (objective 17.2.1.1) dependSOfl the combination of
natural and physical resources present.

On the one hand, decision-makers are to

recognise the elements which characterise an area as rural, from which desired
amenity is derived, include the predominance of:
b.
i.

a landscape dominated by openness and vegetation;

ii.

the

iii.

where appropriate, buildings integrated into a predominantly natural setting;

iv.

natural character elements of waterways, water bodies, indigenous

significant

visual

separation

between

residential

buildings

on

neighbouring properties;

and
vegetation and natural landforms, including the coastal environment where
relevant. 35

[42]

On the other, decision-makers are to recognise rural productive activities

produce noticeable noise, odour, dust and traffic consistent with a rural working
environment; quarrying is one of these activities that is specifically mentioned. 36

[43]

Thus, the same policy is concerned not only with the more pleasant aspects of

the countryside and country life but with the reality that rural productive activities may

3S

~6

Policy 17.2.2.3(b}.
Policy 17.2.2.3(c}.
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generate adverse effects which, while less pleasant, are nevertheless consistent with a
rural working environment (policy 17.2.2.3(b) and (c)). Both are to be recognised.

[44]

Not to be overlooked is the important qualification that the effects of rural

productive activities are to be consistent with a rural working environment (policy
17.2.2.3(c)).

A key issue in this proceeding is whether the adverse effects of the

proposed quarry, either considered by itself or together with the other quarries in the
locality, are consistent with this particular rural working environment.

[45]

The fact that quarrying is a rural productive activity does not mean that it is

necessarily appropriate at this location - the proposal is to be assessed on its merits in
light of the objective.

[46]

First, decision-makers are to ensure the nature, scale and intensity of use and

development recognise the different natural and physical resources, character and
amenity values of rural land, including other rural productive activities in the rural land
surrounding Christchurch (policy 17.2.2.4(a)(ii)). "Ensure" means "to make certain".37
On the first reading this is a somewhat strangely worded policy - the consent authority
is to "ensure" use and development "recognise" other rural productive activities and
certain listed attributes. 3s

The interaction between the proposed rural productive

activities and the receiving environment, however, lays the foundation for an enquiry
whether the activity will support, maintain and, where appropriate, enhance the
function, character and amenity of tbe rural environment (objective 17.2.1.1). On this
appeal, we are particularly concerned with the existing character and amenity
experienced and enjoyed by the residents and the wider community.

[47]

Second, and building on the above policy, decision-makers are to ensure

adequate separation distances between new quarrying and incompatible activities are
maintained (policy 17.2.2.10(b)).

Incompatible activities include the dwellings along

Conservators and Savills Roads. There is no applicable standard in the District Plan
and we come back later in the decision as to how we determined whether the
separation distance is "adequate" in this case.

The Concise Oxford Dictionary.
We observe it is not the only provision that takes an "and/both" approach to both enabling rural
productive ~ctivitles and the attainment of environmental outcomes. See also objective 17.2.1.1 and
policies 17.2.2.2 and 17.2.2.3. The whole of the proVision must be considered.

37

38
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[48]

Third, there is a policy that is enabling of access to, and processing of,

aggregate to provide for the recovery and development of the district. There are some
constraints, however, on new quarrying where this is proposed outside of the Rural
Quarry Zone.

New quarries may "only" occur in certain circumstances (policy

17.2.2.12(a)(ii)) which are set out below. In practice the attainment of these outcomes
are major determinators of the objeotive for the rural environment. The new quarry is
provided for only where the activity (relevantly):

A.

avoids areas of outstanding or significant landscape, ecological, cultural or

B.

avoids or mitigates effects on activities sensitive to quarrying activities;

C.

internalises adverse environmental effects as far as practicable using

historic heritage value;

industry best practice and management plans, including monitoring and
self-reporting;
D.

manages noise, vibration, access and lighting to maintain local rural
amenity values;

E.

avoids or mifigates any effects on surface water bodies and their margins;
and

F.

ensUres the siting and scale of buildings and visual screening maintains
local rural amenity values and character.

[49]

Finally, all new proposals for quarrying activities are required to demonstrate

through a site rehabilitation plan the objectives, methodology and timescales for
achieving site rehabilitation and appropriate end use (policy 17.2.2.13).

The final

rehabilitated landform must be appropriate relative to the end use and other factors
listed (policy 17.2.2.13).

Noh;e
[50J·

The objective for the rural environment is attained, in part, through managing

the adverse effects of noise. The District Plan has a broad objective that the adverse
noise effects on the amenity values, and health of people and communities are
managed to levels consistent with the anticipated outcomes for the receiving
environment. This is to be done by placing limitations on the sound level, location and
duration of noisy activities (objective 6; 1.2.1 and policy 6.1.2.1.1).

The quarry will not operate at night and is therefore consistent with the policy for
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Traffic
[52]

Finally, the objective for an integrated transport system that (amongst other

matters:39

(i)

(iii)

... is safe and efficient for all transport modes;

... supports safe, healthy and liveable communities by maximising integration with
land use.

[53]

For high traffic generating activities, such as this proposal, this objective is

achieved by a policy which requires such activities to manage their adverse effects on
the transport system by assessing their location and design with regard to the extent
that they do not compromise the safe, efficient and effective use of the transport
system; provide patterns of development that optimise use of the existing transport
system and mitigate other adverse transport effects, such as effects on communities,
and the amenity of the surrounding environment (policy 7.2.1.2).

[54]

In a separate objective we note that the transportation needs of people and

freight is to be enabled at the same time "whilst" managing adverse effects from the
transport system (objective 7.2.2). An important policy follows:
Policy 7.2.2.3 - Effect on adjacent land uses to the Transport Zone
a.

Manage the adverse effect(s) of an activity within the Transport Zone so that the
effects of the activity are consistent with the amenity values and activity of adjacent
land uses, whilst providing for the transport network, in particular the strategic
transport network to function efficiently and safely.

Threshold of effects
[55]

The City Council submits the strategic directions establish a threshold of effects

on rural character and amenity that is to be avoided; that threshold is set at the level of
a significant adverse effect. 40

While counsel does not define "threshold", from the

context we impute he means a level of severity. His submission would have the effect

3

Objective 7.2.1.
Pizzey, closing at [65]-[71].
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avoid significant adverse effects.

[56]

In support of this submission the City Council relies on the strategic direction

that "[c]onflicts between incompatible activities are avoided where there may be
significant adverse effects on the health, safety and amenity of people and
communities" (objective 3.3.14).

[57]

This interpretation was not put to the planning witnesses.

Discussion

[58]

Section 5 of the Interpretation Act 1999 provides that the meaning of an

enactment must be ascertained from its text and in the light of its purpose.

This

principle has been applied and expanded on in relation to the interpretation of district
plans (Powell v Dunedin City Councif)41 and we adopt this approach.

[59]

In the context of objective 3.3.14 the meaning of "avoid" is plain; "avoid" means

not allowing or preventing the occurrence of. Tile bbjectivesand policies are to be
interpreted and implemented to achieve this strategic direction; conflicts between
incompatible activities are not to occur where there may be significant adverse effects
on the health, safety and amenity of people and communities.

[60]

The issue that arises under the City Council's interpretation is whether

objectives and· policies are to be interpreted and implemented in a way that is
permissive of adverse effects which are not "significant adverse effects".

[61]

The short answer is: that depends on what the District Plan says.

[62]

In the context of the strategic directions as a whole, the direction to avoid

"significant adverse effects" sits alongside another, overlapping direction, to recognise
the contribution of rural land to maintaining the values of the natural and cultural
environment, including Ngai Tahu values (objective 3.3.16).

Both directions are to

achieve the overarching objective that, inter alia, Christchurch "sustains the important
qualities and values of the natural environment" (objective 3.3.1).
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[63]

It may be helpful at this juncture to recall Gendall J's observation in Rational

Transport Society Inc v New Zealand Transport 12 NZRMA 298 at [46] that:

.... depending on the circumstances [there may be] more than one objective having
different, and overlapping, ways of achieving sustainable management of natural and
physical resources (the purpose of the Act).

But objectives cannot be looked at in

isolation, because "the extent" of each may depend upon inter relationships.

[64]

Justice Gendall was considering an appeal on a plan change but the

observations are of general application and we think are g useful reminder to interpret
and apply the District Plan as a whole.

[65]

The strategic directions are implemented by objectives and policies that are to

achieve integrated management of the natural and physical resources (s 31 RMA).42
We have tested the City Council's interpretation by applying it to the objective for the
rural environment (objective 17.2.1.1) and policies on the overall outcome for activities
on rural land. Policy is enabling of the development of rural land (policy 17.2.2.1) but
this is subject to the constraint whereby decision-makers are to "ensure activities avoid
significant adverse effects on an area of important natural resources" and "avoid,
remedy or mitigate other adverse effects on rural character and amenity values" (policy
17.2.2.2).

[66]

We put to one side "important natural resources". This is not a phrase that is

defined in the District Plan, and was not applied by the planners to the environment
under consideration.

[67]

The City Council does not address these key policies and in particular, the

distinction made between "significant adverse effects" and "other effects" in policy
17.2.2.2.

Under the City Council's interpretation "other effects" means "all other

significant adverse effects". The City Council does not address these distinctions and
whether they are material to the interpretation and implementation of the District Plan.

[68]

If an activity gives rise to an adverse effect which, as proposed to be mitigated,

does not support and maintain the function, character and amenity values of the rural
environment (objective 17.2.1.1) are these effects to be enabled through the granting of

Section 31 provides more particularised direction to territorial authorities that it is the effects of the use,
development, or protection of land and associated natural and physical resources.

42
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consent? Under the City Council's interpretation, the answer to this is "yes".

[69]

The better interpretation, and the one that fits with the strategic directions as a

whole (including,

in particular, objectives 3.3.1, 3.3.14 and 3.3.16), and the

implementing objectives ahd policies, is that, regardless of scale, decision-makers are
to avoid "significant adverse effects" on health, safety and amenity of people and
communities (objective 3.3.14) and for all "other adverse effects", evaluate the activity
in light of the outcomes for the rural environment. Where an effect cannot be avoided
or remedied in the first instance, then the enquiry is whether the activity as proposed to
be mitigated will support and maintain the function, character and amenity values of the
rural environment.
District Plan.

If not, the activity will not achieve the relevant objective of th_e
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The receiving environment

[70]

The effects of the proposal will be experienced in an area centred around the

intersection of Conservators, Savillsand Guys Roads, approximately 2.4 kms north of
Yaldhurst Village, a rural community on Christchurch's north-western periphery. The
area's rural character derives from a mix of its natural and physical resources, and
includes both the existing and future environment.

The latter may emerge by the

utilisation of rights to carry out activities that are permitted under the District Plan or
modified by the implementation of resource consents which have been granted, and
where it appears likely those consents will be implemented: per Queenstown Lakes
District Council v Hawthorn Estate Ltcf3 at [84].

[71]

We commence with the natural environment.

Landform and soil

[72]

The prevailing landform parallels other parts of the Canterbury Plains which

abut the City, being predominantly flat.

Aerial photographs, and a trained eye,

however, reveal subtle variations. The fluvial processes which fashioned the land are
evident in a terrace formation along the southern boundary of the subject site and, in
uncultivated locations to the south and north, there are suppressed linear undulations
formed by past Waimakariri River braids. 44 More recently, this landform pattern has
been modified in places by 2-3m high bunds created around the boundaries of existing
quarries for visual screening purposes.

[73]

We accept that the soils underlying at least some of the residents' properties are

likely to be Waimakariri loam.45

Vegetation

[74]

The predominant vegetation type in the area is pasture. To the north of the

Harewood Gravels Ltd (HGL) site is a ready lawn cultivation bUsiness.

Exotic

shelterbelts have been planted in numerous locations along road frontages and internal
boundaries and are a characteristic of the area, with some properties fully enclosed, or

[2006] NZRMA 424.
The Waimakariri River main channel is currently located some 4.5 km to the north of the subject site,
confined within stopbanks.
45 Transcript at 754 and 773.
43

44
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nearly so. Deciduous amenity trees and plantations for timber production can also be
found.

[75]

On HGL's southern boundary an area owned by the Regional Council contains

what Ms Smetham described as "dryland plains native vegetation".46 This is recognised
in the District Plan as a significant landscape area. 47 We were told that a relatively
large area between the formed end of Conservators Rd and quarries on McLeans
Island Rd are also in public ownership, being City Council land held as a natural area
for park purposes. 48 We understand this to be the McLeans Grassland Park zoned in
the District Plan as Open Space Natural with a Significant Feature or Rural Amenity
Landscape overlay.49 The Regional and City Council properties abut near Clarksons
Rd north-west of the subject site. We recall no evidence on the fauna supported by the
vegetation types described but expect it is habitat for (at least) bird species commonly
found on the Plains, and possibly some dry land species.

Composition of the views

[76]

A range of views are available from public roads and typically include dwellings

and structures accessory to farming.

There are long views between and over

shelterbelts to the foothills on the western margin of the Plains. Similar views exist in
the middle distance.

In contrast, in places, short· distance views are interrupted by

shelterbelts - although they are generally on one side of the road only.

[77]

Road entrances to commercial properties such as Frews Quarry, Grant

Brothers' cleanfill and the ready lawn enterprise afford relatively uninterrupted views
into these sites. An emerging feature of this area are the "elements" accessory to nonfarming rural productive activities.

These take the form of buildings for productive

activities, signage, secure fences, gates and engineered accesses, in addition to bunds
and screen planting.

[78]

Two 220 kv national grid electricity transmission lines cross the area to the west

of Conservators and Guys Roads generally on a north-south axis. 50 Although visually
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conspicuous, there was no suggestion that they are incompatible with the area's rural
landscape or natural character.

Existing land uses

[79]

As intimated, the residents' small holdings are located in a confined "pocket"

fronting Savills and Conservators Roads, north of Yaldhurst Village, which is accessed
via Guys Rd.

The Village has a school and other minor amenities used by the

residents. Currently there are 11 households on Conservators Rd and, on our count,
more than the two dwellings that were the subject matter of evidence along a 300m
section of Savills Rd east of the Conservators/Savills/Guy Roads intersection. 51 The
potential for additional dwellings in proximity to the HGL site is limited by the existing
subdivision pattern and minimum site area for dwellings as a permitted activity.52 The
residents' sites are typically less than the 20 hectares permitted activity District Plan
threshold (rule 17.4.2.1) and are used for a mix of rural productive activities, mostly
pastoral based.

[80]

250m or so north of the formed section of Conservators Rd is the southern

boundary of one of four existing quarries, aligned on an approximately 3 kilometre eastwest axis, and fronting McLeans Island Rd. These are owned by Fulton Hogan Limited,
KB Contracting and Quarries Limited, Harewood Gravels and Isaac Construction. To
the west of Conservators Rd and adjoining the subject site is a recent quarry developed
by SOL Quarries Limited. It has a light vehicle access to Conservators Rd and heavy
goods vehicle (HGV) access to Guys Rd, located some 700m from the nearest existing
dwelling. 53

[81]

To the north and east of Savills Rd adjacent to number 25, there is a recently

consented quarry owned by Frews Quarry Limited. At the time of the hearing it was yet
to commence production although an access to Savills Rd is formed and preliminary
site works have been completed. On the southern side of Savills Rd opposite (in part)
Frews Quarry is the disused Grant Brothers Quarry, now operated as a c1eanfill site.

Golder Associates Visual Effects Management Plan, April 2015 and C Taylor, EiC at [31].
Transcript at 733-734; District Plan Rural Waimakariri Zone Permitted Activity Rule 17.6.1.1 P6 and NonComplying Activity Rule 17.6.1.5 NC2.
53 SCamp, EiC at [6.4].
51

• 52
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[82]

Other notable activities in the local environment are Pound Rd to the east, which

Savills Rd joins, and Christchurch International Airport on the eastern side of Pound Rd.
We return to these below.

Local road network and environment
[83]

The traffic engineers' well-constructed Joint Witness Statement includes the

following information on the local traffic environment:

(3)

eXisting weekday daily traffic volumes (nominal 2015 base year) on Pound
Rd south of Savills Rd are 5,421 vehicles, Pound Rd north of Savills Rd
5,400 vehicles, Savills Rd 250 vehicles, Conservators Rd 100 vehicles
and Guys Rd 200 vehicles;54

(b)

Pound Rd is classified as a minor arterial road in the City Council's road
hierarchy. Such roads "provide connections between major arterial roads
and the major rural, suburban and industrial areas and commercial
centres [in the Oity]". At 5,400 vehicles per day usage is considered to be
towards the lower end of what could be typically expected on a rural minor
arterial road;

(c)

Savills, Conservators and Guys Roads are classified as local roads whose
function is "almost entirely for access purposes and [not] intended to act
as through routes for motor vehicles"; and

(d)

the daily traffic volumes carried by Conservators, Guys and Savills Roads
are reportedly "very low such that the traffic environment can be
considered to be very 'quiet'." The traffic engineers agreed that because
afternoon peaks exceed those in the morning, the former should be used
for assessment purposes. 55

[84]

Key transport-related aspects of the SOL and Frews consent conditions, which

the engineers correctly understood to now form part of the receiving environment
include:

(a)

for SOL Quarry, up to 300 HGV movements/day off Guys Rd plus 30 light
vehicle movements/day off Conservators Rd. From Guys Rd the assumed

54

55

Transport JWS at [18] and [19].
Transport JWS at [26].
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distribution is 25% of movements north bound and 75% south bound;56
and
(b)

for Frews Quarry, up to 328 HGV movements/day plus 84 light vehicles off
Savills Rd. The assumed distribution is via Savills Rd to the Pound Rd
junction and then 20% north bound and 80% south bound. 57

[85]

The junction of Pound and Savills Roads is the critical intersection for HGL road

network effects. The 85 percentile volume for all movements through the intersection at
the existing weekday pm peak hour is 748 vehicles, with through movements on Pound
Rd strongly dominant.

The engineers noted that the assessed volume very closely

corresponded to City Council count data. 56

[86]

The SOL and Frew consents both contain road upgrading conditions. On our

reading of the traffic engineers' joint witness statement the SOL consent (marginally)
requires the greater width of upgrading on Savills and Guys Rd, namely a sealed width
of 7.2m (2m x 3.1 m lanes plus 0.5m sealed shoulders) with 0.5m compacted edges. 59
This work had been undertaken in accordance with applicable City Council and New
Zealand Standard design standards at the time of the hearing (subject to some
outstanding maintenance work).60

We record that the HGL proposal allows for

upgrading of Conservators Rd to a very similar standard as applies to the SOL consent.

[87]

From the court's site visit we are aware that the local roads generally have wide,

mown, grass verges either side of the carriageway. Any gradient is barely perceptible.
The residents told us that they value the roads as part of an environment in which they
(at least until recently) cycle, horse ride, run and walk safely, including with dogs, while
enjoying a high level of amenity. Some of this activity was said to involve trips as far as
Yaldhurst village, including to the school. 61 Much of this usage was said to have now
ceased, in response to the residents' perception to the change in the road environment.
In part, their change in behaviour responds to concerns for their safety and in this
regard, there was evidence before the court of gravel, that had fallen from quarry
trucks, being flicked up and breaking car windscreens and headlights. 62

Transport JWS al [3~].
Transport JWS at [32).
56 Transport JWS at [29].
59 Transport JWS at [48].
60 Transport JWS al [50] and [51].
61 I Cummings, EiC at [2]; B Cummings, EiC at [2) and [3), D Guenole-Cummings, EiC at [8), C Taylor, EiC
at [14(b)] and [14(c)].
62 E Janssen, EiC at [15] and [27(a)].
56

57
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Noise environment

[88]

Dr J W Trevathan, an acoustic engineer called by the respondent, deposed

ampient noise in the locality is generated by traffic on locgl roads, including Pound Rd;
distant industrial noise (source unspecified) and Airport operations both on the ground
and airborne. He did not consider the locality to be a "secluded rural area" and found
"the amenity in the vicinity of existing dwellings [to be] already affected by these
sources".63

[89]

Information on the existing noise environment when the HGL resource consent

application was lodged is contained in the Assessment of Environmental Effects
(AEE)!i4 and, more particularly, Appendix 0. 65

In the latter, Marshall Day Acoustics

record it has previously undertaken noise surveys "in the area" on multiple occasions
including 2009, 2012 and 2013. Supplementary measurements were taken for the HGL
appli~ation

around 0700 hours in January ~015. Table 1 gives measured dB LA~g and

LA9(j levels at six locations on Oonservators, Guys and Savills Roads. Table 1 does not
specify a LA~q time period. The two data sets in Table 1 closest to the subject site are
those for Site C, which we interpret to be at or near 70 Conservators Rd and Site E,
which we interpret to be on the road outside 15 Savills Rd. The table includes the
following data:

[90]

dB

Date

Time

70 Conservators Rd

January
2015

0740 hours

Excluded aircraft;
distant traffic
dominant

40

37

March 2013

0648 hours

Unidentified plant
noise contributes

43

39

15 Savills Rd

Noise Source

dB

Position

LAeq

LA90

The combined data set is said to "show that around 0700 hours, ambient noise

levels are generally around 41 dB LAeq without aircraft noise" and that the "daytime
ambient level will generally be higher and, based on [Marshall Day's] experience in [the]
area, will typically be between 45 and 50 dB LAeq".

[91]

Appendix D acknowledges that noise from HGL's proposal will be received in

conjunction with that from two recently consented quarries close to the application
J Trevathan, EiC at [16].
Harewood Gravels Limited - Land use consent application and Assessment of Effects on the
Environment: Proposed Quarry - 21 Conservators Road, McLeans Island dated April 2015 part 8 at [5.4].
65 Exhibit 11: Conservators Road Quarry Noise Assessment dated 28 April 2015 at [3],
63

64
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site,66 namely the SOL and Frew quarries consented in January 2016 and August 2016
respectively.67 The former is now operative and part of the existing environment. The
latter was still to commence full operations at the time of our hearing but having been
exercised, at least in part (for site works), can properly be viewed as part of the future
environment.

[92]

Mr Camp, an acoustic specialist was called by the applicant.

In a

supplementary statement, he presented tables for noise levels at dwellings "with and
without the Harewood Gravels quarry in operation" measured at their notional
boundary.B8 We understand the noise levels given under the heading 'Ambient' at 15
Savills Rd and 40 Conservators Rd are for the existing environment, inclusive of the
SOL and Frews Quarries.

Two measures are used. These are LAeq

(1 hr)

which we

understand to be the time-averaged A-weighted sound pressure level and LA90 which
we understand to be the level equalled or exceeded for 90% of the time. 69 At 15 Savills
Rd the levels given are 53 dB LAeq (1 hr) and 43 dB LA90. And at 40 Conservators Rd they
are much the same, namely 50 dB LAeq (1 hr) and 43 dB LA90.1°

[93]

The residents also gave us their views on existing noise levels. Mrs D Guenole-

Cummings described the change in her existing aural amenity as HGV movements
have increased, especially in response to SOL Quarry's use of Savills Rd between 7-9
am and 4-6 pm.

Her home is 20m from the roadside behind a macrocarpa hedge.

Every heavy truck "that hurtles by [is said to be] loud, intrusive and [to] vibrate [her]
home like a mini earthquake". Mr I Cummings said he was unable to sleep in a front
bedroom beyond 7.30 am on a weekday and that truck-induced vibrations rattle his
home. Mr B Cummings advised that the noise from crushing machines is now part of
the background sound.1 1 Mr B Cummings can hear the crushers and Mr E J Janssen
reported experiencing noise from quarries to the north of Conservators Rd and
anticipated further noise from the SOL and Frews Quarries, although atmospheric
conditions affect the audibility of noise from these distant sources.72

Exhibit 11: Conservators Road Quarry Noise Assessment dated 28 April 2015 at [6.2.4].
Exhibit C and Transcript at 822. We assume the SOL and Frew proposals were proceeding through the
consent process and known to Marshall Day when it prepared the HGL AEE noise section in April 2015.
68 S Camp, supplementary statement, at [1.2] and [1.4].
69 Exhibit 2: NZS 6802:2008 at Section 3: Definitions.
70 Exhibit 2 at [2.2].
71 Transcript at 748.
72 Mr Mahoney referred to the same thing when observing that, on still mornings before the prevailing
easterly gets up, noise can be heard from multiple distant sources. Cloud cover amplifies the received
noise - Transcript at 836.
66
67
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[94]

Mr P J Mahoney stated the Airport is the "largest" noise that he hears at his

Conservators Rd home but it does not intrude on outdoor conversation. Nor does he
find it unsettling. 73 He also hears noise from various other rural productive activities,
like farm tractors.74

The noise from the crushers which he can hear operating at

McLeans Island quarries evokes a different response; one related to his sense of
uncertainty about the future. The concern is "not the actual noise itself [but] what it
represents".75 In particular, that quarries would ultimately "sandwich" his property. He
takes no comfort from Mr Camp's evidence that they would not be heard because of
truck noise. 76

[95]

In Dr Taylor's social assessment he had explored with residents their concerns

about the potential change to their existing amenity, if consent were granted.

His

evidence, supported by the direct evidence inquiry, showed the residents to be
concerned about an environment in which they need to shut windows during the day;
face restrictions on outdoor activities; and experience disturbed sleep, particularly on
Saturdays. Noise received in frequent, short, intensiVe "bursts" - such

as tlia banging

and clanking of machinery and acceleration/deceleration of vehicles - was viewed as
an especially adverse element.
Dust environment

[96]

The receiving environment is one that is already impacted by a number of

sources of dust.

[97]

These include farm activities such as bringing in crops ahd soil cultivation as

well as forestry, especially during harvesting or when trees are pollinating.

The

Waimakariri River approximately 4 km to the north of the subject site is another source,
especially in strong

[98]

north~west

winds.

Mr Chilton, an air quality scientist called by the applicant, identified:
(a)

the nearby SOL and Frew Quarries that could, when operating, "contribute
to background dust levels in the wider receiving environment";77 and

Transcript at 826.
Transcript at 832.
75 Transcript at 835.
76 Transcript at 827.
77 R Chilton, EiC at [26].
73
74
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(b)

other quarries and cleanfill operations further afield, namely the Yaldhurst
Quarry Zone approximately 4 km to the south and the previously
described McLeans Island Rd quarries 1-2 km to the north of the subject
site.18

[99]

Mr Chilton, without attempting to quantify or otherwise characterise dust in the

local environment, considered the area typical of many rural areas on the Canterbury
Plains where "elevated" dust levels can be expected, especially during summer months.
On this basis, it was his opinion "the rural land surrounding the site has a low to
moderate sensitivity to dust impacts".

[100]

Meteorological conditions are pertinent to the dust environment.

Based on

Christchurch Airport data, the prevailing winds are from the north-east for much of the
year and to a lesser degree from the south-west. Rainfall and evaporation are also
relevant factors. Mr Chilton provided data showing there are few dry days in winter and
that late spring, summer and early autumn are the driest times locally.

He gave

literature references for the relationship between strong winds and the propensity for
dust to be generated from dry surfaces and compiled a windrose for the Airport, which
we accept as applicable to the local environment, depicting winds greater than 7m/s on
dry days. The windrose shows the direction and frequency of winds that would create
the greatest exposure to potential dust impacts.

It was also said to "illustrate that

strong winds on dry days mainly occur [locally] from the northeast, although they also
occur for a small percentage of time from the south-southwest and northwest".19

[101]

Mr Chilton predicts the percentage of time that six houses on Conservators and

Savills Roads, in proximity to the subject site, "[are] expected to be" downwind of the
proposed quarry during dry days and under relatively strong wind conditions. These
predictions are that "the Mahoney, Public Trustee and Russell [properties at 90, 70 and
40 Conservators Rd respectively] could expect the highest exposure to these conditions
(approximately 2.2-2.4% of the year, or eight days).

The remaining dwellings are

predicted to have exposures that are either at or below 1.6% of the year".BO We include
this evidence here because, although it has a predictive component, it is founded on

78
79

Chilton, EiC at [27].
Chilton, EiC at [34].
Chilton, EiC at [47].
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[102]

The residents imparted their experience with dust in the local environment. The

uncontroverted evidence from all of the witnesses was that haul roads are the biggest
source of quarry dust. 81 Mr Cummings told us of seeing dust billowing across McLeans
Island Rd in a north westerly wind from the existing HGL quarry and being able to see
dust rising off Fulton Hogan Quarry haul roads when out on the road (at Yaldhurst}.82
We heard that visible plumes are created by trucks on the unsealed section of the SOL
Quarry access road, resulting in snow-like dust deposits on adjoining pine trees,83 and
in spite of its 80 m tar seal, of dust being caught up in the truck's wake and deposited
onto the public road. 84 At Grant Brothers,85 the access is unsealed and gravel is carried
onto the roads and with it dust.86 Mr Cummings said he experienced dust on Savills
Rd, deposited with gravel by the Grants Brothers site, as a constant element. He also
observed "incredible" dust when site preparation works were undertaken at Frews
Quarry.

His 1930's home readily admits the dust and boundary hedges provided

ineffective mitigation. 87

[103]

Mrs D Guenole-Cul11mings described hC5wthe dust environment had altered with
commencement of the SOL and Frew quarries. aa Dust coats the outdoor furniture,

windows,vehicle, a spa-cover and enters the inside of her home gathering into layers
of gritty dust,89 even getting into the cupboards. 90 Having lived at the property for 16
years,91 she used to dust the house once a week and occasionally more frequently
when a neighbouring farmer is ploughing, whereas now she dusts every day or every
two days.92 She corroborated her husband's evidence about the dust on local roads
being mobilised by vehicles, as did Mr I Cummings,93 and described following trucks
"spewing clouds of dust behind them".94 She has experienced severe asthma problems
requiring preventative medication. 95 For her, the most frustrating part, has been the
lithe denial of experts and operators that [dust] would be a problem". 96

Transcript at 742.
at 743 and 757-758.
83 Transcript at 753.
64 Transcript at 758 and 759.
65 A former quarry now operating as a cleanfill site.
66 Transcript at 749.
87 Transcript at 757 and 758.
88 D Guenole-Cummings, EiC at [5] and [6].
89 Transcript at 774, 776 and 839.
90 Transcript at 776.
91 D Guenole-Cummings, EiC at [1].
92 Transcript at 776.
93
1Cummings, EiC at [101.
94 D Guenole-Cummings, EiC at [6].
95 Transcript at 779; D Guenole-Cummings, EiC at [5].
96 D Guenole-Cummings, EiC at [6].
61
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[104]

Mr Mahoney, in common with other witnesses for the appellant, was concerned

that the environment may be contaminated by dust containing respirable crystalline
silica. 97

[105]

Dr Taylor's social assessment inquiry showed that residents understand rural

Canterbury can be dusty at times, but they experience multiple adverse effects in the
local environment associated with quarrying, crushing, vehicle movements and dirt
piles, including poorly vegetated bunds,9B (primary elements of concern being dust on
roads and dust entering houses, resulting in negative ambience, additional cleaning
and health effects).99 In this regard Dr Taylor's evidence very largely traversed similar
aspects of the environment to those described by individual witnesses for the
appellants, but included specific examples like:

(a)

driving to school and back (past Grants Brothers site on Savills Rd) and
the car being covered in dust in one trip;

(b)

cars having to be washed every 2-3 days with dust present on the
driveway and clothes;

(c)

dust on house exteriors causing increased washing;

(d)

dust causing people to close windows even on hot days; and

(e)

dust noticed on an outdoor swimming pool.100

97 P Mahoney, EiC at [6].

C Taylor, EiC at [52] ft.
C Taylor, EiC at [53].
00 C Taylor, EiC at [55].
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Benefits of proposed quarry

The issue
[106]

In the City Council's decision granting consent, the Commissioners made no

reference to positive effects, other than to record that Mr Bligh, the planning witness for
the applicant, drawing on the conclusions of the technical experts, concluded that the
proposal would have a number of positive effects. 101

[107]

The issues for the court are what

are the positive effects of the proposed qUarry,

and what weight should be given to them under s 104(1)(a)?

The evidence

[108]

Mr Francis gave evidence that the new quarry will assist not only with the

rebuild of Christchurch, but will also contribute to other large projects that are taking
place around the City, independent of the rebuild. 102 In quoting from the Independent
Hearing Panel's decision on the

rural zone,1°3 he

referred

to

a predicted shortfall of 45

million tonnes of aggregate between the demand forecast of 2041 and what is currently
available. 104 His evidence is that the resource available at the site is approximately
3,600,000 tonnes of unprocessed aggregate. 105

[109]

He considers the proposed site is marginal because of its 28 hectare size, but
viable as a quarry project. 10S The fact that quality aggregate can be sourced so close to
the city is of enormous economic benefit to Christchurch and, "in short, the closer we
can get that material to the market the cheaper it is for [the] end user".107 Mr Francis
gave evidence that the quality of the aggregate resource at the site is good, as it is
clean and a lot easier to worl< with on large roading and overpa.ss projects, compared to
sources further from the Waimakariri River that contain a higher clay and silt content. 108

101 Decision of Hearing Commissioners dated 16 July 2016 at [70].
102 J Francis, EiC at [11].
Decision 34, Chapter 17: Rural- Stage 2 of the Independent Hearings Panel, Christchurch District Plan
dated 12 August 2016.
104 Transcript at 160.
105 J Francis, EIC at [43].
106 J Francis, EiC at [16.1].
107 Transcript at 161.
08 Transcript at 176.
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[110]

Mr Bligh considered that: 109

In terms of section 104, the proposal has a number of positive effects, most notably those
which relate to the efficient use and development of natural and physical resources, to
provide additional supplies of aggregate important to the development and maintenance of
buildings and infrastructure, including for the rebuild of Christchurch, and to provide a
disposal option for cleanfill material.

and that positive effects - social and economic include: 110

... providing aggregate for earthquake recovery activities, generating direct employment
and indirect employment, and providing an alternative waste disposal option for clean fill
material as opposed to other disposal sources currently available.

[111]

Mr Bligh acknowledged there are other sources that can supply demand but

when considering the implications of one less aggregate source, he stated that he was
not familiar enough with quarry economics to "go much further than that".111

Evaluation

[112]

The proposed quarry would provide approximately 8% of the anticipated

shortfall in aggregate supply to 2041. This is clearly a positive benefit, but one that
needs to be considered alongside actual or potential adverse effects, taking into
account the extent to which the quarry would address the anticipated shortfall, and
recognising that other supply options could be available.

[113]

We do not presume that all of the aggregate is destined for earthquake recovery

projects, although this was impressed upon us by more than one witness. Nor do we
consider the view expressed by Mr Bligh that the proposal offers an alternative disposal
option for cleanfill, which he considers a positive effect, to be valid. The issue appears
to us to be one of a likely shortage of cleanfill to satisfy rehabilitation requirements
within a reasonable timeframe, which should be seen as negative rather than positive.

[114]

We were presented with no evidence of other positive effects.

Given the

relatively small size of the site, we give the benefits of the proposal no more than
moderate weight.
109
110
111

K Bligh, EiC at [18].
K Bligh, EiC at [30].
Transcript at 511.
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Rural character and amenity
Introduction

[115]

"Amenity values" are those natural and physical qualities and characteristics of

an area that contribute to peoples' appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic
coherence, cultural and recreational attributes. 112

[116]

Amenity values are not solely concerned with visual amenity, although in this

proceeding visual amenity is an important consideration. We are also concerned here
with the effect on amenity of any change in background levels of noise, dust, vibration
and the increase in volume of heavy goods vehicles. That there will be further change
in the environment if the land use consent were confirmed is certain. That said, change
per se does not mean that there is an adverse effect on rural character or an effect on

amenity values. To test the proposition that the scale and intensity of effects will be
adverse, experts need first to establish the baseline environment against which the
effects are evaluated.

[117]

With that in mind, our approach when assessing "values" evidence, is to:

(a)

identify the values of people and communities.
above

l13

Based on the topics

this will include the attributes and characteristics of the existing

landscape, soundscape and air quality that are valued by them.

[We

expect the experts will explain how they ascertained the values of people
and communities];
(b)

ascertain whether the District Plan identifies any valued attributes or
characteristics for the relevant zone, landscape or more broadly the
receiving environment. These elements may also be identified from other
documentation such as a Conservation Management Strategy;

(c)

determine whether the amenity values are reasonably held. In that regard
we expect the experts to objeotively test the basis of the values that are
derived from the environment. This is necessary because the residents'
views on their existing amenity is subjective and influenced by personal
feelings or opinions, including the strength of their attachment to this
place;

112
113

Section 2 RMA.
At [20].
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(d)

assess whether the proposal gives rise to adverse effect on the relevant
attribute or characteristic;

(e)

if it does, then to consider whether, in this case, rural character is
maintained and second, whether there are any consequential effects on
the existing amenity values; and

(f)

finally, to assess those effects in light of the outcomes for the relevant
resources and values under the District Plans.

For further guidance see Schofield v Auckland Councif114 and Pori Gore Marine Farms

v Marlborough District Council. 115

The issues
[118]

The Commissioners appointed by the City Council to hear and decide the

application concluded "all amenity-related effects are able to be avoided or mitigated to
the point of being minor or less, we are satisfied that the application is consistent with
these general rural objectives and policies".116

Addressing the landscape and

cumulative visual effect, the Commissioners were satisfied that the proposed bunds
and shelterbelts would not look greatly different from "numerous rural properties in the
local area" and on that basis decided these were minor.117
[119]

Arising from their assessment the issues for determination are as follows:

(a)

will the proposed bunds and shelterbelts look like numerous rural
properties in the local area?

(b)

what is the cumulative visual effect of proposed bunds and shelterbelts on
the existing rural character of the area?

(c)

what is the cumulative visual effect of the rehabilitated quarry?

[2012] NZEnvC 68 at [42] and [51].
[2012] NZEnvC 72 at [213]-[217].
116 Decision dated July 2016 at [179]. We note that the Commissioners considered the application under
the (then) operative former Christchurch City Plan and the proposed District Plan. Relevant rural amenity
objective (13.4) under the Christchurch City Plan stated:
That over the rural area as a whole, rural amenity values, including visual character, heritage values,
cultural and recreational opportunities are maintained and whenever possible enhanced and adverse
effects of activities are controlled.
17 Decision dated July 2016 at [173]-[174].
114

115
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The residents' amenity values

[120]

When the residents purchased their respective properties some 10-15 years

ago, the predominant land use Was pastoral and horticultural farming. Although the
land is bisected by fences and hedges, and there are stopbanks close to the
Waimakariri River, the area retained a sense of open space and the residents valued
the rural outlook.118

[121]

Low levels of traffic meant adults and children could walk, cycle and ride their

horses along roads and on wide grassy berms. Dogs could be exercised off the lead.
The farm land supported diverse wildlife including pheasants, turkey and quail.119

[122]

From time to time there was noise and dust associated with farming activities.

While the properties are not under the Airport's runway flight paths, the residents
experience occasional noise from the aeroclub and helicopter operations. 12o Apart from
farming and airport activities, there were no other noticeable sources of local noise.
Conservators Rd is not a through-road, and its low volume of road traffic is
predominantly local. 121

[123]

That was then and the existing "environment" now encompasses the future

environment as it may be modified by consented activities and by the effects of
consented quarries that are not yet fully expressed. Given the rapidity of change the
residents, who were not represented by a landscape architect, described their existing
amenity.

They focused on how the character of the area had changed since the

Canterbury earthquakes, particularly in response to the recent expansion of quarrying
over the last three to four years.

[124]

The residents' experience of the actual effects of the consented quarries does

not accord with the experts' opinions that the effects on them will be minor. The rural
character of the area has changed, and these changes have adversely affected the
amenity they previously enjoyed. They are concerned that the effects will intensify if
consent for this proposed quarry is confirmed.
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[125]

We do not know whether all the changes are a consequence solely of the quarry

activities; for example, there may have been a gradual but imperceptible increase in
traffic prior to the first quarry establishing three years ago. That said, the residents are
clear; the effects of quarry operations on them are adverse and a consequence of
quarry associated activities is that they are no longer able to occupy and use the
environment as they once used to. 122

The District Plan

[126]

The District Plan does not identify the attributes of the landscape which give this

area its particular character.

[127]

Accepting that rural character and amenity values will vary, persons deciding

resource consent applications are to recognise also those elements which characterise
an area as "rural" and from which amenity is derived (policy 17.2.2.3).

[128]

This necessarily entails a comprehensive assessment of the existing landscape

and so we turn next to the evidence of the landscape experts.

Assessment of rural character and amenity values

[129]

We heard from three landscape architects; Mr A Craig called on behalf of the

applicant; Ms N Smetham for the City Council and Ms J Dray who provided a copy of a
report tabled under s 42 RMA to the City Council hearing and was summoned to attend
the hearing by the residents.

[130]

We are not aware that the landscape experts made any inquiry of the residents,

or community generally, as to the qualities and characteristics that contribute to their
appreciation of the area.

[131]

The site of the proposed quarry is a pastoral farm. In keeping with its present

day use the level of naturalness of the site is moderate. 123 Mr Craig advised this level
of naturalness will reduce to "moderately low" during the operation of the quarry and
There will be significant alteration to the landform; even

122

B Cummings, EiC at [3] and Transcript at 757.
Craig, EiC at [31].
Transcript at 290.
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after rehabilitation the quarry will be viewed as a large depression which will appear
anomalous within the context' of the generally flat character of the Plains. 125
Nevertheless, in Mr Craig's opinion, the depression will appear pleasant when returned
to pastoral farming or some other rural activity.126

[132]

While the quarry's temporary bunds 127 are "artificial by virtue of their formal

linear geometry and uniformity" they are not, in his view, anomalous within the existing
geometric landscape pattern. 128 The bunds and shelterbelt are at a sufficient distance
from existing dwellings so as not to visually dominate those dwellings. 129 Uninterrupted
views into the site will be afforded through the quarry's access off Conservators Rd, but
any visual effects and the effect on amenity are confined to the presence of trucks
entering and exiting the same. 130 He assumes once the pit is excavated all quarry
operations will not be visible beyond the site. 131

In Mr Craig's opinion the area's rural amenity derives from the combination of
open spaoe, vegetation and reasonably consistent patterns within the iandscape. 132 He

[133]

attacbed significant weight to the geometric patterning which h~ the product of land
ownership and curreht farming practices, including the planting of shelterbelts.133 the
geometric patterns are reinforced by pylons and roads. The proposed quarry will retain
what he refers to as a "specific" rural character as its bunds, shelterbelts and
boundaries are consistent with this patterning. 134 The quarry will also retain the area's
"generic" rural character which derives from the high proportion of open space to
buildings. 135 If rural character remains essentially unchanged, there will be no effect
on existing amenity values.

In Mr Craig's view there is no difference in the rural charaoter of a quarry zone
and a rural zone because under the District Plan quarrying can occur in both. 136

[134]

People's expectations should be informed by the primary function of the rural zone
which is "given over to production;" pointing out that a quarry is an enterprise that is

40
clearly productive. The presence of many quarries in this area and north-west of the
City informs the existing environment and therefore people's expectations of the same.
In short, people will not be surprised to encounter a quarry at this location. 137

[135]

He concludes the factors contributing to the landscape character will remain

unchanged even though there is an increase in the proportion of quarrying relative to
other activities in the area. 138

[136]

Ms Smetham, for the City Council, expands on the above description by adding

to the elements of rural character a sense of spaciousness.

In her opinion the

residents' amenity is derived from "rural character with an aesthetic coherence and
pleasant outlook".
cover.139
moderate.

Amenity is variable because of the diverse outlook and land

The rural amenity of the site, including views into and over the site, is
This amenity derives from a high proportion of rural open space and

dominated by vegetation (pasture, shelterbelts and amenity tree planting around
buildings).14o She notes that while the site is visible from parts of Conservators Rd and
from the Savills and Guys Rd intersection, it is screened off by eXisting shelterbelts
along Guys Rd,141

[137]

Ms Smetham evaluated the proposal under a single policy (17.2.2.3) concluding

that it is consistent with this and other policies cited (although she does not discuss the
latter). The proposal does not introduce new buildings and will retain openness
commensurate with "a" rural character and provides appropriate visual screening. 142 In
common with other rural productive activities in the rural area she expects this quarry
will produce noise, odour, dust and traffic which may be noticeable to residents and
visitors. Evidently these "elements of a rural working character are well established in
the vicinity by several existing or consented quarries" .143

[138]

While the bund and shelterbelts will remove views across this pastoral scene

this is consistent with the sequence of open and enclosed views found elsewhere in the

Transcript at 281-282; Craig at [71].
Craig, EiC at [93].
0,('~ 139 Smetham, EiC at [37.7] and [39).
~ 140 Smetham, EiC at [40).
41 Smetham, EiC at [37.10).
1 2 Smetham, EiC at [44)-[46). Transcript at 273 Mr Craig gave similar evidence - if you cannot see the
arry there is no visual effect.
3 Smetham, EiC at [18).
137
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receiving environment. 144 The change to visual amenity as a result of direct views into
the quarry from its accessway are dismissed as being fleeting or brief and in any event
will reduce over time as the quarry progresses through its stages. 145 The cumulative
effect of the seven other quarries and one cleanfill disposal site on visual amenity is
negligible and "are scarcely appreciated and have very little effect on the scene" .146

[139]

Ms Dray, a senior landscape architect employed by the City Council, has a

conflicting opinion to that of Mr Craig and Ms Smetham.

Being summoned by the

residents, she produced a short report that she tabled at the City Council hearing;
regrettably we did not have the benefit of a full brief of evidence. In her report Ms Dray
does, however, reference the submissions made by the residents and their concerns
that the proposed quarry will result in a significant change to rural character and
amenity because of the cumulative traffic, noise, dust and visual effects.147

She

helpfully distinguishes landscape effects from visual effects. The former being those
that bring about change to the landscape and the latter are those that can be seen
arising from the proposal or from various vantage points. 148

[140]

Ms Dray considered the effect on landscape under two scenarios: the quarry

when operating and second, the rehabilitated quarry. In respect of the latter it is her
view tha't the capacity of the landscape to absorb change is being tested by this
proposal; the landsqape's legibility is being affected to a degree that may well be
irreversible given that there may not be enough cleanfill to restore the site. Were this to
occur the cumUlative adverse effect on landscape character would be more than
minor.149

[141]

In respect of the operational quarry, if the view into the site from the accessway

is of the working quarry, including trucks moving in and out of the site, heavy machinery
and stockpiles, this too would be an adverse effect on visual amenity particularly for
people who live in the area. 150

144 Smetham, EiC at [77].

Smetham, EiC at [83]. Transcript at 660.
Smetham, EiC at [74].
147 Dray, Appendix A at [23].
148 Dray, Appendix A at [26].
149 Dray, Appendix A at [40].
150 Transcript at 698.
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[142]

In isolation, the above effects are minor but, when considered together with the

views of the other quarries, there is an adverse effect on landscape and visual amenity
and these effects may have reached a tipping point. 151

[143]

Ms Dray had considered the proposal under the former District Plan, but not the

District Plan (presumably because it had not been notified at the time she wrote her
report).

Evaluation

[144]

Like the residents, the landscape experts faced a difficult task of having to

assess the visual effect and effect on amenity values in a landscape that has changed
rapidly over the last three years.

[145]

If no new building is proposed then, regardless of the nature, scale and intensity

of the cumulative quarrying activities in the area, in Mr Craig's opinion, the "generic"
rural character of the area will not change. 152

[146]

It appears to us that this key opinion proceeds from errors in the interpretation of

the District Plan.

Namely, the objective 17.2.1.1 and associated policies are

implemented exclusively through building density and subdivision rules. 153 Mr Craig
overlooked the fact that quarries within this rural zone are discretionary activities and
that the application is a non-complying activity overall.

[147]

This error has proven inimical to an assessment of the cumulative effect of the

use and development in this area of up to 300 ha for quarrying. Under his approach the
scale and intensity of the quarrying activity in the locality is not recognised 154 nor is the
effect on the amenity of residents who, in his oWn words, will be sandwiched or
encircled by quarries. 155 In his view, provided the quarry is screened from view by a
bund the change to rural character and amenity is always acceptable in a rural zone. 156

Transcript at 698-699.
Transcript at 274 ff.
153 Transcript at 286-288.
154 Policy 17.2.2.4.
155 Transcript at 278.
156 Transcript at 279.
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[148]

Mr Craig erroneously equated "openness" - being an element that characterises

this landscape, with "built space". The fact thc;lt the proposal does not increase the built
space does not necessarily mean the "openness" of the landscape is retained. This
second error meant that he did not consider whether enclosing the pastoral view would
have an effect on the visual amenity of the residents.157

[149]

We did not find it helpful to consider the rural character of this area

differentiating between a generic character (based onbuiJt form) and a specific
character (land use and landcover). We doubt attributes and characteristics of any
given landscape should be compartmentalised in this way as these elements interact
and inform the whole of the landscape.

Further, we could not find support for this

approach under the District Plan.

[150]

For the City Council Ms Smetham posed herself a question: whether the

addition of this quarry will result in the breach of a threshold of acceptable effects on
rqral character and. visual amenjty,15B

While that is a goqO question she does not

aadress Where the threshold lies. It appears that she has considered the environment
as if it were delimited by policy 17.2.2.3. It seems probable that she has misinterpreted
policy 17.2.2.3 as saying something about the stated outcomes for the area, whereas
the sustainable management outcomes are contained in pOlicies 17.2.2.1 and 17.2.2.2
in particular. As we have noted, poliCy 17.2.2.3 is a fact-finding provision.

[151]

In fairness to her she advised the court that she had a narrow brief; specifically,

she was asked to consider the evidence of Mr Craig and Ms Dray and to focus on their
differences. She was to do so "without going into a longwinded assessment of [her]
own" .159 Had she undertaken a full assessment of the rural character and made inquiry
into the residents' amenity values she may have arrived at a conclusion on where the
threshold of acceptable effects lies. We think it prudent in the circumstance to treat her
evidence with caution, as we do with Ms Dray who has not had the opportunity to
provide a full brief of evidence or to consider the proposal under the District Plan.

Transcript at 291.
Smetham, EiC at [75].
159 Trahscript at 693.
167
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Findings

[152]

Ordinarily we would expect the quality of the landscape - including one modified

by farming activity - to contribute to peoples' appreciation of its pleasantness or
aesthetic coherence. This is so even though rural productive activities can have effects
which, in other contexts, may be considered adverse.

[153]

The rural character of this area depends on pastoral farming, and on the

shelterbelts and hedgerows which crosshatch the landscape resulting in a haphazard
pattern of lines. As Ms Smetham says, this has created a series of open and enclosed
views. The view towards this pastoral landscape is an amenity that is valued by the
residents. While the views are broken by shelterbelts, hedgerows and, more recently,
by bunds the landscape's particular rural character nevertheless retains a degree of
open spaciousness which residents also value.

Visual effect and effect on visual amenity

[154]

The visual effect of the proposed quarry (being the change in the composition of

the view) is sensitive to the location of the viewer. We have considered the scale and
magnitude of the proposal's visual effects by itself; cumulatively with other quarries in
the area and together with the existing shelterbelt on the eastern side of Conservators
Rd.

[155]

Bearing in mind that the purpose of the bund is to exclude views into the quarry,

the bund and shelterbelt will reduce the visual amenity that derives from the
contribution this site makes to the pastoral landscape.

There are extensive views

afforded of the landscape along Conservators Rd and Guys Rd although towards the
intersection these views are interrupted by an internal shelterbelt.

The foreclosing of

the view will reduce the openness of the landscape and reinforce the perception that
quarrying is or is becoming a predominant activity. This will shift rural character of the
area towards one that is underpinned by quarrying, not pastoral, activity.

[156]

This change in rural character will have a moderate adverse effect on the visual

amenity west of Conservators Rd.
Q
~

The bunds will reduce the present-day visual

amenity afforded by the open pastoral character of the generally expansive views of the
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landscape.

This will be so from Guys Rd looking towards the north and from

Conservators Rd across the site.

[157]

Adjacent to the site, along Conservators Rd, the 700m (plus) bund reinforced by

the proposed shelterbelt, will become the visually dominant element within the local
landscape.

The accessway will allow uninterrupted views into the site from

Conservators Rd. While the quarry is operating, the view from the access will be of
land that is substantially reduced in natural character.

Up to 12 ha of workings

(including open pit); will be visible; together with gravel stockpiles above natural ground .
level although these elements will recede towards the west over time. 160 This view,
coupled with vehicles entering and leaving the site, will have a moderate adverse effect
on the existing amenity (including visual amenity) enjoyed by residents using
Conservators Rd. 161

Rehabilitation of the site

[158]

The naturalness of the area will be reduced through the stripping of land and

extraction of a~gregate.

The site will (at least) be partially restored after quarrying

ceases. Ms Dray has concerns with the cumulative visual effect of a series of shallow
basins from partially restored sites within this locality. The Commissioners gave this
matter scant consideration. 162

[159]

We have a more fundamental concern; namely the applicant has not

demonstrated site rehabilitation and appropriate end use through a quarry rehabilitation
plan, even though this plan is required for a new proposal under the policy
(17.1.1.13(b)). Instead, a new condition is proffered that the plan will be produced after
consent is granted for certification by the City Council. 163 More generally, the conditions
do not identify the end use of the site or whether the final rehabilitated landform is
appropriate having regard to the matters set out in (17.1.1.13(c)).

Cumulative effect of quarrying

[160]

We have insufficient evidence to conclude that the cumulative visual effect of all

Draft Quarry Management Plan at [42]. Stockpiles may be up to 3m in height above the natural ground
level.
161 While not offered by the applicant this effect could have been addressed through conditions of consent
preventing a direct view into the quarry.
162 Decision of the City Council at [110], [113] and [178].
63 Condition 84.
160
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of the quarries has changed the rural character as a whole. That said, we agree with
Mr Craig that quarrying is now a predominant rural productive activity in the general
locality.164 With quarrying has come the progressive enclosure of the rural land behind
bunds.

These bunds, together with their associated shelterbelts, follow property

boundaries.

Overall conclusion on visual effects and effects on visual amenity

[161]

Considered by itself we find the proposal will have an adverse visual effect and

an adverse effect on visual amenity.

It will reduce the visual permeability of the

landscape and with it the attribute of open spaciousness that is valued by residents and
anticipated under the District Plan.

[162]

The first issue we posed was whether the proposed bunds and shelterbelts look

like numerous rural properties in the local area.

If "rural properties" means pastoral

farms we answer the first issue in the negative - the bunds and shelterbelts look like
the site of a quarry.

[163]

The second issue is more difficult as it concerns the cumulative visual effect of

bund and shelterbelt mitigation treatment on the existing rural character of the area.
We tend to Ms Dray's view that, considered together with the other quarries in the area,
there will be an adverse effect on landscape and visual amenity and these effects too
may have reached a tipping point. 165 However, given the limitations in the landscape
evidence, we are unable to reach any settled view on the cumulative effect of this
proposal on the capacity of this landscape to accommodate further change without
altering or comprising its existing character and the values that attach to the same.

[164]

On the final issue we have insufficient evidence to make a finding on the effect

on landform of this proposal considered by itself or together with other quarrying
activities in the area that have ceased. This depends on the intended end use of the
neighbouring quarrying activities and whether, as in this case, what is proposed is to
partially fill in the pit and oversow the top soil with grass.

164
165

Transcript at 282.
Transcript at 698-699.
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Noise
[165]

We described earlier the receiving environment against which the effects of this

proposal are to be considered. When assessing the effects of noise, we considered the
effects of noise from the quarry and from traffic associated with the quarry and
cumulatively with other noise sources in the locality.

[166]

On this topic we heard from local residents and from two noise experts; namely

Mr S Camp called on behalf of the applicant; and Dr J Trevathan for the City Council.

[167]

For clarity, we note that throughout this section of our decision we have used

"dB" to mean the LAeq(1

hour)

value, and as broadly equivalent to the LAeq(15

min)

value

referred to in NZS 6802 for the purposes of our decision, based on responses to
questions from the court by Dr Trevathan. 166

The effects of existing noise on residents
[168]

In their written evidence, the residents identified a number of concerns they had

relating to noise, including:

(a)

wildlife having been driven off by the effects of noise, amongst other
contributing factors including, dust, traffic, and lack of habitat;167

(b)

inability to sleep beyond 7.30 a.m. on a weekday;168

(c)

the noise from heavy trucks is loud and intrusive now;169

(d)

the noise from crushers and the loading of trucks is audible. The noise
produced by a crusher was likened to a jar full of marbles being shaken;170
and

(e)

the noise of braking and accelerating trucks as they negotiate the Guys
Rd/Savills Rd intersection.171

[169]

The current level of noise from quarry traffic is such that the residents at one

location have adapted the use of their dwelling, including changing bedrooms to move

Transcript at 654 and 655.
B Cummings, EiC at [3].
166 I Cummings, EiC at [7].
169 0 Guenole-Cummings, EiC at [7].
170 Transcript at 748 and 804.
71 Transcript at 773.
166

167
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further away from the road. 172 They are concerned that the effects of noise will intensify
. as Frews and SOL become fully operational and they report some people have already
left the area in response to quarrying activities.173

[170]

Mr Camp gave evidence that his modelling for the HGL site confirms a 250m

setback distance from all dwellings is appropriate to address noise from the processing
plant, but a much smaller setback is suitable to address noise from gravel extraction
activities. In his experience on other projects gravel extraction can comply with a 50 dB
LAeq noise limit at a distance of 20m from the edge of the pit. Other noise sources such
as on-site truck movements and the processing plant have determined the overall
separation distance required on this site.

This evidence was not challenged by Dr

Trevathan, and we accept it for the purposes of our decision.

[171]

He considered a noise limit of 50 dB LAeq (daytime) to be the appropriate noise

limit at dwellings, noting this is consistent with the District Plan noise limits for the
notional boundary of dwellings and that the Plan also includes a daytime quarry site
boundary noise limit of 55 dB LAeq.174 These limits would generally be met as result of
quarry operations, as outlined below. This is a convenient place to note the District
Plan definition of national boundary, namely:

... a line 20 metres from any wall of a residential; unit or a building occupied by a sensitive
activity, or the site boundary where this Is closer to the residential unit or sensitive activity.

The issues
[172]

While noting the occasional exceedance by 3 dB in the daytime noise

standard 175 in the vicinity of the Savills and Conservators Roads residences, the first
instance hearing Commissioners found this effect to be "no more than minor" and
therefore acceptable. 176 They considered the cumulative effect of noise of heavy goods
vehicles from the proposed quarry and SOL (but not Frews) and were satisfied this
noise would not exceed 50 dB and that any adverse traffic effects would be minor.177 It
is not evident from the Commissioners' decision whether this level was for the fagade or
notional boundary of potentially affected dwellings.
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[173]

The noise issues arising from this appeal are as follows:

(a)

what is the existing noise environment?

(b)

what levels of noise will be generated by HGL on-site operations?

(c)

what is the additive noise from HGL quarry traffic?

(d)

given the above, to what extent will HGL operations change the existing
noise environment and what is the effect of any ohange on rural amenity?

Methodology

[174]

In his evidence-in-chief Mr Camp set out reasons why he considered the

predicted noise levels to be a very conservative worst case scenario, although no
evidence was initially provided to verify these predictions.

Those predictions are

contained in the Marshall Day Conservators Road Quarry Noise Assessment ("the
noise report"), which was produced on the direction of the court.

[175]

We consider the methodology adopted in the report to be appropriate, and

generally in accordanoe with the prOVisions of NZS 6802. We accept that the predicted
noise levels are likely to be conservative as actual numbers of heavy vehicle
movements will be less than the numbers used in the predictions for the majority of the
time. This, however, is only one consideration in terms of overall noise effect.

[176]

As a general observation, it is clear that the local noise environment is complex,

and while the experts were in general agreement on noise effects, they appeared to
differ on noise levels at the notional boundaries of 15 and 25 Savills Rd, as we discuss
later.

[177]

Regrettably, the expert evidence was not presented in a way that enabled us to

easily understand the significance of the effect of change to the noise environment that
will result from the HGL quarry. It is the effect of change that is fundamental to our
decision and is the focus of our evaluation. We have not traversed the expert evidence
in detail in the decision, but focused on the key predictions in terms of the existing noise
environment, HGL quarry operations, associated quarry traffic and cumUlative effects.

[178]

Our evaluation addresses daytime noise effects only, as noted above the

proposed quarry will not operate at night.
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[179]

As the District Plan standard applies at the notional boundary of a residential

dwelling and not the building fagade, we considered this should be the measuring point
for assessment.

We note the experts did not always specify the measuring points

used, which we found most unhelpful when evaluating their evidence.

[180]

The District Plan daytime noise standards are 55 dB at the HGL quarry site

boundary178 and 50 dB at the notional boundary of existing dwellings. 179 Mr Camp
referred to the noise report, which concludes that a noise limit of 50 dB at existing
dwellings is appropriate to ensure no more than minor adverse effects.

This level

reflects the residential amenity value recommended by the World Health Organisation
and is 5 dB below the upper daytime limit recommended by NZS 6802. Dr Trevathan's
evidence is, having considered the source, nature and the level of the noise, the effects
of noise will be "no more than minor" at a level of 50 dB.180

[181]

Based on that evidence, we understand there to be consistency of view

between the District Plan and the noi$e experts that at a level of 50 dB at a notional
dwelling's boundary, noise will be reasonable and not give rise to effects of concern.
We generally agree, subject to consideration of the cumulative nature of different
sources of noise.

Issue:
[182]

What is the existing noise environment?
As is evident from the residents' description of their receiving environment, the

expert evidence and from our site visit, this rural area has multiple sources of noise.
Apart from the quarries, other noise sources include non-quarry light and heavy
vehicles on Conservators, Savills and Guys Roads, distant industrial noise, distant
traffic noise (primarily Pound Rd), light, jet and turboprop aircraft from the airport in the
air and on the ground and helicopters. 181

[183]

We discuss next "ambient noise".

The noise report relied on by Mr Camp

defines ambient noise as the noise level measured in the absence of the intrusive

noise or the noise requiring control, and frequently measured to determine the

Rule 6.1.5.2.1, Table 1 g.
Rule 6.1.5.2.1, Table 1 b.
180 Transcript at 647.
181 J Trevathan, EiC at [34].
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situation prior to the addition of the new source. (Emphasis added).

For the

avoidance of doubt, we have used the noise report definition, as that appears to be
consistent with the evidence in preference to the definition in the NZS 6802.182

[184]

The noise report183 indicates the ambient noise level in the general atea will be

typically between 45 and 50 dB, "based on our experience of this area". However, Mr
Camp stated that the ambient noise level in the area generally is likely to exceed the
consented noise limits for the HGL quarry (50 dB at the notional boundary of
neighbouring dwellings), even without the quarry.184 He also predicted ambient levels
at the notional boundaries 15 Savills Rd and 40 Conservators Rd as 53 dB and 50 dB
respectively.185 For SClvills Rd Dr Trevathan advised these levels applied to at the
house fagade, and if measured at the southern notional boundary, actual ambient levels
of noise would be 10 dB higher at 63 dB excluding HGL traffic. 18B We accept the
evidence of Dr Trevathan on this matter as it was not challenged and is broadly
consistent with the court's understanding of road traffic noise reduction over distance.
This is a significant difference in the expert evidence, as it is our understanding that a
10 dB increase represents a doubling of the noise received.

[185]

The existing noise environment includes traffic noise from trucks associated with

consented SOL and Frews quarry operations.

Dr Trevathan advised that based on

traffic numbers in the Traffic JWS, the ambient noise level outside 15 Savills Rd,
excluding SOL and HGL traffic is 58 dB.187 Mr Camp considered that th~ ambient noise
level on Conservators Rd might be 55 dB188 and typically 55 dB or thereabouts through
the day at different times on Savills Rd. 189

[186]

Based on the above the existing ambient noise levels in the Conservators

Rd/Savilis Rd area are already close to or exceed the 50 dB level anticipated in the
District Plan for significant periods during the day, without any contribution from the
proposed quarry.

Further, with traffic noise included, the existing ambient level on

Conservators Rd could be 55 dB, and at the southern notional boundary of 15 and 25
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Savills Rd (including SOL) is likely to be at least 55 dB and possibly in the order of 58 to

63 dB, depending on which of the noise experts is correct.

Issue:

[187]

What levels of noise will be generated by HGL on-site operations?

Trucks exiting the site will result in non-compliance at a small portion of the

boundary of the property directly opposite the quarry site entrance, but otherwise
compliance with the notional boundary limit is achieved by on-site operations. The
operations will generate noise that does not comply with the relevant standard at the
boundary of the Regional Council land to the south of the quarry.

We accept the

experts' opinion that the surrounding farmland is not particularly sensitive to noise, and
that no adverse effects are anticipated from this non-compliance. 190 Otherwise noise
from the quarry operations is predicted to be at or below 50 dB at the notional boundary
of neighbouring dwellings.

[188]

Based on Mr Camp's evidence, with the quarry operating at the District Plan

limit of 55 dB at the site boundary, there could be an increase of 10 dB in the
background noise level at the Conservators Rd boundary, which he considered would
be a significant change.

However, he noted that with traffic noise sitting above the

background level, the overall noise level would not change by anything like that, and if
you hear the quarry at all, it will be between traffic movements. 191 On questioning Mr
Camp, we understand he was using "background" interchangeably with "ambient" in
this context. 192

[189]

In view of the above, we consider noise levels arising from on-site operations

will be reasonable.

Issue:

[190]

What is the additive noise from HGL quarry traffic?

Mr Camp worked on the basis that traffic volumes would approximately double

on Savills Rd as a result of the HGL Quarry. While he indicated this would result in a
less than 3 dB increase in noise levels, possibly 2.5 dB,193 his overall prediction in the
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increase in noise levels was 3 dB.194 He predicted a similar level of increase of 3 dB at
40 Conservators Rd. 195

[191]

Dr Trevathan calculated the expected traffic noise levels at the closest dwellings

based on traffic numbers in the traffic JWS. He found that the change in peak hour
noise level would be 2 dB compared to the existing level with SOL operating, and he
considered this was unrealistic as both SOL and HGL would not be operating at
maximum capacity at the same time.

The court cannot rely on this assumption:

especially given the proposed 30 year consent duration. Dr Trevathan did not see the
24-hour noise levels often used as a basis of assessing road noise effects as a
concern. 196

[192]

It could be inferred from Dr Trevathan's evidence that there will be no noticeable

change in traffic noise as a result of the proposed HGL quarry. We cia not accept this
as realistic, with up to an extra 400 HGV/d and an average of an extra 250 HGV/d, and
we prefer and accept Mr Camp's predicted 3 dB as the increase that would ()Ccur. We
are mindful in making this finding that the preferred dB value is a LAeq(1

hour)

measure and

that truck movements would not necessarily occur at constant intervals in any given
hour.

[193]

When on-site operational and traffic noise effects on residential properties from

the proposed HGL quarry are considered together, Mr Camp predicted that the noise
level at 40 Conservators Rd would increase from 50 to 53 dB, but the evidence was
unclear as to whether this was at the building fagade or the notional boundary.197
Second, he predicted the noise level at 15 Savills Rd would increase from 53 to 56
dB,198 which is broadly equivalent to the 3 dB traffic noise increase referred to above.
From Dr Trevathan's evidence, this is at the southern fagade of the dwelling, and the
noise level at the southern notional boundary is 66 dB.199 Dr Trevathan independently
predicted a noise l(3vel of 56 dB at the fagade with the HGL qUi=\rry operating. 20o

[194]

Given the above, the cumUlative noise level at the southern notional boundaries

of 15 and 25 Savills Rd could increase from 63 to 66 dB, with levels at the fagades
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being 10 dB less. We accept that these levels are predicted maximum levels that are
unlikely to be reached in practice, and if they are, it would be for short periods. The
evidence did not provide a basis for us to refine these levels. However, we consider it
reasonable to work on the basis that there would be a 3 dB increase in noise level as a
result of the HGL quarry, and that the resulting cumulative noise level at the southern
notional boundaries of 15 and 25 Savills Rd could range between 60 and 65 dB for
some undefined periods of time, depending on which expert's evidence is adopted, and
probably towards the lower end of the range. We have adopted a value of 60-61 dB for
the purposes of our analysis.

[195]

We accept Dr Trevathan's evidence that a 3 dB noise increase is a just audible

change and 5 dB is a clearly noticeable change. 201

To what extent will HGL operations change the existing noise
environment and what is the effect of any change on rural amenity?

Issue:

[196]

While the experts have presented their noise assessments differently, in

essence they agree that:

(a)

the existing ambient noise levels in the locality of the Conservators
Rd/Savilis Rd/Guys Rd intersection are at or above District Plan standards
at the notional boundaries of existing dwellings in the locality;

(b)

the cumulative effects of on-site noise generated by SOL, Frews and HGJ
quarries, of themselves, will not result in District Plan standards at the
notional boundaries of existing dwellings in the locality being exceeded;
and

(c)

there will be an increase in traffic noise as a result of the HGL quarry of
possibly

3 dB

above

existing

ambient

noise

levels

outside

40

Conservators Rd and 15 and 25 Savills Rd.

[197]

Accepting this, the key issue, therefore, is not whether HGL will comply with the

noise standard in the plan assessed at the notional boundary of the neighbouring
residential dwellings. Rather, it is whether HGL noise, when considered together with
all noise sources, changes the ambient noise levels and if it does what is the effect on
amenity of that change. Second, and what is partly addressed elsewhere, what are the
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characteristics of noise from heavy vehicles and, in combination with the increased
volume of vehicles on the road, will this have an effect on existing rural amenity?

[198]

Mr Camp advised there are no rules that apply to traffic noise and that he

assessed the effects of traffic noise by looking at what change there might be to the
existing traffic noise environment. More specifically in terms of his method of assessing
noise effects he ignored where the noise is measured "in this case because to me the
effect of traffic from this application will be a function of the increase in traffic more or
less," which he considered would result in "a minor change"202 in noise levels.

[199]

Dr Trevathan considered that given the ambient noise level people are likely

now to use the area of their property nearest the road not for their main outdoor living
but for other activities. If the noise levels associated with quarry vehicles do not exceed

55 dB at the fagade of dwellings during peak hour, then in Dr Trevathan's opinion noise
effects will be only ''minor''.203 He stated that the average levels remain below 50 dB
and peak hours remain below 55 dB. Accordingly, he considered the noise effects from
heavy vehicles associated with the proposed quarry will be only minor for those Savills
Rd dwellings204 west of Frews Quarry.205

[200]

Mr Camp was of a similar view to Dr Trevathan.

He concludes "that overall

traffic noise levels will remain below accepted guidance on traffic noise, such as NZS

6806:2010 Acoustics-Road-traffic noise-New and altered roads."

However, in

response to questions from the court,206 he later said that this standard does not apply
to smaller roads like Savills Rd, and "so we just accept that traffic can be a bit noisier
without having the same adverse effect than in a quarry (sic)." While there will likely be
a noticeable increase in traffic on the local road network, he is satisfied that the change
in traffic noise level will be acceptable, and that the amenity of residents will not be
adversely affected .207

Discussion

[201]
is:

In undertaking our evaluation, we have taken into account rule 6.1.5.2.1 which
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Any activity that generates noise shall meet a noise limit of 50 dB in "All rural zones, except
Quarry Rural Zone, assessed at any point within a notional boundary" between 7 a.m. and

10 p.m.

We note that this is what HGL proffered by way of condition 35 for on-site quarrying
operations at the notional boundary of existing dwellings.

[202]

In accordance with rule 6.1.4.2(a)(i), the above noise limits do not apply to traffic

noise generated within a Transport Zone.

The Transport Zone includes roads. 20B

Rule 6.1.4.1 (a) requires that noise is assessed "... in accordance with NZS 6802:2008
"Acoustics Environmental noise", except that provisions in NZS 6802 referring to
Special Audible Characteristics shall not be applied".

[203]

We note, however, Advice Note 1 to the preceding rule that reads "Although

these noise sources are exempted from meeting the rules, any potential and actual
adverse effects shall be considered for any discretionary or non-complying activity".
Policy 7.2.2.3(a) is also relevant:

(a) Manage the adverse effect(s) of an activity within the Transport Zone so that the effects
of the activity are consistent with the amenity, values and activity of adjacent land uses,
whilst providing for the transport network, in particular the strategic transport network to
function efficiently and safely.

[204]

Notwithstanding rule 6.1.4.2(a)(i) we are required to consider the effects of

traffic noise as part of our assessment against sections 104(1)(a) and (b) of the Act.

[205]

As set out above the applicable noise limit for the zone is 50 dB at the notional

boundary of existing dwellings. This is less than the "generally not to be exceeded"
guideline value of 55 dB in NZS 6802 209 as a "guideline for the reasonable protection of
health and amenity associated with the use of land for residential purposes ... ".210 We
note that section 8.6.1 of the Standard identifies that: " ... communities may wish to
make these more or less stringent to suit their particular circumstances". This indicates
to us that when considering the anticipated noise outcome in the context of "the
function, character and amenity values of the rural environment" referred to in objective

Transcript at 220.
Recalling that NZS 6808 is referred to in rule 6.1.4.1.
210 New Zealand Standard NZS 6802:2008 Acoustics-Environmental Noise, section 8.6.2.
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17.2.1.1 (a)(i) , there is an expectation that noise levels in the locality are sufficiently
important to require them to be managed at a level of 5 dB less than that recommended
in the relevant New Zealand Standard.

[206]

We accept the evidence of both noise experts that noise from the o·n-site

operations considered both individually and cumulatively with the SOL and Frews
quarries, can comply with the relevant district plan rule, with two exceptions, which we
do not consider will result in adverse effects on sensitive receiVers. The exceedances
of noise limits at the site boundary (at the site access and on land to the south of the
site) are not material to our decision.

However, the evidence is that the proposed

quarry will increase ambient sound levels to some extent.

[207]

In terms of the wider environment, the proposed quarry will introduce new noise

sources into the local environment which, while not being unreasonable in themselves,
will add to eXisting noise and detract from existing amenity values. Taking an holistic
view; the existing residential properties within a few hundred metres of the
Savills/Guys/Conservators Road intersection will be affected by noise from most points
of the compass, with some sources having different characteristics to other existing
noise sources in the locality.

[20S] We explored the significance of a 3 dB increase in traffic noise levels with Mr
Camp. He said that a 2 or 3 dB change was minor but that 5 dB is noticeable. 211 We
are aware that this is a subjective matter, where different noise experts can have
different views, and that from our own experience, a change in noise of less than 3 dB
is imperceptible to most people, but that a change of 3 to 5 dB is usually noticeable.
For the purposes of our determinations, we have considered a 3 dB change will be
noticeable to most people. The fact that noise is audible or even noticeable does not
mean the effect of noise is nece~sarily adverse. Whether it i~ adverse in this c!'\se
requires careful consideration of its characteristics and overall cumulative effect.

[209]

The permitted noise standard in the District Plan provides guidance on the noise

setting within the rural environment. Given this, we found Mr Camp's evidence that" ...
we just accept that traffic can be a bit noisier without having the same adverse effect
than in a quarry"212 to be of little assistance. It is clear to us that future cumulative noise

211
212

Transcript at 237.
Transcript at 237.
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levels at the notional boundaries of some dwellings affected by HGL traffic noise will, at
times, be in excess of the District Plan standard and could reach 55 dB at the dwelling
facades based on the evidence of Dr Trevathan.213

[210]

While we were told the predicted levels are unlikely to be reached, there is

nothing in the application or the proposed conditions to prevent this. These noise levels
could occur at any time over the next 30 years, meaning there is no certainty. as to
when they will occur or for how long at a time. The proximity of the properties at 15 and
25 Savills Rd to its intersection with Guys Rd and Conservators Rd, and to the entrance
to Frews Quarry, will result in a distinctly different noise environment in terms of noise
characteristics from accelerating and decelerating trucks compared to the noise
environment now.

[211]

We are satisfied from the evidence that the increase in noise will be noticeable

and will have an adverse effect on local residents, particularly the noise from increased
heavy vehicles. This noise will not be experienced as a distant hum that fades into the
background, as in the case of traffic on Pound Rd for example, but will occur in very
close proximity to, at least, two existing dwellings in particular, and will be noticeable by
people moving about and occupying the area in general. The noise will be variable as
a result

of the

need

to

decelerate

and

accelerate

into and' out of the

Savills/Guys/Conservators Road intersection, meaning it will be less likely to be
perceived as part of the background noise. We could not satisfy ourselves that the
noise measurements included deceleration and acceleration of heavy good vehicles or
even that experts had turned their minds to the potential that traffic noise would have
this characteristic.

[212]

We consider these effects will be significant in terms of any remaining rural

amenity, particularly when the effects of increased traffic numbers themselves are
taken into account, and will not maintain aural amenity of the area, and is a matter to
which we give significant weight.

Postscript

[213]

We have noted that the noise environment in the locality of the Harewood

Gravels site is relatively complex, with a number of different existing noise sources,

213 Transcript at 636.
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some of which have only been introduced within the last five or so years. Noise is
perceived and responded to differently by different people and can be affected
significantly by wind direction.214 Predictions as to the effects of noise are often made
by experts based solely on compliance with a specified noise limit from which
consideration of traffic noise is sometimes excluded, with no guidelines for assessing
traffic noise in this proceeding. There is often little if any consideration of the effects of
noise characteristics or variability, as in this case.

[214]

We found the scant information provided in the applicant's original noise

evidence and Mr Camp's reliance on documents that were not before us was
frustrating.

In saying that he may have been briefed on the basis that his noise

assessment was accepted by the residents (or at least they were not calling opposing
evidence). Even so, there still needs to be a sufficient evidential context so that the
court may understand the basis for and any significance of the noise predictions.

[215]

This seems an opportune time to remind noise experts that the court is best

assisted if their evidence includes a full glossary of technical terms, We cannot assume
that terms are being used consistently by noise experts, as our experience is that is not
always the case. Although, as we have said, this may reflect the experts' brief, we
found the lack of definitions particularly unsatisfactory, particularly (for example) it was
hot apparent on the face of the evidence whether the critical noise predictions were
being made at the dwelling fagade or the notional boundary.

14 Transcript at 658.
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Dust

[216]

We described earlier the receiving environment against which the effects of this

proposal are to be considered.

The issues
[217]

Conscious of the fact that there were residences as close as 74m to the site, the

Commissioners delegated to hear and decide the application gave careful consideration
to the dust mitigation measures.

In doing so they relied on the description of the

receiving environment set out in the AEE. While neighbours will be exposed to dust
from time to time (e.g. bund formation and stripping of soil in preparation) subject to
additional controls, they found adverse dust effects can be "adequately avoided and
mitigated".215

[218]

The issues that arise are as follows:

(i)

what are the background levels of dust?

(ii)

relative to other sources of dust in the environment, is it likely that the
existing quarries are contributing to background dust levels?

(iii)

is the emission and deposition of dust having an effect on amenity now,
including soiling and reduction of visibility?

If so, are these effects

commensurate with the amenity of this rural environment?
(iv)

will dust emissions from the proposed quarry, subject to the proposed
conditions of consent, have an additive effect? If so, what is the scale and
significance of that effect?

Before we turn to the evidence we address a preliminary legal issue.

Issue:

[219]

Can the court consider the amenity effects of dust on a land use
consent?
The applicant submitted the effects of dust are comprehensively addressed in

the air discharge permit granted by the Regional Council. As the grant of this permit
has not been appealed, the Environment Court has no jurisdiction to consider the effect

Decision of the City Council at [113]-[141].
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of dust on air quality and while the court may consider land use activities it cannot
consider the effect of dust on rural amenity.216

[220]

Dust gives rise to a range of effects, aside from the effects that arise in its

contaminant form. As a contaminant, dust may have a deleterious effect on human
health and on the amenity associated with access to clean air.

The City Council

contends, correctly in our view, that there is overlapping jurisdiction under the RMA
when dealing with the effects of dust and that the City Council has jurisdiction under s

31 RMA to manage the effect of dust on amenity.217 This includes visual and nuisance
effects and associated effect on amenity.

[221]

Regional councils, and not territorial authorities, have the function of controlling

discharges of contaminants (s 30(f)). Section 30(f) states:

(1)

Every regional council shall have the following functions for the purpose of giving
effect to this Act in its region:

(f)

The control of discharges of contaminants into or onto land, air, or water arid
discharges cif waler into water:

[222]

"Contaminant" is defined and includes:

... any sUbstance (including gases, odorous compounds, liquids, solids, and microorganisms) or energy (excluding noise) or heat, Ihat either by ilself or in combination with
the same, similar, or other substances, energy, or heat(a)

When discharged into water, changes or is likely to change the physical, chemical,
Of biological condition of water; or

(b)

When discharged onto or into land or into air, changes or is likely to change the
physical, chemical, or biological condition of the land or air onto or into which it is
discharged.

[223]

Section 31 broadly describes the functions of a territorial authority in the

following terms:

(1)

Every territorial authority shall have the following functions for the purpose of giving
effect to this Act in its district:

Chapman, opening at [17]-[29].
The amenity effect of dust is a significant Issue in this case. We note that Mr M McCauley, principal
onsents planner for the Regional Council, acknowledged that the two Councils control dust for different
easons. See EiC at [14].
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(a)

The establishment, implementation, and review of objectives, policies, and
methods to achieve integrated management of the effects of the use,
development, or protection of land and associated natural and physical
resources of the district:

[224]

Sub-sections (1)(aa)-(f) lists other functions, none of which include control of

discharges of contaminants.

[225]

The territorial authority has jurisdiction under s 31 RMA in relation to the effects

of use and development of land and associated natural and physical resources of
emissions. The section does not preclude the City Council from managing effects of
emissions, aside from their quality as a contaminant.

[226]

We were not assisted by the High Court decision of Manos v Waitakere District

Council,218 relied on by the applicant to support its interpretation. The appeal before the
High Court was from a decision by the former Planning Tribunal concerning a land use
consent. The High Court found the Tribunal had wrongly considered the effects of the
discharge of contaminants into the environment from stormwater and sewerage. This
was in circumstances where consents for those activities had yet to be sought from the
Regional Council. The High Court held the discharge of contaminants was a matter for
the Regional Council and that "the consent authority in relation to the land use must
confine itself to considerations relating to the land use".219 The case is distinguishable
on its facts, as we will not be concerned with the discharge of contaminants.

[227]

The City Council referred us to Pokeno Farm Family Trust v Franklin District

Council,220 which is more helpful in terms of illustrating the overlapping jurisdiction of
Regional ahd District Councils.

Pokeno concerned an appeal against a land use

consent only; the permit to discharge contaminant to air (namely fertiliser dust) was not
appealed. In Pokeno the Environment Court, acknowledging the appeal Was limited to
land use consent, held the effect of fertiliser dust on neighbouring properties was a
matter which it could properly consider.

It found that consideration of the land use

aspect ineVitably involved elements of consideration bordering on issues arising under
the Regional Council's permit applications. 221

Pokeno was referred to in Beadle v

Minister of Corrections where Judge Sheppard held the court may have regard to the
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consequential effects of granting a consent, particularly environmental effects for which
there is no other forum, within the limits of nexus and remoteness. 222

[228]

While these decisions are not binding on us, we consider their approach correct

when considering the effects cif dust, other than as a contaminant, emanating from the
proposed quarry. Finally, it is a matter of fact that the City Council imposed conditions
on the land use consent to address the amenity effect of dust emissions, conditions
which were not appealed by the applicant.

General comments on the dust evidence
[229]

On the topic of dust we heard from two air quality experts; namely Mr Chilton

called on behalf of the applicant; and Mr McCauley for the City Council.

[230]

We record that neither the assessment of effects on the environment, nor the

evidence of the applic_c:lnt or the respondent, provides a comprehensive description of
existing dust environment near the proposed HGL quarry. We do not consider the
identification of sensitive receptors (Le residents) and sources of dustin the locality
sufficient in this case to establish the background level of dust,223

[231]

Second, we were left with considerable uncertainty as to the time that will be

required to rehabilitate each stage after quarrying is completed. Condition 11 of ECan
consent CRC 157162 requires that "[c]leanfili shall be deposited to ensure there is, in
total, not less than three metres of clean fill and/or undisturbed material above the
highest recorded groundwater level before rehabilitation commences". In response to
questions from the court, Mr Dixon, the General Manager of Issac Construction Ltd, a
partner in this venture, stated that the time required to place clean fill in each stage
would be "entirely down to demand". He acknowledged he did not know how long it
would take but could be "a year or six months" or it could take ten years.224 In contrast
Mr Francis, a Director of Harewood Gravels Ltd, said that "". the unknown factor for us
is how much cleanfill will be coming back to the quarry" and that a period of six months
to two years might be needed to cleanfill a stage. 225

Beadle v Minister of Corrections A74/02 at [75]-[85].
Chilton, EiC at [20]-[28].
224 Transcript at 96.
225 Transcript at 178.
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[232]

As the hearing progressed it became clear that the area of quarry with exposed

earthworks could be up to 12 hectares. Mr Francis, acknowledging this was possible
said that it was unlikely, and that U[f]or us as an operator, the bigger the area we have
the more difficult it is to manage [dust]". While we accept that it would be HGL's desire
to c1eanfill and rehabilitate the quarried areas as quickly as possible, we cannot assume
that will be the case, and must consider the possibility that the area of exposed
earthworks could be in the range five to ten hectares for extended periods of time.

[233]

We note this was a matter addressed in the Frews Quarry consent, as recorded

by Mr Chilton,226 although the condition number in the consent order is 38, not 9 as
stated. Mr Chilton advised:

Condition 9, which among other things limits the total area of topsoil stripping, excavation
and cleanfilling activities to a maximum of five hectares at any time, thereby minimising the
overall area of exposed surfaces that dust can be generated from.

[234]

In contrast, the applicant proposes:

The quarry shall be limited to an open area of 12 hectares. For guidance, it is anticipated
that this will be made up of a 'working' area of 5 ha, with an additional 5 ha open behind
quarrying operations for rehabilitation purposes, and stripping slightly ahead of quarrying
operations where the activity will move into.

[235]

Third, on the topic of respirable silica, this is a discharge of a contaminant to air.

Given the outcome of the decision on other matters we decline to make any findings on
whether we have jurisdiction to consider the effects of respirable silica on general
amenity.

[236]

We note the advice of Mr McCauley that in response to health risks from

respirable silica, the Regional Council's principal consents planner has a new
requirement that all existing quarries ensure no visible dust beyond their site boundary.
We heard no evidence as to how this will be achieved. Despite its objection in principle
to the court considering dust emissions, the applicant responsibly offered this as a
condition on the land use consent.
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[237]

Fourth, the dust control measures proposed for the HGL site are particularly

important in terms of our assessment of effects on the environment.

A range of

measures was proposed by the applicant at the time of application and, as the
application process has progressed, significant further controls were either required by
the City Council hearing commissioners or offered by the applicant, including:

(a)

the 150m of the access road nearest to Conservators Rd will be sealed;

(b)

a vehicle speed limit of 15 km/hour will apply on unsealed trafficked routes
within the site and they will be sprayed with water as necessary, using a
water cart kept permanently on site;

(c)

the mobile crusher will be located no closer than either 250m or 500m to
the curtilages of residential properties on Conservators Rd subject to our
findings on the health risk of respirable silica;

(d)

an automated water sprinkler system will apply water to all exposed soil
surfaces located within 250m of any dwelling beyond the property
boundary under specified hydrological conditions when there would bean
increased risk of dust affecting residential properties; and

(e)

all activities (except dust mitigation measures) will be ceased within 250m
of an inhabited dwelling not on the site in the event that monitored dust
concentrations exceed defined trigger levels.

[238]

Taking these preliminary matters into account, we consider next the change to

the receiving enVironment and its consequential effect on its function, character and
amenity values (objective 17.2.1.1).

The evidence
The residents

[239]

The residents' experience of dust is set out in the description of the receiving

environment.

The experts

[240]

Mr Chilton identified the main sources of dust; described the generic effects of

a sessment that considered the frequency, intensity, duration, offensiveness and
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exposed to higher frequency and duration dust events.

Sensitive receivers were

identified as dwellings within 250m of the proposed quarry. Without referencing the
residents' description of the level and effects of dust, he discussed proposed conditions
of consent and concluded that adverse effects on air quality arising from the proposed
quarry are likely to be "no more than minor". He also considered the cumulative effects
of the quarry in combination with other nearby dust generating activities, concluding
they too should be "no more than minor".

[241]

Mr McCauley, on behalf of the respondent, is also a principal consents planner

for the Regional Council.

His evidence addresses cumulative effects, setback

distances and whether the requirements for bunding and shelterbelts along
Conservators Rd are adequate to address amenity effects, which include dust effects.
He summarised his evidence on these matters as follows:

(a)

all cumulative effects have been satisfactorily addressed through the
resource consent processes and the conditions attached to the consents
as granted;

(b)

the shelterbelts and bunds required by the resource consent conditions
are adequate as part of a wider dust mitigation approach;

(c)

the resource consent conditions serve to avoid, mitigate or remedy dust
effects from the site;

(d)

the existing setbacks from quarrying activities to dwellings are suitable for
an activity of this type given the monitoring and mitigation practices
required by the resource consents as granted; and

(e)

while, in his opinion there is no dust-related effects-based argument to
justify the amended setback distances sought by the residents, if those
conditions were imposed then the potential adverse effects resulting from
the discharges, would be likely to further decrease.

[242]

He identified the effects of dust discharge as primarily one of nuisance. 227 He

agreed with Mr Chilton that the majority of dust particles are in a size fraction coarser
than 20 microns and too coarse to enter the human respiratory tract. He considered
that "[w]hile some respirable particulate matter will be discharged from a site of this
type, the effects of it are generally held to be negligible".228 Mr McCauley stated that

Nuisance effects including soiling visual soiling of clean surfaces, such as cars, window ledges and
washing. Dust deposits on domestic landscaping. Visual effects being reduction of visibility.
228 McCauley, EiC at [22].
227
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"[i]t is generally impossible for a quarry site to economically internalise its dust impacts
by providing a full buffer to its site boundaries.

Instead, the aim of mitigation is to

ensure that offensive or objectionable effects do not occur beyond the site boundary.
This is not the same as "no dust effect" and allows for some "acceptable" level of
impact to occur".229 His concluding paragraph is that: 230

In my opinion, the proposed management, monitoring and mitigation practices as
embodied in the existing consent conditions represent the best practicable option and are
consistent with what I would expect in the case of any site of this type and context".

Evaluation

[243]

We view the residents' evidence concerning their existing amenity as subjective,

as they may be influenced by personal feelings or opinions, including the strength of
their attachment to this area.

[244]

That said, for expert evidence to be persuasive in the context where the

residents say their amenity has been impacted by quarrying activity, requires
consideration of the actual levels of background dust; the effect on amenity relative to
the background ievels and the change (if any) that would be attributable to dust
emissions from the proposal.

Regrettably, the experts did not engage with the

residents' views that their amenity is adversely impacted by quarrying activity taking
place within the locality.

[245]

The baseline environment was not established. Instead the experts carried out

a desk top analysis of the likely fall-out of dust at two dwellings located between 70m217m of the site. On the basis that most dust emissions fall out of suspension within
100m of source, given the frequency and duration of strong up-winds relative to the
dwellings, and with the on-site mitigation measures proposed, the experts predicted
that at these locations the dust effects would be "no more than minor" and having
reviewed the consents for two neighbouring quarries confirmed these quarries are
unlikely to be contributing "in an appreciable manner" to background dust levels. 231

[246]

Dust is a common occurrence within rural environments.

In addition to

quarrying, sources of dust include the Waimakariri River (some 4 kms away), a nearby
229

30

31

McCaUley, EiC at [25].
McCauley, EiC at [64).
McCauley EIC at [30)-[34) considering also the proposed mitigation. Chilton, EiC at [35)-[59].
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pine plantation and seasonal farming activities.232 Given this, it was important that the
expert evidence address whether the residents 'lived experience' of dust is or is not
'normal.' The experts did not suggest that the residents were exaggerating when they
record dust billowing up from the quarries in a north-west wind; visible plumes of dust
behind trucks; snow-like deposits of dust on pine trees adjacent to quarries; "gritty"
deposits inside household cupboards and more generally, the frequent233 sOiling of
clean surfaces, such as cars, window ledges and washing.

[247]

We are satisfied from the residents' evidence that there has been a marked

increase in dust, including dust on roads, following the development of quarrying. We
assume the receiving environment has changed even though the existing quarries are
assumed to be complying with conditions of their resource consent. What we do not
know is the experts' opinions on whether this is the level of emission anticipated in a
receiving environment where quarrying activity is taking place; are these the effects of
dust which, in their opinion, are "no more than minor" and if so, will the additive dust
emissions be acceptable for this rural environment?

[248]

Were there no other sources of dust emissions from quarrying in this area, we

would be inclined to the view that the conditions as proposed to be amended by the
applicant would likely maintain amenity.

In saying that we have reservations as to

whether dust suppression measures are adequately developed for up to 12 hectares of
earthworks. Given that there are multiple sources of dust in the area, we have reached
the view that we have insufficient evidence to reach a firm conclusion on the additive
effect of dust from this proposed quarry. With large areas of exposed earthworks, it is
probable that the residents will be exposed to a range of dust effects ranging from
minor to adverse (the latter depending on wind strength and direction).
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Traffic

The issues
[249]

In the City Council's decision granting consent, the Commissioners were plainly

aware of the synergistic nature of the effects and did not compartmentalise them in their
assessment. They recognised that the increase in traffic does not only give rise to
potential safety concerns for other road users, but that the volume and type of traffic
may also cause the public to feel anxious or annoyed and, in addition, traffic noise may
reduce amenity. They concluded that the level of heavy traffic associated with the
proposed quarry would not cause unacceptable levels of effect.

[250]

The issues that arise are as follows:

(a)

are the local roads of an appropriate standard to accept the increase in
traffic without causing adverse effects?

(b)

will the iricreas~ ih traffic present

an

unacceptable risk to road users and

the local community?
(c)

will the increased traffic result in unacceptable level of noise and other
effects? [We deal with these effects in other parts of our decision].

[251]

We described earlier the receiving environment against which the effects of this

proposal are to be considered.

We heard from three traffic experts, namely: Mr

Edwards for the appellant, Mr Carr for the applicant and Mr Calvert for the City Council,
who also contributed to the s 42 RMA report to the Council hearing.

Conferencing

between the experts took place on 16 November 2016 and 2 February 2017, which
resulted in the preparation of a comprehensive Joint Witness Statement (Transport
JWS).

The experts took into account the fact that resource consents have been

granted for a number of other quarries in the vicinity of the current application site,
including SOL and Frews. The Transport JWS records that apart from a minor point of
difference in relation to the intersection of Savills and Pound Roads, there were no
areas of disagreement between experts on the relevant transport evidence. 234 This
difference was resolved during the hearing and all experts were in agreement on
transport and traffic issues.

Transport JWS. at [6].
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[252] We record that the expert traffic evidence focused primarily on compliance with
standards and codes of practice. We accept that is an important part of an overall
assessment of effects on the environment, but does not necessarily address the effects
on individual properties. In the court's view, any assessment of traffic effects on the
local environment, and consequent traffic noise and dust effect~, should consider the
need to assess effects at a localised and generic level of detail, ,including at an
individual property level in a number of circumstances.

The Joint Witness Statement

[253] The experts agreed at conferencing that the appropriate approach for the
purposes of the assessment of transport effects is to consider the cumUlative
transportation effects of all three quarries operating at consented capacity, although this
worst case scenario is unlikely to occur in reality.235

[254] The consented SOL quarry is permitted to generate up to 300 HGV movements
per day plus 30 'other' light vehicle movements per day to/from its site. For the majority
of the day the SOL quarry will predominantly generate traffic towards the south and
access Pound Rd via the Ryans Rd intersection. During the road network peak hours,
heavy traffic generated by SOL quarry is required to access Pound Rd via the Savills
Rd intersection. 236

[255] The consented Frews Quarry is permitted to generate up to 328 HGV/d plus up
to 84 'other' light vehicle movements per day to/from its site. All of this traffic will use
Savills Rd to access Pound Rd.237

[256] The proposal would generate up to 400 HGV/d plus a small number of 'other'
movements per day to/from their site. During the hearing, the applicant changed this to
a maximum of 400 and an average of 250 HGVld. This traffic will use Conservators Rd
and then Savills Rd to access Pound Rd. 238 The number of HGV is the total number of
vehicles into and out of the site, including those carrying cleanfill.239

Transport JWS at [8].
Traffic JWS at [9].
237 Traffic JWS at [10].
236 Traffic JWS at [11].
239 Transcript at 115.
235

236
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[257]

While the predicted future mid-block HGV flow component will be significantly

higher than what is 'normal' for rural local roads, the required road upgrades mean that
the affected roads will be able to accommodate the increased traffic volumes and
maximum number of heavy vehicles with less than minor adverse road safety effects
arising. 24o In this cOhtext we have assumed "less than minor" to mean that accepted
road safety standards in New Zealand will not be compromised. The experts agreed
that conditions of consent ensured that the design requirements of relevant City Council
standards are met, and noted that they also exceeded the provisions of New Zealand
Standard NZS 4404:2010. 241 This standard is a national standard that encourages
sustainable development and modern design of land development and subdivision
infrastructure.

[258] The experts agreed that the critical Pound Rd/Savills Rd intersection is able to
accommodate the maximum cumUlative levels of traffic associated with all three
quarries operating simultaneously.242

[259]

Finally, and as noted earlier in our decision, the experts also agreed that the

daily traffic volumes carried by Conservators Rd (100 vpd), the northern end of Guys
Rd (200 vpd) and Savills Rd (250 vpd) (prior to any of SOL, Frews or HGL quarries
becoming operational) were very low such that the traffic environment could be
considered very 'quiet'.243

The evidence
The residents

[260] The evidence of the residents is that:
(a)

heavy vehicles at the Guys Rd/Savills Rd intersection block the view of
oncoming traffic;244

(b)

heavy vehicles drop or flick up stones that damage other peoples'
vehicles, resulting in a need to replace windscreens on more than one
occasion;245 and
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(c)

[261]

heavy vehicles stir up dust on the road, which can diminish visibility.246

Their evidence also outlines concerns about their ability to safely use local roads

in their cars and for walking cycling and horse riding, and describes how these
concerns have changed their use of the roads to the detriment of their ability to enjoy
their local environment.

The experts

[262]

We have not repeated expert evidence related to matters agreed in the JWS.

[263]

Mr Carr concluded that the proposed site access is of an appropriate layout and

the sight distances provided in each direction are appropriate for the speeds of
approaching vehicles.

His evidence is that the bund is located such that it cannot

interfere with sight distances for emerging vehicles. 247 He also recorded that "assuming
all quarries operate at maximum capacity results in traffic effects that are less than
minor and these effects would arise for a short period of time. Adopting a more realistic
scenario of the quarries operating at a lower capacity means that the duration of effects
is longer, but the traffic effects are also reduced".

In reaching this conclusion he

referred to the advice of Mr Francis that if the HGL quarry operated at maximum
capacity it would be worked out in two years rather than the 30 years proposed. 248

[264]

In discussing the Conservators Rd/Savills Rd intersection, Mr Carr stated that

the present geometry of the intersection is somewhat limited with regard to the ability to
accommodate the turning circle of a truck and trailer unit and that the City Council
imposed a condition of consent requiring localised widening of the intersection. Sight
distances at the intersection are excellent and so with this upgrade, he does not
anticipate that any adverse efficiency or safety effects will arise. 249

[265]

Likewise, Mr Calvert does not consider the use of an access from the HGL

quarry onto Guys Rd as suggested by the residents, is necessary to avoid traffic safety
effects as there are no such effects, and his evidence is that such a change could result
in a less safe environment compared to the Conservators Rd access option.250 There is
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adequate space on the verges of Conservators, Guys and Savills Roads for walkers at
an appropriate level of safety, but agreed with Dr Taylor that with increased vehicle
numbers, the roads are potentially less safe for young cyclistS. 251 He acknowledged the
safety concerns of residents arising from more trucks on the road; that higher vehicle
numbers means that statistically there is an increase in the possibility of an accident
occurring as well as the severity of a crash involving a truck as opposed to a car.252
We note these acknowledgements need to be considered in his and other experts'
agreement that with the maximum number of heavy vehicles, adverse road safety
effects arising will be less than minor. Once again, we have assumed "less than minor"
to mean accepted road safety standards in New Zealand will not be compromised.

[266]

Mr Edwards, on behalf of the residents, focused on alternative access from the

HGL quarry onto Guys Rd.

[267] We explored with the experts the extent to which the configuration of the
Conservators RdlSavills Rd intersection might contribute to traffic noise levels. Mr Carr
quite correctly pointed out that he was not a noise expert, and we acknowledge that this
is also the case for the other traffic experts. However, we do expect a traffic expert to
be aware of the consequences of road design choices on noise levels, as part of an
integrated noise management process, particularly where the noise could have
potentially significant adverse effects on existing residential dwellings.

[268]

Mr Carr's view is that the primary source of noise would be the vehicle braking

to go round the corner as it is going from Conservators Rd to the left onto Savills Rd,
and the vehicle as it is braking on Savills Rd to turn right onto Conservators Rd, and
then once it has braked it is then the acceleration of the vehicle again. He understood
those are the noisiest parts of the journey and that if the vehicle was to be travelling at
a constant speed on a gradual curve, that the noise levels would be less. He did not
know whether that difference would be sufficiently significant to be noticeable or
whether it would be perceived as being different by someone who Is listening to it and if
so at what distance that would be a significant change. 253

[269]

Mr Edwards' opinion is that engine brakes are very noisy when the truck is on

deceleration because of the way engine compression is used to slow the truck down.

M Calvert, rebuttal evidence at [9].
M Calvert, rebuttal evidence at [12].
253 Transcript at 120 and 121.
251

252
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We understand this is a consideration when the trucks are required to go around a 90
degree bend, but Mr Edwards did not provide any quantitative information on noise
levels, which we did not expect from him.

Evaluation
[270]

The proposed HGL quarry could increase traffic volumes on Conservators Rd

from around an existing 100 vpd to 530 vpd, and from around 10 to around 410 HGV
movements per day (HGV/d).254 Although a more realistic scenario, based on the
condition 255 offered by HGL at the end of the hearing, is an increase from around 10 to
around 260 HGV/d.

[271]

The number of additional heavy vehicles going past 15 and 25 Savills Rd as a

result of the HGL quarry will be up to 400, or on average 250 HGV/d, based on the
condition offered by HGL at the end of the hearing. This will result in an approximate
doubling of heavy vehicles affecting the two properties.

[272]

Conservatively, the number of heavy vehicles using Conservators Rd with the

HGL quarry operating will increase from an average of less than one an hour to one
every two or three minutes, based on an indicative 12-hour working day. On the same
basis, the number of heavy vehicles passing 15 and 25 Savills Rd will increase from
one every four minutes to one everyone and a half to two minutes.

Issue:

[273]

Are the local roads of an appropriate standard to accept the increase
in traffic without causing unreasonable adverse effects?
We are satisfied that with the proposed road upgrading required by conditions,

the future road network will meet the relevant council design standards and the
requirements of NZS 4404:2010. The safe and efficient use of the transport network
will not be compromised, and that the provisions of policy 7.2.1.2 of the operative
District Plan relating to the management of adverse effects on local roads from high trip
generating activities on the transport network will be satisfied.

255

Condition 56.
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Will the increase in traffic present an unacceptable risk to road users
and to the local community?

Issue:

[274]

We have given particularly careful consideration to community concerns about

the safety of pedestrians, cyclists and horse riders. Messrs Carr, Calvert and Edwards
all confirmed in response to questions from the court and/or in the JWS that the
upgraded road will be safe for the predicted maximum traffic volumes from the three
quarries. 256 All three experts identified the 100 km/hour speed limit in the locality as a
reason why people would not want to cycle on the roads. 257 We note that this situation
applies on any road with a 100kmspeed limit and is not unique to the locality around
the three quarries. Mr Edwards and Mr Calvert considered the wide grass berms safely
accommodate walking, and horse riding, and possibly mountain bike riding. 258 While
we quite understand the residents anxiety, Savills and Guys Roads are no longer quiet
rural roads. The expert evidence does not support a conclusion that the increase of·
traffic presents an unacceptable risk to the local community.

[275]

Based on the eVidence of the residents and our own obseNcltiohs during our

site visits, it seems very likely that loose metal along Savills Rd al')d Guys Rd does
create a risk to motorists' safety and to the safety of other road users. Accepting on
face value that HGL quarry drivers will comply with the relevant loading regulations we
consider the only potential for additional gravel to be tracl<ed out on to the roads would
be on the wheels of vehicles exiting the site. We received no evidence to assist us in
determining whether this is a significant issue or not, but note that the applicant offered
to sweep from the carriageway any gravel that might come from trucks, which would
appear to address the issue.

67 Transcript

at 115, 144 and 436.
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Vibration

[276]

Mr B Cummings and Mrs Guenole-Cummihgs, the owners of 25 Savills Rd gave

evidence of experiencing vibration within their dwelling from HGVs travelling along
Savills Rd.

[277]

Mr Camp, an .acoustic engineer, gave evidence that soils underlying the

appellants' homes comprise uniform gravels that are fairly typical for the Canterbury
plains.

He does not substantiate this statement by referring to publicly available

information, such as Landcare's Soil Maps. Nevertheless, he goes on to infer the soil
was not conducive to the transmission of vibrations generated by HGV's.259

Mr Camp's evidence was challenged by the residents' direct experience of
vibration from vehicles travelling along Savills Rd. 260 Mr Cummings told us that the

[278]

soils (at least to fence post depth) are a Waimakariri loam. This soil transmits truck
vibrations felt indoors, their chimney rattles when trucks go by.261

Mr B Cummings

explained that the soil has good water retention properties, is used for horticultural
purposes - this being the reason for the local nucleus of small holding farms. 262

[279]

On this topic we prefer the evidence of Mr B Cummings and Mrs Guenole-

Cummings, who have lived on and worked their farm for 16 years. We accept their
evidence that the soil transmits truck vibrations and that they may be concerned that
vibration could have an effect on the structural integrity of their home. We also accept
that the effects would likely increase were consent to be granted.

[280]

Were we minded to grant consent we would have required further evidence on

the effects and explored whether it was possible to remediate the vibration.
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Evaluation of the proposal
[281]

We begin with a recap on the law: a consent authority may grant resource

consent for a non-complYing activity only if it is satisfied that the activity passes one of
the two threshold tests in s 1040 RMA.

Issue:
[282]

Are the adverse effects of the proposed quarry on the environment
minor?
The activity does not satisfy the first limb of s 1040(1 )(a) as we are not satisfied

that the effects of the proposed quarry will be minor. For those adverse effects on the
environment in respect of which we were satisfied on the evidence that we can properly
reach a view on the level of additive effect, in each case we find the effect will be "more
than minor", and in relation to the direct effect of traffic noise on residents located at 15
and 25 Savills Rd, the effects will be significant.

[283]

In the absence of any baseline assessment of the existing dust environment we

were unable to reach a view on whether the additive dust effect will be minor. We
acknowledge, in response to the risk of respirable silica emissions, the applicant
proffered a condition that there will be no visible dust emissions beyond the boundary of
the site. We were not satisfied that the conditions of consent will secure this outcome.
The conditions were designed with the purpose of minimising dust emissions, and not
preventing their occurrence. It is likely there will be Visible dust emissions from the site,
but the baseline is not sufficiently well describecl for us to make a judgment about the
scale and significance of any additive effect.

[284]

A similar issue arises in relation to the cumulative effect on rural character and

in particular, the visual amenity derived from that rural character. We are satisfied that
for residents in the locality (at least) the proposed quarry will have an adverse visual
effect and an adverse effect on visual amenity. The expert evidence was that the
residents of Conservators and Savills Roads will be "sandwiched" between the
quarries; the extensive bunding and shelterbelts will close them out of the surrounding
landscape. This together with the views into the quarry at the accessway, coupled with
the volume of heavy goods vehicles entering and exiting the site, will have a moderate

adverse visual effect.
issue concerns whether the proposed quarry, when
onsidered in the wider context of up to 300 hectares consented quarrying activities,
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maintains the rural character of the area.

The seven existing quarries are not

contiguous, being separated by the McLeans Grassland Park.

[286]

Both Ms Smetham and Ms Dray noted there is a threshold of acceptable visual

effects.263 But as Ms Dray records, rightly in our view, where that threshold lies can be
difficult to determine, particularly in the absence of any specific study to determine the
level of quarrying which is acceptable within this zone. 264 We do not have reliable
evidence to reach any conclusion about where this threshold may lie.

[287]

Consequently, we have inadequate evidence to determine the significance of

the additive effect on visual amenity.

We record our findings that the issue of the

cumUlative effects on the rural character of the landscape were not properly canvassed
by Mr Craig whose evidence proceeded on the basis that if no new buildings are
proposed then the "generic" rural character of the area will not change.

This is

regardless of the nature, scale and intensity of the cumulative quarrying activities in the
area. 265 Indeed, he saw no difference in the rural character of a quarry zone and any
other rural zone because under the District Plan quarrying can occur in both.266

Issue:

Is the application contrary to the objectives and policies of the District
Plan?

[288]

The applicant has not discharged its persuasive burden and provide us

evidence which we can, with any level of confidence, reliably make predictions about
the future dust environment and the rural character. For the purposes of s 104D we are
unable to determine whether the application is contrary to the objectives and policies.
We considered directing further evidence on the topic of dust and cumUlative visual
effect, but decided against this having considered the appeal under s 104 (including the
benefits of the proposal) and s 1048, determining we would refuse consent because of
the scale of localised effects (including a significant adverse effect arising from road
noise).

[289]

We are not satisfied the evidence establishes to the required standard that the

use and development of rural land will support and maintain the amenity values of the
rural environment (objective 17.2.1.1). Before turning to the policies that talk to the
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outcomes for the rural zone - specifically policies 17.2.2.1 and 17.2.2.2 - we comment
on the evaluative provisions.

[290]

We recognise quarrying is a rural productive activity that is most suitably located

on rural land.

Even so, every decision-maker is to "ensure" the nature, scale anti

intensity of this activity recognise the character and amenity values of the receiving
environment (policy 17.2.2.4).

This could· be achieved, in part, by ensuring an

adequate separation distance between the quarrying activity and incompatible activities
(policy 17.2.2.10). If separation distance means the set-back from a sensitive activity,
then a separation distance was not proposed. Rather the applicant proffered conditions
to manage the adverse effects of dust on residents living within 250m of the site. We
are not satisfied that the applicant has demonstrated that the "separation distance" is
adequate to address the cumulative effect of off-site dust emissions at least to the
standard which we can conclude that the character and amenity of the rural
environment will be supported and maintained (objective 17.2.1.1 (a)(i». This finding is
important in that, a related policy (17.2.2.12(a)(ii)(B» is enabling of new quarrying
outside of the Rural Quarry Zone only where the activity avoids or mitigates effects on
activities sensitive to quarrying activities. And, only where the activity "manages noise,
vibration, access ... to maintain local rural amenity values" (policy 17.2.2.12(a)(ii)(D».
We are not satisfied the proposal does achieve these provisions, and this is a finding
which we give significant weight.

[291]

Before turning to the outcomes for the rural environment we address the

proposed rehabilitation of the site.

The District Plan provisions on the topic of site

rehabilitation are clear as to what must be achieved. This is an important policy as the
rehabilitation of former quarry land is to enable subsequent use for permitted or another
consented activity. In this way, the use and development of rural land will support and
maintain the function of the rural environment (objective 17.2.1.1 (a)(i».

[292]

It is worth setting out the District Plan's reqUirements for site rehabilitation about

which decision-makers are to satisfy themselves.
requirements for site rehabilitation as follows:

Policy 17.2.2.13 sets out the
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(a)

ensure sites of quarrying activities, and sites of aggregates-processing activities,
are rehabilitated to enable subsequent use of the land for another permitted or
consented activity;

(b)

require proposals for new quarrying activities, aggregates-processing activities and
changes of use on existing quarry sites to demonstrate through a quarry site
rehabilitation plan the objectives, methodology and timescales for achieving site
rehabilitation and appropriate end use; and

(c)

ensure the final rehabilitated landform is appropriate having particular regard to:
(i)

(Ii)
(iii)

the intended end use;
the location, gradient and depth of excavation;
the availability of cleanfill material, including top soil, and consequent
timeframes for rehabilitation;

(iv)

the surrounding landform and drainage pattern;

(v)

the ability to establish complete vegetation cover;

(vi)

the outcomes of any consultation undertaken with Manawhenua; and

(vii)

any adverse effects associated with rehabilitation.

Proposed conditions

[293]

Condition 31 of the CRC regional land use consent CRC157162 states:

Within one month following the completion of deposition of cJeanfili in each stage the
following rehabilitation shall take place: Spreading of soli and organic material (as long as
the volume of organic material is not more than five percent of the total material spread)
across the entire cJeanfili surface to a minimum thickness of 0.3 metres. Sowing the final
landform with a suitable low seed producing grass and managing it in a way to minimise
seed production and long term dust issues from the site.

[294]

Proposed condition 83 of the CCC land use consent RMA92030745 provides:
The rehabilitation of the site shall be undertaken in stages, in accordance with the Harewood
Gravels plan, dated 25/02/16 so that any land on which extraction and cJeanfiliing is
completed is rehabilitated within 6 months of completion. At anyone time only one stage
shall be quarried and one stage shall be undergoing backfilling and rehabilitation, such that
no more than 12 hectares is exposed at anyone time. Rehabilitation of the entire site shall
be compieted within 1 year of completion of excavation of the overall site.

[295]
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Condition 83 also specifies a number of rehabilitation requirements which are

generally consistent with other requirements addressed elsewhere in conditions or
evidence, so are not repeated here, but one of which is: "[t]he rehabilitation of the site,
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shall be undertaken so that a completed grass cover is achieved".267

Condition 84

requires a Rehabilitation Management Plan to be submitted to the Christchurch City
Council for certification prior to any works commencing.

Management plans

[296] A draft "Quarry Management Plan for 21 Conservators Road"268 was provided to
court. Paragraph 44 of the Quarry Management Plan states "[t]he finished form of the
rehabilitated land will be in accordance with the Rehabilitation Plan included as
Appendix 2". The draft Rehabilitation Plan was not prbVidetl.

[297] A draft Cleanfill Management Plan was provided in the same folder, and with
rehabilitation addressed in section 3.2, as follows:

Once the c1eanfill has reached a level where there is at least 3 metres to highest recorded
groundwater level, the site will be rehabilitated by spreading topsoil, and planting pasture
grass.

And:
Each stage of the site will be fully rehabilitated within 1 month of extraction and c1eanfill
being completed within that stage.

[298] The draft Quarry Management Plan notes at paragraph 45 that:
The rehabilitation shall be undertaken in accordance with condition 31 of CRC157162 and
shall include:

a.

A batter with a maximum of 3 to 1 gradient to be built of clean fill or in situ material

b.

Original depth of top soil to be spread over the batter and the floor of the finished

c.

The soil surface to be 'level' (apart from the battered slope at the edges of the

on the cut faces adjacent to the external boundary of the site.

quarry, but shall not be less than 350mm.

quarry).
d.

Following reinstatement of topsoil, the land shall be used for 12 months for growing
pasture or crop to re-establish the organic carbon content.

We noted differences as to the depth of topsoil 300 mm of topsoil in the condilions of consent and the
Quarry Management Plan. These differences are immaterial to the decision.
268 Pated May 2017.
267
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[299]

Mr Francis, a director of the applicant company, confirmed "that the ultimate

goal for us at the end of the process and after final rehabilitation is to turn it, return it
back to productive farmland as much as possible".269

[300]

It was not entirely clear what he had in mind by "productive farmland", but given

the plan to over-sow with grass we assume some form of pastoral use.

The court

questioned the applicant's planner, Mr Bligh, on the adequacy of 300mm of topsoil on
top of cleanfill to produce land suitable for "pastoral use". He replied:

.. , I have seen this condition applied in a lot of cases, and having seen sites rehabilitated
in accordance with this kind of condition, it's equally achievable that It achieves a good
pastoral cover, if we want to call that. I wouldn't be able to go into the, any additional
detail as to the productivity, soil for stopping (sic), or whatever. But it seems to work, in my
experience.27o

[301]

Our evaluation focused on the directive requirements of policy 17.2.2.13(a) and

(b) as our starting point. We are content that the rehabilitation of the land to support
pastoral farming271 would satisfy clause (a), but this is not provided for in any proposed
condition.

Clause (b) reqLiires proposals for new quarrying activities demonstrate

"through a quarry site rehabilitation plan the objectives, methodology and timescales for
achieving site rehabilitation and appropriate end use".

We interpret the policy as

requiring the applicant for a proposed new quarry to produce the site rehabilitation plan
at the time the application for consent is lodged. Even if we are wrong and the clause
requires a management plan condition, we are still to satisfy ourselves that the policy in
the District Plan will be achieved.

[302]

Other than requiring the rehabilitated site to be grassed, there is no stated end

Lise objective. While recognising the views expressed by Mr Bligh above, we received
no expert evidence to demonstrate that the proposed rehabilitation will allow use of the
land for pastoral use. More particularly, whether 300-350mm of topsoil over clean-fill
can be returned to pastoral use. As the. decision-makers we are not in a positon to
ensure the sites will be rehabilitated to enable subsequent use of the land permitted or
consented activities (policy 17.2.2.13). To achieve objective 17.2.1.1(a)(i)) - support
and maintain the potential contribution of rural productive activities - the policy
Transcript at 199.
Transcript at 553.
71 Mr Francis suggested the end use of land would be "productive farmland" but gave no indication as 10
he scope of activities the land could support. At this location, pastoral farming, as a minimum, could
UPPOrt sheep and beef.

269
270
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contemplates something more than growing grass.

We give these findings significant

weight.

[303]

We will address the effect on amenity separately under noise and transportation

provisions. Returning to policies 17.2.2.1 and 17.2.2.2, as we have noted elsewhere,
the District Plan enables a range of activities on rural land that have a direct
relationship with rural productive activities, one of which is quarrying (policy 17.2.2.1).
This policy is constrained by the requirement that decision-makers "ensure" activities
utilising the rural resource avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on rural character
and amenity values (policy 17.2.2.2). We are satisfied there will be a moderate adverse
visual effect on rural character and associated visual amenity, this is a localised effect.
The applicant could have reduced this effect were it to offset the site entrance with the
bunds, but the court's suggestion on this matter was not taken up.

Overall, the

landscape evidence did not persuade us that the cumulative effects are such that rural
character and visual amenity will be maintained. This required a fine-grained analysis
of the landscape to evaluate the cumulative visual effect on rural character and on
derived amenity vaJues of what would be the seventh quarry in this locality.

[304]

The District Plan acknowledges activities occurring within the transport system

may give rise to adverse effects, these effects are to be managed (objective 7.2.2).
More particularly the adverse effect(s) of an activity within the Transport Zone are to be
managed so that the effects are consistent with the amenity values and activity of
adjacent land uses, whilst providing for the transport network function safely and
efficiently (policy 7.2.2.3).

[305]

While District Plan noise provisions exclude effects arising from transport zones,

including roads, there is a requirement to manage the adverse effect(s) of an activity
within the Transport Zone so that the effects of the activity are consistent with the
amenity values and activity of adjacent land uses (7.2.2.3).

[306]

The evidence on existing ambient noise levels at the notional boundaries of

residential properties was unClear at best and did not provide certainty of what levels

will be with the SOL and Frews quarries operating. It is clear that it approaches or
exceeds 55 dB at times and will increase by around 3 dB as a result of the HGL quarry.
The combined noise level, although again unclear, could approach 60 dB at times,
although not as a normal condition. Overlapping with our findings for rural environment
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above, on balance we were not satisfied that the proposal would achieve the objective
of "managing the effects from the transport system" (objective 7.2.2.). The weighting on
this matter is adequately provided for under the rural environment findings.
[307]

Likewise, the separate provisions addressing noise, which again overlap with

the rural environment.
decelerating trucks

We have found the noise effects of accelerating and

entering

and

leaving the

Conservators/Savills/Guys

Road

intersection, and possibly entering and leaving Frews Quarry are likely to significantly
affect the ability of affected residents to enjoy their local environment, but was not
addressed in evidence by the noise experts.
[308]

We are satisfied the above intersection is a suitable design and that the

intersection will perform at an acceptable level of safety. Therefore the activity can
achieve objective 7.2.1. The applicant did not, however, recognise the need for nor
propose to mitigate the noise effects on dwellings in Savills Rd of accelerating and
decelerating trucks.

The volume and movement of heavy goods vehicles 272 along

Conservators Rd will change the contribution of this relatively quiet, low trafficked road
to the amenity of the surrounding properties, including residential amenity.
[309]

The above effects are not at a level consistent with existing amenity values and

adjacent land use (policy 7.2.2.3). That being the case, we find the objective 7.2.2 is
not achieved.273

[310]

Somewhat perversely given the context of this appeal, the relevant objective

talks about the need to manage the effects of noise to "levels consistent with the
anticipated outcomes for the receiving environment" (objective 6.1.2.1). The District
Plan does not describe the outcomes either for the Waimakariri Rural Zone or for any
particular receiving environment.

We have assessed the additive effect of noise

relative to the receiving environment keeping in mind this is a rural zone and it is
anticipated that, to some extent, rural productive activities will generate noise.

We

specifically considered the noise from the mobile crusher as residents report hearing
crusher noise in their environment. We are satisfied that if the mobile crusher was
located no closer than 250m and certainly if located at 500m, which we understand to
be practicable, while the noise may be audible its level, frequency and duration would
be acceptable within this rural environment.
Being 75% of all traffic movements.
We say doubtful because the objective is expressed in broad terms "managing adverse effects from the
transport system".

272
273
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[311]

While there are several contributing sources of noise within the receiving

environment, the additive effect is one of up to 400 HGV/d or a rolling average of 250
HGV/d. This would be to take noise levels beyond that which we can say that noise is
being managed relative to the receiving environment.

To this extent, the objective

(6.1.2.1) is not achieved.

Outcome

[312]

The applicant has not discharged its persuasive burden and satisfied us that it is

has met either of the threshold tests under s1 040.

[313]

Given the scale and intensity of localised effects, particularly the significant

adverse effect of noise amenity, we are not satisfied that would be a consentable
proposal under ss 104 and 1048 of the Act.

[314]

While the proposed use and development of the land supports an activity that

has the potential to contribute positively to the economy and the wellbeing of the
District, the evidence is not sufficient to conclude the same activity will also support and
maintain the function, character and amenity values of the rural environment generally
(objective 17.2.1.1). Given this, we are not satisfied the proposal promotes sustainable
management of natural and physical resources and uphold the appeal declining the
application for resource consent.

[315]

As an aside, the court acknowledges the impact on residents of the

development of quarrying in this area and their felt sense of frustration, and at times,
helplessness, when responding to the applications in respect of which they were
notified and their efforts to 'police' the compliance by neighbouring quarries with the
conditions of their consents.

Despite that, the residents conducted the proceedings in

a measured and responsible manner.
For the court:

nvironment Judge
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Site locality

See attached Golder Associates Figure 2 dated May 2015

Street address

21 Conservators Road

Site zoning

Rural Waimakariri under the Christchurch District Plan

Proposed activity

To extract aggregate from an area of 28 hectares of land

Nature of activity

To be operated as a project based quarry delivering run of pit and
processed aggregates to large infrastructure projects within agreed
t1rileframes.

Duration of consent sought

30 years.

Location of site access

Conservators Road, with the first 150 metres of the access road into and
out of the site to be sealed.

Hours of operation

7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Friday, 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturdays, with no
work on Sundays or public holidays, excluding dust mitigation measures.

Rights of use

Restricted to quarry related vehicles under the direct control of Harewood
Gravels Limited, with no public sales or access.

Quarry products

Minimum 80% run-of-plt and not more than 20% crushed aggregate.

Activities not allowed

No production of crusher dust or fine sand will occur at the site and no
concrete or other off-site materials will be imported for crushing on site.

On-site facilities

Automatic scanning of loads used to measure volumes of materials on
trucks registered to use the site. No wheel wash is proposed. No
weighbridge will be used.

Buildings

Other than a small utility building near the measuring point and possible
staff facilities, there will be no buildings on site.

Depth of excavation

Approximately 7 m.

Location of crusher

Minimum of 500m west of Conservators Road at a depth of at least 5 m
below natural ground level

Boundary bunding

A 3m high bund in the locations shown on the attached HGL Figure 6 with
a separation distance of 24m between the toad reserve boundary and the
closest area used for quarrying.

Boundary planting

A shelterbelt will be planted and maintained along the road boundaries of
the property, except at the vehicle access and will be trimmed as a hedge
to form a dense screen to ground level at a height of no less than 3m.

Staging

Six stages in the order shown on HGL Figure 6.

Area exposed

Up to maximum of 12 ha at anyone time.

Rehabilitation

Not less than 3 metres of cleanfill and/or undisturbed material above the
highest recorded groundwater level, with 300 mm of topsoil and grassed

Noise limits

Daytime (7 a.m. to 6 p.m.) - 50 dB

LAeq{1 hour)

Night-time (6 p.m. to 7 a.m.) - 40 dB

LAeq{1 hour)

at the notional boundary of any dwelling existing at 14 March 2016 on a
neighbouring :;;ite.
Dust

No visible dust emissions originating from the site beyond the site
boundary.

Truck routes

All trucks will tum right onto Conservators Road and then left into Savills
Road and onto Pound Road, with controls on turning direction onto Pound
Road in peak periods. Trucks entering the site will use the reverse route ..

Vehicle movements

Up to 400 heavy vehicle movements per day, including the transport of
cleanfill to the site, with a twelve month rolling average of 250 heavy
vehicle movements per day. Up to a further 30 light vehicle movements a
day could also occur
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(Note: “emphasis added” means for this Judgment).
A.

INTRODUCTION

[1]

Harewood Gravels Company Limited (“HGL”) appeals against the Decision

of the Environment Court (“the Court”) dated 10 October 2017 (“the Decision”).1
The Court allowed an appeal by Yaldhurst Quarries Joint Action Group (“JAG”) and
declined land use consent granted by the Christchurch City Council (“the Council”)
to establish a quarry near Christchurch Airport (RMA 92030745).
The appeal is brought under s 299 of the Resource Management Act 1992

[2]

(“RMA” or “the Act”). HGL alleges seven material errors of law made by the Court
and seeks an order that the Court be directed to reconsider its Decision without such
error/s.
The setting for this appeal
[3]

HGL applied to the Canterbury Regional Council (“the Regional Council”)

and the Council for resource consents to establish and operate a quarry at
21 Conservators Road, Christchurch, west of Christchurch International Airport, on a
no-exit rural road, with access to Pound Road via Savills Road. Some longstanding
quarry operations are located in the area. The proposed quarry site is depicted in the
Schedule to this judgment.
[4]

HGL is a joint venture of Road Metals Limited and Isaac Construction Limited

and already operates a quarry site at McLeans Island Road which has a limited life.
The proposed site is for medium and long-term quarry operations, with a land use
consent life of 30 years. It was a contentious submission for HGL that it operates
a quarry site and “… this is a replacement quarry…”. That made issues about
cumulative effects invalid according to Mr Chapman, co-counsel with Ms Appleyard
for HGL. He went so far as to say “It’s simply one quarry closing down its operation
at one point, re-opening around the corner”. Pressed further, he said the Court talked
about seven quarries in the zone, but the number would remain six and there would
continue to be six when the existing HGL quarry is worked out. He acknowledged,
1

Yaldhurst Quarries Joint Action Group v Christchurch City Council [2017] NZEnvC 165.

however, the effects would be different: “New people, new access ways. There are
different effects”.
[5]

Mr Christensen, counsel for JAG, says there are seven existing and consented

quarries on the map (see the Schedule), and this would be the eighth until HGL
terminates operations at its existing quarry. The Court said this:
[80]
250m or so north of the formed section of Conservators Rd is the
southern boundary of one of four existing quarries, aligned on an
approximately 3 kilometres east-west axis, and fronting McLeans Island Rd.
these are owned by Fulton Hogan Limited, KB Contracting and Quarries
Limited, Harewood Gravels and Isaac Construction. To the west of
Conservators Road and adjoining the subject site is a recent quarry developed
by SOL Quarries Limited. It has a light vehicle access to Conservators Rd
and heavy goods vehicle (HGV) access to guys Rd, located some 700m from
the nearest existing dwelling.
[81]
To the north and East of Savills Rd adjacent to number 25, there is a
recently consented quarry owned by Frews Quarry Limited. At the time of the
hearing it was yet to commence production although an access to Savills Road
is formed and preliminary site works have been completed. On the southern
side of Savills Rd opposite (in part) Frews Quarry has the disused Grant
Brothers Quarry, now operated as a cleanfill site.

[6]

There are thus six quarries in use or consented, and one cleanfill site. This

proposed HGL quarry would be the seventh, but one day, not yet fixed, it will end
operations at its existing quarry.
[7]

The consents required for quarrying include City Council land use consent and

Regional Council consents to discharge contaminants to air and land. Consents were
granted by Independent Commissioners appointed by the Regional Council and the
Council in a decision dated 13 July 2016 (“the Commissioners’ Decision”). This
proposed quarrying activity is non-complying under the Christchurch District Plan
(“District Plan”) because it exceeds the relevant noise standard at the site’s southern
boundary, although the contiguous land is not noise sensitive. The site is within the
Rural Waimakariri Zone where quarrying is a discretionary activity if located
250 metres or more from a residential zone.2 As such, the consent authority, here the
Council, must, subject to Part 2 RMA, have regard to any actual and potential effects
on the environment of allowing the activity, relevant provisions of the Canterbury

2

Christchurch District Plan, Chapter 17, Rule 17.5.1.4.

Regional Policy Statement, the Christchurch District Plan, and any other matter the
consent authority considers relevant and reasonably necessary to determine
the application.
[8]

The Regional Council consents allow for discharge to air from fugitive dust

emissions associated with excavation of the quarry floor and processing on the site.
Dust mitigation plans are conditions of consent and include controls on quarrying
relating to wind speed, monitoring obligations and directions, to cease operations at
a certain level and to operate under a quarry Dust Management Plan. This is unlike
the quarry operated by HGL at the moment where there are no dust management
conditions, no groundwater testing, and no rehabilitation of the kind required in the
consent granted for this HGL proposal by the Hearing Commissioners.
[9]

No permitted baseline considerations apply. The JAG appeal to the

Environment Court was primarily concerned with effects on the rural character of
the area and the amenity values that derive from that character.
[10]

The Environment Court’s approach was expressed as follows:3
[13]

The effects of the proposal when considered in isolation may well
appear of no great moment. The primary issue for determination is whether
the cumulative effects of the proposal achieve the objectives of the District
Plan and thereby promote the sustainable management of natural and physical
resources.

[11]

The Court held that HGL had not met either threshold test for a non-complying

activity under s 104D RMA, nor would it have granted consent under s 104 RMA.
HGL’s appeal to this Court
[12]

HGL says this appeal mainly involves “interpretation errors” which separately

and cumulatively resulted in the Decision to allow the appeal and to decline/revoke
the consent. Counsel say that this is the first case which involves quarry activities in
Rural Zones to come before the High Court, and involves a significant challenge to
the reasoning and conclusions of the Court, based on well-established principles.

3

Yaldhurst Quarries Joint Action Group, above n 1.

[13]

The boundaries of the Rural Quarry Zone have not changed under the District

Plan, but the activity status of a quarry is in some circumstances now discretionary
rather than non-complying. Quarrying comes within the definition of a “rural
productive activity”. The District Plan has adopted Objectives and Policies for the
seven Rural Zones, which seek to foster such activities, but to limit their effects within
the Zone. Mr Chapman, one of three counsel for HGL, puts the questions of law
broadly as whether the Environment Court’s interpretation of the law was correct in
light of the Plan, the expert and neighbour evidence, and whether the ultimate Decision
made by the Court to decline consent was correct at law.
[14]

Mr Chapman’s submission is that the District Plan has “changed the emphasis”

with regard to quarrying outside the Rural Quarry Zone, so that it is just as much
a rural productive activity as sheep and beef farming, and this has put quarrying “on
the same platform” and “effectively lowered the bar” by making it discretionary.
Mr Chapman made much of the fact that there is one Strategic Objective relating to the
Rural Zone (discussed further), directed to productive and diverse activity to enable
the rural environment primarily for rural productive activities and other activities
which use the rural resource efficiently and contribute positively to the economy.
As Mr Chapman puts it, “… it’s the money-making zone”. That submission is
qualified to the extent that the contribution of rural land to maintaining values in the
natural environment must be brought to account. Mr Chapman says that there is no
residential use mentioned in the Objectives, but in any event, the amenity values which
the District Plan seeks to support, maintain and enhance, are not restricted to residents
in an area, and rural productive activities and those involved in such activities also
enjoy amenity values.
[15]

Mr Chapman says that maintenance of local rural amenity values requires more

than one house being affected, and the area is fully developed for that permitted rural
residential activity given the number of houses on lots around the quarry site. He
submits that maintaining rural amenity value is maintaining that which is present in
the locality, and these values are not pristine, not what they were ten years ago, and
they should be assessed having regard to the environment in which the quarry is
working. He says that is why amenity value should be viewed on a “locality” basis,
rather than “one house”.

[16]

He says that this appeal also seeks to clarify the point at which the effects of a

rural productive activity become too great for residents in a locality within the Rural
Zone to absorb, so as to merit the decline of consent.
JAG
[17]

JAG is made up of 10 persons who own and occupy properties in the locality,

and who are concerned with the cumulative adverse effects of quarrying on their
health, and the amenity of the area. JAG appealed the Commissioners’ Decision to
grant land use consent, but not the consents granted by the Regional Council. After a
six day hearing in the Environment Court, JAG was successful.
[18]

JAG, through counsel Mr Christensen, adopts the submissions made for the

Council by Mr Pizzey as to the principles which apply on appeal from Decisions of
the Environment Court, on the first, second, third and sixth (of seven) questions of
law. JAG otherwise largely focuses its submissions on the fourth, fifth and seventh
questions of law. Mr Christensen submits that the appeal as a whole is simply a
challenge to the merits of the Environment Court’s Decision on the extensive evidence
before it, and none of the alleged errors are errors of law, if they are errors at all.
[19]

Mr Christensen said JAG made submissions to the Environment Court that the

expert evidence had essentially missed the point about the cumulative effects on
the residents’ rural amenity, especially as to noise and dust nuisance. The residents’
position is that the rural amenity and character of the area has already changed because
of quarrying activities, to their detriment, on their evidence, including a higher level
of noise, dust, and heavy traffic than would be the case with permitted rural activity.
They accept that well managed quarries are rural activities and that is why they came
to a settlement in their opposition to the application made by Frews Quarry Limited
(“Frews”) to establish its quarry.
[20]

JAG’s position is that it is not “normal” in terms of the Rural Zoning to have

several quarries which effectively surround them, each additional quarry adding to the
cumulative effects and the subjective feeling, to them, that the environment has
changed, no longer reflecting the rural amenity they submit is intended by the Plan.

[21]

The JAG residents say that it is wrong to take each element of dust, noise,

traffic et cetera and assess that against a Rule or other provision in the District Plan or
to make a general finding that effects can be reasonably minimised. Each individual
element may have no more than a minor adverse effect, but the overall adverse effect
may be more than minor, looking holistically at the proposal and cumulative effects
from existing and consented quarries. One quarry may have no more than a minor
effect but cumulatively the effects may compound.
[22]

In essence, Mr Christensen’s submission is that amenity values in the rural

environment, here for residential use, will or may be able to hold in the face of
development to a certain point, but there is a degree or intensity of development at
some point which will or may “break the camel’s back”. The City Plan does not say
quarries are acceptable in all locations in a rural area, because if that were the case,
the Quarry Zone provisions would apply across the Rural Zones.
[23]

At the heart of JAG’s case is the proposition that it is not enough for the

proposed quarry to meet relevant permitted activity noise standards, safe traffic
movements, and dust minimisation, so that the Court then has “no choice but to grant
consent”. The Court has a discretion to decline consent or impose conditions within
permitted activity standards, stricter than might be the case if HGL was the only quarry
in the area. A singular point made for the JAG residents is that there will be more
operational crushing and heavy traffic noise to a point where for two at least of the
residents, the effects from noise will be significantly adverse.
Christchurch City Council
[24]

The Council, through counsel Mr Pizzey, submits that the expert evidence led

by the Council to assist the Environment Court broadly supported the Decision to grant
consent, but it put its case in a way that led the Court to characterise the Council’s
position on appeal as neutral. The Council contests alleged errors of law one, two,
three and six, and remains neutral and abides the judgment of the Court in relation to
alleged errors of law four, five and seven.
[25]

Mr Pizzey describes HGL’s case under Questions One, Two, three, and Six as

a straightforward challenge to the merits of the Environment Court’s Decision,

particularly the application of its own planning expertise, and its conclusions on the
evidence. He challenges HGL’s characterisation of the Court’s Decision and says that
the appeal is said to be brought to clarify when the effects of a rural productive activity
become too much for residents to absorb, so as to merit the decline of consent, and
this is simply a challenge to the merits of the Court’s findings on the evidence. The
High Court, he submits, is being asked to substitute its own judgment based on
the evidence, over that of a specialist Court. Otherwise, he submits that it is by no
means established that any of the alleged errors materially affected the Court’s
Decision, even if error is established in one or more respects.
B.

ENVIRONMENT COURT DECISION

[26]

The Decision of the Environment Court was delivered on 10 October 2017

after a hearing in two tranches in March and May that year. It is not possible to do
justice to the Decision, or to fully comprehend the questions for this judgment, without
a full understanding of the Court’s reasons and the evidence before it. It is easy to
‘pick at’ a Decision when alleging an error of law which involves evidence, but it is
usually wrong to do so unless there is an obvious error of principle. The reasons of
the Court, and the evidence available to it, will only emerge when the contextual
setting before the Court is thoroughly understood.
[27]

First, it must be said that the Court carefully explained the approach which it

took to reach its Decision, including cumulative effect, and considered “Preliminary
Legal Issues” over some 48 paragraphs.
[28]

The Court concluded that HGL had not discharged its onus to satisfy the Court

that it met either of the threshold tests under s 104D of the RMA:
[313] Given the scale and intensity of localised effects, particularly the
significant adverse effect of noise amenity, we are not satisfied that (it) would
be a consentable proposal under ss 104 and 104B of the Act.
[314] While the proposed use and development of the land supports an
activity that has the potential to contribute positively to the economy and the
wellbeing of the District, the evidence is not sufficient to conclude the same
activity will also support and maintain the function, character and amenity
values of the rural environment generally (objective 17.2.1.1). Given this, we
are not satisfied the proposal promotes sustainable management of natural and

physical resources and uphold the appeal declining the application for
resource consent.
[315] As an aside, the court acknowledges the impact on residents of the
development of quarrying in this area and their felt sense of frustration, and at
times, helplessness, when responding to the applications in respect of which
they were notified and their efforts to ‘police’ the compliance by neighbouring
quarries with the conditions of their consents. Despite that, the residents
conducted the proceedings in a measured and responsible manner.

[29]

The Court’s Decision was reached in substantial part on an evidential basis as

to the scale and intensity of localised effects, including but not confined to noise. The
findings are in part challenged on appeal as not available on the evidence, and
the Court is also alleged to have erred in interpreting and applying the District Plan,
and the way it addressed the threshold tests under s 104D.
[30]

Adopting headings used by the Environment Court, I track and summarise the

Decision with occasional comment, before addressing the alleged errors of law.
Status of the activity
[31]

The site is within the Rural Waimakariri Zone and quarrying is a discretionary

activity 250m or more from a residential zone. It is non-complying because the
proposal exceeds the relevant noise standard at the site’s southern boundary by more
than 10 dB where the predicted noise level is 76 dB LAeq.
[32]

Being non-complying, s 104D RMA provides that the activity may only be

consented if the consent authority is satisfied that either (relevantly):
(a)

the adverse effects of the activity on the environment (other than any
effect to which section 104(3)(a)(ii) applies) will be minor; or

(b)

the application is for an activity that will not be contrary to the
objectives and policies of the relevant plan.

…

Key definitions
[33]

The appeal was primarily concerned with cumulative effects of the proposed

quarry on the rural character of the area and the amenity values that derive from that.
Amenity values are those natural or physical qualities and characteristics of an area

that contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and
cultural and recreational attributes. The primary issue for determination was whether
the cumulative effects achieve the Objectives of the District Plan and thereby promote
sustainable management of natural and physical resources.
[34]

The Court referred to the wide meaning of the term ‘effects’, which includes

effects positive and adverse, temporary and permanent, past, present and future, and
cumulative over time or in combination. Effects are regardless of scale, intensity,
duration, or frequency, and include a potential effect of high probability, and potential
effect of low probability with a high potential impact.
[35]

The term “cumulative effect” is significant in the Court’s reasoning, explained

in this way:4
[17]
In Dye v Auckland Regional Council the Court of Appeal
differentiating a cumulative effect from a potential effect, appeared to confine
the former to the effect of the activity itself on the environment. The following
passage is often quoted but it is worth setting out again in the context of this
discussion:
The definition of effect includes “any cumulative effect which arises
over time or in combination with other effects”. The first thing which
should be noted is that a cumulative effect is not the same as a
potential effect. This is self evident from the inclusion of potential
effects separately within the definition. A cumulative effect is
concerned with things that will occur rather than with something
which may occur, that being the connotation of a potential effect. This
meaning is reinforced by the use of the qualifying words “which arises
over time or in combination with other effects”. The concept of
cumulative effect arising over time is one of a gradual built up of
consequences. The concept of combination with other effects is one
of effect A combining with effects B and C to create an overall
composite effect D. All of these are effects which are going to happen
as a result of the activity which is under consideration …
… That concept [cumulative effect] is confined to the effect of the
activity itself on the environment.

[36]

The Court referred to His Honour Judge Thompson where he said:5
[51]
There is a passage in the Court of Appeal’s judgment in
Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2001] NZRMA 513 which, taken literally,

4
5

Dye v Auckland Regional Council [2002] 1 NZLR 337 (CA) at [38] – [39].
Outstanding Landscape Protection Society Incorporated v Hastings District Council [2008]
NZRMA 8 (EnvC).

appears to hold that cumulative effect can only be one that arises from the
proposed activity: … All of these are effects which are going to happen as
a result of the activity which is under consideration. [para [38]]. The
consequence of that would be that only adverse effects emanating from the
proposal itself could be brought to account. There could be no cumulative
effects [properly so called] created by combining existing or permitted effects
with effects arising from the proposal. In turn, that would mean that so long
as the adverse effects of the proposed activity are not of themselves more than
minor a consent authority could never say … This site has reached saturation
point; it can take no more.
[52]
That interpretation would, we think, be contrary to the plain meaning
of effects in s 3 and contrary to the purpose of the Act, as set out in s 5 – the
sustainable management of natural and physical resources. If a consent
authority could never refuse consent on the basis that the current proposal is
…the straw that will break the camel’s back, sustainable management
is immediately imperilled. It is to be remembered that all else in the Act is
subservient to, and a means to, that overarching purpose.
[53]
Logically, it is an unavoidable conclusion that what must be
considered is the impact of any adverse effects of the proposal on …the
environment. That environment is to be taken as it exists or, following
Hawthorn, as it can be expected to be, with whatever strengths or frailties it
may already have, which make it more, or less, able to absorb the effects of
the proposal without a breach of the environment bottom line – the principle
of sustainable management.

Preliminary legal issues
The Court explained its decision-making steps and, given the legal challenge

[37]

on this appeal to the sequence of consideration by the Court, this explanation is set out
in full:
[24]
The key decision-making steps under ss 104, 104B and 104D were
outlined in Blueskin Energy Limited as follows:6
Key decision-making steps under ss 104, 104B and 104D
[26]
The High Court decision of R J Davidson is binding on us and
in response our approach to decision making on this appeal follows:
(a)

decide whether the proposal passes one or both of the
threshold tests in s 104D;

(b)

if it passes, consider the application and submissions,
subject to Part 2, having regard to s 104(1):
•

6

the actual and potential effects of the activity
on the environment;

Blueskin Energy Limited v Dunedin City Council [2017] NZ EnvC 150.

•

any relevant plan; and

•

any other relevant consideration

(c)

decide the weight that should be given to the matters
in subsections 104(1)(a), (b) and (c); and

(d)

having regard to effects in the context of properly
weighted objectives and policies under s 104(1) and
any other relevant consideration, arrive at a judgment
whether the proposal promotes the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources and
decide to grant or decline consent accordingly
(s 104B).

[27]
We have kept separate the decision-making process under
ss 104 and 104D. While the content of the sections are similar, quite
different considerations apply.
[28]
We do not suggest this approach should be applied as
a formula to decision making; the facts of the case may lend itself to
a different structure. Other provisions of the Act may apply and will
also need to be taken into account.
“Subject to Part 2”
[29]
It appears, following the High Court decision of
R J Davidson, that s 104(1) provides for the consideration of Part 2 in
a particular way. The consent authority may have recourse to Part 2
when considering the application and submissions under s 104(1); but
not afterwards as a separate exercise as per the “overall judgment
approach”. We suggest [an] inherent risk under the overall
judgment approach is that the decision-maker may take into account
an irrelevant matter – or more likely fail to take into account a relevant
matter – including in particular the weighted findings under
s 104(1)(a), (b) and (c).
[30]
The circumstances where there may be recourse to Part 2 is
where there is invalidity, incomplete coverage or uncertainty of
meaning within the planning instruments. There is no need for
recourse under Part 2 directly where that policy direction is provided
in the higher order instruments; following Southland Fish & Game
New Zealand v Southland District Council & Ors and Infinity
Investment Group Holdings Ltd v Canterbury Regional Council.
[31]
The exercise of any decision-making discretion is to be
undertaken in a principled manner and for the purpose the discretion
was conferred. Unless the context clearly indicates otherwise, under
the RMA this will be for the purpose of promoting the sustainable
management of natural and physical resources; per Southland
Fish & Game New Zealand v Southland District Council & Ors.
[32]
Assuming the application for a non-complying activity passes
one of the threshold tests under s 104D, the decision whether or not to
grant consent is made under s 104B, taking into consideration the

matters in s 104(1)(a), (b) and (c). Like s 104(1), s 104B does not
draw any distinction between an application for a discretionary
activity and an application for a non-complying activity. The decision
whether to exercise discretion and grant (or refuse) consent
necessarily entails a judgment that is informed having regard to the
matters under s 104.
The weighting exercise
[33]
The weighting of findings is critical to the determination of
this appeal. The High Court in Stirling v Christchurch City Council
made the following observation regarding weighting of findings under
s 104(1):
… s 104(1) adopts an open-ended approach to the weight that
is to be attached to the relevant matters. All that is required is
that the decision-maker “shall have regard” to each of them.
There is no statutory threshold or requirement for the
provisions of a plan that are relevant to be approached in a
particular way.
[34]
Stirling v Christchurch City Council precedes the High Court
decision of R J Davidson and the interpretation of “have regard to” in
s 104 is now more nuanced. The direction “must, subject to Part 2,
have regard to” includes having regard to any indication of the weight
given to the relevant consideration in the planning instrument. Where
there is no coverage of the relevant effect under any plan or policy
statement then Part 2 may provide guidance on the weight. We
consider this approach is consistent with Stirling where the
High Court held an effect may be proven but receives little weight if
that is justified by policy considerations.
Weight given to facts and effects and any other considerations
[35]
We will determine the facts, including making predictions
about the future effects of the proposal. How much weight is given to
this evidence depends on a variety of factors including any policy
direction on the fact or effect in issue and the materiality of them to
the determination of the case.
…
[37]
Occasionally there may be conflict between different
provisions within a plan or as between different policy statements or
plans – but before the court will come to this conclusion there must
be a “thoroughgoing attempt to find a way to reconcile them”;
per King Salmon at [131]. [footnotes omitted]

[38]

The Environment Court did not consider higher order planning instruments

because the District Plan has given effect to them.

Christchurch District Plan
[39]

The Court described best practice when interpreting and applying planning

instruments, recognising that District Plans may contain different but overlapping
ways to achieve stated Objectives. Objectives and Policies inform, build upon, and
sometimes constrain one other, so best practice begins with an understanding of the
whole planning context. The purpose of an overview is to understand the relationship
between different provisions of the District Plan, and whether they align with and
support each other to achieve the integrated management of natural and physical
resources.
Strategic Directions of the District Plan
[40]

The Court addressed the Strategic Directions for Christchurch, in Chapter

Three of the District Plan, which provide the context for other chapters to articulate
how Decisions about resource use and values are to be made, and outcomes intended
for the Christchurch District. Chapter three has primacy over other Objectives and
Policies, which must be expressed and achieved to be consistent with its direction.
[41]

Strategic Directions are given effect to by the Objectives and Policies, which

are to be interpreted accordingly. There are 17 Objectives, two of which have
overarching application. One of these is Objective 3.3.1 which provides for the
expedited recovery and future enhancement of Christchurch as a dynamic, prosperous
and internationally competitive city, in a manner that:
a.

[42]

…
i.

Meets the community’s immediate and longer term needs for
housing, economic development, community facilities,
infrastructure, transport, and social and cultural wellbeing;
and

ii.

Fosters investment certainty; and

iii.

Sustains the important qualifies and values of the natural
environment.

The Court set out other Objectives which give strategic direction to

Christchurch.

Objective 3.2.5(a)
The critical importance of business and economic prosperity to Christchurch’s
recovery and to community wellbeing and resilience is recognised and a range
of opportunities for business activities to establish and prosper.
Objective 3.3.14
(a) the location of activities is controlled, primarily by zoning, to minimise
conflicts between incompatible activities; and
(b) conflicts between incompatible activities are avoided where there may be
significant adverse effects on the health; safety and amenity of people and
communities.
Objective 3.3.16

[43]

(a)

a range of opportunities is enabled in the rural environment, primarily
for rural productive activities, and also for other activities which use
the rural resource efficiently and contribute positively to the economy.

(b)

the contribution of rural land to maintaining the values of the natural
and cultural environment, including Ngai Tahu values, is recognised.

The Court said that Objective 3.3.15 is relevant only in a peripheral way, but it

became rather more than that on this appeal. It recognises a temporary transitional
period of activity after the earthquakes and this HGL consent would be in force during
that transition and beyond, up to 30 years.
3.3.15 Objective - Temporary recovery activities
a.

Temporary construction and related activities (including
infrastructure recovery), and temporarily displaced activities, as a
consequence of the Canterbury earthquakes are enabled by:
i.

Permitting a range of temporary construction and related
activities and housing, accommodation, business, services
and community facilities, recognising the temporary and
localised nature of such activities, and the need to manage any
significant adverse effects; and

ii.

Providing an additional transitional period for consideration
of temporary construction and related activities and
temporarily displaced activities, taking into account:
A.

the need for the activity to remain for a longer period;
and

B.

the effects on the surrounding community and
environment; and

C.

iii.

iv.

[44]

any implications for the recovery of those areas of the
district where the activity is anticipated to be located;
and

Accommodating the adverse effects associated with the
recovery of transport and infrastructure networks recognising:
A.

the temporary and localised nature of the effects of
these activities; and

B.

the long-term benefits to community wellbeing; and

C.

the need to manage and reduce adverse effects; and

Recognising the importance of aggregate extraction,
associated processing (including concrete manufacturing) and
transportation of extracted and processed product to support
recovery.

The seven Rural Zones in the District Plan have a common single Objective,

and a common set of Policies, bar two (Rural Banks Peninsula and the location and
management of quarrying activity and aggregates-processing activity). The Court said
outcomes for Rural Zones are not clearly stated as Chapter Three directs, and the
Rules, not the Objectives and Policies, have been used to drive the outcomes. That
led the Court to say:7
This begs the question as to what are the sustainable management outcomes
for any given zone when a proposal is not permitted under the relevant zone?

[45]

The Court recognised this Objective for all Rural Zones:
Objective 17.2.1.1 – The rural environment:
Subdivision, use and development of rural land that:
i.

[46]

Supports, maintains and, where appropriate, enhances the function,
character and amenity of the rural environment, and in particular, the
potential contribution of rural productive activities to the economy and
wellbeing of the district; …

The Objective is to be achieved through 13 Policies, and related Policies

dealing with noise and traffic. The Court identified the relevant Policy suite as
follows:8

7
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At [35].
At [37].

(a)

overall outcomes for activities on rural land (Policies 17.2.2.1 and
17.2.2.2);

(b)

fact finding (Policy 17.2.2.3); and

(c)

attainment of specific outcomes identified (Policies 17.2.2.4, 17.2.2.10,
17.2.2.12 and 17.2.2.13).

[47]

A range of activities on rural land is enabled. Rural productive activity

includes quarrying, but the Court said that this “…is not, however, an open-ended
arrangement to establish these activities in the rural zones.”9
[48]

Adverse effects on rural character and amenity values are to be avoided,

remedied or mitigated under Policy 17.2.2.2, which is to be interpreted in light of the
overarching Objective for the rural environment and the Strategic Directions. This
passage of the Decision is instructive:10
If the adverse effects are not avoided or remedied (we suggest preferably in
the first instance), the Policy is tolerant of activities with adverse effects where
the activity, circumscribed by any conditions mitigating effects, supports and
maintains the function, character and amenity values of the rural environment.

[49]

The Court treated amenity values as those of people and communities,

consistent with Strategic Objective 3.3.14, which with supporting Policies is
concerned with localised effects on neighbouring land owners and the wider effect on
the community. The District Plan recognises the “obvious but important point” that
rural character and amenity values vary across the district given different combinations
of natural and physical resources, and that variation is to be recognised under
Policy 17.2.2.3(a).
[50]

Two important paragraphs for this judgment are as follows:
[41] Whether the proposal does support and maintain the function,
character and amenity of the rural environment (objective 17.2.1.1) depends
on the combination of natural and physical resources present. On the one
hand, decision-makers are to recognise the elements which characterise an

9
10

At [28].
At [38]

area as rural, from which desired amenity is derived, include the
predominance of:
b.

…
i.

a landscape dominated by openness and vegetation;

ii.

the significant visual separation between residential buildings
on neighbouring properties;

iii.

where appropriate, buildings integrated into a predominantly
natural setting; and

iv.

natural character elements of waterways, water bodies,
indigenous vegetation and natural landforms, including the
coastal environment where relevant.

[42]
On the other, decision-makers are to recognise rural productive
activities produce noticeable noise, odour, dust and traffic consistent with
a rural working environment; quarrying is one of these activities that is
specifically mentioned.

[51]

The Court went on to say that the same Policies are concerned not only with

more pleasant aspects of the countryside and country life, but with the reality that rural
productive activities may generate adverse effects, which, while less pleasant, are
consistent with a rural working environment under Policy 17.2.2.3(b) and (c), and both
are to be recognised. The Court put it this way:11
A key issue in this proceeding is whether the adverse effects of the proposed
quarry, either considered by itself or together with the other quarries in the
locality, are consistent with this particular rural working environment.

[52]

Quarrying is defined as a rural productive activity, but that does not mean it is

necessarily appropriate at this location.

Policy 17.2.2.4(a)(ii) provides that the

decision-maker must ensure that the nature, scale and intensity of use and development
recognise different natural and physical resources, and the character and amenity
values of rural land and other rural productive activities. The Court considered the
Policy to be strangely worded, but at heart, it relates to the interaction between
proposed rural productive activities and the receiving environment, which means the
enquiry is whether the activity will support, maintain and, where appropriate, enhance
the function and amenity of the rural environment. Here, that means the existing

11

At [44].

character and amenity experienced and enjoyed by the JAG residents and the wider
community.
[53]

The Court noted that incompatible activities are to be adequately separated

from new quarrying under Policy 17.2.2.10(b), and such activities include the
habitation in dwellings along Conservators and Savills Roads. The adequacy of such
separation is for the decision-maker.
[54]

The Court said that access to, and the processing of, aggregate is important for

the recovery and development of the District, but subject to constraints on new
quarrying where it is outside the Rural Quarry Zone. Such new quarries may only be
established in certain circumstances under Policy 17.2.2.12(a)(ii). The attainment of
these outcomes is a major determinator of the Objective for the rural environment and
a new quarry is provided for only where the activity relevantly:
(a)

Avoids areas of outstanding or significant landscape, ecological,
cultural or historic heritage values;

(b)

Avoids or mitigates effects on activities sensitive to quarrying
activities;

(c)

Internalises adverse environmental effects as far as practicable using
industry best practice and management plans, including monitoring and
self-reporting;

(d)

Manages noise, vibration, access and lighting to maintain local rural
amenity values;

(e)

Avoids or mitigates any effects on surface water bodies and their
margins; and

(f)

Ensures the siting and scale of buildings and visual screening maintains
local rural amenity values and character.

[55]

While not determinative in itself, the Court said that under Policy 17.2.2.13 all

new proposals for quarrying activities must have a site rehabilitation plan and a final
rehabilitated landform must be appropriate, relative to the end use.
Noise
[56]

The Court said the Objective for the rural environment is attained in part

through managing adverse effects of noise. The broad objective was recognised to be
that the adverse noise effects on amenity values and the health of people in
communities are managed to levels consistent with the anticipated outcomes for the
receiving environment. That is achieved by limitation on sound levels and location
and duration of noisy activities under Objective 6.1.2.1 and Policy 6.1.2.1.1. The
quarry will not operate at night.
Traffic
[57]

The Objective for an integrated transport system requires that it be safe and

efficient for all transport modes and that it support the safety, health and liveability of
communities by maximising the integration of land use. This is a high traffic
generating activity so the Policy requires such activities to manage their adverse
effects on the transport system in their location and design so as not to compromise
the safe, efficient and effective transport system.

Policy 7.2.1.2 applies.

The

transportation needs of people and freight are to be enabled at the same time as
managing adverse effects from the transport system under Objective 7.2.2.
[58]

The Court referred to the importance of Policy 7.2.2.3, “Effect on adjacent land

user to the Transport Zone”. The Policy directs the management of adverse effects
within the Transport Zone, so that the effects are consistent with the amenity values
and activity of adjacent land users, whilst providing for the transport network, in
particular the strategic transport network, to function efficiently and safely.
Threshold of effects
[59]

The Court referred to the Council’s submission that the Strategic Directions

establish a threshold of effects on rural character and amenity to be avoided, at the

level of significant adverse effect. The implementation of Objectives and Policies is
not concerned only to avoid significant adverse effects, although counsel for the
Council referred to Objective 3.3.14 and the Strategic Direction to avoid conflict
between incompatible activities where there may be significant adverse effects on the
health, safety and amenity of people and communities. This interpretation was not put
to the planning witnesses. The Court said that Objective 3.3.14 refers to avoidance
which means “not allowing” or “preventing the occurrence of”, and the Objectives and
Policies are to be interpreted and implemented to achieve that Strategic Direction.
Conflicts between incompatible activities are to be avoided where there may be
significant adverse effects on the health, safety and amenity of people and
communities. The Court said the Council’s interpretation raises the issue whether
Objectives and Policies are to be interpreted and implemented in a way that is
permissive of adverse effects which are “not significant adverse effects”. The Court’s
short answer to this very important question was “That depends on what the District
Plan says”.
[60]

Objective 3.3.16 provides another and overlapping direction to recognise the

contribution of rural land to maintaining the values of the natural and cultural
environment, including Ngai Tahu values, and it overlaps with Objective 3.3.14.
Putting these together, the Court said:12
Both directions are to achieve the overarching objective that, inter alia,
Christchurch “sustains the important qualities and values of the natural
environment.” (Objective 3.3.1)

[61]

The inter-relationship of Objectives must be recognised and the Court referred

to Gendall J’s observation that:13
… depending on the circumstances [there may be] more than one objective
having different, and overlapping, ways of achieving sustainable management
of natural and physical resources (the purpose of the Act). But objectives
cannot be looked at in isolation, because “the extent” of each may depend
upon inter relationships.

12
13

At [62].
Rational Transport Society Inc v New Zealand Transport Agency [2012] NZRMA 298 (HC)
at [46].

[62]

The Court said that Objective 17.2.1.1 for the rural environment enables

development of rural land, but decision-makers must bring to account Policy 17.2.2.2
to ensure activities avoid significant adverse effects on an area of important natural
resources, and avoid, remedy, or mitigate other adverse effects on rural character and
amenity values. The Court then said, again important to this judgment:
[67] The City Council does not address these key policies and in particular,
the distinction made between “significant adverse effects” and “other effects”
in policy 17.2.2.2.
Under the City Council’s interpretation “other
effects” means “all other significant adverse effects”. The City Council does
not address these distinctions and whether they are material to the
interpretation and implementation of the District Plan.
[68]
If an activity gives rise to an adverse effect which, as proposed to be
mitigated, does not support and maintain the function, character and amenity
values of the rural environment (objective 17.2.1.1) are these effects to be
enabled through the granting of consent? Under the City Council’s
interpretation, the answer to this is “yes”.
[69] The better interpretation, and the one that fits with the strategic
directions as a whole (including, in particular, objectives 3.3.1, 3.3.14 and
3.3.16), and the implementing objectives and policies, is that, regardless of
scale, decision-makers are to avoid “significant adverse effects” on health,
safety and amenity of people and communities (objective 3.3.14) and for all
“other adverse effects”, evaluate the activity in light of the intended outcomes
for the rural environment. Where an effect cannot be avoided or remedied in
the first instance, then the enquiry is whether the activity as proposed to be
mitigated will support and maintain the function, character and amenity
values of the rural environment. If not, the activity will not achieve the
relevant objective of the District Plan. (emphasis added)

The receiving environment
[63]

The area under consideration is that around the intersection of Conservators,

Savills, and Guys Roads, approximately 2.4 kms north of Yaldhurst Village, on
Christchurch’s north-western periphery. The Court said the rural character derives
from natural and physical resources, and includes the existing and future environment.
The future environment includes activities permitted under the District Plan or under
resource consents granted, and those which it seems likely will be implemented.
Landform and soil
[64]

The landform is predominantly flat with subtle variations including terraces

along the southern boundary of the subject site, and to the south and north suppressed
linear undulations formed by the Waimakariri River braids and 2-3m high bunds

around the boundaries of existing quarries provide visual screening.

The Court

accepted that soils underlying at least some of the JAG properties are likely to be
Waimakariri loam.
Vegetation
[65]

The vegetation is, in the main, pasture. North of the HGL site is a ready lawn

cultivation business, and there are exotic shelterbelts and plantations for timber
production. On the southern boundary is the area owned by the Regional Council with
dryland plains native vegetation, a Significant Landscape Area under the District Plan.
There is also land between the end of Conservators Road and quarries on
McLeans Island Road, the McLeans Grassland Park.
Views
[66]

From public roads, there is a range of views, including dwellings and structures

accessory to farming. There are long views to the foothills to the west. Short distance
views are interrupted by shelterbelts, although generally only on one side of the road.
Road entrances provide relatively uninterrupted views. Emerging features in the area
are elements of non-farming rural productive activities, including buildings, signage,
secure fences, gates and engineered accesses, bunds and screen planting.
Existing land uses
[67]

The JAG residents own or occupy small holdings in a “pocket” which fronts

Savills and Conservators Roads, north of Yaldhurst Village, with access via
Guys Road. The Village has a school with other amenities used by the residents, and
there are 11 households on Conservators Road. The potential for additional dwellings
is limited by the subdivision pattern and minimum site areas permitted. In the main,
the residents’ sites are less than the 20 hectares for a permitted activity, and used for
a mix of rural productive activities, mainly pastoral.
Local road network and environment
[68]

The local road network and environment was described in evidence by a Joint

Witness Statement which said (emphasis added):

…

[69]

(c)

Savills, Conservators and Guys Roads are classified as local roads
whose function is “almost entirely for access purposes and [not]
intended to act as through routes for motor vehicles”; and

(d)

the daily traffic volumes carried by Conservators, Guys and
Savills Roads are reportedly “very low such that the traffic
environment can be considered to be very ‘quiet’. The traffic
engineers agreed that because afternoon peaks exceed those in the
morning, the former should be used for assessment purposes.

The SOL and Frews consent conditions reflect in the receiving environment,

and allow SOL 300 Heavy Goods Vehicle (“HGV”) movements per day off
Guys Road and 30 Light Vehicles (“LV”) movements off Conservators Road. Frews
is allowed 328 HGV movements off Guys Rd, and 84 LV movements off Savills Road.
The junction of Pound and Savills Roads is critical for HGL road network effects. The
SOL and Frew consents have road upgrading conditions. The Environment Court
visited the site and saw that the local roads generally have wide mown grass verges
either side of the carriageway. The JAG residents told the Court they value the roads
as part of the environment, for cycling, horse riding, running and walking safely,
including with dogs, with a high level of amenity, “at least until recently”. The JAG
residents’ behavioural response has changed, given their concerns for their own safety.
Noise environment
[70]

There was expert evidence that this locality is no longer a secluded rural area

and amenity is already affected by ambient noise generated by traffic on local roads,
some industrial noise, and airport operations.

HGL provided the Court with

information from Marshall Day Acoustics of noise surveys in the area, over several
years, which include data for the subject site, at or near 70 Conservators Road and
15 Savills Road. At 0100 hours, the ambient noise level would generally be around
41 dB LAeq without aircraft noise. The daytime ambient level will typically be between
45 and 50 dB LAeq.
[71]

Mr Camp gave expert acoustic evidence for HGL, and the residents gave their

lay evidence of existing noise levels of the SOL quarry traffic’s use of Savills Road.
They said that between 7:00am - 9:00am and 4:00pm - 6:00pm the sound from “Every

heavy truck [that] ‘hurtles by [is said to be] loud, intrusive and [to] vibrate [her] home
like a mini earthquake’”.
[72]

The Court referred to expert evidence from Dr Taylor:
[95]
In Dr Taylor’s social assessment he had explored with residents their
concerns about the potential change to their existing amenity, if consent were
granted. His evidence, supported by the direct evidence inquiry, showed the
residents to be concerned about an environment in which they need to shut
windows during the day; face restrictions on outdoor activities; and
experience disturbed sleep, particularly on Saturdays. Noise received in
frequent, short, intensive “bursts” – such as the banging and clanking of
machinery and acceleration/deceleration of vehicles – was viewed as an
especially adverse element.

Dust environment
[73]

The receiving environment is already impacted from dust sources, farm and

forestry activities, the Waimakariri River bed, the possibility of dust from the SOL and
Frew Quarries, and other quarry and cleanfill operations further afield. Elevated dust
levels can be expected, especially in summer. The JAG residents gave evidence that
the haul roads are the biggest source of quarry dust and there was evidence of dust
intrusion which had effected the health of one resident. The Court said, “for her, the
most frustrating part, has been the ‘the denial of experts and operators that [dust]
would be a problem’”.14
[74]

The Court referred to Dr Taylor’s inquiry as follows:
[105] Dr Taylor’s social assessment inquiry showed that residents
understand rural Canterbury can be dusty at times, but they experience
multiple adverse effects in the local environment associated with quarrying,
crushing, vehicle movements and dirt piles, including poorly vegetated bunds,
(primary elements of concern being dust on roads and dust entering houses,
resulting in negative ambience, additional cleaning and health effects). In this
regard Dr Taylor’s evidence very largely traversed similar aspects of the
environment to those described by individual witnesses for the appellants, but
included specific examples like:

14

(a)

driving to school and back (past Grants Brothers site on Savills Rd)
and the car being covered in dust in one trip;

(b)

cars having to be washed every 2-3 days with dust present on the
driveway and clothes;

At [103].

(c)

dust on house exteriors causing increased washing;

(d)

dust causing people to close windows even on hot days; and

(d)

dust noticed on an outdoor swimming pool.

[footnotes omitted]

Benefits of proposed quarry
[75]

The Commissioners’ Decision did not refer to positive effects in an evaluative

way, but the Court recognised the evidence of a large predicted shortfall of aggregate
based on that currently available, and 2041 demand forecasts. The proposed quarry
will assist with the rebuild of Christchurch, and contribute to other large projects
around the city. This site is said to be marginal for other commercial purposes, given
its size, but viable as a quarry project. The aggregate is of good quality, clean, and
easy to work with. The proposed quarry would provide about eight per cent of the
anticipated shortfall in aggregate supply to 2041, a positive benefit to be considered
alongside actual or potential adverse effects. The Court recognised other supply
options could be available. It considered this site to be relatively small and overall the
benefits of the proposal were given no more than moderate weight.
Rural amenity and character
[76]

The Court said:
[115] “Amenity values” are those natural and physical qualities and
characteristics of an area that contribute to peoples’ appreciation of its
pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, cultural and recreational attributes.15

[77]

The Court said visual amenity is important, as is the effect on amenity of any

change in background levels of noise, dust, vibration and increase in volume of HGV
movements. Change per se does not constitute an adverse effect on rural character or
amenity. To test the scale and intensity of effects and change, the baseline environment
must be established.
[78]

15

The Court set out its approach to assessing the ‘values’ evidence as follows:

Resource Management Act 1991, s 2.

[79]

[117]
to:

With that in mind, our approach when assessing “values” evidence, is

(a)

identify the values of people and communities. Based on the topics
above this will include the attributes and characteristics of the existing
landscape, soundscape and air quality that are valued by them. [We
expect the experts will explain how they ascertained the values of
people and communities];

(b)

ascertain whether the District Plan identifies any valued attributes or
characteristics for the relevant zone, landscape or more broadly the
receiving environment. These elements may also be identified from
other documentation such as a Conservation Management Strategy;

(c)

determine whether the amenity values are reasonably held. In that
regard we expect the experts to objectively test the basis of the values
that are derived from the environment. This is necessary because the
residents’ views on their existing amenity is subjective and influenced
by personal feelings or opinions, including the strength of their
attachment to this place; (emphasis added)

(d)

assess whether the proposal gives rise to adverse effect on the relevant
attribute or characteristic;

(e)

if it does, then to consider whether, in this case, rural character is
maintained and second, whether there are any consequential effects
on the existing amenity values; and

(f)

finally, to assess those effects in light of the outcomes for the relevant
resources and values under the District Plans.

The Commissioners concluded that all amenity related effects, including those

generated by bunds and shelterbelts, could be avoided or mitigated to the point of
being minor or less than minor, so they were satisfied the application was consistent
with the general Rural Objectives and Policies. The Court evaluated the residents’
amenity values. When they purchased their properties some 10-15 years ago, the
predominant land uses were pastoral and horticultural, dissected by fences and hedges,
with stop banks close to the river. There was a sense of open space and the rural
outlook was valued. Traffic levels were lower but from time to time there was noise
and dust from farming activities and the Airport, although the land was not under
flightpaths. Conservators Road is not a through road and traffic is mainly local.
[80]

The existing environment encompasses that as it may be modified by

the effects of consented activities including consents not yet fully expressed. The
residents described the character of the area having changed since the Canterbury
earthquakes, and the recent expansion of quarrying, over the last three to four years.

[81]

Expert opinion is that the effects on residents will be minor, but the residents

disagree and are concerned about the rural character of the area, and adverse effects
on the amenity they have enjoyed, and that the effects will intensify if consent is
confirmed. The Court did not know whether all the changes described by them are a
consequence solely of quarry activities, but it found the residents to be clear in their
evidence that the effects of quarry operations on them are adverse, and the quarry
associated activities mean they are no longer able to occupy and use their environment
as they once used to do.
The District Plan
[82]

The particular character of the area is not described in the District Plan. The

Court made a comprehensive assessment of the existing landscape based on the
evidence of landscape experts. It was not aware if the experts made any inquiries of
the residents or the community generally as to the qualities and characteristics that
contribute to their appreciation of the area. The proposed quarry site is pastoral and
its level of naturalness moderate, but that would reduce to moderately low during
quarry operations. Even after rehabilitation there would be a large depression evident
in the landform.
[83]

Temporary bunds would look artificial but not anomalous, far enough away

from existing dwellings so as not to dominate, but there would be views into the site
off Conservators Road, and of trucks coming and going. Expert witness Mr Craig’s
evidence was that there is no difference in the rural character of a Quarry Zone and a
Rural Zone, because under the District Plan quarrying can occur in both, and in Rural
Zones a quarry is a “productive” activity. There are many quarries in the area which
make up the existing environment, so he said there should be no ‘surprise’ to residents
if this quarry is established.

He thought the factors which contribute to landscape

character would remain unchanged.
[84]

Ms Smetham, a landscape architect, accepted that as with other rural

productive activities, noise, odour, dust and traffic would be noticeable to residents,
but these elements are well established already. She said the ‘openness’ will remain,
commensurate with rural character, with visual screening.

[85]

Ms Smetham asked whether the addition of this quarry passed the threshold

test of acceptable effects on rural character and visual amenity, but she did not, in the
Court’s view, address where the threshold lies. The ‘environment’ should not be
limited by Policy 17.2.2.3, which as a fact-finding provision does not say anything
about the stated outcomes for the area. The sustainable management outcomes are
described in Policies 17.2.2.1 and 17.2.2.2.
[86]

The Court thought Ms Smetham had a narrow brief and did not inquire into

amenity values of the residents to allow her to reach a conclusion where the threshold
of acceptable effects lies. Both her evidence and that of Ms Dray, who did not have
the opportunity to provide a full brief of evidence, was treated cautiously.
[87]

Ms Dray, a senior landscape architect with the Court, was called by the

residents.

She distinguished landscape and visual effects, the former reflecting

change, and the latter seen from various vantage points.

Her view was that the

capacity of the landscape to absorb change is tested by this proposal, and that
the legibility of the landscape may be affected to a degree that may well not be
reversible if there is not enough cleanfill to restore the site. If so, the cumulative effect
on landscape character and visual amenity would be more than minor, given the views
of other quarries.
[88]

The Court said Mr Craig’s evidence that the generic rural character of the area

as he understood it would not change overlooked the fact that quarries within the Rural
Zone are discretionary activities and the application is for an activity otherwise
non-complying. The Court identified errors in the interpretation that Objective
17.2.1.1 and Policies are implemented solely through building density and subdivision
Rules.

The Court thus found errors in the way the expert evidence had been

approached, and found that the rural character of the area still depends on pastoral
farming, shelterbelts and hedgerows, and more recently bunding, and that there is still
a degree of open spaciousness which residents value. Such errors in the landscape
assessment proved inimical to assessment of the cumulative effect of use and
development of up to 300 ha for quarrying.

The scale and intensity of quarrying

activity had not been recognised, nor the resulting effect on amenity of residents.
Bunding will foreclose the view to a degree and reinforce the perception that quarrying

is becoming a predominant activity and the Court said this will shift the rural character
of the area towards one underpinned by quarrying and not pastoral activity. The
change in rural character will otherwise have a moderate adverse effect on the visual
amenity west of Conservators Road, adjacent to the site along the road. The bunding
would become the visually dominant element, but there would also be views of the
vehicles entering and leaving the site which would have a moderate adverse effect on
the existing amenity of the residents.
[89]

Of importance to this judgment, the Court said:
[149] We did not find it helpful to consider the rural character of this area
differentiating between a generic character (based on built form) and a specific
character (land use and landcover). We doubt attributes and characteristics of
any given landscape should be compartmentalised in this way as these
elements interact and inform the whole of the landscape. Further, we could
not find support for this approach under the District Plan.
…
Findings
[152] Ordinarily we would expect the quality of the landscape – including
one modified by farming activity – to contribute to peoples’ appreciation of
its pleasantness or aesthetic coherence. This is so even though rural
productive activities can have effects which, in other contexts, may be
considered adverse.
[153] The rural character of this area depends on pastoral farming, and on
the shelterbelts and hedgerows which crosshatch the landscape resulting in a
haphazard pattern of lines. As Ms Smetham says, this has created a series of
open and closed views. The view towards this pastoral landscape is an
amenity that is valued by the residents. While the views are broken by
shelterbelts, hedgerows and, more recently, by bunds the landscape’s
particular rural character nevertheless retains a degree of open spaciousness
which residents also value.
Visual effect and effect on visual amenity
[154] The visual effect of the proposed quarry (being the change in the
composition of the view) is sensitive to the location of the viewer. We have
considered the scale and magnitude of the proposal’s visual effects by itself;
cumulatively with other quarries in the area and together with the existing
shelterbelt on the eastern side of Conservators Rd.
[155] Bearing in mind that the purpose of the bund is to exclude views into
the quarry, the bund and shelterbelt will reduce the visual amenity that derives
from the contribution this site makes to the pastoral landscape. There are
extensive views afforded of the landscape along Conservators Rd and
Guys Rd although towards the intersection these views are interrupted by an
internal shelterbelt. The foreclosing of the view will reduce the openness of

the landscape and reinforce the perception that quarrying is or is becoming a
predominant activity. This will shift rural character of the area towards one
that is underpinned by quarrying, not pastoral, activity.
[156] This change in rural character will have a moderate adverse effect on
the visual amenity west of Conservators Rd. The bunds will reduce
the present-day visual amenity afforded by the open pastoral character of the
generally expensive views of the landscape. This will be so from Guys Rd
looking towards the north and from Conservators Rd across the site.

Rehabilitation
[90]

There was no Quarry Rehabilitation Plan before the Court, although HGL’s

stated intent is to restore the land after quarrying ceases.

The Court said the

Commissioners gave the prospect of a shallow basin from a partially restored site scant
consideration. The end use was not developed in evidence, and is addressed under
Question Four.
Cumulative effect of quarrying
[91]

Again, and of importance to this judgment, the Court said it had insufficient

evidence to conclude that the cumulative visual effect of quarries has changed the rural
character of this locality as a whole. The Court otherwise agreed that quarrying is now
the predominant rural productive activity in the locality, gradually enclosing the rural
land behind bunds. The Court’s conclusion was that the proposal would have an
adverse effect on visual amenity which would reduce the visual permeability of the
landscape and the attribute of open “spaciousness” valued by residents and anticipated
under the District Plan. It said the bunds and shelterbelts would look like the site of a
quarry. The cumulative visual effect of bunding and shelterbelts, in the context
of other quarries, means there will be an adverse effect on landscape and visual
amenity and these effects too may have reached a tipping point.
[92]

Also important to this judgment, the Court said the landscape evidence was so

limited that it reached no settled view on the cumulative effect of the proposal and the
capacity of the landscape to accommodate further change without altering or
compromising its existing character and the values which attach to the same. It
concluded, with emphasis added for this judgment:

[164] On the final issue we have insufficient evidence to make a finding on
the effect on landform of this proposal considered by itself or together with
other quarrying activities in the area that have ceased. This depends on the
intended end use of the neighbouring quarrying activities and whether, as in
this case, what is proposed is to partially fill in the pit and oversow the top soil
with grass.

Noise
[93]

Noise was assessed against that from the quarry, traffic associated with the

quarry, and cumulatively with other noise sources. The JAG residents described their
concerns about noise, including the effect on wildlife being driven off, being unable
to sleep beyond 7:30am on a weekday, loud and intrusive noise from heavy trucks, the
noise from crushers and the loading of trucks (that from a crusher was likened to a jar
full of marbles being shaken), and braking and accelerating trucks as they go through
the Guys Road/Savills Road intersection. There was evidence of residents changing
bedrooms given the noise from the road and some people it was said had left the area
because of quarrying. Their concern is that noise effects will intensify as Frews and
SOL quarries become fully operational.
[94]

Two noise experts were called, Mr Camp for HGL and Dr Trevathan for the

Council.
[95]

The daytime noise Standard under the then Operative City Plan is occasionally

exceeded by 3 dB in the vicinity of the Savills and Conservators Roads residences.
The Commissioners found this to be “no more than minor” and therefore acceptable.
The cumulative effect of noise from HGVs from the proposed quarry, and the SOL
quarry was considered. The Commissioners were satisfied this would not exceed
50 dB, and that any adverse traffic effects would be minor, although it was not clear
whether this was at the façade or the notional boundary of potentially affected
dwellings.
[96]

The Objective for the rural environment would be attained, in part, through

managing the adverse effects of noise, and there is the broad Objective that adverse
noise effects are managed to levels consistent with anticipated outcomes for the
receiving environment. That means limits on sound levels and the location and
duration of noisy activities. The quarry is a daytime operation only. The Objective for

an integrated traffic system under Policy 7.2.1 includes all transport modes being safe
and efficient, and that they support safe, healthy and liveable communities by
maximising integration with land use. This quarry would be a high traffic generating
activity so the Objective is to be achieved by the Policy which requires management
of adverse effects. It is also to provide patterns of development that optimise use of
the existing transport system, and to mitigate other adverse transport effects such as
those on communities and the amenity and surrounding environment under
Policy 7.2.1.2. Described by the Court as important, Policy 7.2.2.3 reads:
Policy 7.2.2.3 – Effect on adjacent land uses to the Transport Zone
a.

[97]

Manage the adverse effect(s) of an activity within the Transport zone
so that the effects of the activity are consistent with the amenity values
and activity of adjacent land uses, whilst providing for the transport
network, in particular the strategic transport network to function
efficiently and safely.

The Court set out the noise issues raised by the appeal as follows:
(a)

what is the existing noise environment?

(b)

what levels of noise will be generated by HGL on-site operations?

(c)

what is the additive noise from HGL quarry traffic?

(d)

given the above, to what extent will HGL operations change the
existing noise environment and what is the effect of any change on rural
amenity?

Methodology
[98]

The Court addressed the methodology adopted by the experts to address noise

effects. Mr Camp said that predicted noise levels were based on a very conservative
worst-case scenario, but the Court said there was no evidence initially provided to
verify the predictions contained in the Marshall Day noise report. However, the Court
said:
[175] We consider the methodology adopted in the report to be appropriate,
and generally in accordance with the provisions of NZS 6802. We accept that

the predicted noise levels are likely to be conservative as actual numbers of
heavy vehicle movements will be less than the numbers used in the predictions
for the majority of the time. This, however, is only one consideration in terms
of overall noise effect.

[99]

The local noise environment is complex but “regrettably” the expert evidence

did not allow the Court to easily understand the significance of the effect of change to
the noise environment arising from the HGL quarry operations, and the effect of
change was fundamental to its Decision and the focus of its evaluation.
[100] The experts did not always specify the measuring points used which the Court
found “most unhelpful when evaluating their evidence.” The Court used the notional
boundary of existing dwellings, not the facade. However, it understood there to be
a concurrence between the District Plan and the noise experts that 50 dB at a notional
dwelling’s boundary would be reasonable and not give rise to effects of concern, no
more than minor adverse effects.

Generally, the Court agreed, subject to

consideration of the cumulative effects of different sources of noise.
[101] The Court discussed the present ‘ambient noise’ using the noise report
definition:
[182] As is evident from the residents’ description of their receiving
environment, the expert evidence and from our site visit, this rural area has
multiple sources of noise. Apart from the quarries, other noise sources include
non-quarry light and heavy vehicles on Conservators, Savills and guys Roads,
distant industrial noise, distant traffic noise (primarily Pound Rd), light, jet
and turboprop aircraft from the airport in the air and on the ground and
helicopters.

[102] The Court heard expert and lay evidence, made a site visit, and recognised that
the rural area has multiple sources of noise. The ambient noise levels in the
Conservators Road/Savills Road area are close to, or exceed, the 50 dB level
anticipated in the District Plan for significant periods during the day, without
contribution from the proposed quarry. With traffic noise included, the existing
ambient level could be 55 dB on Conservators Road, and at the southern boundary of
15-25 Savills Road, including SOL, likely to be at least 55 dB, possibly 58 dB – 63 dB,
depending on which noise expert is correct.
[103] Noise from the on-site operation of HGL was found to be reasonable.

The additive noise from HGL Quarry traffic
[104] Traffic volumes will approximately double on Savills Road, and Mr Camp
predicts a 3 dB increase there, and similar at 40 Conservators Road. The Court
considered actual noise levels would likely be less as the number of HGV movements
would be fewer than that predicted for most of the time, but the Court said that this “is
only one consideration in terms of overall noise effect”. It found the local noise
environment to be “complex” and while the experts were in general agreement, they
appeared to differ on noise levels at the notional boundaries of 15 and 25 Savills Road.
The Court preferred Mr Camp’s 3 dB increase generally.
[105] Of consequence, the Court said that while regrettable, the expert evidence was
not presented in a way that enabled it to easily understand the significance of the effect
of change to the noise environment that would result from the HGL quarry and the
effect of change is fundamental to its Decision and the focus of its evaluation.
Change to existing noise environment – effect on rural amenity
[106] The notional boundary of a residential dwelling was held to be the measuring
point for assessment as the District Plan Standard is based on that. The Court found
that the experts did not always specify the measuring points used which was “most
unhelpful”.

The existing ambient noise levels at the locality of the

Conservators/Savills/Guy Road intersection are at or above District Plan Standards,
so the experts agreed.
[107] The Court said the key issue, based on the consensus between experts, was not
whether HGL would comply with the Noise Standard in the Plan at the notional
boundary of the neighbouring residential dwellings, but whether HGL noise with all
noise sources changes the ambient noise levels, and the effect on amenity of any such
change. Then, the characteristics of noise from heavy vehicles had to be considered,
and whether in combination with the increased volume (number) of vehicles on the
road this would have an effect on existing rural amenity.
[108] Mr Camp said there were no Rules that apply to traffic noise, so he looked at
the effects of traffic noise by addressing the change in the existing traffic noise

environment, and ignored where the noise is measured, because the effect of traffic
noise will be a function of the increase in traffic, more or less, which would result in
a “minor change” in noise levels. Because the ambient noise level means people are
likely to use their residential properties outside away from the road, and other activities
nearest the road, then if the noise associated with quarry vehicles does not exceed
55 dB at the facade dwellings during peak hour, the effects would be only minor. The
average levels will remain below 50 dB and at peak hours below 55 dB. So, the noise
effects from HGVs would be minor for the 15 and 25 Savills Road dwellings, west of
Frews Quarry.
[109] Overall traffic noise levels would remain below accepted guidance on traffic
noise such as NZS 6806:2010, Acoustics – Road Traffic Noise – New and Altered
Roads. Mr Camp said, however, that this Standard does not apply to smaller roads
like Savills Road and “So we just accept that traffic can be a bit noisier without having
the same adverse effect than in a quarry (sic)”. The Court noted this. While there
would likely be a noticeable increase in traffic on the local road network, Mr Camp
was satisfied the change in traffic noise level would be acceptable and the residents
would not be adversely affected.
[110] The Court then brought to account Rule 6.1.5.2.1 which reads:
Any activity that generates noise shall meet a noise limit of 50 dB in “All rural
zones, except Quarry Rural Zone, assessed at any point within a notional
boundary” between 7 a.m. and 10 pm.

[111] This was offered by HGL as a condition for on-site quarrying operations at the
notional boundary of existing dwellings.
[112] Rule 6.1.4.2(a)(i) provides that these noise limits do not apply to traffic noise
within a Transport Zone, which includes roads. Rule 6.1.4.2(a) requires that noise be
assessed in accordance with NZS 6802:2008 “Acoustics – environmental noise –
except the provisions in NZS 6802 referring to special audible characteristics will not
be applied”. Advice Note One, however, provides that although these noise sources
are exempted from meeting the Rules, any potential and actual adverse effect should
be considered for any discretionary and non-complying activity and Policy 7.2.2.3(a)
is relevant:

(a)

Manage the adverse effect(s) of an activity within the Transport Zone
so that the effects of the activity are consistent with the amenity,
values and activity of adjacent land uses, whilst providing for the
transport network, in particular the strategic transport network to
function efficiently and safely.

[113] Notwithstanding Rule 6.1.4.2(a)(i), the Court said it was required to consider
the effects of traffic noise as part of its assessment under ss 104(1)(a) and 104(1)(b)
of the Act. Mr Camp referred to the noise report which concluded that a noise limit of
50 dB at existing dwellings is appropriate to ensure no more than minor adverse
effects, being the residential amenity value recommended by the World Health
Organisation and 5 dB below the upper day time limit recommended by NZS 6802.
Dr Trevathan said that having considered the source, nature and level of the noise, the
effects would be “no more than minor” at a level of 50 dB. The Court generally agreed
that such level at the boundary would not give rise to effects of concern, subject to
consideration of the cumulative effects of noise.
[114] It is important to understand the Court’s reasoning in full, as follows:
[205] As set out above the applicable noise limit for the zone is 50 dB at the
notional boundary of existing dwellings. This is less than the “generally not
to be exceeded” guideline value of 55 dB in NZS 6802 as a “guideline for the
reasonable protection of health and amenity associated with the use of land
for residential purposes…”. We note that section 8.6.1 of the Standard
identifies that “… communities may wish to make these more or less stringent
to suit their particular circumstances”. This indicates to us that when
considering the anticipated noise outcome in the context of “the function,
character and amenity values of the rural environment” referred to in
objective 17.2.1.1(a)(i), there is an expectation that noise levels in the locality
are sufficiently important to require them to be managed at a level of 5 dB less
than that recommended in the relevant New Zealand Standard.
[206] We accept the evidence of both noise experts that noise from the
on-site operations considered both individually and cumulatively with
the SOL and Frews quarries, can comply with the relevant district plan, with
two exceptions, which we do not consider will result in adverse effects on
sensitive receivers. The exceedances of noise limits at the site boundary
(at the site access and on land to the south of the site) are not material to our
decision. However, the evidence is that the proposed quarry will increase
ambient sound levels to some extent.
[207] In terms of the wider environment, the proposed quarry will introduce
new noise sources into the local environment which, while not being
unreasonable in themselves, will add to existing noise and detract from
existing amenity values. Taking an holistic view, the existing residential
properties
within
a
few
hundred
metres
of
the
Savills/Guys/Conservators Road intersection will be affected by noise from

most points of the compass, with some sources having different characteristics
to other existing noise sources in the locality.
[208] We explored the significance of a 3 dB increase in traffic noise levels
with Mr Camp. He said that a 2 or 3 dB change was minor but that 5 dB is
noticeable. We are aware that this is a subjective matter, where different noise
experts can have different views, and that from our own experience, a change
in noise of less than 3 dB is imperceptible to most people, but that a change of
3 to 5 dB is usually noticeable. For the purposes of our determinations, we
have considered a 3 dB change will be noticeable to most people. The fact
that noise is audible or even noticeable does not mean the effect of noise is
necessarily adverse. Whether it is adverse in this case requires careful
consideration of its characteristics and overall cumulative effect.
[209] The permitted noise standard in the District Plan provides guidance
on the noise setting within the rural environment. Give this, we found
Mr Camp’s evidence that “… we just accept that traffic can be a bit noisier
without having the same adverse effect than in a quarry” to be of little
assistance. It is clear to us that future cumulative noise levels at the notional
boundaries of some dwellings affected by HGL traffic noise will, at times, be
in excess of the District Plan standard and could reach 55 dB at the dwelling
facades based on the evidence of Dr Trevathan.

[115] Then, important to this judgment, the Court said:
[208] We explored the significance of a 3 dB increase in traffic noise levels
with Mr Camp. He said that a 2 or 3 dB change was minor but that 5 dB is
noticeable. We are aware that this is a subjective matter, where different noise
experts can have different views, and that from our own experience, a change
in noise of less than 3 dB is imperceptible to most people, but that a change of
3 to 5 dB is usually noticeable. For the purposes of our determinations, we
have considered a 3 dB change will be noticeable to most people. The fact
that noise is audible or even noticeable does not mean the effect of noise is
necessarily adverse. Whether it is adverse in this case requires careful
consideration of its characteristics and overall cumulative effect.

[116] Then the Court expressed an inherent reservation about the predicted levels of
noise as follows:
[210] While we were told the predicted levels are unlikely to be reached,
there is nothing in the application or the proposed conditions to prevent this.
These noise levels could occur at any time over the next 30 years, meaning
there is no certainty as to when they will occur or for how long at a time. The
proximity of the properties at 15 and 25 Savills Rd to its intersection with
Guys Rd and Conservators Rd, and to the entrance to Frews Quarry, will result
in a distinctly different noise environment in terms of noise characteristics
from accelerating and decelerating trucks compared to the noise environment
now.

[117] The Court was required to consider the effects of traffic noise against ss
104(1)(a) and (b) of the Act, and it made this fine-grained analysis of the evidence:

[211] We are satisfied from the evidence that the increase in noise will be
noticeable and will have an adverse effect on local residents, particularly the
noise from increased heavy vehicles. This noise will not be experienced as a
distant hum that fades into the background, as in the case of traffic on Pound
Rd for example, but will occur in very close proximity to, at least, two existing
dwellings in particular, and will be noticeable by people moving about and
occupying the area in general. The noise will be variable as a result of the need
to decelerate and accelerate into and out of the Savills/Guys/Conservators Rd
intersection, meaning it will be less likely to be perceived as part of the
background noise. We could not satisfy ourselves that the noise measurements
included deceleration and acceleration of heavy goods vehicles or even that
experts had turned their minds to the potential that traffic noise would have
this characteristic.
[212] We consider these effects will be significant in terms of any remaining
rural amenity, particular when the effects of increased traffic numbers
themselves are taken into account, and will not maintain aural amenity of the
area, and is a matter to which we give significant weight.

[118] Also of importance to this judgment:
[213] We have noted that the noise environment in the locality of the
Harewood Gravels sit is relatively complex, with a number of different
existing noise sources, some of which have only been introduced within the
last five or so years. Noise is perceived and responded to differently by
different people and can be affected significantly by wind direction.
Predictions as to the effects of noise are often made by experts based solely
on compliance with a specified noise limit from which consideration of traffic
noise is sometimes excluded, with no guidelines for assessing traffic noise in
this proceeding. There is often little if any consideration of the effects of noise
characteristics or variability, as in this case.
[214] We found the scant information provided in the applicant’s original
noise evidence and Mr Camp’s reliance on documents that were not before us
was frustrating. In saying that he may have been briefed on the basis that his
noise assessment was accepted by the residents (or at least they were not
calling opposing evidence). Even so, there still needs to be a sufficient
evidential context so that the court may understand the basis for and any
significance of the noise predictions (emphasis added).

Dust
[119] The Commissioners found that adverse dust effects could be adequately
avoided and mitigated.
[120] The Court addressed a preliminary legal issue as to whether, as a matter of
jurisdiction, it can consider the amenity effects of dust on an application for a land use
consent. HGL says the effects of dust were comprehensively addressed in the air

discharge permit granted by the Regional Council, and that was not appealed, so the
effect of dust on air quality was not for the Environment Court.
[121] Dust gives rise to a range of effects, not just contaminants, which may have a
deleterious effect on human health and the amenity associated with clean air. The
Council submitted, and the Court agreed, that there is overlapping jurisdiction under
the RMA as to the effects of dust. Section 31 RMA provides jurisdiction to manage
the effects of dust on amenity, both visual and nuisance, a significant issue in this case.
[122] The territorial authority has jurisdiction under s 31 RMA to address the effects
of emissions from the use and development of land and associated natural and physical
resources, aside from their quality as a contaminant. The Court was not, however,
concerned with the discharge of contaminants as such. “Contaminant” for Regional
Council purposes, includes:16
… any substance (including gases, odorous compounds, liquids, solids, and
micro-organisms) or energy (excluding noise) or heat, that either by itself or
in combination with the same, similar, or other substances, energy, or heat –
(a)

When discharged into water, changes or is likely to change the
physical, chemical, or biological condition of water; or

(b)

When discharged onto or into land or into air, changes or is likely to
change the physical, chemical, or biological condition of the land or
air onto or into which it is discharged.

[123] The Court found no binding authority as to the effects of dust being or not
being brought to account on a land use consent application, other than as a
contaminant. The Commissioners imposed conditions on the land use consent to
address the amenity effect of dust emissions, and this was not appealed by HGL. The
Court saw no jurisdictional barrier to its consideration of the effects of dust and I agree
there is none. There is plainly overlapping jurisdiction and to put aside dust effects
because they are addressed as contaminants, for different purposes, is not a credible
proposition. Dust effects relevant in this context are or may be entirely different to
those of dust as a contaminant. The Court went on to find that there was no
comprehensive description of the existing dust environment near the proposed quarry,
so there was not sufficient evidence to establish the background level of dust.
16
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[124] The Court considered expert evidence before it turned to the evidence of the
residents in the receiving environment. It treated the latter, as to existing amenity, as
subjective, before saying that for expert evidence to be persuasive, the levels of
background dust, the effect on amenity relative to background levels, and the change
(if any) in dust emissions brought about by the proposal must be brought to account.
[125] Mr Chilton gave expert evidence for HGL about the main sources of dust and
its generic effects, without providing locality-specific detail, but set out the results of
qualitative assessment of frequency, intensity, duration, offensiveness and location
of dust effects, with six sensitive receivers with potential to be exposed to higher
frequency and duration dust events. This evidence did not refer to the residents’
description of the level and effects of dust.

Mr Chilton concluded that, with

conditions, the adverse effects on air quality would be “no more than minor” and
cumulative effects would be the same.
[126] Mr McCauley, the principal consents planner for the Council, addressed
cumulative effects, and setback distances, and concluded that the shelterbelts and
bunds conditioned by the consent were adequate as a wider dust mitigation response,
and the effects of dust discharge were primarily those of nuisance. The respirable
particle matter from the discharge site would generally have negligible effect, but it is
otherwise generally impossible for a quarry site to internalise dust so some sort of
“acceptable” level of impact will occur. He said the proposed conditions of consent
were the best practicable option.
[127] The Court was critical of the scope of this evidence.
[230] We record that neither the assessment of effects on the environment,
nor the evidence of the applicant or the respondent, provides a comprehensive
description of existing dust environment near the proposed HGL quarry.
We do not consider the identification of sensitive receptors (i.e. residents) and
sources of dust in the locality sufficient I this case to establish the background
level of dust.
[231] Second, we were left with considerable uncertainty as to the time that
will be required to rehabilitate each stage after quarrying is completed.
Condition 11 of ECan consent CRC 15162 requires that “[c]leanfill shall be
deposited to ensure there is, in total, not less than three metres of clean fill
and/or undisturbed material above the highest recorded groundwater level
before rehabilitation commences”. In response to questions from the court,
Mr Dixon, the General Manager of Isaac Construction Ltd, a partner in this

venture, stated that the time required to place clean fill in each stage would be
“entirely down to demand”. He acknowledged he did not know how long it
would take but could be “a year or six months” or it could take ten years.
In contrast, Mr Francis, a Director of Harewood Gravels Ltd, said that “… the
unknown factor for us is how much cleanfill will be coming back to
the quarry” and that a period of six months to two years might be needed to
cleanfill a stage.

[128] The Court was left uncertain about the time required to rehabilitate each stage
of operations after quarrying. It would depend on the demand for aggregate, very
much a guess between months and years. There could be up to 12 hectares of exposed
earthworks and the Court considered the possibility that five to ten hectares would be
in that state for extended periods of times:
[237] Fourth, the dust control measures proposed for the HGL site are
particularly important in terms of our assessment of effects on the
environment. A range of measures was proposed by the applicant at the time
of application and, as the application process has progressed, significant
further controls were either required by the City Council hearing
commissioners or offered by the applicant, including:
(a)

the 150m of the access road nearest to Conservators Rd will be sealed;

(b)

a vehicle speed limit of 15 km/hour will apply on unsealed trafficked
routes within the site and they will be sprayed with water as necessary,
using a water cart kept permanently on site;

(c)

the mobile crusher will be located no closer than either 250m or 500m
to the curtilages of residential properties on Conservators Rd subject
to our findings on the health risk of respirable silica;

(d)

an automated water sprinkler system will apply water to all exposed
soil surfaces located within 250m of any dwelling beyond the property
boundary under specified hydrological conditions when there would
be an increased risk of dust affecting residential properties; and

(e)

all activities (except dust mitigation measures) will be ceased within
250m of an inhabited dwelling not on the site in the event that
monitored dust concentrations exceed defined trigger levels.

[129] The experts did not, it seemed to the Court, engage with the residents’ evidence
or perspective that their amenity is adversely impacted by quarrying activity already.
The baseline environment was not established. A desktop analysis was made at two
dwellings between 70m and 217m from the site. The Court said it was important that
the expert evidence addressed whether the residents’ experience of dust was “normal”,
and there was no suggestion they exaggerated when they described dust billowing up
from the quarries in a northwest wind, plumes of dust behind trucks, snow like deposits

of dust on pine trees adjacent to quarries, gritty deposits inside household cupboards,
and the frequent soiling of clean surfaces, cars, window ledges and washing.
It recognised the expert prediction that at two nearby dwellings the dust effects would
be no more than minor, and that the dust from two other quarries was not contributing
appreciably to background dust levels, but said:
[247] We are satisfied from the residents’ evidence that there has been a
marked increase in dust, including dust on roads, following the development
of quarrying. We assume the receiving environment has changed even though
the existing quarries are assumed to be complying with conditions of their
resource consent. What we do not know is the experts’ opinions on whether
this is the level of emission anticipated in a receiving environment where
quarrying activity is taking place; are these the effects of dust which, in their
opinion, are “no more than minor” and if so, will the additive dust emissions
be acceptable for this rural environment?
[248] Were there no other sources of dust emissions from quarrying in this
rea, we would be inclined to the view that the conditions as proposed to be
amended by the applicant would likely maintain amenity. In saying that we
have reservations as to whether dust suppression measures are adequately
developed for up to 12 hectares of earthworks. Given that there are multiple
sources of dust in the area, we have reached the view that we have insufficient
evidence to reach a firm conclusion on the additive effect of dust from this
proposed quarry. With large areas of exposed earthworks, it is probable that
the residents will be exposed to a range of dust effects ranging from minor to
adverse (the latter depending on wind strength and direction).

Traffic
[130] The Commissioners concluded that the level of HGV movements associated
with the proposed quarry would not cause unacceptable levels of effect.

The

cumulative transportation effects were assessed on the basis that all three quarries,
SOL, Frews and HGL, will operate at fully consented capacity, although that is
unlikely to occur.
[131] The experts largely agreed that the design requirements under the City Council
Standards were met and exceeded the provisions of NZS 4404:2010. The traffic
volumes on Conservators Road, Northern Guys Road and Savills Road, prior to SOL,
Frews or HGL quarries becoming operational, were very low and the traffic
environment was very quiet. The critical Pound Road and Staples Road intersection
is able to accommodate the maximum cumulative levels of traffic.

[132] JAG gave evidence of the effects of traffic, and expert evidence was given in
addition to the joint experts’ statement. In the end, the Court was satisfied that the
road upgrading required under the consent conditions meant that the future road
networks would meet the Council Design Standards and the requirements of
NZS 4404:2010. The safe and efficient use of the transport network would not be
compromised and Policy 7.2.1.2 of the District Plan would be satisfied, as to
management of adverse effects on local roads from high trip generating activity.
[133] The Court focused on community concerns about safety of pedestrians, cyclists
and horse riders, recognising the risks of very loose metal, but the evidence did not
extend to allow the Court to assess the significance of this. Those issues seemed to
the Court inconclusive. The Court said it expected a traffic expert to be aware of the
consequences of road design choices on noise levels, particularly where the noise
could have potentially significant adverse effects on existing dwellings.
[134] Expert evidence was that the primary source of noise would be braking as
vehicles went from Conservators Road onto Savills Road, and from Savills Road to
turn right onto Conservators Road. There would be the noise of acceleration and
deceleration, the noisiest vehicle activity, but expert evidence did not address whether
the difference would be sufficiently significant to be noticeable or different to someone
listening to it, nor the distance at which there might be a significant change. Again, the
evidence was found wanting.
[135] The Court referred to a very significant increase from about 10 to about
210 HGV vehicle movements per day, and at 15 to 25 Savills Road, approximately
doubling of HGV movements affecting the two properties. At Conservators Road, that
would increase from an average of less than one per hour to one every two to three
minutes. Those passing 15 and 25 Savills Road would increase from one every four
minutes to one every one and a half to two minutes.
Vibration
[136] Had it been minded to grant consent, the Court would have required further
evidence as to vibration effects to explore whether it was possible to remediate the
vibration described in evidence. There was evidence for JAG residents about vibration

from HGVs at Savills Road, and that evidence was preferred based on their concern
that there may be an effect on the structural integrity of their homes, and such effects
would likely increase if consent were to be granted. The Court would have required
further evidence about the effects of vibration and possible remediation, so again the
evidence was found wanting.
Evaluation of the proposal
[137] As above, the Court found the evidence fell short on quite a number of issues,
precluding findings which were necessary before deciding whether consent could be
granted.
[138] The Court found that the proposed activity does not satisfy the first limb of
s 104D(1)(a) RMA as it was not satisfied that the effects of the proposed quarry would
be minor. Where the Court could properly reach a view of “additive” effect, such
would be “more than minor”, and the effect of traffic noise on residents at 15 and
25 Savills Road would be significant. This is telling as a very clear finding of fact,
and the evidence in the context identified fell short of what the Court required for its
judicial deliberation.
[139] It could not reach a view whether the additive dust effect would be minor
without a baseline assessment of the existing dust environment. While HGL proffered
a condition that there would be no visual dust emissions beyond the boundary of
the site, the Court was not satisfied such would secure the required outcome. The
conditions were designed to minimise emissions, not prevent them. There would be
visible dust emissions, but the baseline was not well described enough in evidence for
a judgment about the scale and significance of additive dust effects.
[140] The cumulative effect on rural character and in particular visual amenity was
found to include adverse visual effect on residents in the locality and adverse effect on
visual amenity. The ‘sandwiching’ of residents on Conservators Road and Savills
Road between quarries with bunding and shelterbelts, with views into the quarries at
the access ways, and the number of HGVs entering and exiting the site, would have
a moderate adverse visual effect. This is a clear factual finding.

[141] The more difficult question was whether the proposed quarry in the context of
300 acres consented for quarrying would maintain the rural character of the area. The
quarry is not contiguous with others, separated by the McLeans Grasslands Park.
The threshold of what are acceptable/not acceptable visual effects is hard to determine
without a study to determine the level of quarry activity acceptable within the Zone
and the Court said it did not have reliable evidence to reach a conclusion about that
and thus said:
[287] Consequently, we have inadequate evidence to determine the
significance of the additive effect on visual amenity. We record our findings
that the issue of the cumulative effects on the rural character of the landscape
were not properly canvassed by Mr Craig whose evidence proceeded on the
basis that if no new buildings are proposed then the “generic” rural character
of the area will not change. This is regardless of the nature, scale and intensity
of the cumulative quarrying activities in the area. Indeed, he saw no difference
in the rural character of a quarry zone and any other rural zone because under
the District Plan quarrying can occur in both.

[142] The Court turned to s 104D(1)(b) as to whether the application was contrary to
the Objectives and Policies of the District Plan. It said HGL had not discharged its
persuasive burden of providing evidence so that the Court, with any level of
confidence, could reliably make predictions about the future dust environment and
rural character.

It was therefore unable to determine whether the application was

contrary to the Objectives and Policies. Again, this is telling, as the evidence fell
short of allowing the Court to determine the future dust environment and rural
character and whether the appeal was contrary to the Objectives and Policies. This is
properly and necessarily addressed with reference to evidence.
[143] The Court thought about requiring further evidence about dust and cumulative
visual effects, but decided against that, having considered the appeal under s 104,
including the benefits of the proposal, and under s 104B. It decided that consent
should be refused because of the scale of localised effects, including but not limited to
a significant adverse effect arising from road noise. Critically, the Court was not
satisfied the evidence established to the required standard that the use and
development of rural land would support and maintain the amenity values of the rural
environment.

It recognised quarrying as a rural productive activity most suitably

located on rural land, but went on to stress the character and amenity of the receiving
environment:

[290] We recognise quarrying is a rural productive activity that is most
suitably located on rural land. Even so, every decision-maker is to “ensure”
the nature, scale and intensity of this activity recognise the character and
amenity values of the receiving environment (policy 17.2.2.4). This could be
achieved, in part, by ensuring an adequate separation distance between the
quarrying activity and incompatible activities (policy 17.2.2.10). If separation
distance means the set-back from a sensitive activity, then a separation
distance was not proposed. Rather the applicant proffered conditions to
manage the adverse effects of dust on residents living within 250m of the site.
We are not satisfied that the applicant has demonstrated that the “separation
distance” is adequate to address the cumulative effect of off-site dust
emissions at least to the standard which we can conclude that the character
and amenity of the rural environment will be supported and maintained
(objective 17.2.1.1(a)(i)). This finding is important in that, a related policy
(17.2.2.12(a)(ii)(B)) is enabling of new quarrying outside of the Rural Quarry
Zone only where the activity avoids or mitigates effects on activities sensitive
to quarrying activities. And, only where the activity “manages noise,
vibration, access … to maintain local rural amenity values”
(policy 17.2.2.12(a)(ii)(D)). We are not satisfied the proposal does achieve
these provisions, and this is a finding which we give significant weight.

[144] The Court considered the rehabilitation proposal and the Quarry Management
Plan. A Draft Rehabilitation Plan was not provided but rehabilitation was addressed
by a Draft Cleanfill Management Plan. The aim of HGL is to return the quarry back
to productive farmland as much as possible, which was taken to mean some pastoral
use. Rehabilitation to support pastoral farming would meet Policy 17.2.2.13(a), but it
was not provided for in any proposed condition. The Court considered that a Site
Rehabilitation Plan should be provided when the application for consent is lodged,
under Policy 17.2.2.13(b). A Management Plan condition would be required and the
Court was not satisfied that the Policy would be achieved.
[145] The Court was satisfied there would be moderate adverse visual effects on rural
character and associated visual amenity. It suggested that offsetting the site entrance
with bunds may reduce that effect, but this suggestion was not taken up. Overall, the
landscape evidence did not persuade the Court that the cumulative effects would be
such that rural character and visual amenity would be maintained. It said:
[303] … this required a fine-grained analysis of the landscape to evaluate
the cumulative visual effect on rural character and on derived amenity values
of what would be the seventh quarry in this locality.

[146] As to noise, the Court said:

[306] The evidence on existing ambient noise levels at the notional
boundaries of residential properties was unclear at best and did not provide
certainty of what levels will be with the SOL and Frews quarries operating. It
is clear that it approaches or exceeds 55 dB at times and will increase by
around 3 dB as a result of the HGL quarry. The combined noise level, although
again unclear, could approach 60 dB at times, although not as a normal
condition. Overlapping with our findings for rural environment above, on
balance we were not satisfied that the proposal would achieve the objective of
“managing the effects from the transport system” (objective 7.2.2). the
weighting on this matter is adequately provided for under the rural
environment findings.
[307] Likewise, the separate provisions addressing noise, which again
overlap with the rural environment. We have found the noise effects of
accelerating and decelerating trucks entering and leaving the
Conservators/Savills/Guys Road intersection, and possibly entering
the leaving Frews Quarry are likely to significantly affect the ability of
affected residents to enjoy their local environment, but was not addressed in
evidence by the noise experts.
…
[309] The above effects are not at a level consistent with existing amenity
values and adjacent land use (policy 7.2.2.3). that being the case, we find the
objective 7.2.2 is not achieved.
[310] Somewhat perversely given the context of this appeal, the relevant
Objective talks about the need to manage the effects of noise to “levels
consistent with the anticipated outcomes for the receiving environment”
(objective 6.1.2.1). The District Plan does not describe the outcomes either
for the Waimakariri rural zone or for any particular receiving environment.
We have assessed the additive effect of noise relative to the receiving
environment keeping in mind this is a rural zone and it is anticipated that, to
some extent, rural productive activities will generate noise. We specifically
considered the noise from the mobile crusher as residents report hearing
crusher noise in their environment. We are satisfied that if the mobile crusher
was located no closer than 250m and certainly if located at 500m, which we
understand to be practicable, while the noise may be audible its level,
frequency and duration would be acceptable within this rural environment.
[311] While there are several contributing sources of noise within the
receiving environment, the additive effect is one of up to 400 HCV/d or a
rolling average of 250 HGV/d. This would be to take noise levels beyond that
which we can say that noise is being managed relative to the receiving
environment. To this extent, the objective (6.1.2.1) is not achieved.

[147] In the end, the Court found that HGL had not discharged its persuasive burden
of satisfying the Court that it had met either threshold test under s 104D. Given the
scale and intensity of localised effects, particularly the significant adverse effect of
noise, it was not satisfied this is a consentable proposal. It recognised the potential
of the proposal to contribute to the economy and wellbeing of the District, but there

was insufficient evidence to conclude the activity would support and maintain the
function, character and amenity values of the rural environment generally. It was not
therefore satisfied the proposal promotes sustainable management of natural and
physical resources. It therefore allowed the appeal, declining the application for
resource consent.
D.

OBSERVATIONS ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT COURT DECISION,
AND THE LAW

[148] Part C to this judgment does not do full justice to the Court’s reasoning but is
intended to identify the intensity and detail of the Court’s reasoning on the evidence
before it. The errors alleged by the appellant, addressed under the ‘Seven Questions
of Law’ in Part E of this judgment, inevitably focus on selected parts of the Decision.
Together they comprehend interpretation of the District Plan, the correct legal
approach to expert evidence, s 104D of the Act, and issues which are otherwise
evidential, where errors of law are alleged under well-established principles.
[149] What cannot be gainsaid is that the Court reached quite a number of
conclusions adverse to the application on the facts, and on the quality or adequacy of
the evidence, which are simply not amenable to challenge on appeal unless error is
established as discussed under ‘The Law’ in this Part D. The reason this is important
is because if any error of law is established, there is in these circumstances little point
in this Court sending the appeal back to the Environment Court for reconsideration on
identified errors, to be corrected in terms of this judgment. This is addressed under
‘Conclusion’, Part F to this judgment. As the Conclusion records, even with an error
or errors of law identified and the subject of direction by this judgment, a further
hearing in the Environment Court would not “cure” the other obstacles to consent.
From these observations, the point to be taken is that a number of findings about the
quality of evidence, and other factual findings are not capable of being disturbed on
this appeal.
Errors of law
[150] The principles are well established for a s 299 RMA appeal, and were the
subject of a concise and helpful memorandum filed by counsel for HGL.

[151] The fact-finding court must correctly understand and apply the law to the facts.
Provided it has not overlooked any relevant matter or taken into account any matter
which is irrelevant, the conclusion is for the fact-finding court, unless it is clearly
unsupportable.17
[26]
An ultimate conclusion of a fact-finding body can sometimes be so
insupportable – so clearly untenable – as to amount to an error of law: proper
application of the law requires a different answer. That will be the position
only in the rare case in which there has been, in the well-known words of Lord
Radcliffe in Edwards v Baistow, a state of affairs “in which there is no
evidence to support the determination” or “one in which the evidence is
inconsistent with and contradictory of the determination”, or “one in which
the true and only reasonable conclusion contradicts the determination”.
Lord Radcliffe preferred the last of these three phases but he said that each
propounded of the same test.

[152] In Friends of Pakiri Beach v Auckland Regional Council,18 the categories of
error of law set out in Countdown Properties (Northlands) Limited v Dunedin
City Council19 discussed. Three of those categories require the appeal court to
consider the evidence before the deciding Court or Tribunal. The fact that HGL refers
on this appeal to evidence in detail does not mean it cannot establish an error of law,
but subject to the established and limited principles referred to, it is entirely for the
Environment Court to reach conclusions on the facts and the weight to be given to any
evidence and such conclusions. On appeal, the fact that this court may have reached
a different conclusion is irrelevant.
[153] The judgment of Asher J in Friends of Pakiri Beach is also instructive for its
concise but comprehensive exposition of the specialist role of the Environment Court.
His Honour referred to Salmon J in Green McCahill Properties Ltd v The Auckland
Regional Council:20
Mr Bartlett for the appellants warned against the danger of accepting an
Environment Court decision just because it was an expert Tribunal. It would,
of course, be inappropriate to do so. Its expertise cannot save decisions which
do not meet the principles set out above. However, it is important to bear in
mind that the Court is required constantly to make decisions relating to
planning practice, it is constantly required to assess and make decisions
17
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relating to conflicting expert opinion. Members of the Court are able to
contribute to the formation of a judgment as a result of experience gained in
other professional disciplines. These considerations and the fact that the Court
is constantly exposed to litigation arising from the application of the Resource
Management Act, justifies the respect which this Court and the Court of
Appeal has customarily accorded its decisions.

[154] In this case, the central question is whether there is evidence on which the
Environment Court could, in terms of these principles, properly reach its Decision. If
there is evidence on which the Court could reach its various factual conclusions then
that is an end to it.21
[155] Mr Pizzey for the Council refers to the latitude given the Environment Court
making findings of fact within its own expertise.22 An error of law, if established, no
longer automatically leads to relief but only if it materially affects the Decision.23 The
High Court will not superimpose its evidential opinion over that of a Court with
specialist expertise, nor will it interfere with the weight the Court attached to
competing considerations. Further, it will not usually superimpose its opinion on the
application of planning principles to the facts of the case, nor whether the particular
proposal is consistent with or contrary to the Objectives and Policies of the District
Plan, where that is a matter for judgment.
E.

SEVEN QUESTIONS OF LAW

[156] Seven errors of law are alleged by HGL, formulated as questions. They relate
in part to alleged interpretation errors made by the Environment Court, which HGL
says separately and cumulatively resulted in the Court declining consent.

Some

questions break down into sub-questions, particularly as to noise effects.
[157] The range of Objectives and Policies for the Rural Zone seeks to foster Rural
Productive activities, including quarrying, and to limit the effects of those activities
within the zone. HGL says that the Environment Court’s interpretation and application
of the law was in error, and that the appeal:
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… seeks to clarify the point at which the effects of a rural productive activity
become too great for residents within the zone to absorb so as to merit the
decline of consent.

[158] This is a mixed question of fact and law. The factual issues are framed by the
correct interpretation and application of the Act and the District Plan. The review of
the Court’s Decision, Part C to this judgment, demonstrates its close factual analysis
and evaluation, and its obvious and reasoned dissatisfaction with HGL’s evidence in
several important respects.
First Question of Law: Did the Court err in its interpretation of the meaning of
“rural character” and therefore further err in its interpretation of the evidence
before it?
Submissions for HGL
[159] Mr Chapman placed emphasis on various Objectives and Policies in the
District Plan:
3.3.1

Objective – Enabling recovery and facilitating the future
enhancement of the district

a.

The expedited recovery and future enhancement of Christchurch as a
dynamic, prosperous and internationally competitive city, in a manner
that:
i.

Meets the community’s immediate and longer term needs for
housing, economic development, community facilities,
infrastructure, transport, and social and cultural wellbeing;
and

ii.

Fosters investment certainty; and

iii.

Sustains the important qualities and values of the natural
environment.

[160] While it would not seem obviously apposite to this appeal, Mr Chapman refers
to Objective 3.3.7:
3.3.7

Objective – Urban growth, form and design

a.

A well-integrated pattern of development and infrastructure, a
consolidated urban form, and a high quality urban environment that:
i.

Is attractive to residents, business and visitors; and

ii.

Has its areas of special character and amenity value identified
and their specifically recognised values appropriately
managed; and

…

[161] Mr Chapman says that in the urban area residents are “top of the pile” and that
should be borne in mind when looking at Strategic Objectives in the rural environment.
The Christchurch (Replacement) District Plan allocated no further land to quarrying,
but made it a rural productive activity, discretionary in Rural Zones. Quarrying outside
the Quarry Zone is not non-complying as such, but (to repeat) Mr Chapman submits
there is a change in emphasis in the District Plan, that quarrying is just as much a rural
productive activity “as sheep and beef [farming] are”. He says this outcome in the
Plan must be seen in the context of the quarry industry seeking an expansion of
quarrying into the ‘rural productive’ category.
[162] The District Plan contemplates “conflicts between incompatible activities”,
and when such conflicts are to be avoided.
3.3.14 Objective – Incompatible Activities
a.

The location of activities is controlled, primarily by zoning, to
minimise conflicts between incompatible activities; and

b.

Conflicts between incompatible activities are avoided where there
may be significant adverse effects on the health, safety and amenity
of people and communities.

…
[163] Zoning aside, and recognising the need to avoid conflict between incompatible
activities in these circumstances, Mr Chapman says Objective 3.3.16 is probably most
relevant to this appeal, as it points to the ‘primacy’ of rural productive activities.
3.3.16 Objective - A productive and diverse rural environment
a.

A range of opportunities is enabled in the rural environment, primarily
for rural productive activities, and also for other activities which use
the rural resource efficiently and contribute positively to the economy.

b.

The contribution of rural land to maintaining the values of the natural
and cultural environment, including Ngai Tahu values, is recognised.

[164] He submits rural productive activities are “number one in terms of the
Objective”, being productive uses that contribute efficiently and positively to
the economy. Mr Chapman also refers to Objective 17.2.1.1:
17.2.1.1 Objective – The rural environment
a.

Subdivision, use and development of rural land that:
i.

supports, maintains and, where appropriate, enhances the
function, character and amenity values of the rural
environment and, in particular, the potential contribution of
rural productive activities to the economy and wellbeing
of the Christchurch District;

ii.

avoids significant, and remedies or mitigates other reverse
sensitivity effects on rural productive activities and natural
hazard mitigation works;

iii.

maintains a contrast to the urban environment; and …

[165] He submits there is a clear emphasis in the Plan that the use and development
of rural land should support, maintain and where appropriate enhance the function,
character and amenity values of the rural environment, and in particular the potential
contribution of rural productive activities to the economy and wellbeing of the
Christchurch District. There is no reference to “residential use” in the Objectives, and
‘amenity values’ are informed by other Policies. The range of such activities is
associated with economic development:
17.2.2.1 Policy – Range of activities on rural land
a.

Provide for the economic development potential of rural land by
enabling a range of activities that:
i.

have a direct relationship with, or are dependent on, the rural
resource, rural productive activity or sea-based aquaculture;

ii.

have a functional, technical or operational necessity for a rural
location; or

iii.

recognise the historic and contemporary relationship of
Ngai Tahu with land and water resources; and

iv.

represent an efficient use of natural resources.

17.2.2.2 Policy – Effects of activities utilising the rural resource
a.

Ensure that activities utilising the rural resource avoid significant
adverse effects on areas of important natural resources and avoid,

remedy or mitigate other adverse effects on rural character and
amenity values.

[166] The range and variation of activity in rural areas is an important part of HGL’s
case, as rural productive activities are to be recognised for effects which are noticeable
to residents and visitors, in the context of rural character and amenity:
17.2.2.3

Policy – Contributing elements to rural character and
amenity
values

a.

Recognise that rural character and amenity values vary across the
Christchurch District resulting from the combination of natural and
physical resources present, including the location and extent of
established and permitted activities.

b.

Recognise that the elements that characterise an area as rural, from
which desired amenity is derived, include the predominance of:

c.

i.

a landscape dominated by openness and vegetation;

ii.

significant visual separation between residential buildings on
neighbouring properties;

iii.

where appropriate, buildings integrated into a predominantly
natural setting; and

iv.

natural character elements of waterways, water bodies,
indigenous vegetation and natural landforms, including the
coastal environment where relevant.

Recognise that rural productive activities in rural areas can produce
noise, odour, dust and traffic consistent with a rural working
environment, including farming, plantation forestry and quarrying
activities, that may be noticeable to residents and visitors in rural
areas.

…

[167] The importance of locally sourced aggregate is emphasised, but outside the
Rural Quarry Zone only in circumstances which are protective of certain values.
17.2.2.12 Policy – Location and management of quarrying
activity and aggregate processing activity
a.

Enable access to, and processing of, locally sourced aggregate
resources to provide for the recovery, development, ongoing
maintenance and growth needs of the district by: (emphasis added)
i.

providing for the continuation of quarrying activity in the
Rural Quarry Zone; and

ii.

providing for new quarrying activity in rural zones other than
the Rural Quarry Zone only where the activity:
A.

avoids areas of outstanding or significant landscape,
ecological, cultural or historic heritage values;

B.

avoids or mitigates effects on activities sensitive to
quarrying activities, including residential activities
and education activities;

C.

internalises adverse environmental effects as far as
practicable using industry best practice and
management
plans,
including
monitoring
and self-reporting;

D.

manages noise, vibration, access and lighting to
maintain local rural amenity values;

E.

avoids or mitigates any effects on surface water
bodies and their margins; and

F.

ensures the siting and scale of buildings and visual
screening maintains local rural amenity values and
character.

…

[168] These Objectives and Policies help form Mr Chapman’s submission that the
Court failed to understand and apply the District Plan. The Court said the threshold
tests in s 104D had not been satisfied because HGL had not discharged its burden of
proof on the evidence, so the Court could not determine whether the application was
contrary to Objectives and Policies. Mr Chapman says the Court adopted the wrong
benchmark in assessing the evidence and if the Court had used the Objectives and
Policies to inform its views relating to rural character then HGL would have manifestly
discharged its burden of proof, as the District Plan directs decision-makers to the fact
that there will (the Policy reads ‘can’) be adverse effects from rural productive
activities in the Rural Zone. Mr Chapman makes a bold submission that the Court
said the District Plan provided no guidance about rural character, so it simply made up
its own mind about that.
[169] The Court said it did not find it helpful to consider the rural character of the
area by differentiating between a generic character based on built form and a specific
character (land use and land cover). It said:24
24

At [149].

We doubt attributes and characteristics of any given landscape should be
compartmentalised in this way as these elements interact and inform the whole
of the landscape. Further, we could not find support for this approach under
the District Plan.

[170] Mr Chapman says at that point the Court:
Unbolts itself, unhinges itself from what the Plan directs it to [do], and I say
that there is plenty of guidance specifically in that one policy relating to rural
character but also in policies which ensure that the rural environment is to be
a contrast to the urban environment and an acknowledgement that the flat land
area surrounding Christchurch, ensuring that that flat land is available for rural
productive activities.

[171] The error of law is thus said to be the way the Court determined ‘rural
character’, and the ‘amenity’ derived from it. Mr Chapman says rural character should
here and now reflect quarrying as a significant feature, which in turn reflects the
rural/urban divide, and such an interpretation is consistent with case law such as
Robinson v Waitakere City Council, where the relevant planning document included a
definition of “rural character” which reflected “the overwhelming feeling … of open
countryside, a sense of productive activity and of managed nature”, in contrast with
buildings and structures.25

“Rural character” in the Auckland Regional Policy

Statement refers to the: 26
distinctive combination of qualities which make an area “rural” rather than
“urban”. These include the dominance in the landscape of natural vegetation
and primary production regimes and the absence or subservience of manmade
structures …

[172] I do not derive assistance from these references as this appeal is concerned with
the Christchurch District Plan, which has its own definitional structure. However,
I recognise the submission for HGL is that they provide an example of how the
elements which constitute ‘rural’ character contrast with what one might find in a
Rural Zone.

If there is anything to be taken from these references, it is that

sub-paragraph (b) to Policy 17.2.2.3 specifically addresses elements which contribute
to rural character from which the desired amenity is derived, which is no more than
identifying the attractive characteristics of a rural area, which provide for desired
amenity.
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[173] As to “amenity values”, he says the Court wrongly narrowed its consideration
to focus on residents’ amenity values and skewed the meaning of that expression in
spite of evidence from HGL as to why this land is attractive for a rural productive
activity. This is in my view a stretch of what is ‘attractive’ aesthetically to that which
has ‘attraction’ for other reasons. He says those operating rural productive activities
“are people too”. When the Court referred to various elements of amenity, particularly
visual permeability and open spaciousness, he says it wrongly narrowed its lens
because the starting point should have been to define ‘rural character’ with reference
to the number of quarries in the area, and the current characteristics of the area, and
in so doing the Court has not had enough regard to the District Plan.
[174] Mr Chapman refers to Policy 17.2.2.12 sub-clause F and says this does not
mean maintenance of local rural amenity values and character should be “pristine”,
but should be assessed in the environment where this quarry is to work. It is not just
‘one dwelling’ to be recognised but the locality.

Mr Chapman says that when

addressing noise and rural amenity, the Court “concertinaed” what it regards as the
rural character and amenity issues, associated with the quarry, sometimes narrowly
based on a community of two or three residents, and sometimes broadly, to the area or
locality which includes all the quarries. He says that the Policies direct attention to
the overall locality, not to one particular house or group of houses, when it comes
to managing noise. He submits that as quarries relocate, effects do not demonstrably
change in the wider locality.
[175] He submits that the Court began its assessment and evaluation of rural
character by looking at the past, not what the locality or area looked like at the time of
the hearing. The Court recognised how quickly the character of the area had changed
since the Canterbury earthquakes, particularly by the expansion of quarries, and the
impact this has had on the rural character of the area. He says the correct starting point
is not to be found by “harking back to earlier days”, when the rural character of this
area depended on pastoral farming, shelterbelts and hedgerows which cross-hatched
the landscape. By such thinking he says the Court over-inflated the degree of change
which would be brought about by HGL’s quarry activity, as the locality is already
much changed. In short, he says the Court did not evaluate rural character as at the
time of the application, nor with appropriate reference to the Objectives and Policies.

[176] In a straightforward manner, Mr Chapman says rural character is “Warts and
all. It is the good, the ugly and it’s the neutral”, and that: “… ugly forms part of rural
character”. As the Court noted, the Plan does not identify the attributes of the
landscape which give it its particular character and Policy 17.2.2.3, referred to above,
provides guidance on rural character and amenity.27

Mr Craig gave expert evidence

that the site of the proposed HGL quarry has “abundant open space… comprising
paddocks, hedgerows, various trees”, over 28 hectares, and it is “very definitely rural
in character”. Any structure on the site would be placed in a predominantly natural
setting. However, the ‘naturalness’ of a site depends on its degree of modification and
Mr Chapman says a farm is highly modified, so consideration of the “natural character
elements of waterways, water bodies, indigenous vegetation and natural landforms” is
not relevant to this site or any landscape in the district. He submits that once the
elements of rural character are identified, the Policy directs that the amenity of an area
is derived from those natural and physical qualities and characteristics of the area that
contribute to people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, aesthetic coherence, and
cultural and recreational attributes. There is always a subjective element in evaluation
because ‘pleasantness’ is the experience seen and felt in different ways by different
observers and Mr Chapman says no one expert witness or group of such can (or
should) dominate the assessment. The Court identified the values of people and
communities under the heading “the residents’ amenity values” and the values of
“people and communities” should not be confined as it gives a false impression of the
area. The Court did not bring to account the ‘values’ of active farmers (many of whom
are not residents), quarry operators, the diverse range of rural businesses, the Regional
Council as a landowner in the area, and the rural community to the west of
Christchurch Airport. All these make up the “people and communities” by whom
effects will be felt in the environment, and Mr Chapman says the Court thus wrongly
narrowed its lens and considered the amenity values of rural residential inhabitants in
the main.
[177] Dr Taylor, who gave evidence for the residents, interviewed six households,
three of whose representatives gave evidence. Mr Chapman says this produced a
skewed view of the expectations of all those living and working within the zone. He
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At [126].

accepts that the experience of surrounding landowners is important when assessing
amenity, but submits guidance must first come from the District Plan rather than the
subjective views of ‘members of the public’. The Plan specifically contemplates
effects adverse to amenity such as noise, dust and traffic, which lawfully arise in the
rural environment, in which quarries are expressly contemplated, so that expectation
must be kept in mind. Hence, when the Court determined rural character without
reference to these other recognised elements, Mr Chapman submits the Court fell into
error.
[178] He puts it another way. While the District Plan refers to “rural character and
amenity” together, they are different. “Amenity values” are the characteristics which
contribute to the appreciation of an area’s “pleasantness”, but “rural character” is not
to be evaluated through “rose tinted glasses”, as the adverse effects of noise, odour,
dust, traffic, and quarrying, are expressly recognised in the Policy. He submits the
Court has in error “bundled together” rural character and amenity values as one, and
focused only on those elements of rural character which contribute positively towards
amenity. He refers to paragraph [153] where the Court said “the rural character” of
the area depends on “pastoral farming, and on the shelterbelts and hedgerows which
crosshatch the landscape.” Mr Chapman says the Court has not taken into account the
prevalence of gravel in this area, are the numerous other quarries in the vicinity,
including those in the McLeans Island Rural Quarry zone. His submission is that
pastoral farming and shelterbelts now “live with” quarrying activities, usually
screened by pastured bunds, and the assessment of rural character and from that,
amenity, must bring to account the environment as it is, not what people, in particular
the residents, wish it to be, or how it was before quarrying was established. He puts
it neatly this way:
The Court’s idyllic view of pastoral farming and shelterbelts does not take
into account these effects which are legitimately arising from authorised
activities in the area.

[179] The result is that the Court focused on a group of residents rather than the much
broader matrix of “peoples and communities” which the Plan envisages and
Mr Chapman says the Court did not give credence to anyone other than the residents
in determining amenity value. For example, the evidence of Mr Francis is relevant as

to the difficulty in finding a site in Christchurch suitable for rural productive activity,
as is the evidence of Mr Craig as to all the other persons and activities in the area,
including quarries, golf clubs, and Ready Lawn, all of which are part of rural amenity.
Mr Chapman submits that while the Court referred to “communities” it did not bring
this broader community to account.
[180] In short, Mr Chapman submits that the Court made an error of law when
interpreting “rural character”, and therefore in its evaluation of the evidence. He
submits that the correct interpretation of “rural character” and “amenity” is to be found
by first recognising Policy 17.2.2.3, and the express recognition of variation in rural
character and amenity values across the Christchurch District which derives from a
combination of natural and physical resources and established and permitted
(including consented) activities.

There is no “one size fits all” approach to

determining rural character and Mr Chapman says that the variation is the product of
the resources present in any given area. He submits sub-paragraph (b) of Policy
17.2.2.3 means that the desired amenity comes from elements which characterise an
area as rural, and this in turn is derived from the predominance of the elements listed,
and these qualities overall reflect the “inherent difference” between rural and urban
areas. Sub-paragraph (c) recognises that in the rural working environment, including
quarrying sites, there may be effects noticeable to neighbours and visitors, in that rural
area, and this makes it clear that there are effects which “may be noticeable”. That
means they should be “lived with”, given the express recognition of rural productive
activities in the Rural Zone.
Submissions for the Christchurch City Council
[181] Mr Pizzey responds to the HGL submission that the Court bundled together
and equated rural character and ‘positive’ amenity, and wrongly considered only the
amenity values of rural residential inhabitants, and not, for example, business owners.
He says that the Court reflected on the evidence it heard and simply described that
evidence rather than fell into an error of law as Mr Chapman submits. HGL did not
call evidence of the amenity values as experienced, for example, by business owners,
including quarry operators, so Mr Pizzey says this first question alleges error of law

without evidential foundation, and has instead been raised as a submission. That is
not of course fatal in itself to establishing error of law.
[182] HGL also says that the Court erred in saying the District Plan does not identify
attributes of the landscape which give this area its particular character, when those
attributes are set out in Policy 17.2.2.3. Mr Pizzey responds that the Court’s stepped
assessment of “values” was not to assess rural character ‘per se’. When it referred to
“the area” it was talking about that in which the residents live, before it referred
to Policy 17.2.2.3 as relevant to rural characteristics and amenity values at a general
level.
[183] The notice of appeal pleads that the Court disregarded the evidence and the
geophysical attributes provided for in the District Plan in coming to its understanding
of rural character, and it did not assess the Plan’s provisions which relate to landscape
character. Mr Pizzey says, to the contrary, that the Court began by looking at the
overall planning context, the Objectives, Policies and Strategy, and only then did it
turn to the Rural Zone Objectives and Policies when considering whether HGL had
discharged its persuasive burden of establishing the activity was not contrary to those
Objectives and Policies.
[184] Through its reasoning in paras [29]-[33], [45]-[49], [284]-[290] of the Decision
Mr Pizzey says the Court did exactly what HGL says it did not.

The rural

characteristics set out in Policy 17.2.2.3(b) simply provide a framework for factual
assessment, not a definition, and the Court had to recognise these characteristics,
without having to give effect to or achieve them, rather giving them weight as it saw
fit. Mr Pizzey says that HGL is saying that the Court did not give the factors recorded
in the Policy as much weight as HGL thinks it should have done and that is a merits
based argument, not an error of law.
Submissions for JAG
[185] Mr Christensen agrees with the submissions for the Council by Mr Pizzey.
He submits that HGL seems to suggest the Court was describing the rural parts of the
Canterbury Plains in general at para [153] of its Decision, but that is wrong because
there it was plainly discussing the area around the proposed quarry and around the

residents’ properties.

Further, the Court manifestly did not simply focus on those

parts of rural character which contribute positively towards amenity. He points out
the Court made this plain at para [152] of its Decision when it said it would expect the
quality of the landscape, including that modified by farming activity, to contribute to
people’s appreciation of its pleasantness, or coherence, even though rural productive
activities can have effects which may be considered adverse.
[186] Mr Christensen says the Court has no ‘gilded view’ of pastoral farming and
shelterbelts, but instead expressly recognised the existence of quarries and their
effects, and that they are already impacting on rural character and amenity. He does
not quite put it this way, but he is close to saying that HGL seems to suggest there is
no threshold above which additional effects from new quarrying would be
unacceptable, because quarrying is a productive rural activity and therefore consistent
with the amenity and character of the rural area in general, and this part in particular.
If that is right, the entire Rural Zone could become a quarry, or a series of quarries,
and he submits with the force of logic that cannot be the intention of the Plan. Outside
the Rural Quarry Zone, quarrying is a discretionary activity, and non-complying in
this case. Mr Christensen submits the entire Rural Zone cannot become a “de facto
quarry zone”. I consider this submission is correct as a matter of principle. The Plan
makes it plain that it is not such.
Discussion
[187] I do not find the Court erred in its interpretation of rural character and amenity
values under the Plan as a matter of law so as to err in evaluation of the evidence, nor
discretely in that evaluation. The Plan recognises a range and variation in rural
character and amenity values, based on natural and physical resources, and the location
and extent of established and permitted activity. It recognises contributing elements
to rural character and amenity values. There is however still such a thing as rural
character across this range and variation, in openness, vegetation and separation.
These qualities or characteristics are not made redundant by the scale and proximity
of effects established and consented but not otherwise permitted in the Rural Zone.
The reality is that effects derive from the overall natural, modified and working
environment. They are part of the “to be expected” mix and some effects may be

‘noticeable’ to residents and visitors. They ‘go with the territory’ but they do so in the
context of the Policy which marks out that rural character is a desired amenity, not
‘Arcadian’, but not (yet) lost to the erosive effects of other activities which are located
in and to be expected in such zones and they are now expected to locate, at all costs.
The Court has made no error of law in its recognition of this and placed no undue
emphasis on these ‘traditionally’ rural qualities. Indeed, it made a balanced and
thorough appraisal of the area’s complex rural character, including effects less than
Arcadian. The Plan does not require that outcomes and effects of rural productive
activities must predominate so as to dictate the Court’s consideration of rural character
for those who live there. Quarrying is after all a discretionary activity in the Rural
Zones. It must, however, recognise that the District Plan provides that, up to a point,
adverse effects of rural productive activities will be felt.
[188] I agree with Mr Christensen that the Court has not taken a pre-quarry Arcadian
starting point, but clearly and expressly considered the environment at the date of the
hearing. The receiving environment is described throughout the Decision as including
the existing quarries. The District Plan does not identify characteristics which give
this area its particular character, but rather characteristics of rural areas generally, and
that is why the Court undertook a comprehensive assessment of the rural landscape.
As it said:28
This necessarily entails a comprehensive assessment of the existing landscape
and so we turn next to the evidence of the landscape experts.

[189] There is thus no error of law as this First Question alleges. The Court
recognised the discretionary nature of quarrying in the Rural Zone, and the variation
in the landscape and activity components for assessment of rural character and
amenity. The HGL submission is in effect that the rural character and amenity is
modified to a degree that means these elements which characterise an area is rural,
from which desired amenity is derived, have been lost. The District Plan says no such
thing. These elements go with others derived from the natural and physical resources,
together with the location and extent of established and permitted activities. Residents
here live with sometimes noticeable adverse effects of rural productive activities, but
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as I have found, and as the District Plan makes clear, not at all costs. This was a
difficult evaluative exercise which the Court in my judgment addressed correctly in
law, and there is no error disclosed in this First Question.
Second Question of Law: Did the Court incorrectly apply the District Plan Rules as
they relate to noise, to apply to noise from traffic on a public road?
Submissions for HGL
[190] Ms Appleyard explains that this question is one part of several alleged errors
of law as to noise, in conjunction with Question six. It breaks down into the six
sub-questions addressed after the Discussion section of Question Six.
[191] HGL accepts that traffic noise from public roads may be brought to account in
the assessment of effects, but says the Court went too far, and incorrectly applied
District Plan Rules as they relate to traffic noise within the Transport Zone, which is
quite separate from the Rural Zone.

The exclusion of such traffic noise from

consideration under Rule 6.1.4.2 is because even quiet roads often experience noise
levels which exceed those in the adjacent zone, particularly as they affect houses close
to the road boundary.
[192] This application of the Rules in the Transport Zone is submitted to be in error,
either in bringing to account an irrelevant factor, or misinterpreting the Plan.
[193] Dr Trevathan gave evidence that before quarrying was established in the
immediate area, the noise of traffic would have been 58 dB at the houses closest to
the Conservators/Savills Road corner.

Acoustic engineers say that traditionally

operational and traffic noise involve different acoustic assessment frameworks. The
50 dB limit imposed on activities within the Rural Zone was contrasted by the Court
with the 55 dB guideline in the New Zealand Standard. The Court concluded that the
anticipated

noise

outcome

in

the

context

of

the

values

described

in

Objective 17.2.1.1(a)(i) (the function, character, and amenity values in the rural
environment) means that noise levels must be managed to a level less than that
recommended in the Standard. The 50 dB limit in the Rural Zone is already exceeded
by local traffic on the road, so the Court thought any exceedance of 50 dB is

inconsistent with expectations in the District Plan, and contrary to the specific
exclusion of traffic noise in Transport Zones.
[194] HGL’s submission is that the Court incorrectly and “unrealistically” drew on
the Rural Zone noise limits from those of vehicles travelling on public roads in the
Transport Zone, and thereby conflated the magnitude of change in noise levels beyond
the expectations of the District Plan. Ms Appleyard says this means a precedent has
been created for activity involving increased traffic movements by reference to
a neighbouring zone’s noise Rules. This is not of precedent effect. It is a question of
whether such are relevant in any given case.
Submissions for the Council
[195] Mr Pizzey’s response is that the Court did not apply the District Plan Rules for
noise from traffic on a public road, rather the Court demonstrably understood the
distinction between Rules and effects. He submits that HGL misconstrues the Court’s
reasoning, in particular the distinction between Rules and effects, which can properly
be considered. Put simply, he says the key issue is whether the Court was entitled to
have regard to the noise effects of road traffic, and submits that it was so entitled.
[196] Mr Pizzey says the Court properly considered the extent to which HGL’s onsite
operations and vehicle movements would change the existing noise environment, then
the effect of any such change on rural amenity. The Court heard expert evidence and
accepted that noise from onsite HGL activity would not result in a breach of noise
Rules (with two exceptions which do not affect sensitive receivers), and plainly
accepted that noise limits in the Rules do not apply to roads so as to dictate the
conclusion.

He submits the Court was entitled to have regard to adverse effects from

whatever source, including the noise of traffic generated by the proposed activity. The
fact that limits apply or do not elsewhere is no bar to considering the effects of noise
from that source. It is conceivable that a Plan could prevent a decision-maker
considering effects from any particular source, but this Plan does not do so. He says
the opposite is the case as Advice Note One states that the adverse effects of noise of
traffic on roads is relevant when considering discretionary and non-complying
activities. The Advice Note makes it clear that there is no legal constraint when

considering noise effects and all effects of the proposed activity are relevant
when considering discretionary and non-complying activities. The Court referred to
the Advice Note, and Mr Pizzey says that cannot be an error of law, as the Advice Note
is relevant to the Plan’s interpretation.
[197] Mr Pizzey submits that Policy 7.2.2.3(a), which the Court referred to as being
relevant to its consideration of effects, is directed to management of adverse effects of
activity within the Transport Zone, to ensure consistency with amenity values and
activity of adjacent land uses, while providing for the transport network to function
efficiently and safely. That too he submits is relevant, and does not mean noise Rules
were simply being applied to HGL’s activities on the roads. The Court was concerned
with the effects which HGL-generated activity would have on the existing
environment, and that includes the noise of traffic on roads.
[198] Counsel says the Court stepped through a sequence of reasons and the starting
point was consideration of the level of noise that could reasonably be expected in the
receiving environment. It was entitled to use Rules in the District Plan to guide
the assessment of effects, and it did not apply the Rule as a limit. The District Plan
Rule for noise in the Rural Zone is 50 dB, and NZS 6806 relates to noise from roads.
The ‘generally not to be exceeded’ guideline of 55 dB is not the noise from roads. The
Court said that because the District Plan sets a permitted noise standard of 5 dB below
the Standard for this zone, that indicates values which the District Plan is seeking to
protect. Objective 17.2.1.1(a)(i) seeks to support and maintain the function, character
and amenity values of the rural environment and there is an expectation that the noise
levels in the locality are sufficiently important to require them to be managed at a level
of 5 dB less than recommended in NZS 6806.
[199] Mr Pizzey thus says the Court did not make the error alleged, as the Rule is a
guide to the rural environment which the District Plan seeks to maintain. The Court
thought this was a necessary consideration because the Objectives and Policies do not
state the outcomes sought for Rural Zones, leaving it to the Rules to drive outcomes
for different Rural Zones. That approach reflects the specialist expertise of the Court,
and it is not for the High Court to upset on appeal.

Submissions for JAG
[200] The JAG residents adopt the submissions for the Council and say that the Court
looked for the outcomes sought for Rural Zones, as the Objectives and Policies do not
provide these. The noise Rule of 50 dB is based on values which the District Plan
directs should be maintained, a measure which the Court recognised as less than the
New Zealand Standard. Mr Christensen also says the Court did not simply take the
noise level from the Transport Zone and apply it, but was entitled to have regard to it.
The Court nowhere said the Rural Zone noise standard has to apply to traffic noise,
nor did the Court think it was simply applying the Rule, but found what it considers
to be an acceptable noise level at houses in the Rural Zone. The Court was focused
on the sort of amenity anticipated in the Rural Zone.
[201] The permitted noise standard in the District Plan simply provides guidance in
the rural environment, so when Mr Camp said that ‘his’ experts accepted traffic can
be a “bit noisier” without having the same adverse effect as a quarry, that was of little
assistance.

Future cumulative noise levels at the notional boundaries of some

dwellings affected by HGL traffic noise would at times be in excess of the Standard
and could reach 55 dB at some dwelling facades, based on the evidence of
Dr Trevathan. Mr Christensen says the local area is subject to high levels of noise,
higher than the District Plan provides as permitted levels, and this is relevant to
cumulative effects, the capacity of the receiving environment, and the available
amenity to ‘absorb’ the additional noise.
Discussion
[202] HGL’s submission on the second question of law seeks to isolate the reference
in the Plan to noise within the Transport Zone, and to say the Court simply and wrongly
applied it. However, in submissions HGL counsel explained that it was not submitting
that it was irrelevant to consider Rules applicable to the Transport Zone in the context
of effects in a neighbouring zone. As the argument developed the relevance and
application of Rules in relation to noise in the Transport Zone is submitted to have
been misplaced, so as to constitute an error of law.

However, nowhere in the

submissions, nor in the Court’s Decision, does the reference to the Rules applicable in
the Transport Zone miscarry for the purpose of this second question. Rather, the Court

brought the Rules to account as relevant, and I do not read the Court’s Decision as
going further than that. The Court’s reference to the Rules was simply part of its
evidential evaluation of cumulative noise and its effect on amenity. That was for the
Court to weigh up. It did not dictate the Court’s Decision. The second error of law is
not made out.
Third Question of Law: Did the Court impose a requirement on evidence of experts
which went beyond the role of an expert, assessing the effects of a proposal?
Submissions for HGL
[203] Mr Chapman says that this question is directed to the Court’s approach to
landscape issues, and to a lesser extent the effects of dust on amenity. It relates to the
Court’s criticism of expert witnesses in their approach to the evaluation of landscape.
It crosses with aspects of Question One.
[204] Mr Chapman begins with the Court’s statement that the District Plan does not
identify the attributes of the landscape which give this area its particular character.29
That is submitted to be at odds with the evidence of Mr Craig and Ms Smetham who
analysed the District Plan by reference to Rules which are designed to protect open
space, and put limitations on the built environment and activities that the District Plan
contemplates in the Rural Zone, together with Objectives and Policies which influence
landscape outcomes in the zone. Mr Chapman submits that the Court instead began
with a blank slate to assess landscape and rural character, whereas Mr Craig and
Ms Smetham approached the issue correctly constrained by the District Plan.
[205] Mr Chapman submits Objective 17.2.1.1(a)(i),(ii),(iii) and Policies 17.2.2.1,
17.2.2.3(a),(b),(c), and 17.2.2.12 have application, and articulate functional aspects of
the Rural Zone, its contrast with the urban environment, and the varied nature of the
zone. The Objectives and Policies are generally listed in a sequence from ‘broad’ to
‘specific’, and Objective 17.2.1.1, the first listed, is to enhance the function, character
and amenity values of the rural environment, and reinforce the potential of rural
productive activities on the economy. So, Mr Chapman says, change is clearly
anticipated in the Rural Zone. Variation across the environment is identified in Policy
29
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17.2.2.3, already discussed, with reference to established and permitted activities. The
list of relevant considerations begins with the concept of openness and vegetation, but
this does not guarantee vistas, nor preclude undulation in the landscape. The reference
to vegetation, Mr Chapman says is to rehabilitation of quarry sites.
[206] Policy 17.2.2.12 is headed to show it is about management of quarry activity,
and Mr Chapman submits the outcome directed for quarries is just that, management
of effects, and not elimination of effects on rural character and landscape. Mr Craig
took this as guidance, a starting point for evaluation, whereas the Court’s starting
point, the ‘blank slate’, is submitted to be at odds with the Policy.
[207] The Court thought the landscape experts had a difficult job on their hands,
given the change in landscape over the previous few years. Mr Chapman says it
adopted a starting point based on historical landscape, which led to the conclusion that
rural character depends on pastoral farming, shelterbelts and hedgerows which
cross-hatch the landscape. He says effects should be assessed against the current state
of the landscape, with consents granted, and activities permitted by the District Plan.
He says that is not a difficult task, and is the correct approach, and the Court erred in
not recognising the landscape as so modified.
[208] The landscape experts did not ask residents about the factors they think
contribute to their appreciation of the area, and the Court thought that meant they did
not engage with the residents’ views that their amenity was adversely affected by the
quarrying activity.

Mr Chapman says that Mr Craig gave evidence before the

Commissioners, and therefore heard or “should be taken to have heard” the residents’
evidence and submissions. This is not an inference available, but in any event does
not meet the concern of the Court, as to understanding the amenity in the locality, as
it is experienced.
[209] Mr Chapman submits an expert should only provide an expert opinion, not
make “an overall broad judgment”. However, the Court can, if it chooses to do so,
accept the evidence of a witness on the ‘ultimate issue’ under s 25(4)(A) of the
Evidence Act 2006, where it is of substantial help to the Court as the trier of fact and

law. The evidence is not determinative to the extent the expert in effect becomes the
decision-maker. There can be no delegation of decision-making to the expert.
[210] Mr Chapman says the upshot of the Court’s reasoning is that Mr Craig should
have ‘conferenced’ residents’ views, then adjusted his own conclusions to be more
“rounded” in drawing his conclusions. That is submitted to put him in the role of
decision-maker, to assess the merits and reliability of opinion evidence, and decide
what weight to give the information derived. I pre-empt the Discussion which follows
to say this is not what the Court said, nor do I infer that is what it meant. Mr Chapman,
however, correctly refers to the Court’s statement in Port Gore Marine
Farms v Marlborough District Council, that:30
So individual perceptions of the effect of a proposal on their future amenities
will usually not be a sufficient guide to reasonableness of the effects, people
do tend to resist change simply because it is different to what they know.
Essentially, the test for effects on amenities is one of reasonableness in
context, usually be better informed by reference to the District Plan.

[211] He submits that the notion that an expert should ‘conference’ with neighbours
and lay persons is novel, and would constitute an ‘absurd compromise’ by experts.
The 2014 Practice Note for the Environment Court sets out a protocol for expert
witness conferences, and outside of their specialist expertise, others will not
participate unless directed by the Court. Landscape is a key element in the Court’s
decision-making so criticism of the experts’ approach and the Court’s disregard of the
District Plan’s provisions for landscape are submitted to have led to an outcome which
Mr Chapman submits is in error.
Submissions for the Council
[212] Mr Pizzey says that criticism of the landscape architects for not ascertaining
the views of the residents and bringing them to overall account is not in error, because
the Court’s reasoning in paragraphs [130], [148] and [151] of the Decision does not
carry the implication alleged by HGL.
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Port Gore Marine Farms v Marlborough District Council [2012] NZEnvC 72 at [213].

[213] The three landscape architects had provided a report under s 42 RMA to the
Commissioners. The Court said it was not aware whether the experts made inquiry of
the residents or the community generally as to the qualities and characteristics that
contribute to their appreciation of the area.
[214] Mr Craig’s view was that there is no difference in the rural character of a quarry
in a Rural Zone or in the Rural Quarry Zone because under the District Plan quarrying
can occur in both.31 His conclusion was referred to by the Court, that:32
…the factors contributing to the landscape character will remain unchanged
even though there is an increase in the proportion of quarrying relative to other
activities in the area.

[215] That issue of change is however entirely for the Court, a question of evaluating
the evidence.
[216] Ms Smetham’s opinion was that the residents’ amenity is derived from the
area’s rural character, aesthetic coherence and pleasant outlook, but the amenity is
variable because of diverse outlook and land cover in the zone. The effects of this
proposal on rural amenity would be moderate, including where there would be views
into and over the site. The Court discussed Ms Smetham’s evidence, saying that she
had a narrow brief, to consider the evidence of Mr Craig and Ms Dray and to focus on
their differences without a “longwinded assessment of her own”. The Court then
said:33
Had she undertaken a full assessment of the rural character and made inquiry
into the residents’ amenity values she may have arrived at a conclusion on
where the threshold of acceptable effects lies. We think it prudent in the
circumstances to treat her evidence with caution, as we do with Ms Dray who
has not had the opportunity to provide a full brief of evidence or to consider
the proposal under the District Plan.

[217] Ms Dray differed from Mr Craig and Ms Smetham in her short report tabled
before the Commissioners. The Court said it regretted it did not have from her a full
brief of evidence. She referred to the submissions made by residents and their
concerns about a significant change to rural character and amenity because of
31
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cumulative traffic, noise, dust and visual effects. The Court said she had “helpfully”
distinguished landscape effects from visual effects. The former are those that bring
about change to the landscape and the latter are those that can be seen arising from the
proposal or from various vantage points.
[218] Ms Dray considered that the capacity of the landscape to absorb change would
be ‘tested’ by the HGL proposal, and its legibility is affected to a degree that may well
be irreversible if there is not enough cleanfill to restore the site, in which case the
cumulative adverse effect on landscape character would be more than minor. She also
said views into the site would have adverse effects on visual amenity that:34
… are minor but, when considered together with the views of the other
quarries, there is an adverse effect on landscape and visual amenity and these
effects may have reached a tipping point.

[219] Mr Pizzey refers to para [148] of the Decision where the Court disagreed with
Mr Craig for equating “openness” with “built space”. “Openness” characterises this
landscape and the fact that this proposal does not increase the built space does not
necessarily mean the openness of landscape is retained. The Court said that Mr Craig
did not consider whether enclosing the pastoral view by bunding and shelterbelts
would have an effect on the visual amenity of the residents.35
[220] He submits the Court does not say that landscape architects as experts must
undertake an “overall broad judgment”, although they are not precluded from doing
so. The Court is entitled to criticise an expert, accept or reject their evidence and
express views about evidence that may have assisted the Court further. It is not bound
to accept all or part of the evidence of any witness, lay or expert, but should weigh and
consider it with all other evidence. It is entitled to bring to account an absence of
evidence on matters which it considers relevant.
[221] Rather than imposing an unlawful or unreasonable requirement on the experts
as HGL submits, Mr Pizzey says the Court’s reasoning under “Rural character and
amenity” shows how it carefully assessed “values” evidence. It said experts need to
begin with assessing the degree of adverse effects against a baseline environment.
34
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This involves the experts first identifying what it is that people in communities value
about their existing environment, and explaining how the experts ascertained those
values. Secondly, experts need to ascertain whether the District Plan and other
documents identify such attributes, and in that context, make an objective assessment
whether those values identified are reasonably held. Finally, they need to assess
adverse effects of the proposal on those values, considering whether values are
maintained, and assessing effects in light of the anticipated outcomes of the District
Plan.

HGL does not challenge that guidance to experts when giving “values”

evidence.
[222] When the Court referred to the residents’ description of past amenity values, it
expressly acknowledged that the existing environment includes consented quarries,
and asked itself whether the District Plan identifies landscape attributes that give this
area its particular character, before evaluating the landscape evidence from the experts.
At para [130], which HGL says represents an error of law, Mr Pizzey says the Court
simply said it was not aware if the landscape experts made enquiry of the residents or
community generally as to the qualities and characteristics that contribute to their
appreciation of the area. Mr Pizzey says there is no error of law in that, as there was
no evidence of such inquiry having been made. The reasonable inference is that the
Court thought the experts should have made such an inquiry as it was a step in the
required sequence of considerations which it set out, to understand the amenity as it is
experienced.
[223] When the Court considered the expert landscape evidence it included that for
HGL. However, it was correct in treating the relevant Objectives and Policies of
the District Plan not as a code so as to preclude other factors being considered. The
Court considered there was an error in the methodology used by Mr Craig because he
erroneously equated “openness” with “built space”, as he said if there were no more
buildings then enclosing a pastoral view with a bund and shelterbelts would not have
an adverse effect on “openness”. The Court did not accept this evidence and that
cannot be an error of law, Mr Pizzey submits. It was entirely open to the Court to
evaluate bunding and shelterbelts in the context of amenity.

[224] The third passage of the Decision relied on for HGL is at para [151] where the
Court evaluated the evidence of Ms Smetham and said had she undertaken a full
assessment of rural character and made enquiry of residents about amenity values, she
may have arrived at a conclusion as to where the threshold of acceptable effects lies,
and without that the Court treated her evidence with caution.

None of this means

landscape experts must articulate the views of residents and reach an overall judgment.
The Court simply said that in assessing values, there must be a first step involving
identification of what people value and an objective assessment of those values, which
Mr Pizzey says is unremarkable because the issue is the impact of the proposal on the
amenity values of residents. The landscape architects did not adequately articulate this
first step in their evidence and the Court simply made a finding on the adequacy of
their evidence, in an orthodox way.
Submissions for JAG
[225] JAG adopts the submissions on behalf of the Council.
Discussion
[226] The criticism of the Court’s approach to the evidence of the landscape experts
is in my view entirely misplaced. The Court said that the experts did not (so far as it
knew) engage with the residents’ views that their amenity is adversely impacted by
quarrying activity taking place in the locality. That is simply to point to the need for
an understanding of the experience and concerns about amenity including rural
character of those affected, and for those elements to be objectively brought to
account, recognising their inherent subjectivity. What better evidence in the first place
is there than that of those who experience and live with the effects, provided their
evidence is objectively assessed against the provisions of the District Plan and other
expert evidence? The Court was not in error in observing the need for this fundamental
step. A querulous and unreasonable stance taken by a resident will never prevail, but
their living experience, not overstated, must be prime evidence. It is easy to dismiss
or minimise the views of affected persons as subjective, yet theirs are the experiences
of the very effects and amenity with which the Court is concerned.

[227] The Court did not suggest that there should have been “conferencing” which
HGL submits is an inference to be drawn from the Decision, nor did the Court undo
the effect of Port Gore Marine Farms.36 The Court at para [151] made its position
quite clear, as it was entitled to, that inquiry of the residents’ amenity values as they
experienced them may have assisted in determining where the threshold of acceptable
effects lies. The Court complimented Ms Smetham on putting herself the question:37
whether the addition of this quarry would result in the breach of a threshold
of acceptable effects on rural character and visual amenity.

[228] That “good question” was not, however, followed up by evidence of where the
threshold lies, and it appeared to the Court that the environment had been considered
as if limited by Policy 17.2.2.3. It is probable this was misinterpreted as saying
something about the stated outcomes for the area, whereas the sustainable
management outcomes are set out in Policies 17.2.2.1 and 17.2.2.2. Policy 17.2.2.3 is
a fact-finding provision.
[229] I conclude that the Court’s approach to landscape is unimpeachable on
the evidence before it. The quality of the landscape, including that modified by
farming and other activities, can be expected to contribute to people’s appreciation of
its pleasantness and aesthetic coherence, even though rural productive activities have
effects which may be considered adverse. The rural character of the area depends in
substantial part on pastoral farming, and on other physical elements of the landscape,
but in this locality, there are now open and enclosed views. The view towards pastoral
landscape is an amenity valued by residents and although broken up by shelterbelts,
hedgerows and more recently by bunds, the rural character nevertheless retains
a degree of open spaciousness which residents value. Such a finding is entirely for
the Court based on the landscape evidence, in the context of the Plan.
[230] This links to Question One. The Court did not have to treat the character and
quality of the landscape and its contribution to people’s appreciation of pleasantness
or aesthetic coherence as devalued or degraded to such a degree that the provisions of
the District Plan that allow rural productive activity should somehow take precedence,
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or to lower the bar in assessing amenity based on character and quality of the
landscape. If it were otherwise the mere fact of effects which erode the character and
quality of the landscape would dictate more of the same. That cannot be right. In my
judgment, the Court assessed the threshold of effects against which to assess the issue
for this third question, and did so in a careful, evaluative way. It was entitled to look
for more evidence from experts of prime evidential material relevant to these
questions, from the residents.
[231] The third alleged error of law is not made out.
Fourth Question of Law: Did the Court incorrectly interpret the rehabilitation
Rules of the District Plan?
Submissions for HGL
[232] Mr Chapman’s submissions begin by making the reasonable assumption that
the Court intended to refer to Policy 17.2.2.13(b) rather than 17.1.1.13(b), as the latter
does not appear in the District Plan. Policy 17.2.2.13(b) requires proposals for new
quarrying activities to demonstrate “through a rehabilitation plan” the objectives,
methodology and timescales for achieving site rehabilitation and appropriate end use.
The Court took this to mean such a plan should have been included with the
application, but Decisions by the Independent Hearings Panel on the rural chapters of
the District Plan had not been made by then, so the Policy did not exist when the
application was lodged.
[233] HGL submits the Court incorrectly interpreted the Policy to mean the
rehabilitation plan must be produced when the application is made, and says
the application needs only make it clear what the rehabilitation plans are, to assure
the decision-maker that the eventual rehabilitation will meet the requirements of the
Policy.
[234] Section 75(1)(c) RMA provides that Rules are to implement Policies, and only
one Rule seems to apply, 17.8.3.14, which requires a rehabilitation plan to be
submitted for certification for new quarries prior to commencement of quarrying
activities. This is submitted for HGL to be sensible, to reflect conditions imposed by

the Council and the Regional Council, to provide one cohesive document.

The

submission for HGL is that it simply has to establish that the requirements of the Policy
are met through the application, which forms part of the consent, and proffered
conditions.
[235] Mr Chapman says that HGL was “effectively between the devil and the deep
blue sea” in terms of its evidence about rehabilitation because it held a consent to
rehabilitate from the Regional Council, to control issues of groundwater, cleanfill and
the depth of fill to ensure pasture cover. HGL could have gone into more detail in
relation to those consents, but they were already before the Court.
[236] The Court held the Policy would not be met because there was no stated end
use beyond pasture, and no expert evidence whether the rehabilitated end use would
in fact provide for pastoral use, nor any assurance that the site would be rehabilitated
to enable subsequent use of the land for permitted or consented activities. HGL
submits the Court erred when making these findings given the evidence it had before
it, and the ‘commonly accepted position’ in Canterbury as to quarry rehabilitation.
Mr Francis for HGL said the ultimate goal was to return the site to productive farmland
as far as possible, so for the Court to conclude there is no stated end use beyond
planting grass is incorrect. Mr Dixon in evidence for HGL made the same point,
saying the stages behind and in front of the pit would have sheep in them, and the land
once quarried and rehabilitated would do as well, so this would be a “gradual pit that
moves along”. The end use will be farmland and rehabilitation will achieve that. The
Court was critical that there was no expert evidence to establish that the rehabilitated
land could be used for pastoral purposes, but there was no challenge to the stated
intention to rehabilitate to that end. Mr Dixon and Mr Francis represent major
companies in the aggregate industry, and are familiar with this type of rehabilitation.
Mr Bligh said the topsoil proposed to be used would be suitable and he had seen its
application work. As a matter of law, the end use of the land is controlled by Regional
Council Rules relating to land use for farming activity.
[237] Mr Chapman submits that the Court’s overall uncertainty with the proposal
was in part the result of the incorrect interpretation of Policies, and led to error in the
reasoning for the second limb of the s 104D threshold tests.

Submissions for JAG
[238] Mr Christensen says when a rehabilitation plan should be provided to the
consent authority was not critical to the Court’s Decision, and the issue is whether
the HGL proposal meets Policy 17.2.2.13. He says that the Court made its findings
about rehabilitation based on the evidence and the commonly accepted position in
Canterbury, so there was relevant evidence before it. HGL’s evidence simply did not
satisfy the Court that the Policy would be met. The two witnesses referred to in
support by Mr Chapman are quarry operators, not experts in rehabilitation, and they
were not treated as such at the hearing, nor was Mr Bligh. Thus, the Court’s finding
of fact that no expert evidence was led about rehabilitation is just that, a finding that
the evidence was inadequate, and that finding is not amenable to challenge as an error
of law.
Discussion
[239] The Court on the evidence concluded that the site would “at least” be partially
restored after quarrying is finished. However, Ms Dray held concerns about the
cumulative visual effect of a series of shallow basins from partially restored sites
within this locality. This is a matter of fact and involved findings which were available
to the Court, and relevant to its Decision.
[240] It seems clear that whenever a rehabilitation plan is filed, it must be available
to the Court and thus other parties whenever it is relevant to the envisaged outcome
for landscape, addressed in terms of effects including cumulative effects. This is not
automatically a ‘residual’ or ‘washup’ provision simply to be addressed after the
Decision is made. The Court held a real concern about the physical resource available
to cleanfill the quarry and that is an evidential issue properly of concern as to
landscape.

I accept that a Decision with conditions allows a more informed

rehabilitation plan, and that may be a staged consideration for the decision-maker.
Here, however, the evidence was insufficient for the Court to assess effects. The ‘gap’
could have been closed evidentially, but was not. I add that sometimes a rehabilitation
plan may be a matter of detail and not an “effects” issue. That would mean the
rehabilitation Plan could be settled and approved after the Decision, because it is not
relevant as to effects.

[241] There is no error of law in terms of this fourth question.
Fifth Question of Law: Did the Court err in its finding that it had insufficient
evidence to determine whether the application was contrary to the Objectives and
Policies of the District Plan and thus whether it could pass the s 104D gateway test?
Submissions for HGL
[242] While this looks like a straightforward challenge to evidential findings,
Mr Chapman and Ms Appleyard submit that the Court erroneously undertook the
threshold tests under s 104D at the end of the judgment rather than at the beginning.
They say the sequence for the decision-making begins with the ‘gateway’ or
‘threshold’ tests under s 104D and these must be addressed before turning to the
relevant considerations under s 104(1), as the threshold tests under s 104D are a
“sieving process for non-complying activities” and the High Court has endorsed the
proposition that it is important when applying regulatory statutes that the right
question is asked at the right time.38
[243] This submission is based on the three-step sequence, set out in Baker Boys
sequence:39
(i)

to identify relevant s 104 matters for consideration;

(ii)

to consider whether the application meets either threshold test under
s 104D; and

(iii)

to determine the application by weighing matters under s 104.

[244] The Court sought further evidence about discharge to air of respirable
crystalline silica, but that was the only evidential issue further explored, so the
threshold tests were applied on all the evidence given at the appeal hearing.
Ms Appleyard and Mr Chapman submit that the Court “confused” its gateway
considerations with weighing evidence under s 104(1). They say the s 104D test is a
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“broad or high-level filter”40 and should not require complex evaluation involving for
example the reliability of expert evidence. Further, for a non-complying activity, it is
not necessary to garner direct support from the provisions of the District Plan as the
test is whether the proposal is contrary to its Objectives and Policies.41 Here, the
application is submitted to find direct support for quarries in the Rural Zone as rural
productive activities. Objective 17.2.1.1 is submitted to have been ignored, and the
Court has instead focused on parts of Objective 17.2.2.12 which address the location
and management of quarrying activities, which counsel submit are to be
accommodated within this zone. This leads to the submission that the Court has set
“too high a bar, evidentially” in evaluating the gateway tests.
[245] This submission is deceptively simple but involves some fundamental
propositions as to the way s 104D should be addressed, evidentially.
[246] Counsel submit that the Court ‘ignored’ planning witnesses called for the
Council and HGL, and that the evidential burden on HGL to raise issues for evaluation
was discharged. They submit that the reliability of evidence in relation to conditions
of consent is for s 104 evaluation, not s 104D, and by embarking on what is submitted
to be a too fine grained and otherwise erroneous evaluation of the evidence, HGL has
been ‘prejudiced’ in the s 104D Decision. They say the Court’s judgment was
coloured by its conclusions on the evidence from the outset, and that the Court should
have requested further information if it harboured doubts about the gateway test on
any issue. Because of what is submitted to be a ‘false start’ in the evaluation under
s 104D, Ms Appleyard and Mr Chapman submit the application should go back to the
Court for reconsideration.
Submissions for JAG
[247] Mr Christensen submits that the Court has proceeded in an unremarkable and
orthodox way in consideration of s 104D and s 104(1), first addressing whether the
effects of the proposal are minor, then whether the proposal is contrary to the
Objectives and Policies of the District Plan.
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[248] He submits that the Court did not expressly or in effect embark on a s 104(1)
analysis first, rather it focused on the threshold test for a non-complying activity.
There was no detailed analysis under s 104(1) because the Court did not get that far,
but it is relevant that it would have declined consent in the exercise of its overall
discretion under s 104 had there been a jurisprudential foundation to do so. Hence,
Mr Christensen strongly contests the submission that there was ‘confusion’ in the
Court’s approach to s 104D, and he submits that the Court’s decision-making
demonstrably proceeded through the following sequence:
(a)
(b)

What is the state of the receiving environment?
What are the effects (including additive and cumulative effects) of the
proposal?

(c)

What changes will those effects introduce in terms of rural character
and rural amenity?

(d)

Are those effects minor?

(e)

Is the proposal contrary to the Objective and Policies of the District
Plan?

[249] Mr Christensen submits the ‘real challenge’ raised by HGL is to the Court’s
thoroughness in considering the s 104D threshold tests, and (paradoxically) what is
really being said by HGL is that the Court should have been ‘more superficial’ in its
analysis. He says that it is for the Court in any given case to determine the extent of
forensic enquiry is needed for the purpose of s 104D, which may include the extent
and cogency of the evidence presented, and in several respects the Court here found
that HGL failed to meet its evidential burden.
[250] He further submits that the Court did not narrow its evaluation of Objectives
and Policies relating to quarrying in the rural environment, because it patently did so
thoroughly, demonstrated in paras [36] – [49] of its Decision. It recognised quarrying
as a rural productive activity but that does not mean it is necessarily appropriate at any

particular location. The proposal is to be assessed on the evidence, the Objectives and
Policies, the Plan as a whole, and the Act. That submission cannot be gainsaid.
[251] He

lays

considerable

emphasis

on

the

Court’s

reference

to

Policy 17.2.2.12(a)(ii) which provides that outside the Rural Quarry Zone (as here), a
new quarry may only be established where it:
(a)

avoids areas of outstanding or significant landscape, ecological,
cultural or historic heritage value;

(b)

avoids or mitigates effects on activities sensitive to quarrying activities;

(c)

internalises adverse environmental effects as far as practicable using
industry best practice and management plans, including monitoring and
self-reporting;

(d)

manages noise, vibration, access and lighting to maintain local rural
amenity values;

(e)

avoids or mitigates any effects on surface water bodies and their
margins; and

(f)

ensures the siting and scale of buildings and visual screening maintains
local rural amenity values and character.

[252] The Court said that the attainment of these outcomes is a major ‘determinator’
in meeting Objectives for the rural environment.42 Mr Christensen says that is not an
inappropriate narrowing of the Court’s evaluation, but rather focuses on its most
relevant provisions. To the submission that HGL has been prejudiced by the s 104D
determination as to effects, based on the evidence, Mr Christensen says that cannot be
the case because the Court concluded that some effects would be more than minor and
would not meet the relevant Objectives and Policies. That is not ‘prejudicial’, but
simply contrary to the position for HGL. Further, he submits the Court was clearly
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not satisfied that the HGL had discharged its burden to persuade the Court that the
threshold tests were met, and as he puts it “… that was the end of the matter”. The
Court did not have to allow the appellant the opportunity to “bolster or patch up its
case” on further evidence as seems to be suggested for HGL. It did think about
requiring further evidence on dust and cumulative visual effects, but decided against
that because it decided it would have declined consent under s 104, for unrelated
reasons.43
Discussion
[253] There is a superficially attractive element to HGL’s submissions on this Fifth
Question, as the non-complying status is based on a seemingly benign exceedance of
noise levels from the HGL site at one boundary which is not noise sensitive. That is
perhaps more an observation about the second leg of s 104D, but does not in any way
address the first leg, as to the degree of effects.
[254] Section 104D does not require that the Court approach the threshold tests in a
“sieving” or more limited way, as a gateway to the considerations under s 104. It has
often been applied in that way, prior to the fine-grained and more extensive analysis
required under s 104. The Act does not point to any limitation in the decision-maker’s
consideration of s 104D, but in this case the reason the activity is non-complying is of
little weight when it comes to consideration of effects. In my view, here the Court
made a detailed examination of effects, all of which would be addressed under s 104
as well (with others), and it was entitled to do so. The notion that the Court is bound
in some way to reduce or minimise its considerations under s 104D is in my view
wrong in law. The Court may approach s 104D as it did.
[255] The ‘evaluation’ which began at para [282] of the Decision addressed the
question exactly as s 104D requires, as to whether the Court was satisfied the effects
of the proposed quarry would be minor. Sometimes that will allow a short course
conclusion before moving to s 104, but whether that course is available is for the Court
(the decision-maker).
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[256] Policy 17.2.3.12(a)(ii) has a rigorous quality in that a quarry may only be
consented in a Rural Zone with specified outcomes. It is instructive for the answer to
this Question that the Court first addressed the evidence on which it could properly
reach a view as to the level of additive effect, and where in each case it would be “more
than minor”. This was a multifaceted exercise as to the traffic noise on residents at
15 and 25 Savills Road, where the effects would be significant. The Court could not
even reach a view as to whether the additive dust effect would be minor, in the absence
of a baseline assessment of the existing dust environment. As to the proffered
condition that there would be no visible dust emissions beyond the boundary of the
site, the Court was not satisfied such would secure the necessary outcome. Conditions
are meant to minimise dust emissions, not prevent their occurrence, and the Court held
on the evidence that it was likely there would be visible dust emissions from the site.
However, the baseline dust environment was not sufficiently well described to make
a judgment about the scale and significance of additive (cumulative) effect.
[257] The same point was made as to the evidence about the cumulative effect on
rural character and, in particular, visual amenity derived from that rural character. The
Court was entitled to decide that for residents in the locality the quarry would have an
adverse effect on visual amenity, with its descriptive reference to residents being
“sandwiched” between the quarries with extensive bunding and shelterbelts, views
into the quarries and the number of heavy goods vehicles entering and existing the
site.
[258] The Court found it more difficult to determine whether consenting this quarry,
given its location in context with the other quarries, would maintain the rural character
of the area. It agreed with Ms Dray who said that it is difficult to declare where the
threshold lies as to acceptable visual effects is without a study to determine the level
of quarrying acceptable within the zone. The Court made a straightforward evidential
finding: “We do not have reliable evidence to reach any conclusion about where this
threshold may lie”.44 All this led to the Court finding that it had inadequate evidence
to determine the significance of additive effect on visual amenity. The Court plainly
rejected the evidence that if no new buildings were proposed the “generic” rural
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character of the area would not change regardless of the nature, scale and intensity of
cumulative quarrying activities in the area. The Court seems to have been sceptical
about evidence that there was no difference in the rural character of a quarry zone and
any other Rural Zone because quarrying can occur in both. In my judgment that
proposition is a non-sequitur. In the Rural Zone quarrying is a discretionary activity
and whether an applicant gains consent will reflect, with other things, the variable
character of the Rural Zone in which it is proposed to be situated.
[259] The findings about the future dust environment and rural character meant the
Court could not determine whether the application was contrary to the Objectives and
Policies of the District Plan or otherwise. However, on the evidence, the Court was
not satisfied that the use and development of rural land would support and maintain
the rural amenities in the rural environment. It said this, with specific reference to
quarrying as a rural productive activity most suitably located on rural land:
[290] We recognise quarrying is a rural productive activity that is most
suitably located on rural land. Even so, every decision-maker is to “ensure”
the nature, scale and intensity of this activity recognise the character and
amenity values of the receiving environment (policy 17.2.2.4). This could be
achieved, in part, by ensuring an adequate separation distance between the
quarrying activity and incompatible activities (policy 17.2.2.10). If separation
distance means the set-back from a sensitive activity, then a separation
distance was not proposed. Rather the applicant proferred conditions to
manage the adverse effects of dust on residents living within 250m of the site.
We are not satisfied that the applicant has demonstrated that the “separation
distance” is adequate to address the cumulative effect of off-site dust
emissions at least to the standard which we can conclude that the character
and amenity of the rural environment will be supported and maintained
(objective 17.2.1.1(a)(a)). This finding is important in that, a related
policy (17.2.2.12(a)(ii)(B)) is enabling of new quarrying outside of the Rural
Quarry Zone only where the activity avoids or mitigates effects on activities
sensitive to quarrying activities. And, only where the activity “manages noise,
vibration, access… to maintain local rural amenity values” (policy
17.2.2.12(a)(ii)(D)). We are not satisfied the proposal does not achieve these
provisions, and this is a finding which we give significant weight.

[260] I conclude that the Court made no error in its considerations under s 104D of
the Act, but rather in a thorough way stepped through separate and cumulative effects
on the evidence and District Plan considerations required under s 104D. In some
cases, the conclusion was of effects more than minor. However, in several important
instances, the Court simply did not have the evidence it needed, and without that the

first threshold test of s 104D cannot be satisfied, and by the same reasoning nor can
the second threshold test.
[261] The fifth error of law is not made out.
Sixth Question of Law: Did the Court come to a conclusion without evidence, or a
conclusion which on the evidence it could not reasonably have reached, when
determining that a 3dB increase arising from traffic noise from the Transport Zone
was a “significant adverse effect”?
Submissions for HGL
[262] This question is associated with the second question and the effects of noise,
including change in the receiving environment. It breaks down further into six alleged
errors, set out below. The sixth question is, however, addressed as first put for HGL.
[263] Ms Appleyard submits that the Court focused on the effect of change which
would be brought about by HGL operations which it described as “fundamental to our
decision and is the focus of our evaluation”.45 In itself, that is correct, but the HGL
challenge is aimed at a specific element of the increase in noise, and evidence of the
effect of that change. Expert evidence was compared, given on a “worst case” scenario
based on maximum traffic numbers to and from the HGL and SOL quarries, and
maximum gravel extraction. Mr Camp anticipated a 3 dB increase, Dr Trevathan a
2 dB increase. The Court concluded that there would be at most, a 3 dB increase in
noise level as a result of the HGL quarry operations. This is a discrete finding,
reasoned without bringing to account the frequency, intervals, and characteristics of
noise, all of which are relevant to cumulative effects.
[264] The Court considered what effect the characteristics of noise from heavy
vehicles with the 3 dB increase would have on rural amenity. While it was not satisfied
with the evidence as to the noise effects of acceleration and deceleration at the
Conservators Road/Savills Road corner, the Court concluded:
[212] We consider these effects will be significant in terms of any remaining
rural amenity, particularly when the effects of increased traffic numbers
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themselves are taken into account, and will not maintain aural rural amenity
of the area, and is a matter to which we give significant weight.

[265] It is obvious that the impact of a 3 dB increase was an important element in the
Court’s reasoning. In that, Ms Appleyard submits that the Court came to a conclusion
on the evidence that it could not reasonably have come to, or alternatively that there
was no evidence that a 3 dB increase in noise is ‘noticeable’.

The noise experts

were called by HGL on the one hand, and the Council on the other. There was no
noise evidence for JAG. Therefore, Ms Appleyard submits that the experts essentially
agreed with each other, but the Court came to its own conclusion which she submits
was not founded on the evidence, as the noise experts agreed the increase in noise was
3 dB, and only of minor effect.
[266] The evidence before the Court was closely analysed by counsel for HGL. The
evidence of a 3 dB ‘change” in level was given in evidence in the Marshall Day Noise
Report and described there as “just acceptable”. Mr Camp’s evidence when questioned
by the Court was that this is a minor change from an objective point of view, but his
company, Marshall Day, has a “Table” which says, “Up to 2 or 3 dB change is minor,
and 5 is noticeable, and 7 or 8 is significant”. Mr Camp said a 3 dB change is
“relatively small”. Dr Trevathan said that it is “just audible” and 5 dB “clearly
noticeable”.
[267] Counsel submit that the Court did not put to Dr Trevathan and Mr Camp any
questions derived from the Court’s “own experience” of a 3 dB increase being
noticeable to test that against the available expert evidence. So, as Dr Trevathan and
Mr Camp said it is not until the change gets to 5 dB that it is “noticeable”, the Court
reached a different conclusion without evidence and only an amorphous reference to
its own experience. This is the foundation for the error of law alleged.
[268] By contrast, the residents gave evidence about their subjective experience of
the existing environment and Ms Appleyard submits the existing noise environment is
represented by the combination of noise from activities permitted by the District Plan
and authorised by resource consent. The existing environment is about 52 dB, a level
the Plan writer and decision-makers consider is consistent with rural amenity.
Ms Appleyard submits that the residents called no evidence about the change brought

about by consent and so did not address the question set by the Court for itself:
“To what extent would HGL operations change the existing environment, and what is
the effect of any change on rural amenity?”.
[269] In summary, it is submitted the Court by necessary inference must have
brought to account evidence given in other cases to allow it to decide there will be
adverse effects, and that they would be significant. Ms Appleyard concentrates on the
Court saying, “…we are aware that this is a subjective matter where different noise
experts can have different views”, yet the Court expressly reached the view, based on
its own experience, that a change in noise of 3 dB to 5 dB is usually noticeable, and
less than 3 dB is imperceptible to most people.
[270] Then, the Court moved from the increase in noise being ‘noticeable’ to whether
it would be adverse, and to what extent, to be measured with the characteristics of
noise and the overall cumulative effect. Mr Camp and Dr Trevathan said that a 3 dB
increase would result in a level of 55 dB at dwelling facades, and that seems to have
been be accepted by the Court at para [209]. Dr Trevathan said that effect is “minor”,
and Mr Camp said that level is “acceptable” and that the amenity of residents would
not be adversely effected. The Court, however at para [211], was satisfied from the
evidence that the increase would not only be noticeable, but adverse.

There is

a suggestion that the Court may have reached its conclusion based on the District Plan
Standard, which does not apply to road noise. If the District Plan Rules are to be
treated as guidance, then counsel submits there are other District Plan Rules which the
Court did not consider: 6.1.4.2, 6.1.6.2.4,

6.1.6.2.5,

6.1.6.2.8,

6.1.7.1.1, and

6.1.7.2.1.
[271] Ms Appleyard says the Court simply put aside the expert evidence, saying that
as a change in noise level is subjective, different experts can have different views and
took a “holistic view”, saying that some noise sources would have different
characteristics compared to others. She submits that these “different characteristics”
cannot be found in the evidence. Ms Appleyard says there is nothing in the evidence
which allowed the Court to conclude noise generated by this proposal may be
differentiated from the existing sound environment. Dr Trevathan said there would
be no sound effects with special audible characteristics, although Mr Camp said that

all noise sources have ‘character’ in some respects, because they sound different to
other sources.
[272] Ms Appleyard accepts that the Court may look at adverse effects of noise, but
says the District Plan does not guide what is acceptable or not. The experts said it
would be acceptable, but the Court used an irrelevant Rule as a guide (Question Two).
The Advice Note properly records that while specified noise sources are exempt from
the Rules, any potential and actual adverse effects should be considered for any
discretionary or non-complying activity, and that is why HGL called Mr Camp to give
evidence about the acceptability of a 3 dB increase in noise.
[273] Ms Appleyard says the applicable noise limit for the zone is 50 dB, which is
for activities within the Rural Zone, less than the guideline value that the District Plan
writers could have adopted.
[274] Ms Appleyard then refers to the Court’s conclusion that noise effects, which
did

not

include

acceleration

and

deceleration

around

the

Conservators Road/Savills Road corner, would be significant in terms of remaining
rural amenity, particularly when the effects of increased traffic noise were taken into
account. This would not maintain the rural amenity of the area, and the Court gave
this significant weight. Ms Appleyard submits that this conclusion cannot stand, and
amounts to an error of law, because a 3 dB increase is not “significant” and the noise
expert said the traffic noise does not containing any special characteristics when
considering amenity effects.
[275] The 3 dB increase in noise levels was said by the experts to be the maximum
or “worst case” increase in noise levels resulting from the HGL quarry and its
associated traffic. The experts considered what is a “significant” increase, and this is
where the tripartite distinction between 2 dB to 3 dB as “minor”, 5 dB as “noticeable”,
and anything above 7 dB is “significant” was brought to account. This evidence, and
this range, was not tested in cross-examination nor in questions from the Court so
Mr Camp said the change in noise level would be minor and acceptable and
Dr Trevathan much the same. Both those conclusions were reached in a “worst case”
setting as opposed to the actuality of operating levels on any given day.

[276] HGL’s case is thus that the Court disregarded this evidence, instead referring
to evidence of change in noise levels as something subjective about which experts
differed. The Court is said to have erred because there was clear evidence by Mr Camp
of what is a “noticeable” change and what is not, and the Court, without being able to
draw on relevant evidence of residents in this regard, had no basis to reach its
conclusion. The Court went even further to conclude that the increase in noise would
be “significant” because, looked at overall, some noises would have different
characteristics compared to those already in the locality.
[277] Ms Appleyard submits that the noise sources are known and apart from
acceleration/deceleration, the only evidence from a noise engineer concerned engine
braking, which she submits would not be a significant issue, and therefore there is no
evidence to demonstrate the noise from the HGL operations or differentiate it from the
existing sound environment. Neither Dr Trevathan nor Mr Camp thought that there
would be “special audible characteristics”, as all noise sources have character in some
respects because they sound different to other sources.
[278] Hence, in these two identified respects, Ms Appleyard submits that the Court
simply could not reach the conclusion of significant change in the aural amenity of the
area. There is nothing to demonstrate what the “special characteristics” are. Without
such evidence, a simple finding of a 3 dB increase being “significant” would block
consideration of s 104D effects under the first threshold test.
Submissions for the Council
[279] Mr Pizzey’s submission is that the Court heard (and accepted) the evidence of
the experts that there would be a 3 dB increase, not that the adverse effects of such
increase on the neighbours in this environment would be minor. The Court did not
agree with that, and made its own finding of fact based on what it heard from the
experts and from the residents themselves, that the adverse effect of a 3 dB increase
was not minor, but significant.
[280] Mr Pizzey says the Court’s starting position was to evaluate the existing
environment and the values which the community attaches to that environment.
Therefore, the evidence of residents about the noise as they experience it was relevant,

and from that point the Court brought to account the evidence of the experts about the
increased noise from traffic, above 3 dB. He says “It’s [the Court] simply taking a
different approach to the opinion evidence that it had heard from the noise experts”.
He says that HGL is challenging the Court’s exercise of its specialist jurisdiction in
evaluating the evidence of acoustic experts, and that of neighbours. The Court must
decide whether the effects of the proposed activity are consistent or inconsistent with
the District Plans, Objectives and Policies, and that too is for this specialist Court.
Aligned with that, Mr Pizzey submits the Court’s evaluation of the significance of
effects in this locality, with these neighbours and with this history, is essentially for it,
not for this Court to revisit.
[281] He emphasises that the Court found the noise increase in the environment
would be about 3 dB and looked at the effect of that change not in isolation, but by
considering noise characteristics and overall cumulative effect. 46 It held that the
significance of such change is subjective and experts will have different views, but
the Court’s own experience is that the 3 dB/5 dB range is “usually noticeable” or
“noticeable to most people”. The Court found as a fact this degree of change would
be noticeable and, while that does not make it unreasonable of itself, the cumulative
adverse effect would (or could) be significant.

That was not the evidence of

Dr Trevathan for the Council nor Mr Camp for HGL, but the Court was entitled to
reach this conclusion, so Mr Pizzey submits. He submits there are “highly sensitised
residents” who have to face demonstrably cumulative effects in a rapidly changing
environment, and such cumulative effects are at the heart of the Court’s assessment.
[282] He submits the Court does not need expert evidence and can reach this
conclusion for this locality, when deciding effects on these residents and neighbours.
That is not an error of law as it is simply based on the Court’s assessment of the
existing environment and the values given in evidence by residents.
Submissions for JAG
[283] Mr Christensen says the residents’ position is that the level of amenity is
already compromised by existing activities. The existing environment has only
46
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a certain capacity to absorb additional effects and the 3 dB increase in the context of
an “already compromised amenity” is significant. The Court found a noticeable
increase and that meant there would be a significant effect on the amenity of the
residents.
Discussion
[284] There is a proper challenge about the evidence available to the Court as to a
3 dB increase being noticeable, but whether that was an available finding or not, that
says nothing about the characteristics of the noise so as to differentiate it from other,
present and permitted noise, including from consented sources. The Court went a step
further, and drew on its own experience, without elaboration, as to when it considers
an increase in noise will be noticeable to the “highly sensitised” residents, then as to
the significance of that.
[285] I have read the material before the Court and had regard to submissions and
conclude this sixth question comes down to whether the Court can reach into its
specialist knowledge, without reference to other cases which included evidence of the
effect of change in noise levels, to find that the increase in noise would be noticeable,
and then determine the significance of that in an additive or cumulative sense with
reference to noise characteristics, and frequency.
[286] It is difficult, if not impossible, for those reading any judgment, to comprehend
how a tribunal or court has reached a conclusion that is based on unstated reasons.
It was open to the Court to regard the residents as highly sensitised, and not to dismiss
that sensitivity as lacking objectivity.

They live with significant change to their

environment already. The imposition of objective considerations or conclusions over
the evidence of sensitised individuals is cold comfort to them, and in my view ignores
what is a proper consideration under the RMA of people being highly sensitised for
a reason. If their response is more the product of an ‘over sensitivity’ rather than
a reasonable sensitivity, that will be brought to account.
[287] In supplementary submissions, Mr Christensen said that while Mr Camp’s
evidence was that a 3 dB increase is “minor”, Dr Trevathan said it was “audible”. The
Court said it is “noticeable”, consistent with its own understanding, so this 3 dB

increase is a “noticeable addition of noise”, and that is why the Court said it required
careful consideration of its characteristics for the overall cumulative effect. I find that
latter finding is in itself correct. The effect of such increase itself may not be
significant but, in the overall context, may be telling. The Court said that meeting
a 50 dB noise standard is generally reasonable, subject to consideration of the
cumulative nature of different sources of noise. Here, there are multiple sources of
noise, and changes in the ambient noise levels from all sources is important when
considering amenity, in particular new noise sources, which add to existing noise and
may detract from existing amenity values. The ‘capacity’ of existing amenity puts in
context the additional noise if it is “noticeable”. Where another noise environment is
not already “full”, an additional 3 dB may not result in a significant adverse effect on
amenity.
[288] Here, without reference to other cases in its experience, from which the Court
has reached a conclusion as to what change in noise level is “noticeable”, I consider
the evidence falls short. It is simply not available to the Court, and so constitutes an
error of law. It is, however, one important facet of a much more complex question of
noise effects and does not of itself dictate the outcome for this judgment.
The Second and Sixth Questions of Law - Summary
[289] For completeness, I refer to HGL’s breakdown of noise submissions already
addressed. Counsel for HGL submit that there are six separate errors of law within
Questions Two and Six, relating to the Court’s reasoning at paras [25] and
[208] - [212] of the Decision. The errors are submitted to compound to an overall
picture which makes the Court’s findings on noise, and thus rural character and
amenity, unsafe. The latter findings do not depend on, but are influenced by the noise
findings.
First noise error (sixth error of law)
[290] This has been addressed, that a 3 dB change would be ‘noticeable’ by relying
on “different experts” and the Court’s “own experience”, as not open to the Court on
the evidence. Counsel for HGL say that Mr Pizzey has attempted to reconcile
Dr Trevathan’s evidence, with which Mr Camp agreed, that a change of 5 dB is

noticeable, as the same thing as saying a change of 3 dB to 5 dB is noticeable. A 3 dB
increase is equivalent to a doubling of the noise, and an increase from 500 trucks to
900 trucks results in 2.5 dB to 3 dB increase, as Mr Camp says. While I have found
that the Court did not have any sufficient evidence on which it could reach
a conclusion that a 3 dB increase in noise is noticeable, the notion of such an increase
in truck numbers, whether at regular or broken intervals throughout a whole working
day, with the characteristics of truck noise, including braking and acceleration,
immediately identifies particular characteristics of the noise which are relevant effects.
The error of law in the Decision lies only in the extension of the finding that a 5 dB
change in noise level is noticeable to that at 3 dB.
Second noise error (second error of law)
[291] The Court at para [205], said that the applicable noise limit for the zone was
5 dB at the notional boundary of existing dwellings. Then at para [209] it said:
It is clear to us that future cumulative noise levels at the notional boundaries
of some dwellings affected by HGL traffic noise will, at times, be in excess of
the District Plan standard and could reach 55 dB at the dwelling facades based
on the evidence of Dr Trevathan.

[292] A 50 dB expected amenity led to the conclusion that 55 dB was too high, but
counsel for HGL submits the Rule is not the noise limit for the zone, but a permitted
noise level for an individual activity in any Rural Zone and any residential zone
outside the CBD without a cap on the number of properties or activities that can each
reach a 50 dB level. The permitted noise levels combine to create a number higher
than 50 dB, an outcome therefore expressly authorised by the permitted activity Rules
in the District Plan. Other permitted activities add to this, some higher than 50 dB,
including the airport and roads, which have no limit. Airport activity and roads are
not at capacity and any number of new permitted activities, each creating 50 dB, could
join the zone. So, the Court’s conclusion that District Plan Standards are being
exceeded is not correct as a matter of interpretation or fact, as there is no District Plan
Standard about the level of cumulative noise in the zone. The Court must have regard
to the impact of the permitted activities, exercised to their maximum permitted level
(and with all other effects which accumulate). The Court made an express finding that
noise could reach 55 dB at the dwelling facades, based on the evidence of

Dr Trevathan, and HGL’s submission is that the Court wrongly used that in the context
of a 50 dB expected amenity being permitted in the Rural Zone. Permitted noise levels
will combine to a number higher than 50 dB.
[293] However, the Court was entitled to reason what it considers to be the point at
which the noise at the notional boundary of existing dwellings would be impacted by
the permitted activity.

This is but one component of noise effects with which the

Court was concerned, and it was entitled to reach judgment as to this.

It had

the evidence to do so, and there was no error in law in bringing to account the 50 dB
expected amenity.
Third noise error (second error of law)
[294] Mr Pizzey’s submission is that the Court did not know the outcomes expected
for the Rural Zones, but thought the Rules ‘pointed’ to these outcomes. While not
accepting the Court reasoned in this way this, counsel for HGL say that approach is
wrong in law because the District Plan must state Objectives and Policies, and the
Rules are the method for implementing the Policies.

The Objectives and Policies

express outcomes, and Rules are not an expression of the outcome themselves. The
Rule relating to traffic on roads is a complete noise exemption and HGL’s counsel
submit the Plan writers intended roads to be completely unregulated, unlike other
activities.
[295] The Court used the Rules, in what it found to be the absence of Objectives and
Policies, to find its way to expected outcomes, in effect by implication.

The

submission that the Plan writers intended roads to be completely unregulated goes
only so far. The Court’s Decision and this judgment are concerned with the effects of
the proposal, one effect of which is that from traffic and whether permitted or not.
There are effects, to be weighed for degree, and brought to account cumulatively with
other effects. I consider the submission that the Court’s evaluation should not include
the noise of traffic on roads, with a noise exemption, does not sit well with the
fundamental purpose of the Act to achieve sustainable environmental outcomes. It is
a technical and limited approach which constrains that fundamental task.

Fourth noise error (second error of law)
[296] If, HGL says, the Court was in principle entitled to take into account permitted
activity Rules, it has taken into account an irrelevant factor as the Rules do not apply
to roads. Alternatively, it has failed to take into account relevant factors such as other
permitted activity Rules in Chapter Six. If the Court wants to take into account a Rule
which is expressly not relevant to road traffic noise, counsel submit it needs to explain
why the Rule is relevant, and why it was the only relevant Rule in Chapter Six. HGL
says the Court failed to explain why overseas and New Zealand Standards set out by
Dr Trevathan and Mr Camp were not relevant, or were disregarded. There is some
merit in this submission where the expert evidence, including that of Standards, was
not ‘explained away’ as irrelevant.
[297] However, the Court was entitled to bring to account its own conclusions with
regard to whether the 55 dB noise level was appropriate in this case, having regard to
cumulative effects. It was entitled to disregard elements of the expert evidence if it
chose and it clearly did so, with the observation above. It is not, however, decisive for
this judgment.
Fifth noise error (second error of law)
[298] HGL counsel submit the Court’s approach undermines the separate zoning of
roads into a Transport Zone and their specific exemption from the Rules in Chapter
Six. The notion that roads, including the State Highway, would have to meet a limit
of 50 dB in the adjoining Rural Zone, or residential zone where it passes an individual
dwelling, is submitted in error.
[299] The Court did not conclude that roads, including the State Highway, would
have to meet a limit of 50 dB in the adjoining Rural Zone or residential where it passes
an individual dwelling. The Court referred to the Transport Zone. That is at far as it
went. It had to determine noise effects and that was at least a relevant consideration.

Sixth noise error (sixth error of law)
[300] Mr Pizzey says the noise experts gave evidence about the level of change only
and did not assess effects on amenity, so the Court was entitled to use its own
experience as to what would be a significant adverse effect. Counsel for HGL say that
Mr Camp and Dr Trevathan gave evidence about effects, so when the Court said it was
satisfied there were adverse effects “from the evidence”, there was no such evidence
except that of the residents. That is relevant, and of weight as the Court decides. The
Court in my view had ample evidence from which to derive and reach a conclusion
about adverse effects on amenity as the review of its Decision in Part C to this
judgment demonstrates.
Seventh Question of Law: Did the Court err in its elevation of the importance of
“avoidance” over other approaches contemplated by the District Plan, which
resulted in the incorrect interpretation of the Objectives and Policies?
Submissions for HGL
[301] This question is based on the Supreme Court judgment in King Salmon.47 The
word “avoid” means “not allowing” or “prevent the occurrence of”, but that judgment
was given in the context of the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement (CPS) which
contemplates only the avoidance of effects. Here, HGL correctly submits adverse
effects may be avoided, remedied or mitigated, and says those words should be read
conjunctively and of equal importance.48 Mr Chapman submits that “avoid” in this
context should not mean “only avoid” and a ‘remedy’ or ‘mitigation’ are of “equal
merit”. HGL submits the Court did not give equal weight and consideration to these
factors and Mr Chapman refers to the judgment when it reads:49
If the effects are not avoided or remedied (we suggest preferably in the first
instance), the policy is tolerant of activities with adverse effects where the
activity, circumscribed by any conditions mitigating effects, supports and
maintains the function, character and amenity of the rural environment.
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26 February 2002 at [25].
At [38].

[302] Here, the Court expressly recognised a degree of tolerance of activities with
adverse effects but Mr Chapman says the Court concluded that avoidance of effects
was preferable to a remedy or mitigation (the Court referred to both avoidance and
remedy as ‘preferences’), and should have recognised that where adverse effects are
mitigated the District Plan will tolerate quarry activities. The law does not require
priority to be given to avoidance, so “reasonable internalisation” means that if an effect
cannot be avoided, then it must be remedied or mitigated through conditions of
consent. In that sense “internalising” does not mean “internalise at all costs”.50 The
heart of this alleged error is that the Court is submitted to have preferred ‘complete
internalisation’, even though the District Plan accepts that conditions might remedy or
mitigate effects, and this ‘error’ coloured all further consideration by the Court.
[303] It is then submitted that for the Court to take the view that Objective 17.2.1.1
and Policies 17.2.2.1 and 17.2.2.2 only tolerate activities for which adverse effects
can be mitigated is an “overly negative framework”, not supported by the wording of
the District Plan. The use and development of rural land supports, in particular, the
potential contribution of rural productive activities to the economy and wellbeing of
the Christchurch District, and provides for economic development of rural land by
enabling a range of activities, while ensuring that adverse effects on rural character
and amenity values are avoided, remedied or mitigated.
[304] HGL submits the terms “support” and “provide for” therefore signify a much
higher level of support for rural development than the term “tolerate” chosen by the
Court. Mr Chapman says the Court’s approach derives from its understanding of
the Objective and Policy framework. This shaped its assessment of the evidence and,
where that was finely balanced, it treated Objectives and Policies as merely ‘tolerating’
quarry activity and, cumulatively, this resulted in a Decision inherently based on a
perception of the District Plan’s opposition to quarry development. This is said to be
of significance as the District Plan has one set of Objectives and Policies for all seven
Rural Zones. A Decision had been taken during the District Plan Review process not
to zone a larger area as Rural Quarry Zone, despite the shortage of available land
within that zone. The effect of the Decision is submitted to be that all adverse effects
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from a quarry are to be avoided in the first instance or, as a less preferred approach,
mitigated to such a level that the District Plan can tolerate them. This will carry
beyond quarrying to intensive farming which is a “legitimate activity in the Rural
Zone”.
[305] In short, the submission is that the Court erred by elevating “avoid” over
“remedy” and “mitigate”, which submission I do not accept in itself, and further erred
in its failure to understand that the Objectives and Policies could tolerate development
such as quarrying in some instances.
Submissions for JAG
[306] Mr Christiansen for JAG submits HGL’s case boils down to a submission that
the Court erroneously elevated the importance of avoidance over mitigation and
minimisation of effects, and it uses paragraph [38] of the Decision to found its
challenge. Mr Christensen says that reference is to Policy 17.2.2.2, which is relevant
to the description and analysis of the Objectives and Policies relating to the rural
environment reflected in paragraphs [35]-[49] and [68]-[69] of the Decision.
Mr Christiansen submits, contrary to the HGL submission, that the Court expressly
recognised Policy 17.2.2.2 is to be interpreted in light of the overarching Objective for
the rural environment (Objective 17.2.1) and the Strategic Directions for the district.51
[307] He refers to this passage in the judgment:
[56]
… regardless of scale, decision-makers are to avoid “significant
adverse effects” on health, safety and amenity of people and communities
(objective 3.3.14) and for all “other adverse effects”, evaluate the activity in
light of the outcomes for the rural environment. Where an effect cannot be
avoided or remedied in the first instance, then the enquiry is whether the
activity as proposed to be mitigated will support and maintain the function,
character and amenity values of the rural environment. If not, the activity will
not achieve the relevant objective of the District Plan.

[308] He submits that the Court’s observations in para [38] about Policy 17.2.2.2 are
consistent with this passage, which expresses what is known as the “mitigation
hierarchy” so that effects should first be reasonably avoided or remedied, but any effect
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should be reasonably mitigated or minimised. Reasonable avoidance and reasonable
mitigation depend on the context, and relevant Plan provisions.
[309] Discussed above, this quarry is said for HGL to be the sixth in this area, on a
site which does not have reasonable set-backs from neighbouring houses. Unless the
HGL quarry in use is discontinued, it is the seventh, with the eighth now being
cleanfilled. The Court is entitled to decide whether the effects of this quarry on top of
the effects from existing quarries and other noise sources can be adequately controlled
by conditions. The Court did not anywhere, it is submitted, equate avoidance of effects
with internalisation as HGL contends. Internalisation is not feasible because it would
mean no noise beyond the boundary, no trucks entering or leaving the site, the quarry
and the bunds not being able to be seen, and so on. When the Court concluded the
effects of this quarry could not be adequately controlled by conditions despite
suggestions by the appellant how this could be done, declining the application in its
entirety was appropriate, and the only way to achieve sustainable management of
natural and physical resources. There is no evidence that discontinuance of HGL’s
current quarry operations will mitigate the effects with which the Court was
concerned.
[310] As to precedent, the Decision is site specific. Somewhat tongue in cheek,
Mr Christiansen says if there is any precedent it might be that where there is an
application for a quarry outside the rural quarry zone, non-complying, the ‘eighth
quarry’ in a particular locality, on a site too small to have appropriate set-backs to
address dust and noise, which results in significant adverse noise effects from
additional trucks, then consent is unlikely to be granted.
Discussion
[311] At para [69] of the Decision, the Court referred to an effect being avoided or
remedied, and whether it may be mitigated to support and maintain the function,
character and amenity values of the rural environment. A range of conditions was put
before the Court, against which to consider such an outcome, the product of adverse
effects being avoided, remedied or mitigated.

[312] As Mr Christiansen submits, quarrying is contemplated in a rural area, but the
rural environment logically will have only a certain capacity to absorb development.
That environment should not by progressive impact and effect lose its character and
amenity by the erosion of that caused by consented activities. The fact that a quarry
is “generally acceptable” does not mean all quarries are acceptable in all locations.
The Court made an assessment that this proposal goes too far in terms of adverse
effects and this is a nuanced and complex evidential exercise, entirely open to the
Court.

This seventh question involves consideration of potential responses in

the decision-making, to avoid, to remedy, or to mitigate. The Court did not look for
avoidance at all costs but worked its way through the measures of avoidance, remedy
and mitigation. It was not slanted to avoidance, and the result was for the Court to
decide on its assessment of the degree of adverse effect.
[313] Given the findings of the Court, and with the clear recognition of deficiencies
in evidence, across several important considerations, cumulative effects were such that
avoidance was properly for consideration. Because this is a ‘tipping point’ case, even
with conditions of consent proffered, the Court was entitled to conclude that a remedy
or mitigation was either not available or insufficient. The Court has not treated
avoidance as other than its preferred outcome, and it has recognised remedial and
mitigating measures available. It has thus not turned a Nelsonian eye to consider
avoidance only, or placed unwarranted emphasis on avoidance.
[314] No error of law is disclosed in this Seventh Question.
F.

CONCLUSION

[315] One error of law has been made out, the Court’s finding of the 3 dB noise
increase being ‘noticeable’, as the evidence does not support such a finding.
[316] The Court had to evaluate a fast changing environment, which reflected
societal upheaval in Christchurch from the earthquake sequence, the rebuild of much
of the city and its infrastructure, and the rapid evolution of the new District Plan for
Christchurch by the rapid and expert process of the Hearings Panel. Christchurch and
its surrounds changed in a stroke when the earthquake sequence began, and
particularly following that of 22 February 2011. The earthquakes and aftershocks

placed unimagined stress on Christchurch’s inhabitants, infrastructure, and
environment. Part of the response was the need for aggregate on a large scale, and that
in turn led to pressure on infrastructure, including roads.
[317] The product of these factors is rapid change in the landscape and intensity of
activity, particularly in the traditional quarry areas. In the demand for new quarries
evidence of the rapid evolution of effects on residents over a very short period is
entirely to be expected, with the residents’ telling accounts of noise, dust, vibration
and intrusion into their residential lives. The Court was rightly careful to evaluate the
position of the residents and their protection from cumulative adverse effects. The
overall effect on JAG residents is irrefutably adverse in several respects as things
stand, without the effects of this proposed HGL quarry. That is why the Court was
critical of landscape evidence which did not seek to understand the values still enjoyed
by these residents. The Court in my view correctly took a precautionary approach
when identifying many relevant elements of effect where the evidence fell short, either
because it was not provided, not adequately provided, or simply did not persuade the
Court. This was entirely for the Court. There are no obvious remedial or mitigating
steps available to the residents in practical terms after consent is put into effect other
than to shift the axis of their home lives, for example, by certain confined parts of their
properties to mitigate effects, or leaving the area.
[318] The Court did not rely on how many quarries there are, or will be, but
cumulative effects in this area, and there is no evidential basis to assess the effects on
these residents on this appeal if and when HGL’s existing quarry closes. This is not a
‘numbers’ game but pluses and minuses of influencing activities will count, when the
effects of such are relevant.
[319] As to noise, and apart from the 3 dB increase being ‘noticeable’,
Mr Christiansen said that Dr Trevathan and Mr Camp treated 50 dB noise levels as a
proxy for acceptable effects which are “no more than minor”, but Dr Trevathan
accepted that at 50 dB people may be only “reasonably annoyed”. The concept of
“reasonable annoyance” is quaint and irresolute. In the context of noise which is
omni-present in daylight hours, or almost so, a “reasonably annoyed” resident would
reflect, in my view, a more than minor effect. The residents provide evidence of a

baseline of annoyance against which to measure expert evidence. While subjective,
this was clearly relevant.
[320] Mr Christensen referred to his submissions in the Environment Court that the
approach of HGL and Council witnesses seems to assume the City Plan provides that
quarries are appropriate on this site, and this restricted the Court’s consideration how
the effects can be addressed. He refers to Policy 17.1.1.12. Anticipated amenity in
the Rural Zone will vary and, for example, on the Port Hills and Banks Peninsula,
amenity values will generally be higher than on the plains, and where an activity is
proposed determines the way in which intensive agricultural, industrial and quarrying
activities will impact on rural amenity. That expectation does not include, as one
resident said, “daily gritty dust throughout my home”. This is a case in which
“no change” may be what is needed to maintain amenity and meet the Policy. That
was in essence the residents’ case, that there should be “no more change”. The Court
has agreed, on the evidence before it, while plainly dissatisfied with a good deal of
HGL evidence across several important effects-based issues.
Relief
[321] The one error of law found on appeal is in the conclusion that an increase in
noise of 3 dB would be ‘noticeable’, as it is not founded on expert evidence, and the
Court has done no more than refer broadly to its own experience. On an issue of
consequence to this Decision, and where there is expert evidence, the Court must have
evidence from some quarter to allow that conclusion, and not simply resort without
explanation to its own experience. There is no doubt the Court was drawing on
something in this regard, and as such it needed to explain the experience on which it
relied.
[322] That finding of error does not, however, dispose of the several other issues
regarding noise, in particular its characteristics, repetition, intervals, and frequency,
and the overall accumulation of noise and other effects where the evidence plainly fell
short. For that reason, this judgment does not respond to the error by sending the
application back to the Environment Court. I decline to do so because the finding of
error would not usefully be sent back for reconsideration on a directed basis, where

such a degree of dissatisfaction was held by the Court with the way expert evidence
was approached, the insufficiency of evidence, and with other findings of effects
which would militate against consent being granted, for example, dust, vibration,
effects on amenity. These and others presently stand in the way of consent.
The future
[323] This judgment on appeal recognises that the correct pathway to quarry consent
in the Bund zones is newly tested. There is no error in the pathway taken by the Court.
There is no principle whereby the sacrifice of a few for the ‘greater good’, is a
sustainable environmental outcome.

The Court recognised the importance of

quarrying to the economy when it came to its Decision.
[324] This judgment is by no means the end of the line for HGL for this site, if it is
able to mount a fresh case addressing the material deficiencies in the evidence which
the Environment Court identified. The bigger hurdle in front of HGL is that the
judgment of the Environment Court represents a recognition that there is a point at
which the accumulation of effects may go too far, to be more than minor even with
mitigation, and to be contrary to the Objectives and Policies in the District Plan.
[325] The Environment Court has signposted clearly where the evidence fell short
across several fundamental elements of effect. In some cases, it was for want of
evidence, in others it was not satisfied the persuasive burden on HGL was discharged.
The evidential shortfall is now plain to HGL, and automatically extends to the sum
total of these evidential deficits, in determining cumulative effects. These should not
be overridden for the clear economic benefits of the consent that HGL seeks for itself,
and for the community. There may be other alternatives. The stakes are high, no doubt
for HGL in a commercial sense, but unquestionably for the residents who have seen,
felt and live with the advance of quarrying activities around them. The description
that the residents are becoming “sandwiched” between quarries resonates for this
judgment.
[326] There are obvious commercial outcomes which HGL and interested parties,
including GAG residents, may wish to pursue. But for one element as to noise, the
Decision of the Environment Court represents a commendably thorough and correct

approach to a multifaceted set of required considerations. In the end, the Court has
simply reached a conclusion based on the evidence that this consent, having regard to
all relevant and no irrelevant considerations, and in its evaluation of the accumulation
of effects constitutes a step too far on what is known, and otherwise that there is
insufficient evidence in several critical respects on which the Court might have been
able to reach another conclusion.
G.

DISPOSITION

[327] The appeal is dismissed.
[328] Costs are reserved. If sought, memoranda should be filed promptly and a
conference arranged through the Registry.
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